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ABSTRACT
The Online Realtime Dynamic Analysis of the Blast Furnace Process has
been investigated to include the concurrent application of Aerodynamics,
Thermodynamics and Metallurgical fundamentals applied to the Iron Formation
Processes.
The aim of this study is to establish a Process Control System to control the
Instantaneous Iron Production Rate for the Blast Furnace. The system depends
upon the ability to continuously monitor, control, and locate the various Iron
forming reactions throughout the Process. Three methods for control are
outlined beginning with the simple Isotherm based version through to the more
refined method with five classes of identification of the Zone Volume Interface
boundaries based on streamline Gas and Particulate knowledge.
Experiments using Instrumented Mt. N e w m a n Iron Ore Particles subjected
to heating patterns which simulate Burden descent Streamline flow paths, provide
a method of classification of the various Blast Furnace Zone Volumes and Iron
Production Rates in terms of the Iron forming reactions that occur in the various
Zone types. Specially designed equipment to provide a controlled environment to
simulate Blast Furnace conditions also allowed Visual observations and Video
recordings of Instrumented Iron Ore Particles to be made as they were reduced
to Liquid Iron.
These Visual observations added a new dimension to the Aerodynamic and
Metallurgical Knowledge of the Process, namely the suddenness with which the
Liquidus mechanisms occur in only a few seconds, and secondly the accompaning
Volumetric change effects that also occur. The importance of these Process
mechanisms were not previously appreciated or even evident using Instrumented
recording methods. Using a combination of Visual observations, Isotherm
recordings and Quenched sample Ore Metalography, a number of Aerodynamic,
Thermodynamic, and Metallurgical concept were developed and then used to
more accurately designate the various Zone Volume Boundaries.
The concept of a Flame Front Reduction Characteristic (Ffrench Zone) was
the first Visualised Reaction mechanism developed in line with the Aerodynamic
viewpoint of the reaction observations applied to a uniformly distributed packed
bed, as for example in a Sintering bed. This Ffrench zone concept was further
refined by applying concurrently Aerodynamic and Thermodynamic Knowledge
to the Ore Layers of the Burden. This introduced the concept of the Ore Layer
Stratification effects where reactions occur on individual particles in and around
the Iron Liquidus Isotherms (where liquid Iron first forms) as particles are
affected by the characteristic flow streamline contours resulting from the
preferential gaseous flow pathways through the alternate burden layers of Coke
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and Ore. Additionally, Individual particle Stratification effects also apply within
the proximity of each particle where the Iron Liquidus Isotherm condition exists.
The Rate of available Heat also determines the Metallurgical nature of the
reactions that occur. A further gaseous flow induced effect results from the
interparticle G a s jetting impingement (Gas Lithology) onto the successive
particles and produces localised forced reactions on the particle surface from the
concentrated Heat in the jet stream. These combined effects provide key dynamic
components for a more accurate location of Zone interface boundaries and Iron
formation mechanisms, and all of which contribute to providing more accurate
knowledge for Online Realtime Process Control and Process Simulation Systems.
Instantaneous Iron Production Rate for the Blast Furnace Process trialed at
No.5 Blast Furnace Port K e m b l a was visualised initially in relation to zone
volumes classified by "S" Curve direct reduction zone profiles based on the
Ffrench Zone concept. Various other Blast Furnace Process Control Systems
were also developed to take advantage of the technological advancement that
occurred during the period of this study including Online Operator Visualisation
and programming concepts. Inherent technological shortcomings of these systems
led to the development of the Knowledge based Visualisation concept design
which is considered necessary to concurrently utilise the voluminous Streamline
based Process knowledge for Online Realtime Process Control use.
Future Process control systems providing Online Realtime Process Control
are envisaged as using streamline based analogue Instrumentation sensors,with
neural data array processing of gas and Particulate streamline flow concepts to
provide the desired operation of the Blast Furnace Process, thus yielding the
quality and quantity of saleable product required.
A theoretical internal fluid motion physical property designated
Harmonology was developed as a fundamental Process Unit Dynamic mechanism
responsible for "creating" matter motion of fluids at the atomic level, and
subsequently are manifested as Visible flow patterns. This concept evolved as a
result of concurrently reconciling the matter migration at high temperature as
observed in Metalography studies of Iron Ore reduced samples w h e n internal
voids are formed ( N e w m a n Effervescent Voids).
In future systems, Process Visualisation in terms of "Aurora" displays
modelled on h u m a n visual and Knowledge concepts (Humanoids) are envisaged to
provide "multi-personality" dynamic insights of the "moods" of the Process to
meet the challenge of providing concurrent knowledge Visualisation for the
indispensable h u m a n operator comprehension and m o o d "matching" for Online
Process Control purposes. T h e H u m a n o i d Visualisation incorporates
complementary m o o d and comprehension "matching " personality traits designed
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to maintain H u m a n involvement and motivation with the dynamic behaviour of
the Visualisation Aurora Imagery.
In an overall sense theoretical Process considerations suggest that
Particulate matter can inherently be more accurately blended and flow rate
controlled as a single continuous flow stream of Powder. Subsequently this
powder is Transformed to Liquid Product in a Blended Powder Direct Reduction
Transformer.
The single most important outcome of this thesis was the reinforcement of
the concept that concurrency of knowledge and knowledge crosspollination is
needed in a dynamic reasoning and visualised fashion. This approach is
considered necessary to both understand, and online predictively control the
quantity and quality of the Process and its Production Products in terms of the
raw materials from which they are produced.
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Flame Front Reduction Characteristic

(FFRENCH)

This is the Visualisation of the gaseous Energy phenomona
associated with the sudden heat exchange which occurs accompanying
Iron Ore Liquidus Reactions within a Packed Bed (Burden) in the same
w a y that a flame front exists as fuel is consumed.
Newman Efferescent Void
A Solid Iron Shell surrounds an internal Core cavity - Void - within
a M t N e w m a n Iron Ore Particle during certain Non-equilibrium
Reductions, and at fast reaction rates, the Core contents(liquid Wustite
F e O ) efferrescense as they burst out through the Iron shell leaving a
central particle void and a bubbly discharge.
Liquidus
State where solids transform to liquids at high temperature.
Gas Lithology
This describes a process phenomona where interparticle gas jet
streams impinge upon the surface of Iron Ore Particles thereby impacting
surface producing localised forced surface reactions and with fluid jetting
erosion qualities as a result of the high impact jet velocities.
Aurora Liquidus
Visualisation of the liquidus reactions within the Blast Furnace.
Hanmonology
Physical property of fluids in terms of the internal fluid motion
where "molecular pairs" Flow kinetics establishes interference patterns
which are visible as Chaos patterns.
Humaeoid
H u m a n lookalike designed electronic system,based On the
information flow of the h u m a n nervous system and using sensory and
receptor processes with Cognitive ability.
Multi-personality
able to be taken on the appearence and features of various
personalities.

xix
Moods
a state of "mind" or feeling- related to a Humanoid's ability to
provide a characteristic projected type of behaviour patterns.
Crosspollination
Technique developed of using one or more properties and their
associated qualities,ideas and behaviours to be superimposed (pollinated)
onto other Process understanding to establish concurrency of
understanding of all.
Knowlogical
Arrangement of Knowledge in a structured and logical related fashion.
Interparticle
between particles
Imtraparticle
within particles-internal to particles
"S" Curve
The half Radial Cross sectional shape of the Blast Furnace Liquidus
Zone Isotherm patterns recorded, and which takes the shape of the letter
"S".

Semigraphics
Single print character based on individual operator screen
characters m a d e up of a dot matrix graphical representation to form the
character.
Wostite Efferefescence
Process whereby Wustite (FeO) in a liquid form effervescence,
bubbling violently as Wustite is released under pressure from the molten
core of Iron Ore particles subjected to sudden high temperatures.
Kinetic state
relating to motion or non equilibrium state.
Isodose
of equal dosage

XX

M;
large or as whole, global viewpoint.
Micro
very small possibly one millionth.
Resource in Fertilisation Technique (RIFT)
method of concurrently reconciling knowledge by applying
(fertilising) knowledge from one disipline, such as Atomic, onto another
disipline and by extremes of application establish the envelope region
within which both disiplines coexist.
Raceway
The cavity formed directly infront of each Tuyere entrance within
the furnace where the Blast Volume as Hot Air consumes Coke creating a
swirling high turbulent gaseous space.
Synaptic
is a h u m a n nervous switching mechanism which operates on stimuli
intensity to trigger activity.

is the assembly of Coke in a pile which is formed between the
Ffrench Zone Liquidus Front and the Hearth Region, and with the Coke
buoyancy effects means the Amass can float upwards as the Health Liquid
level rises.

A charcoal bed process involving forced air, usually from a bellows
in a pulsating fashion - generating heat for metal working of objects.

occurs when the Buoyancy behaviour of the Coke A m a s s floating
in Hearth Liquids disables the Coke Flow from beneath the Liquidus Zone.

person engaged in the practice requiring knowledge of a disipline
or science.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Iron and Steel Industry currently relies upon the Iron Blast Furnace Smelting Process
to provide the necessary quantities of liquid Iron as the first stage in a series of manufacturing
processes to produce steel consumer products.
The traditional problem which has limited development of the Blast Furnace Process has
been man's inability to "observe" the majority of the interior process mechanisms which occur
during the Transformation of Iron Ores (or processed Iron Ores) into Liquid Iron.
This has meant mat m u c h of the knowledge available is based upon the more accessible
peripheral observations of the Process, and generally in terms of Burden descent reaction speeds of
0.25 metres per minute. This approach has led to a misconception that the overall Process
mechanics are related to the slow acting thermally driven mechanisms. Because Mainframe
Computers are needed to handle the voluminous Peripheral measurements and Modelling
techniques used, this also led to an acceptance that Process modelling and Conti'ol carried out as
infrequently as once a day based on hourly recorded operator logs is more than adequate for
conttol purposes.
Commencing

with a background in Combustion Processes, Fluid dynamics,

Thermodynamics, and Process Control and Instrumentation knowledge, and combining this with a
natural appreciation of the dynamic behaviour of Blast Furnaces, Cupolas, Gas Producers and
Blacksmith's Forges, a more refined viewpoint of the Blast Furnace Process was visualised which
relied ostensively on the m u c h faster moving Aerodynamically driven Process mechanisms with
typical speeds of 20 metres per second.
The significance then of this approach lies in the fact that the Blast Furnace can be viewed
and dynamically analysed as a continuous flow based Process where classical dynamic analysis
and control theory can be directly applied to achieve Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and
Chemistry Control. The realisation of such an Online Realtime Process Control Systems however
is also dependent upon the availability of suitable Technology.
T o achieve this understanding of the Process, it was necessary to appreciate w h y the pace
of Technological development affecting most other facits of modern civilisation has not been
matched by success in understanding the inner workings of the Blast Furnace. Comparatively, in
the same period the very inner workings of the human body have been examined, analysed and
observed in "living" operation using m o d e m electronic system developments.
The obstacle in the Blast Furnace involves the formation of liquid Iron which occurs inside
a sealed pressurised vessel of some twelve metres diameter and thirty metres height where
temperatures range typically from flame temperature of 2000°C to Stockline Isotherms of 400°C,
with Liquid Iron present above 1525°C. The Technological challenge then has been to identify,
locate, and observe in a high temperature environment the various Process mechanisms and their
reaction speeds and stratification effects which contribute towards the Instantaneous Iron
Production Rate for Online Contiol purposes.
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T h e starting point for these investigations was the traditional Metallurgical understanding
and Blast Furnace Operational practices, which have been catagorised as follows:(1)

Peripheral observations of the Process behaviour,

(2)

Traditional Microscopy analysis of the behaviour of Ores,both as experimentally
tested and for grabbed samples from operating Furnaces,

(3)

Quench frozen Furnace analyses - attempts to capture dynamic reaction behaviour,
distribution, and their significance to the Process,

(4)

Offline Computer modelling of Burden flow patterns and gaseous flow patterns,

(5)

Advanced Instrumentation, like inserted Probes for gas analysis, Special Cameras
for visual and video recording of Stocklines, Vertical Probes, Raceways, etc.

In nearly all instances, the methods associated with this understanding relied upon
equipment which lacked the time response resolution necessary to capture the faster dynamic
Process mechanisms. Very little is therefore k n o w n of the high speed dynamic reactions and Iron
Ore reduction mechanisms occuring under non equilibrium conditions existing at the Particulate
level where Aerodynamically driven mechanisms occur.
Interest in this Process stems from a natural curiosity and awareness that a Vision of the
Blast Furnace devoloped s o m e years earlier was not shared by others. In particular, that the
Aerodynamically propagated Flame Front Reduction Characteristic Zone was a major mechanism,
where such concentrated energy exchange occurred that single Particle Layers were transformed to
Liquid Iron within a matter of seconds.
Efforts therefore focused on developing this concept on six broard fronts, namely: (1)

Online Realtime Process Conttol Computer for Blast Furnace Control of
Instantaneous Iron Production Rate,

(2)

Establish the localised nature of Aerodynamically driven mechanisms, such as
Flame Front Reduction Characteristic (Ffrench) Zone, Non-equilibrium N e w m a n
Effervescent Void Reaction mechanism, and material bulk density and interparticle
void significance,

(3)

Establish an Aurora Visionary Process Control System to Visualise the Process
from the existing peripheral level understanding through to the Particulate
behaviour, and possibly also to the microscopic and atomic levels.

(4)

Fundamental Particulate matter equilibrium and non-equilibrium based
investigations with regards Aerodynamic, Fluid dynamic, Thermodynamic, and
Metallurgical aspects. The identification of Process mechanisms were expected to
hold the key for Online Realtime flow based use.

(5)

Investigations into the suitability of flow based dynamic analysis Process Control
Theory for Online Realtime use.

(6)

B y applying fundamental laws concurrently as a means to establish a reconcilliation
of past observations where conflicting opinions appeal-.

During the course of these investigations, the frustrations of not being able to relate
recorded instrument results to expected Metallurgical sample changes led to elaborate efforts to
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observe and video record simulated descent reaction Processes to unlock basic Process
mechanisms not previously appreciated.
Significant observations of Aerodynamic flow patterns as in Photo 14 serves to dentify
gaseous to particulate reaction stratification intensities. This also introduces a visual image concept
of the Process from which direct computer image processing can directly relate these images (in an
unbuilding sense) to the classical compressible fluid fundamental law relationships and theoretical
analysis techniques normally used to synthetically build up these images.The need for computer
simulation based on Voluminous sensory data processing at Process matching response speeds can
be bypassed in this fashion.

Photo 15 Aerodynamic Flow Patterns for Idealised Particles

Simularily, visual observations of the reduction of Iron Ore Particles to Liquid Iron added
a n e w dimension to the Aerodynamic and Metallurgical Knowledge of the Process, namely the
suddenness with which the Liquidus mechanisms occur in only a few seconds, and secondly the
accompaning Volumetric change effects that also occur.
Photo 15 and 16 are typical of these experiments. These observations establish the
significance of specific Isotherms in the Iron formation process and these are then used in
combination with gaseous and Particulate streamlines for Online Control purposes.
T h e temperature threshold nature for Liquid Iron formation adds further support to the
concept of the Ffrench Zone. The Visual observations of the sudden boiling and effervescence and
spluttering reactions for a few seconds also establishes a Flame like quality and adds an Aurora
nature to this Process.
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Photo 19

Photo 20

Iron Shell Blown U p Visual Observation Effect

N e w m a n Effervescent Void Visual Observation Effect

T o capture this Process realism for Online Realtime Process Control use, elaborate Visual
screen Technology is required which was originally Visualised as being a combination of Video
animations (with compressed time viewing through to slow motion of fast speed Processes)
coupled to online analogue dynamic analysis colour Video Imaging. The Aurora Visionary Process
Conttol System Concept developed is shown in Figure 14.
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A U R O R A VISIONARY PROCESS C O N T R O L SYSTEM

From this background the significance of these observations further supported the initial
approach adopted of considering the Blast Furnace Process from a Volumetric viewpoint with the
fundamental concept of flow mechanics providing the Realtime Aerodynamic mechanisms for
Online Process Control.
The initial Zone Volume concept trialed in 1978 at No.5 Blast Furnace at Port Kembla(362)
as shown in Figure 15 established the feasibility of such an Online Realtime Process Control
System providing adequate speed of response by prioritising Instrument Sensory information in
terms of the Process reaction speeds anticipated.
At the time, the major operational difficulties arose from the upgrading from medium size
Blast Furnaces Practices to the largest Blast Furnace in the B H P Group. Lack of experience with
large Blast Furnaces, design shortcomings and technological advancements , and the increasing
reliance upon operator training, led to a Rebuild in 1978 following the initial commissioning in
March 1972.(371)

A s a natural progression of the application of digital computers in 1970's(362)t0 e i a s t
Furnaces, and ongoing attempts to establish Integrated Blast Furnace Control and Operations, the
Concept of Online Realtime measurement of heat loads for Staves and Furnace Top conditions as a
means of prolonging furnace lining life and improving the understanding of the Blast Furnace
Burden and Gas disnibution and Casting practices was developed.
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FIGURE 15 197 8 VISION SIEMENS INTEGRATED DESIGN
(46) HODKINSON NT: INSTRUMENTATION NO 5 BF,1979
Process Control initiatives proposed the direct matrix measurement of Heat Loads by
embedded Mineral Insulated Thermocouples in the Hearth lining, meeting initial resistance to this
idea on the grounds that lining continuity would be compromised. Special installation designs and
materials help defray these fears, and established confidence that direct measurement of heat loads
for Online Control use could be achieved by capitilising on the technological developments

available. These simularily included, Tuyere leakage detection, Stockline Thermography Camera,
continuous Hot Metal temperatire measurement, Below Burden Probe and Paul Wurth Top use.
N e w initiatives in the application of Electronic Screen based computer systems designed
inhouse to provide Integrated Operator Guidance Systems (with Template Online Programming by
Operators) were met with such scepticism that a full panel of conventional single case insttuments
was retained, together with direct process meacurement of the traditional Blast Pressure,
Temperature, V o l u m e and Furnace Top parameters. The success of these initiatives stemmed
initially from Production Sponsorship, and also needed the development of appropiate Project
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management approach, Supplier dialogue, technology integration and coordination expertise, and
Contract flexibility which fostered the Functional Concept Focus(364)as a means of resolving
technology integration and resource coordination issues.
The Integrated Operator System as in Figure 15 has subsequently evolved elsewhere such
as at Energy Centre in 1984, No.4 and 5 Blast Furnaces and 7 A Coke Ovens( F i S u r e 1 6 ) in 1985-7
where advanced Model Simulation for Online Operational Control was achieved.(372)
The Challanges therefore remained, to directly locate and measure the fundamental
mechanics and mechanisms of the Blast Furnace Process, and to match the Dynamic Analysis
Speed of Response and Simulation for the various classes of Process Behaviours.
The Inner Working Volume of the Blast Furnace is divided into Zone Volumes which are
determined by the location of Isotherm Zone Boundaries related directly to the Iron formation
mechanisms. This n o w forms the foundation for the Control method developed and is outlined in
Figure 54.
VOLUME 1
STOCKLINE T O 1000°C
ISOTHERM
VOLUME 2
SOLID IRON FORMATION

1000°C

1000°C - 1525°C ISOTHERMS

ISOTHERM
VOLUME 3

COKE BLOOMERY A N D
TUYERES
VOLUME 1525°C
4
LIQUID SLAG A N D IRON

ISOTHERM

Figure 59

M E T H O D 1 Zone Volume Isothermic Boundries

Using this approach the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate is made u
Formation contribution from each of the Furnace Zone Volumes as in equation EQN(20)

Instantaneous Iron Production Rate [ Fei]
Fei = I (f(Volumel.Fe) + f(Volume 2.Fe) + f(Volume 3.Fe)
+ f(Volume 4.Fe) + f( Volume Drip.Fe)
+ f(Volume Hearth effectFe) }
EQN(20)
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Where

Volume 1 is the Particulate Preheat Zone volume
Volume 2 is the Indirect Reduction Pre-Iron phase
Volume 3 is the Indirect Reduction Solid Iron Forming Zone
Volume 4 is the Direct Reduction (Liquidus) Zones
Volume Drip is the Iron droplets Perculation Zone
Volume . Health effect is liquid behaviour Volume change
.Fe is the Instantaneous Iron formation contribution to the overall
Production Rate

Further refinement of the Zone Volume method fust uialed was developed by incorporation
the Aerodynamic and Thermodynamic knowledge resulting from the Visual observations which
relate directly to the Volume 4 Liquidus Zone. Here Aerodynamic considerations superimposed
upon the Burden Layering Particulate composition effects, provides a second Online Realtime
method for Trimming of the overall Process Control System. In this w a y the Instantaneous Iron
Production Rate is directly related to the distribution of Iron Particles subject to Aerodynamically
based Liquidus mechanisms. (Refer EQN(l))

Iron Production Rate Equation
FERATE= Particulate X SCALING X PARTICULATE X LIQUIDUS
FE YIELD
FACTOR
WEIGHT
ZONE VOLUME
4999 T/Day = 0.66 X 86400 X 8.3 GRAMS X 80 M3
2400

EQN(l)
FIG. 10 CALCULATION EOUATION OF INSTANTANEOUS IRON
P R O D U C T I O N R A T E B A S E D O N N O 5 B L A S T F U R N A C E D A T A B H P Port Kembla

The flow based nature of the Iron forming mechanisms is incorporated into these previous
Volume based methods by considering the dynamic behaviour of ascending gases and descending
Particulate matter in terms of continuous Analogue Flow Streamlines. Each Streamline, by

definition, passes through the Zone Isotherm Boundaries atrightangles, thus providing a means of
accurately locating Process mechanisms and a further refinement to the shape and Su-atification of
the Zones. This classical counter flow reactor is ideally suited for the application of Process
Control Theory Dynamic Analysis techniques in terms of Aerodynamic, Thermodynamic and
Metallurgical behaviours.
The purpose of this study is to firstly, establish the feasibility of the concept of the Online
Realtime Process Control System, and secondly to develop a simplistic basis for the Control so
that relatively small Process Control Computer Systems can effectively achieve this result.
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During the course of these investigations, the Idealised evaluation techniques also fostered
a number of Theoretical viewpoints of the operational and performance aspects of the Ironmaking
Process. This led to a number of conceptual consideration with regards long term alternatives, and
proposes Technological developments which offer benefits in a broarder perspective.
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1.1

PRELIMINARY OVERVIEW

The Iron and Steel Industry owes it's existence to the Smelting Process which provides
quantities of liquid Iron as the first stage in a series of manufacturing processes to produce steel
consumer products.
Liquid Iron has been traditionally produced in modern times in a Coke Blast Furnace with
Hot Blast Air sourcing the reactions.
L u m p y Iron Ore and L u m p y C o k e while together descending in the Blast Furnace are
progressively heated by an ascending "reducing gas" stream (Hot Blast induced) in a continuous,
twenty four hour a day operation, producing liquid Iron and Slag.
Liquid Iron is required to be produced at a uniform Rate and chemical analysis (eg. silicon
and carbon) and at optimum thermal efficiency.
The incorrect Hot reducing gas stream flow patterns, (related but separate to the L u m p y
Material disftibution and flow pattern) causes considerable difficulties for the Blast Furnaces. A s a
result, a great deal of work has been done on automatic Material charging control for the Blast
Furnace. But very little success has been achieved to automatically control the gas su'eam flow of
the Blast Furnace, which is the source of the problem.
Traditionally because of the complex nature of Blast Furnace , Process reaction models
(2)
(3)
or the three Stage Model
were only
such as the two Stage Heat and Mass balance Model
available on large computers or mainframe computers. They were necessary to provide the
concurrent software programmes with 5-15 Minute Average data storage involved, and even then
results were only available once every 4 to 8 hours. A s a result most efforts by others have
concentrated on improving the efficiency of computer programmes (with increasing complexity)
including utilising technological developments by way of bigger, faster computers to compress the
execution time of programmes to more acceptable levels of some minutes. Recent results reported
(4)
by R e x
is typical of these developments. But the Process Control strategy employed in this
thesis, although only tested on a Blast Furnace Process in its basic form, is believed to be more
accurate than previous methods because reaction mechanisms in the order of fractions of a second
are incorporated.
This result is achieved by modelling in terms of the actual Process response times and
utalising corresponding computer and electronic execution times to match. (Refer Chapter 3).
Veiy litde work has been carried out on the automatic control of the gas stream flow of the
Blast Furnace using a classic Process Conu'ol approach while computational response times are
determined by the actual Process mechanism response times. This is the challenge undertaken.
B y necessity then investigations centred on both the process mechanisms response times
and the available computational response times.
B y combining Process Conuol concepts with Computer technology strategic designing
considerations, a futuristic Process Visualisation and Process Control system concept as described
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in Chapter 2 was developed. This is considered more appropiate for concurrent realtime flow
related process applications.
Experimental and theoretical studies of the Blast Furnace Process, and specifically the
actual liquid Iron formation mechanisms were examined to establish that the basic accepted
fundamental laws were reconciled as concurrently contributing to the overall understanding of the
Blast Furnace Process.
In this approach, the formation rate of liquid Iron in the Blast Furnace is considered to be
the "sum total" of the simultaneous reduction and liquid transformations that occur for a number of
individual Iron Ore particles. T h e distribution of these individual particles (at any instant)
throughout the furnace volume is of particular significance to visualise the localised nature of the
Liquidus Process mechanism to be automatically controlled (refer Chapter 2 Fig. 10).
Very little work has been reported on the concurrent application of the aerodynamics,
thermodynamics and metallurgical aspects of the environs relating to individual Iron Ore particles
as a basis for online realtime automatic control of the Blast Furnace.
Because of the overshadowing effect of the material flow problem, and the fact that furnace
efficiency, aerodynamics, thermodynamics, and dynamic (non-equilibrium) metallurgical aspects
are difficult to obtain continuously, there has been slow progress on the Dynamic Conttol of the
Blast Furnace.
Chapter 2 gives a more detailed description of the Blast Furnace Prosesses and the
difficulty of controlling them.
Definitions of the terminology used concerning Iron Smelting and L u m p y material
behaviour is contained in the Nomenclature.
The Instantaneous Iron Production and Furnace Dynamic Conttol have been impossible
with conventional instrumentation. With the advent of digital computers for online control this has
become possible. H o w e v e r the traditional metallurgical methods of heat and mass balance
calculations even on digital computers proved to be too slow for realtime Process Control use.
(5)
Several people overseas such as Kapitan
as early as 1962 have attempted using online
control. Because of the more immediate problem of material flow control, (concerning difficulties
of unstable material movement, Furnace lining buildup and Furnace campaign life shortening)
m a n y have dealt with the problem of material control only. A s the problem of liquid Iron formation
is both complex and generally inaccessible within the Blast Furnace, by necessity then, they have
all m a d e various simplifying assumptions which tend to restrict the problem; although some of
them have investigated a number of aspects of these Processes and do claim a degree of success.
B y using Process Control Dynamic Analysis techniques on the Iron Formation Processes within
the body of the Blast Furnace a faster and more accurate method of Online Realtime Process
ConU'ol is sought.
This study began with the aim of developing an online realtime Process Control Computer
System for Blast Furnace Control in general, and with N o 5 Blast Furnace at Port Kembla as the
specific example as shown in Photo 1.
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Photo 1

N o . 5 B.F. Port Kembla Operator Graphic Controls

The use of Online Realtime Process Control Computers is considered essential for this
task. Additionally, the rate and cost of Technological development is a major moderating influence
on progress towards this task.
The objectives of this thesis are to conttol the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and Iron
quality for the Blast Furnace and to improve the uniformity of material and gaseous flow to
efficiently transform individual Iron Ore particles to Liquid Iron in the shortest possible time.
Chapter 3 Reviews the background of related experiences which led to the establishment of
this dynamic realtime control approach.
In particular, the implementation of the online realtime Process Control System on N o 5
Blast Furnace at Port K e m b l a (Refer Appendix 1 and 2) was the culmination of Process Control
initiatives intended to provide direct and instantaneous computing and Operator Display Monitoring
of dynamic process properties such as heat fluxes, Hearth liquid level,etc. as shown in Photo 1.
Appendix 2 outlines the Development of Process Control Computer Systems on Blast
Furnaces at Port K e m b l a including Operator Colour Graphic display control suitable for dynamic
furnace operations.
The resulting Operator Visual understanding of the Process, particularily the Furnace shell
and Stockline Isotherm Dynamics, reinforced the notion that Isotherm sectional profiles provided
good manifestations of the gaseous fluid Temperature Profiles (and associated thermal
content)

.Experimentation outlined in Chapters 5 and 6 investigated these observations and for
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the initial N o 5 Blast Furnace design a double "S" shaped sectional profile was used to
approximate the Instantaneous Liquid Iron Zone.
In this regard, three approaches were in c o m m o n use at the time, namely,
Stockline behaviour as a guide for temperature profiles of Gaseous stteams and
(8)
Material Temperatures .
(9)
(2)
Overall Furnace gaseous flow operation in terms of Burden Permeability .
(3)
Iron Ore Reduction material analysis based on metallurgical related temperatures
.
identified by grabbed samples and from quenched furnaces studies
Also at about the same time saw the emergence of improved furnace Instrumentation

(1)

sensors. These included,(a) Top Gas analysis of constituent gases, (b) D D S Below Burden Probe
for Gas composition and Gas Temperature sectional Profiles, and (c) the Above Burden Isotherm
(11)
Top Camera Visualisation approach
; and later on,these were followed by the Tuyere Raceway
,,• i(12)
Camera Visualisation
.
These Sensors provided Process insights which added to the long established Visual
Tuyere Peephole understanding, and in conjunction with various temperature insertion probe
investigations provided further insights into normal and undesireable furnace operating practices.
Throughout the world, by a combination of these methods initial gains were achieved in
terms of uniform Furnace operations with lower temperatures at the Furnace Shell. Instrument
sensors used in conjunction with material charging patterns Variations are used to indirectly
conttol the actual liquid Iron formation process and associated heat patterns at a m u c h lower zone
in the Furnace.
Identification of the various interrelationships between sensors and fundamental
metallurgical k n o w h o w (generally equilibrium based ) soon established a number of differing
schools of thought as to the "correct" means of controlling the Process. Typically these included
various opinions such as (1) the appropriateness of Top Gas (Stream) Temperature Profiles, (2)
the Stockline (Surface Material) Temperatures and (3) the Below Burden Probe Gas Utilisation
(Carbon monoxide - dioxide balance) with associated Temperature profile.
Significantly, improved Operator Graphic screen refresh rates on Multiple screen units
similar to the type used on N o 5 Blast Furnace at Port Kembla provides the concurrent
Visualisation of large amounts of Process sensor information. In so doing, this establishes a clear
insight of the differing natures of Process Parameters, and in particular, highlights the importance
of the time variant nature and fast acting mechanisms of certain aspects of the Blast Furnace
Process.
Such effects as the variability, dynamic effects and cyclic nature of the Stockline (fast
response Thermocouple Isotherms) Temperatures are observed when newly charged Ore Material
is rapidly heated.
(13)
M o r e advanced insttumentation using realtime Video images
such as Stockline Top
cameras, Vertical descent Cameras and Tuyere cavity Cameras when used in conjunction with
Probe Particle Samplers, provides a direct Visualisation of Reaction Mechanisms and their
response times. Microscopic Metallurgical analysis of Particle samples further aids this
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understanding.This gives a dynamic isotherm view of the heating patterns involved and the speed
of response of Individual Particles to instantly applied Heat.
In this same period, the impact of physical observations and published results for
(14)
disections of quenched Blast Furnaces by Japanese
and tended to dominate the Process
understanding at that time. A n investigation was undertaken of the quenching time involved in
these methods including earlier results by Americans
and Soviets
, and more recent
(17)
controlled methods used by Germans v
This confirmed the view that, in general, such results
exhibit only the slower long term reactions (approaching equilibrium state ) , whereas the non
equilibrium and fast response time dynamic Process mechanisms cannot be captured by these
quenching methods. Chapter 3 discuss observations using Microscopically observed high
temperature reactions

which confirms the concept that only small grain size samples, with

mainly all surface mass, can be effectively "instantaneously" quenched to retain the process state
which is actually being viewed and recorded by the video camera. The procedure of Liquid
(19)
Nitrogen Quenching is also investigated.
In this regard experiments were undertaken as
detailed in Chapter 6 to simulate the descent of individual Particles through the Blast Furnace
Process.This confirmed that even direct quenching of small Iron Ore samples in liquid nitrogen
lasted for a number of seconds. The majority of the faster reaction mechanisms are therefore not
captured for examination by these techniques. Likewise these results also confirm that
"temperature" is the single most important Process property and that accurate measurement of
temperature and temperature rate of change provides the essential framework for more advanced
process dynamic analysis for online Process Control purposes.
F r o m this background, this thesis aims to establish an online realtime Process Control
based Visualisation system which provides a direct vision of the Process Knowledge and their
dynamic behaviours for all the identifiable Process mechanisms and their associated fundamental
law based understandings of these mechanisms. The contribution m a d e by individual Process
mechanisms towards the overall Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and quality for the Blast
Furnace Process is also investigated.
Just as importantly, individual process mechanisms responsible for liquid slag formation
are examined to determine the overall contribution that they m a k e towards the liquid iron
formation. These slag formation processes are possibly more complex

than liquid Iron ones

because of the m a n y and varied combinations of chemical elements involved and their varying
temperature "thresholds".
O n e Visualised mechanism that was recorded in Chapter 6 involved the formation of
separate slag droplets which coincided with the liquid Iron formation.
Investigations into the effect of entrained dust in the gas streams was undertaken following
examination of burden samples. Significant quantities of dust were noticed on the majority of
samples confirming the view that the gas stream velocities are significantly higher than
theoretically established due to the presence of dust flowing in the gas stteams

. Simulariy the

presence of carbon particles means that Iron Ore reactions are possibly directly affected by carbon
particle impingement onto the surface of individual particles as outlined in Chapter 2. Visual
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observations established that at the point of contact between Iron Ore particles and Carbon particles
reaction rates appear fastest, suggesting that reactions in gas streams are limited by a separate
mechanism.
The Various stages of the development of suitable online Realtime Process Conttol systems
are outlined. Technological developments mainly in the electronics industries n o w provide more
intelligent Process sensors, Process Controllers and has been responsible for the emergence of
operator Workstations with Real Time Visualisation capabilities appealing in recent times. The then
state of the art Siemens system in use on N o 5 Blast Furnace (Appendix 2) is n o w seen in modern
day terms as a structured systems of units. (Refer Appendix 5) often using Personal Computers /
Operator Workstations to concurrentiy provide animated graphics and Real Time Video imaging of
the various aspects of the Blast Furnace Process. M a n y features of the Fifth generation
Computers

are seen as influencing these developments, but clearly realtime Knowledge

Visualisation and H u m a n systems cognition as described in Chapter 2 will stretch these techologies
beyond then envisaged bounds.
A n e w system outlined in Chapter 2 and designated the Humanoid, has been conceptually
designed to overcome m a n y of these limitations. The design is directly modelled on the h u m a n
(22)
neivous system data flow paths
and inttoduces a number of discrete "Generators" for the
separate functions of Motion, Process, Energy, Process Control, Imagery, Synaptic and
ignorance etc. These Generators respond to the Knowledge driven Response initiatives
("Thought") expected to be "uiggered"by the sensory / receptor and cognition in m u c h the same
w a y as the h u m a n system responds to external stimuli. Personalised h u m a n traits, moods,
sensitivities etc. including h u m a n communication and Visualisation requirements completes the
characterisation of the Humanoid by establishing a "Genetically Blueprinted" system for individual
applications.
In conjunction with the development of the realtime Process Control System designs for a
Blast Furnace a three stage Process Model as outlined in Section 4.1 refined and extended the
original N o 5 Blast Furnace system designs to form the basis of the conux>l system. Zone Volumes
were based on Bulk Density parameters and rely upon the characteristic double "S" Curve
Isotherms (sectional direct reduction zone profile) to locate the V o l u m e Interface boundaries using
externally located Instrumentation sensors to establish internal Burden Isotherms.
The overall operational performance of the Blast Furnace is then established in terms of
these Zone Volumes.
This approach has been retained throughout and with greater refinement in the later stages
as the location of individual Process mechanisms occur, and their associated contribution to the
Instantaneous Iron Production Rate is quantified. Fundamental to this approach has been the use of
Knowledge Concurrency and Crosspollination which reconciles the various viewpoints and results
by others. This approach also provides a structured method of reconciling and Visualising the
various types of investigations. These vary from actual process observations and recordings, to
scale modelled process through to simulated process behaviours. Other aspects, such as the speed
of Process mechanics and mechanisms as outlined in Chapter 6 ranged from slow acting
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equlibirum types through to fast acting non equilibrium-kinetic types. The connibution and location
of each to the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and Chemistry is fundamental to this knowledge.
T h e complex multivariable nature of the Blast Furnace Process lends itself to the classic
Process Control dynamic analysis approach (Refer Section 2.5) where a "steady state " operating
dynamic process is analysed by altering a single process Variable to quantify the Process responses
in terms of the changes that occur until the uniformly operation condition is restored. In the past
(23)
this approach has often provided conflicting and inconclusive observations
and therefore a
more exact method based on a theoretical process Unit was developed, such as the Process Unit
D y n a m o of Chapter 2 and the Simulated Particle descent of Chapter 6 .This approach is in line
(24)
that are
with the theoretical approach of using elementary process mechanisms by Levenspiel
representative of Macro scale Process mechanisms.
Central to this approach was the search for Iron forming reaction mechanisms that effect
VolumeUic changes within the body of the Blast Furnace. A number of mechanisms, such as the
(25)
swelling of Iron Ores as they are affected in the Indirect reduction stage is well known
as is the
Burden permeability Blockages that occur under differing circumstances w h e n the interparticle
Ofi\

01\

(OSi.\

Voids are choked or blocked by Alkalis
or Carbon
and / or Liquid Hold ups
Initial investigations centered on the Blast Furnace Process from a total Volume viewpoint,
examining the interplay between the ascending gaseous flow and the descending particulate and
liquid flow. T h e importance of traditional Blast Volume, Pressure and T o p Pressure Process
measurements in the hands of experienced Operators provide a definite "feel" for the "Flow"
dynamic characteristics, and it is this aspect that is examined to understand the Dynamic aspects of
the Aerodynamic experiments pursued in Chapter 5.
At the same time Aerodynamic Process mechanisms and mechanics were sought out as a
means of more accurately localising the Instantaneous Iron formation mechanisms. Initial studies
concentrated on understanding the importance of compressed gaseous flow and the w a y in which
gaseous flow through interparticle passages (Voids) contribute to the traditional global viewpoint
of these mechanisms in terms of the Volumetric flow, bed permeability, pressure loss and flow
(29 30 31)
' '
Flow Pattern observations and further
resistance such as described by Ergun.
experimentation using idealised individual particles as detailed in Chapter 5 established the
significance of the Peripheral cross sectional area size (interparticle Voids) as a major influence on
the magnitude of the aerodynamically reactive force (uplifting) imparted by these gaseous flows on
particles.
B y using a combination of Visual Flow Patterns and Pressure Probe readings, the
significance played by the Velocity Profiles of gaseous streams and their stratification was
identified (Refer Chapter 5). In a Macro sense then, the double "S" Curve as detailed in Chapter 2
is considered the Process manifestation of the effective gaseous Velocity profile for the Blast
Furnace resulting from the average behaviour of individual gaseous streamline Velocities at the
particulate level (in a Micro sense).
At the interparticle cavity level, flow eddy patterns and gas jets of high velocity and
"pressure jumps" were identified exhibiting the classical fluid dynamic behaviour for compressible
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gases. Further experiments were conducted to identify the mechanisms involved on individual
lumpy Ore particles with a view to understanding the aerodynamic forces exerted on particles
descending in a gaseous stteam. Individual particles were fitted with strain gauges and spring
balances and subjected to a forced gaseous flow stream passing through them as outlined in
Appendix 6. Surprisingly the magnitude of the upwards force imparted to the particle increased
rapidly as the available effective cross sectional area for the passage of the gas stream suddenly
c o m e close to the blocked state. Within this range the particle floates and oscillates under the
influence of the flow mechanisms present.
It w a s concluded that particles not physically resttained by one another therefore jockey
themselves into a position so as to maintain an acceptable gaseous flow resistance, settling into the
most stable state possible.
O n this basis, the emphasis shifted to investigating the possible areas in the Blast Furnace
Process where these mechanisms m a y apply, including an appreciation as to what allows Particles
to descend in die first place.Two localised areas of process activity are evident - both involving the
effective transformation of particles from the solid state to a gas at the Tuyere region, in the case of
Coke Particles; or to a liquid in the case of Iron Ore Particles, in the Liquidus zone.
T o understand the magnitude of these mechanisms, a measure of the degree of "Floating "
of the overall Burden is evidenced by a drop of around 8 % in V o l u m e or about 1.5 metres
reported w h e n an operating Furnace's Blast is stopped and the burden settles. Since the Tuyere
Cavity accounts mainly for only 4 0 % of this Volume, the remainder is related to the Liquidus and
(32)
Tuyere to Liquidus gas flow paths
A further increase of these Volumetric effects was examined in terms of the rate of descent
of burden equated direcdy to the number of particles/second being transformed from a solid state.
This establishes the importance of understanding the localised nature of the mechanisms involved
in the effective V o l u m e change per second in these zones. This approach localised the extent of the
Iron Liquidus Zone particularly when this concept was combined with the Reaction experiments of
Chapter 5 which Visualised the temperature dependence of the liquid Iron formation mechanisms
occuring at > 1520° C for M t N e w m a n Ores. This approach also establishes a clearer understanding
of the Process response times in terms of individual Particle Volume rate of change as separate to
the m u c h slower reactions involving particle size degradation which occurs by other mechanisms
(33)
with
such as particle crushing, abrasion, erosion etc. and as reported by Iwanaga, et. al.
process response time in the order of hours rather than seconds. Finally the velocity component of
gaseous flow jetstreams can establish localised reaction rates in the order of a fraction of a second.
The combined effect of these Process mechanisms reinforces the concepts in Chapter 6 that
classical fluid dynamic analysis for compressible fluids has been observed as contiibuting to the
establishment of localised regions within the Blast Furnace Process where Process Control theoiy
would be expected to be directly applicable.
Similiarily the m u c h slower descending particulate flow is considered as resulting from
solids in contact which slide on one another in m u c h the same w a y as incompessible fluids flow,
and so also applies.
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In a Macro sense the ascending gaseous flow establishes a flow based Liquidus zone at or
above the 1525° C Process Isotherm providing both the reducing gas enviroment and source of
heat from which individual Iron Ore particles are transformed to Liquid Iron and Slag creating a
Void space. B y combining the aerodynamic flow patterning observations outlined in Chapter 5
with this understanding, suggests that a Standing W a v e , designated a Flame Front Reduction
Characteristic (Ffrench) reaction process occurs establishing the 1525° C Liquidus Isotherm,
below which a void space occurs as Liquid Iron continously forms, and above which "solid Iron"
exists together with reaction effervescence from liquid Wustite Core discharges that occur as
observed and Video taped in experiments described in Chapter 6.
B y these processes the continuous Volume changes occuring at this Isotherm Ffrench Zone
provides the connection between the aerodynamic aspects of the ascending gases and the reaction
Processes that manifest themselves by locating the void space as the S O U R C E for the Burden
descent flow (and Isotherms) of that particulate matter. The shape of the Ffrench Zone results from
the streamline Path Flow disuibution of the total available energy and heat provided by the Blast
and the resultant particulate matter descent flow from which the Instantaneous Liquid Iron
Production Rate only occurs above a given Isotherm temperature (1525° C for M t N e w m a n Ore).
This result w a s arrived at in Section 4.1 by the process of reconciling the various
viewpoints of the process mechanisms which must concurrently satisfy the fundamental laws of
thermodynamics, fluidynamics and metallurgy. Knowledge Crosspollination Tables are seen as the
necessary method of formulating this process in a fashion which lends itself for online
computational and Process Conttol use.
O n this basis the three Methods for Process Control Models as also outlined in Section 4.1
uses Isotherms to locate Zone interface boundaries which progressively are more accurately located
by the better understanding of the interplay between the gaseous flow and the particle reactions and
their locations. The goal of automatically controlling the gas stream flow is considered one step
closer by this approach.
A three stage refinement of Method 3 has also been developed based on the use of
elementary Process Unit Dynamo's which represents the Process along the gaseous streamlines.
With the streamlines flowing at right angles to the Isotherms a more inherently accurate orthogonal
fix of position in the Blast Furnace exists.In this way the mass and energy continuity dynamic
analysis is incorporated, and Online Process Flow Control techniques using tracer sensory
streamline measurement are catered for.
In the simplest Method 1, four volumes are defined around two isotherm interface
boundaries, one relating to the first appearance of solid Iron in Ore samples, and the second where
Molten Iron first occurs in the process.The N o 5 Blast Furnace system trailed this method, with the
Instantaneous Iron Production rate established as the sum of individual zone Volume conuibutions
to the Iron formation processes as in equation EQN(20).
Method 2 is obtained by superimposing the actual particulate flow rate (per second)
crossing the Isotherm Interface boundaries established in Method 1.
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Method 1 and 2 is based on locating the Process reaction patterns within a few particle
diameters by combining the gaseous flow streamlines and fluid dynamic effects ascending quickly
through the slowly descending Particulate matter in what amounts to a Standing W a v e Reaction
Front within the Total Furnace Volume as outiined in Chapter 6 and appendix 5. These methods
also incorporate the proposed use of gas streamline tracer sensors-receptors based methods for
online monitoring and Process Control purposes.
Method 3 is a future refinement of this approach based on the identification of individual
particle reaction mechanisms. This more accurately qualifies and quantifies the Iron formation
mechanisms. Method 3 also introduces a more accurate understanding of the Liquidus Zone
Boundary interface location in terms of stratification of reactions, (Chapter 6 ) energy and matter
flow and dynamic behavioural considerations, and incorporates the tracking of individual particles
and gas streamlines.
Also incorporated in Method 3 are five classes of refinement of the streamline approach
based on the ease of measurement of the gaseous streamline component of the process by Process
Control and Instrumentation means.
In this Method, by equating the time of contact of the solid and gaseous phases of the
process for heat and mass continuity, the process Iron formation mechanisms are measured along
the gaseous streamlines at k n o w n Isotherm locations. Burden descent patterns provide mass and
heat flow continuity constraints to establish the Instantaneous Liquidus Iron formation rate on the
Stteamline at the Liquidus Zone Isotherm.
Measurement of Individual Tuyere flows (eg. 20 Tuyeres/Furnace) provides an
approximately a 5 % Incremental stteamline fust order accuracy Class 1 method. B y a combination
of the Tuyere induced cavity (Raceway) behaviour with shape monitoring, and Stockline gas
exiting Velocity measurements, the contribution (and distortion) of each Tuyere related radial
Furnace segment towards the Liquid Iron Production rate is obtained.
Class 2 is a refinement of Class 1 acheived by the inclusion of Isotherm measurements in
conjunction with burden charging layering and descent patterns, and is used to locate the
"streamline bundles" (preferentially low resistance gaseous flow paths) eminating from within
individual Tuyeres. This provides a flow stratification correction to the average streamline flows of
Class 1 and more accurately establish the heat and mass continuity exchange at the Liquidus Zone
for example.
A further refinment to this in Classes 3, 4 and 5 depends upon the ability to more accurately
and simultaneously locate a number of independent Process dynamic parameters such as, gaseous
and particulate streamlines, individual particle locations in Realtime, gaseous molecule locations
with time (tracers), Isotherm Process conditions, Heat and mass continuity exchange conditions
and the Process sttatifaction mechanisms involved.
Classes 3 to 5 requires an increasing degree of refinement to localise the Process
mechanism in Transforming Iron Ore into Liquid Iron.
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In Class 3 a representative cluster of particles, designated the Process Unit D y n a m o
(Chapter 2), and through which the gaseous stteamline passes, is used to locate the overall Process
status for particles within that cluster on an average assessment basis.
O n c e the control system stabilises within predetermined limits in Class 3 then the more
specific particle stratification and gaseous flow patterning, gas Lithology and impingement effects
acting on Individual particles on a stteamline can be catered for by Class 4 methods. The overall
behaviour of particles can be compensated for by these effects based on the relative position of
particles within a burden charge layer together with the influence of then radial position upon the
differing aerodynamic effects previously established by Method 3 Class 2 streamline distributions.
In the final Class 5 approach, the Idealised particle behaviour as observed in Chapter 6 are
used to determine the Reaction Core Model type and Iron Formation mechanism involved in Class
4 methods but n o w the particle exposure time and energy exchange factors of gaseous streamline
heat is included. In this w a y the overall Process response times and the Metallurgical dynamic
reaction aspects are included.
At this localised particle level, flow induced observations are dominant with surface
behaviour and gas to particle "exchange" mechanisms operating at a subparticle level. With the
interplay between atomic behaviour and matter migration being a fundamental flow mechanism,
visible flow patterns are considered as flow interference (Chaos) patterns with the actual flow
mechanisms active at the subparticle or atomic level: This flow property is termed Harmonology.
T o achieve the above results, the use of Knowledge Crosspollination and Knowledge
Visualisation as outlined in Chapter 2 becomes increasingly important and is a reflection of the
complex multi-disipline nature of the Blast Furnace Process.
T h e application of Process Control concepts in conjunction with the fundamental
viewpoint of the Process mechanisms and mechanics also served to identify in Chapter 8 the
possible future Process trends. These ranged from the use of homogeneous Furnace Charging
instead of Layered Charging, through to Blended Powder Direct Reduction Processes which
directly produce liquid steel by eliminating the need for excessive carbon contact during the
Liquidus Transformation phase.
The abundance of Iron Ores in the Earth's crust guarantees the importance of Iron and Steel
in the future. The challange however is to improve on the methods and control of Consumer
product manufacturing.
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CHAPTER 2
CONCEPTS DEVELOPED
2.1

IRONMAKTNG REVIEW

.04)

Iron
is the commonest and most abundant of all metals (see Figure 1) and in a pure
state has a melting point of 1526° C, boiling point of 3000° C and density of 7.85 grams/milhlrtre.
% of atoms

Element

FIG. 1 DISTRIBUTION O F T H E A T O M S O F E L E M E N T S O N E A R T H ( 3 4 )
Just as importantly, Carbon which is used to reduce oxides of Iron has a melting point of
greater than 3540°C, boiling point of 4200°C and a Specific Gravity of 3.5.(35)
Iron

as an element (symbol Fe

55 o^j Figure. 2) has an atomic number of 26 with

oxidisation states of 2 and 3 and an atomic weight of 55.847.

Iron
John Dalton (1808)

Dimitri Mendeleev (1871)

FIG. 2 SYMBOL NOTATION^)
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Metallic Iron occurs naturally only in the form of meteorites with characteristic 5-26%
Nickel content - otherwise Iron exists as oxides (Magnetite Fe-^O^ Hematite -^^O^ and Limonite
Fe O. H 2 O ) ,Carbonates (Chalylute Fe C O 3 and Sulphides (Pyrite Fe S2) in localised ore deposits
throughout the world.
Iron w a s most likely accidentally discovered as a smelting product of silver, lead or copper
ores in the form of very low carbon Iron occurring in then high Iron slags. (Anatolia as early as 3 D
Millenium B C ) .
Metallic Iron in commercial form contains other chemical elements which have a large effect
on the physical and mechanical properties. Iron can vary from a brittle weak form through to a soft
Malleable and Ductile and corrosive and wear resistant forms.
Metallic Iron in low carbon forms are Castable, Rollable, Machinable, Hot and Cold
worked and Extrudable.
T h e extent of the occurrence of Iron is evidenced by the role it played in the
Biogeochemical shaping of the stars and earth crust and atmosphere as well as the fundamental
importance to earth life systems in combination with carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Specifically
Iron played a centtal role in the evolving carbon molecule by giving rise to the Poryphorins and to
life itself, including through Iron Bacteria
Also Iron as hemoglobin in blood, transports oxygen and removes carbon monoxide as
part of the energy supply cycle of the body in a most complex fashion.
Iron then today has emerged from natural occurring meteorites through to accidentally
smelted Iron sands as Iron in early smelting process slags is k n o w n today for the following
qualities:
(1)

Abundance.

(2)

Feixomagnetism.

(3)

High energy as attansitionmetal.

(4)

Ability to alter from ferrous to fenic state under differing states of
Oxidisation and reduction and its role in life processes.

(5)

U p o n Heating, Iron can change crystalline form from body centred cubic to
face centred cubic lattice suncture - specifically for carbon - quenching into
a tough steel.

(6)

Ability to accept carbon and other materials into interstitial solution.

O n e of the fascinating aspects of h u m a n endeavour has been the development of the
science of Alchemy where ways were sought to turn base metals into gold.
This sense of curiosity and mystery has influenced in m a n y ways the m a n y aspects in the
production of Iron.
In recent tunes the conversion of carbon into diamond has been mastered and so too has the
search for Iron and its alloys captured man's imagination. Similarly to diamonds, Iron occurs
naturally without carbon as meteorites in combination with nickel and possibly even today this still
represents the challenge for mankind to be able to synthetically produce this same quality Iron from
ores that are abundant on Earth.
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In m a n y ways Iron known to m a n has resulted from accidental combustion in charcoal
fires and to date the low carbon Irons as steels are then most usable form. The variations in carbon
content yield a variety of Iron forms as shown in Table 1 as compared to Meteorites from the
Universe - all known for up to 200 years.

'

TABLE 1 IRON FORMS WITH VARIATIONS IN CARBON CONTENT(36,37)
Iron with 5-26% Nickel
no carbon
(1) Meteorite Iron
low
carbon
0.2%
(from lead/copper smelting)
(2)
Medium Carbon 0.5%
(3) Iron
High Carbon 0.8% "
(4) lion
Saturated with Carbon
Cast
Iron
some Graphite
(5)
as Cementite
White
Cast
Iron
Carbon
no Graphite
(6)
Carbon as Cementite
(7) Grey Cast Iron
Carbon dissolved in
L o w Carbon Iron
(8) Wrought Iron
Alloy
Iron
and
Carbon
0.2%
Steel
-usually with M n .
(9)
- 0.06% Carbon,
0.4% Manganese
(10) L o w Carbon Steel
Although concentrating upon the study of the Instantaneous Iron Production rate in a
M o d e m Furnace for online dynamic Process Control purposes, examination of the fundamental
Particulate behaviour of ores in then transformation into molten Iron was also carried out.
Therefore this is as much an investigation of the physical aspects of Particulate behaviours as it is
of the behaviour and "migration" of atoms into close proximity of one another in solids, liquids
and gases and the resultant interatomic behaviours and mechanisms involved in the production of
Molten Iron to obtain a more effective and efficient Process.
It is significant then to note that Iron can be produced without Carbon and that historical
influences of fire and Charcoal (Carbon) may have distracted Alchemists and Metallurgists from
the search for non-carbon Iron alloys or at least low carbon Iron alloys superior and more durable
than steels.
Mystique has surrounded the Process of Transforming Iron ores into metallic Iron from
ancient times. Iron was produced by m a n when Iron ores were heated in a Charcoal fire that
provided sufficient heat for this to occur. Initially low heat levels meant that Iron appeared as pasty
or solid Iron which was hot hammered in a forge to the finished shape.
Fire temperatures were improved up to 1150° C using Bellows with a Nozzle arrangement
(Tuyere) being powered by animal or water systems to produce liquid Iron in 1300 A D . Basic
process reactions were understood to be that carbon monoxide reduced the ore to Iron.

Fe.(0) + CO « Fe + C02 EQN(l)

In overall terms, the Ironmaking Blast Furnace Process is a counter current Reactor us
Coke and Iron ore burden in a Vertically descending column (under gravity) with an ascending
Reducing gas (from Hot ah Blast) passing through the burden .
Developments in the Process technology have continuously unproved the knowledge and
predictability of Ironmaking practices including the following^

.-
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(1)

Animal and water driven bellows for charcoal furnaces producing solid iron used to
compensate for higher furnace burdens which were capable of liquid Iron formation

(2)

in 1300 A D .
High fuel to ore ratio used to produce heat for Molten Iron by 1377 A D .

(3)

Coke and Coal replacement of charcoal were sought because of deforestation
pressure in 1300, and it was not until 1832 in England that coke furnace operations
were used (solely) requiring a Hot Blast of 600° C with a 30-60% fuel saving.

(4)

Top gas used for Blast Blowing engines power - 1894 Thwart gas engine.

(5)

Burden distribution and automatic charging from 1883, e.g. M c K e e Rotating Top.

(6)

Blast Furnace shaft sloping lines altered promote Burden descent and Bosh
inclination for Tuyere effect in 1918.

(7)

Typically the m o d e m Blast Furnace design evolution is evident by- N o 4 Blast

(8)

Furnace Port Kembla holding the world record production figures of 3091 daily
(39)
Tons in 1962 as shown on Table 2,
and compares to die Jumbo sized Furnace
(6)
designs of the 1990's.
In recent years High top Pressure, Burden distribution systems, Hearth drainage,
Gas distribution (Sonde) Probes,Stockline Profilometer, Furnace Isotherms and
Tuyere systems have come to the forefront.

-

TABLE

Current'blast-fumace operational data •
• Armco Steel
Middlelown
# 3 Furnace

•

•

-

TtftAtf),
'Austra'ian
Iron anr jie:': Bethlehem Steel
JllO \r-fjf.
Bethlehem ;
PortKe ibh. " D " Furnace $(>!*,i\(L0l*>5
# 4 Fu ia«
fiOflfT >L'l A > * 7 A

i

! June, 1561
Date 2,942 ' .
Daily Average — N . T.
Coke Rate — I b . / N T H M
1,311 .•
1,300
Ave. Blast Temp. — "F
•»
30.5
Blast Pressure — psi
Top Pressure — psi
13.0
Gr. Moist, in Blast—
Grs./Cu. Ft.
122,000
Wind — C F M
750
Slag Volume — Ib./NTHM
Dust (Wet & Dry) — Ib./NTHM
200
Burden: — '/,
_
Sinter
100
Pellets
Sized Ore •
—
Iron Chemistry: -'/,
• 0.77
Si
0.032
S
28'0" •
Hearth Diameter
53,936
Working Volume — C. L. .Tuyero
to Stockline — cf.
8.4
Coke Ash '/.

/,

*({>)

October, 1.61
3,09 i
1,241
1,58,'
2-,4
1.5" ]
11.6
118,300
841 •
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August, 1963

I«H>

1^1

3,245
1,104 •
1,430
25.3

m?
^i

&fT3!
Hfim.^

2.9
15.0
127,000

548
69

XLLQ

\ 2.b(o

\
t

90
10
1.12
0.03
29' 0 "
53,764
16.4

45.4
54.6

—
0.52
0.040
28'9"
50,294

&2>

'3

in

9, if-

0

3

t>. S\ \

O'll

0'03Sj
13-4 !

0-077
I3'7

i
!
i

TABLE 2 - TYPICAL MODERN DESIGN OPERATING DATA (39>6)
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The modern Blast Furnace Process in simplified form is shown in Figure 3, utilising a
constant Blast Volume and High Pressure Hot Blast at Tuyeres, alternative layered burden of Coke
and Ore/Flux for the descending burden, Rotating chute for Burden distribution, and liquid metal
and slag facilities to keep the hearth drained.

FIG. 3 - M O D E R N B L A S T F U R N A C E P R O C E S S

The generalised form of the Process reactions relates to the Particulate matter and the
Streamlines in the Working Volume are shown in Figure 4.
The gas flow sneamline begins at the Turbo blower as cold air, heated to 1300° C as Hot
Blast air entering the furnace at Tuyeres where coke is oxidised and Carbon monoxide (CO) Bosh
gas formed which ascends through the packed bed - burden providing also the heat and reducing
the fron Oxides to Iron while, as the temperature falls, the Carbon dioxide (CO2) percentages
proportionality increase below 1100° C until finally leaving the burden at the stockline as Top Gas
as a C O plus C O 2 gas mixture.
The Burden material enters via the Stockhouse and is weighed to obtain the desired fuel/ore
ratio (as Ore / Flux and Coke) and these are charged in alternate layers via sealed Furnace Top
chambers incorporating generally a rotating chute to control both particle position and also to
compensate particle segregation as required. Burden charged onto the stockline descends under
gravity to replace previous layers consumed in the Bosh region. Typically, the Coke passes
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through onto the Bosh region and is finally consumed either in the Tuyere region or more slowly in
the hearth region. The ore particles as they descend are progressively converted to solid Iron from
their outer surface through to the centre and on encountering the direct reduction region liquid Iron
and slag is produced which drips d o w n through the coke into the hearth from where it is drained
off under Blast Pressure.
Within the working volume of the furnace a gradation of reactions continuously occur and
the associated Transitional Zone interfaces relate to certain phenomena in the zone regions. It is
these Zone interface-boundaries which are investigated and located as a means of establishing the
associated zone volumes for online Process Conttol puiposes.

FIG. 4 - P R O C E S S R E A C T I O N S T R E A M L I N E S

Iron Process experiences date back to at least 3000 BC where Iron (occasionally steel) was
produced from smelting mainly of lead or copper with solid Iron occurring in the bloom from the
Iron rich slags. This w a s a two stage process starting with the solid Iron from the bloom being
recovered by cold hammering and secondly this Iron was smithforged by hot hammering.
Civilisation has progressed from the earlier Stone A g e through to the Copper and Bronze
Ages to the Iron A g e of today and perhaps into the Nuclear A g e of the future.
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During the passage of time, smelting of Iron Ores progressed from using forge charcoal
fuels to coal and by 1832 to coke and including the spasmodic production of high quality low
(39)
carbon Iron (steel) from time to time throughout most of this period.
Fundamental developments include the transition from manual bellows to animal power and
to water power as the height of the stack increased, initially for draft, and later on to provide some
drying and preheating of the Ore and charcoal burden.
Lowering the Tuyere position and Tuyere penetration depth while simultaneously
increasing the fuel rate by 10 - 15 % are employed to produce liquid Iron and slag on the same
furnace normally producing lump Iron.
A s Forests were depleted, replacement of Charcoal by Coal and finally coke required
heated Blast (from tube then refractory stoves using recovered T o p gas) for successful operations
with fuel savings of 30 - 6 0 % at twice the Iron production rate for Cold Blast.
Blast Furnace lines (sectional profiles) incorporating W e a r lines indicative of local
operating circumstances are adjusted to achieve a satisfactory Burden descent pattern with even
distribution of the burden provided by Top charging systems.
Finally by 1832 the modern coke Blast Furnace emerged with High Blast pressure, coke
filled and liquid Iron and slag health operating on a continuous production basis.
Process refinements in the earlier stages seemed synonymous often with the chance
occurrence of particular Iron ores and charcoal combined with the innovation successes of Furnace
shapes and Blast - Tuyere arrangements often times assembled from local resources.
In early periods both solid and molten Iron were produced from the same furnace by
changing the Fuel / Ore Ratio to meet the demands at the time.
It is noteworthy that if one type of Furnace and Blast design is capable of producing low
carbon Iron, closely approximating modern steels, it seems disturbingly possible that a
combination of Blast operating practices in combination with suitable ores to directly produce steel
has been lost sight of in m o d e m Coke Blast Furnace practices.
The fact remains that the knowledge and systems needed to control the quality of Iron
production is as m u c h a mystery today as it just have been in 3000 B C when spasmodically liquid
Iron and sometimes solid steel

was produced in a process that mostly yielded solid Iron.

In a theoretical sense Iron oxides are k n o w n to react and be reduced to specific "Iron"
equilibrium states w h e n in the presence of Carbon Monoxide/Carbon Dioxide reducing gas at a
(41-45)
specific temperature, (refer Figure 5)
The practical considerations are clearly that equilibrium conditions do not exist and
investigations of the aerodynamics, thermodynamics and metallurgical view points were used as a
guide to establish and quantify, in other measurable terms, the degree of departure from the
equilibrium conditions. A simplistic insight of these relationships are evident in reviewing the
recorded history of the Iron age.
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TEMPERATURE,°C

FIG. 5 The Fe-O-C equilibrium diagram including the Boudouard curve as well as(45)
degree of oxidation of wustite in the presence of C O and C 0 2
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2.2

INITIAL VISUALISED CONCEPT

The difference today is that Coke Blast Furnaces are becoming more predictable as a result
of removing the variation in burden materials and distribution, blast, and the continuous drainage
of liquid Iron and slag in a Uniform operation approach.
T h e real challenge is to understand the Process knowledge for the various ores, charging
patterns, burden distribution online Variations, and adjust Blast and Particulate matter for the
Realtime Process Control of the Iron production.
T w o key aspects are evident as being required to improve the online Process Control
knowledge Firstly, the operational view of the Process itself, and
Secondly, the technical content and understanding of that view.
Traditionally three fundamental process Parameters - Blast Volume, Blast Pressure and
Stockline Level in a direct process coupled form are used to "feel" the "condition" of the Blast
Furnace. T h e challenge then is to replace this human sensory and interoperative system with an
electronic based visionary equivalent for online control puiposes.
While this is a daunting task it w a s decided to persue a stinictured evolutionary growth
method regarding all aspects of the envisaged visionary (Aurora) system so that as essential
knowledge becomes available, further research can continuous provide refinement of the accuracy
of the various growth stages of the system as they occur.
T h e initial concept developed grew out of the rapid technological advances of the late
1970's where process modelling based on existing Metallurgical viewpoints had not provided the
desired online or offline Process Conttol systems.
T h e concept of a multi layered process control system developed from the need to
dynamically alter the focus from the most simplistic insttument tracking system through to the most
elaborate Visionary system, and incrementally to raise or lower control levels to adequately online
track the Instantaneous Iron Production using Process guidelines and sensory equipment of
performance for controllability.
The four Process Control Layers initially chosen are :

(1) Overall Process Working Volume system based on "S" Curve direct reduction zone
volume method inferred from Isotherms.
(2)

Process Flow patterns to incorporate distortions of "S" curve by direct stockline
measurements.

(3)

Process Reaction Interface Zone Volumes based on extrapolation of Stockline,
Shell and Hearth measurements.

(4)

Direct Process measurement of Interface zone references utilising special probes to
measure the intensity of reactions and the zone volume interfaces positions.
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In all these systems it is envisaged that the display presentation would be provided
incorporating the most advanced graphic techniques available. The 1978 version of this
presentation is shown in Furnace Chemistry Screen Display O D 4 6 (Photo 2) and even in this semigraphic form a number of technical limitations required extensive computer programming to
overcome these restrictions.
T h e displays and the associated Fortran calculation programming were commissioned using
a Siemens 330 Simat Computer System at N o 5 Blast Furnace Port Kembla in 1978 - integrating
the entire Blast Furnace data base and system from Burden charge calculations, furnace top control
data, Stockline, Shaft, Tuyere, Hearth and Hot Metal systems

.

The Process Conttol System provided a replacement of the basic analogue Instrumentation
and Control functions with Isotherms and crossrelated Process Data display presentation concepts
using online computation at 15 minute intervals of the Process Reaction chemistry behaviours,
with Zone volume based Instantaneous Iron Production and Carbon Monoxide utilisation Process
performance indicators.
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In Process terms the thermodynamic aspects initially were inferred from isothermal
concepts used to localise reaction Zones related to the burden descent rate patterns and Blast
distribution pattern emerging as the guide for radial reaction pattern distortions. (Refer Typical
Isotherm Displays, Photo 3)
T h e key need then was to develop the necessary background understanding of the Process
Reactions to localise consecutive zone boundaries to more accurately measure the Instantaneous
Iron Production Rate and Carbon Monoxide Utilisation and/or Process efficiency.
T h e following topics for investigation were identified :
(a)

Reducing G a s Flow characteristics in term of aerodynamics, Voidage, etc..

(b)

High Pressure effect on Reducing Gas reaction efficiency.
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(c)

Particulate descent patterns and localise movements as a guide to reaction activity.

(d)

Process Conttol viewpoints of the Process reaction rates, particularly with regard
to the Source-Sink potential driving force impact on reaction rates.
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T Y P I C A L I S O T H E R M D I S P L A Y S ((1979))

U p o n reflection, the consistent vision of the reaction process evolved over the years where
the first curiosity of the Blast Furnace with its mystique and black art personalised nature stemmed
from m y Grandfather's m a n y tales of his Father as an "ironworker" in W i g a n England in the
1890's.
Tales of steam engines, visits to Brick kilns at Bellambi and numerous experiences with
open fires and blacksmiths forges, established unquestioned concepts; like, the differing heat
capacities of timber and the coal heat sustaining ability of fires, all of which left lasting "visionary
impression" of the reactions and flame characteristic which upon reflection seemed to have
established an intuitive sense for this process phenomena.
These concepts were further hightened by experiences and knowledge of similar type
combustion reactions, intensifying and visualisation perception of Blast Furnace reactions. These
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experiences accumulated over m a n y years and include m a n y processes where reactions can be
viewed directly, such as:
(1)

Smelting Process background working on Gas Producers, Cupolas for Cast Iron,
Open Hearths, Basic Oxygen Steelmaking, Blast Furnaces including shell cooling
water trials and various stages of Instrumentation development and experimentation
on Sinter Plants, Blast Furnace Burden studies, stave cooling systems including
Hearth and Shaft Isotherm systems.

(2)

Combustion Process background including basic physics, and atomic physics
background radiation, combustion of gaseous fuels for steel heating, internal
combustion engines, oxy- acetylene flame welding and cutting, Electric arc welding
gas envelope and plasma arc welding and cutting.

(3)

Process Engineering background in aerodynamics, fluid dynamics,
thermodynamics: including material flow, advanced three dimensional dynamic
analysis and process modelling.

(4)

Process Conttol background including development of a Real time software
executive for Digital Equipment Corporation computers, numerous systems such as
Package systems incorporating Project management systems, online operator
multipersonality features, man-machine interface design and Process Control
dynamic analysis techniques, computer modelling, structured Process Control
Computer system, and System network initiatives.

(5)

Physiological considerations such as myoelectric control of artificial limbs, human
factor engineering and ergonomics, man-machine interaction concepts and designs.

In this context it was a natural progression to investigate the areas of aerodynamics and
fluid dynamics incorporating high temperature research (including specifically Elecuic arc welding
study) to Visualise the effect of rapid metal liquidification and flow control.
Knowledge from the various individual backgrounds are needed to be reconciled one with
the other, and concurrently influences and constrains the overall viewpoint knowledge.
Specifically, the visualisation of the reactions in the Smelting Forges, G a s Producer,
Cupolas, Sinter Plants and Blast Furnaces established some commonality, while the Open Hearth
and Basic Oxygen Steelmaking relate to the tuyere and hearth aspects of the Blast furnace process.
Specific contributions to the Visualisation of gas streamline reaction mechanisms on
Particulate matter c o m e from oxy acetylene oxidation and reducing flame use, Electric arc, gas
envelope electric arc and Plasma arc cutting and welding. Further contributions to localised gas
reactions characteristics c o m e from gas explosions, flame behaviour, spontaneous detonation, and
Internal combustion engines where high speed Processes developed usable Power.
The biggest single overall influence comes from the fundamental Mechanical Engineering
and Automatic control disciplines relating to flow dynamics for all facets of the Blast Furnace
Process.
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2.3

DYNAMIC REACTION CONCEPT

Initially a Source - Sink Reaction model evaluation of the various stages of the Blast
Furnace Process w a s undertaken, and involved the review of aerodynamics, fluid dynamics,
thermodynamics and metallurgical aspects.
Soon after it became evident that the conventional and generally accepted understanding
tended to categorise Reactions and that transitional style reactions and mechanisms necessary to
bridge between these categories seemed most likely for further investigations.
In parallel with this approach the consistency and contribution of the various science
discipline fundamental laws typified in the Blast Furnace process were reviewed and a close
examination to identify the various aspects relating to the detailed Reaction Visionary focus were
considered necessary for the successful online Process Conttol task.
The basic interplay between gas streams and burden particles was clearly a key aspect of
the review. Quantitative analysis and particle streamline dynamics were evaluated, leading to an
idealised form of the gas streamline effect on ore and coke particles at various stages through the
process, including interparticle and inttaparticle void as well as liquid droplets aspects.
T h e concept focus remained on the counter flow reaction between the ascending gas
streamline and the descending Particulate matter. Idealised experiments were developed to facilitate
isolation of unique characteristics of behaviour and localise on the streamlines the contribution of
the various science discipline effects on the observations and recordings made. Initially
experimental work concentrated on verification of the adopted concepts by the development of
simplistic apparatus and tests design to firstly confirm and establish by "rough " (guideline) testing
the development path most likely to succeed. Once both solid and liquid iron had been successful
produced, the technique w a s refined and idealised to focus on quantifying the results desired.
A major contribution focused on the preparation of Idealised Iron Ore samples, with
recordings of Temperature, G a s Composition and sample Iron formations while simulating the
descent path (streamline) (Refer Figure 4) of a particle. (Photo 4 and Chart recordings Figure 6).
Photo 4 is typical of the various attempts to identify the Effervescence mechanism which
had been identified in earlier experiments. Thin Alumina tubing was used for both gas sampling
and Temperature measurement. Water cooling in an attempt to capture Effervescence Offgases
incorporates a second smaller carbon container was used. Although fast moving reactions occurred
these procedures Specific difficulties were overcome by the development of Visual and Video
recordings and sightings of the various phases of the reaction process from Ore to molten Iron.
(Photo 5).
The actual Visualisation of the reaction process is the initial concept sought. The persistent
focus on this issue w a s responsible for early observations of the reactions. Prior to this, "Blind
Visualisation" using chart recordings showed only minor characteristic changes which were
generally inconclusive to explain the reactions occurring.
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CHART RECORDING

FIG. 6 RECORDING C H A R T

P H O T O 4 Experimental Ore Reaction Airangement

PHOTO 5

Visual Reaction Observation 1530° C

Establishing the sensitivity of measurement insttuments to detect Particulate reactions is
critical to the understanding of existing results, particularly by others, and w a s also required to
formulate experimental techniques for subsequent investigations.
Visualisation of the reactions enabled accurate identification of the physical reaction
processes and state charges, and quickly altered sampling for "instantaneous quenching" to
coincide with a combination of both recordings and visual observations. In this w a y the various
reaction phases and stages are envisaged to be systematically classified to provide quantitative data
for online process control in the refined form.
This w a s subsequently extended to include the impact of the reaction mechanisms upon the
gas stream, especially the formation of molten material and associated Particulate behaviour during
this process.
Concurrently, idealised particles were tested in a packed bed to investigate the gas
streamline from a single particle descent path approach. Although not realised at the time, the
concept of a single gas streamline threadling a path through the descending particles (Refer Figure
34) focused attention on the relative dynamic relationship and crosspollination of knowledge from
various viewpoints. Photo 6 shows the Packed Bed Testing equipment used and Photo 7 the
Flow Pattern effects on Particle layers.
Reaction mechanisms were further explored by incorporating knowledge from other
disciplines (such as surface engineering, reaction fronts and Phase front engineering, Flame fronts,
flame technology, atomic reaction mechanisms, spherical shear phenomena etc.) not generally
considered as applying to metallurgical reactions as such. Further, the interplay and
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PHOTO 6 PACKED BED TESTING EQIUPMENT

PHOTO 7

FLOW PATTERN EFFECTS ON PARTICLES
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crosspollination of these concept mechanisms and knowledge is considered as innovative approach
to establishing a broader understanding of the process.
T h e second stage of the investigations centred on the combination of the gas stream effects
on individual particles from a viewpoint of the available heat and reducing gas aspects. Then gas
impingement upon Particulate matter was investigated, with a study for the distortion of these flow
patterns that m a y occur, and the resultant surface ore reduction patterns that result. This combined
the basic aspects including Idealised particles individually, shape factors of individual particles,
and the visual observations of reactions of individual particles from the viewpoint of the heat
source and the temperature deterministic nature of the reaction process.
T h e resultant G a s Lithology model (Figure 7) w a s developed to incorporate the
Aerodynamic sourced influences and compares directiy to the Unreacted-core M o d e l and Multiinterface Model(46a) which relates more accurately where reactions tend towards an equilibrium
state.

HEAT
and
GAS FLOW
FIG. 7 - GAS LITHOLOGY MODEL

At the Particulate reaction level, the impact of dynamic analysis on, and the departure from,
the classic theory of reactions is considered most pronounced.
T h e lithology concept crosspollinated fluid flow with dynamic reaction knowledge and
further classified observed Particulate ore reaction behaviours in a manner that provided a
significant insight into the liquidus formation process, and yielded directly the Instantaneous Iron
Reduction Rate in a localised form,
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Observations by Seaton et.al.(315b) in 1983 provides details of the effect on Pre-reduced
Iron particles - rate of dissolution in Molten Steel, including
(a)
Equation for the rate of advance of the Melting interface
(b)
Use of Green's function method describing the temperature disuibution within the
particle and this is also similar to observations of particles in liquid Iron where a gaseous layer is
formed and the intensity and rate of initial reactions with gaseous bubble release as observed by
Upadhya(315) is considered directly applicable.
Significantly also is the presence of gas bubbles (Photo 8) and liquid migration (Photo 9)
associated with higher thermal heating gradients of Iron oxide reactions. (Refer Appendix 5, Slide
13 and 15)

A
PARTICLE
SURFACE

REACTION FRONTS
B

C D

GAS BUBBLES
I

I

IRON O R E
CORE

P H O T O 8 - G A S B U B B L E S (x!50)
The third stage of the Particulate investigation involved the various aspects of the Packed
bed material flow from the classic burden descent theory as externally measured and observed
followed by Particulate streamline concepts to more accurately establish the overall Burden descent
pattern characteristics. Investigations therefore centred on the identification of the individual
particle flow mechanisms from a streamline viewpoint. Specifically interparticle voids and their
effect on particle flow mechanisms, and the impact of particle shape and void shape and orientation
on the ascending gas stteamline were investigated.
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Localised gas stream dynamic forces (Figure 8) were identified as clearly providing the
movement of Particles in a direction related to the gas streamline flow pattern. Firsdy, the force on
individual particles blocking a void gas stream is sufficient to make them float and move with
sudden and surprising with relatively large forces; secondly, gas stream passing through relatively
narrow voids generate a jet stteaming effect which causes gas lithology on particles as the gas jet
stream impinges upon the particle surfaces.

Void (dark)

Ore (white)

Carbon Contact

Vertical section through Ore sample in contact with Carbon
Note: T h e Void is in the large (Vertical rising) Liquid Migration portion
P H O T O 9 - Liquid Migration

(x250)
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2.4

APPLIED PARTICULATE CONCEPTS

When these basic Particulate concepts were applied to the direct reduction zone of the Blast
Furnace it w a s evident that die alternating coke and ore layered burden would yield a localised and
""high release" reaction area due to the available heat source required for the ore reduction, and
specifically for the liquids formation. This has been "visualised" and called the Aurora Liquidus
concept and is classified as the Flame Front Reduction Characteristic (Ffrench Zone).
The Zone liquidus interface is significantiy shaped by the gas stream flow patterning from
the Source-Sink heat reaction considerations as well as the resultant velocity considerations on the
layered burden as shown in Figure 9.
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AERODYNAMIC, THERMODYNAMIC AND METALLURGICAL
ASPECTS APPLIED - ESTIMATED FFRENCH ZONE
FIG. 9 LIQUIDUS ZONE INTERFACE

Based on the Ffrench Zone concept, a detailed investigation of the Liquidus rate, particle
distribution and contribution towards the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate was established.
T h e Visual observation of reactions, gas lithology, and the Aurora Liquidus concept
establish the localised nature of the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and G a s stream (coke)
utilisation rate concepts and provided a visualised understanding of the locations and distribution
population of Ore particles contributing to these Instantaneous Liquidus reactions.
T h e summation of individual particle liquidus behaviours yielded the Instantaneous Iron
Production Rate as shown in simplified Calculation form in , Figure 10.
This approach is ideally suited to the external measurement and furnace observations and
graphically establishes a clearer vision of the direct reduction zone location, depth and distribution
in relation to, for example, measured burden isotherms. Once formed, the liquid Iron seems to
descend rather quickly into the health and being a liquid it seems relatively unaffected by the coke
particles and the ascending gas stream it encounters as they "drain through unimpeded".
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Iron Production Rate Equation
FERATE = Particulate X SCALING X PARTICULATE X LIQUIDUS
FE YIELD
FACTORS
WEIGHT
ZONE
VOLUME
4999 T/Day = 0.66
X 86400
X 8.3 GRAMS
X 80 M3
2400
EQN(l)
FIG. 10

CALCULATION EOUATION OF INSTANTANEOUS IRON
PRODUCTION RATE BASED ON NO 5 BLAST FURNACE DATA BHP Port Kembla

It is not surprising that quenched Blast Furnaces show little signs of liquid I
region between the liquidus zone and the health liquid level - confirming the observation that

Instantaneous quenching of the liquidus reactions would be difficult to achieve even at a small scal

location. The concenu-ated heat of a single Iron drop takes some seconds to cool when individually
quenched in copious amounts of liquid nitrogen, for example.
The implication then for the online Process Control model is that the Liquidus zone
provides a refinement to the earlier "S" Curve approximation concept. The gas flow patterns and

Isotherms of the Furnace Working Volume are used to establish the "S" Curve surface shape of the
Liquidus zone and hence the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate Figure 11 identifies the major
aspects of this approach.
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2.5

ONLINE PROCESS CONTROL CONCEPTS

The visionary aspects of the online control system are considered as an ever evolving
developing vision. N e w knowledge is added progressively as refined details to the basic pictorial
structure as more detail and more accurate views of the actual process reactions unfold. Initially the
crosspollination of individual and often times idealistic knowledge (of the ascending gas
streamline, and the descending Particulate streamlines positioning) is critical to locate zone volume
interfaces.
System Knowledge Crosspollination is seen as a Resource In Fertilisation Technique
(RIFT) modelled on the human system features to cater for the necessary knowledge flow and
associated Imagery envisaged.
In this way a Matrix based knowledge Resource is envisaged as providing dynamic
crosspollination to enrich the "view" (Macro to Micro in content) of the varying working volume
locations - allowing still further inter-relationships to be identified and classified. Figure 12 is a
comparison of the envisaged design compared to the current understanding in what has been
termed a "Degree of complexity Knowledge Spiral".

1?0

UNOWUD(f£

FIG. 12 D E G R E E O F C O M P L E X I T Y K N O W L E D G E SPIRAL

In an advanced form it is envisaged that an "Instrumented Simulated Particle " (INSICLE)
would be used as an online Tracer Particle connected as a dynamic sensor to the online Process
Control System used periodically to locate and confirm the Visionary Knowledge of the Process.
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The preliminary knowledge Resource was envisaged to be developed by identifying the

separate roles, inter-relationships, and crosspollination of the fundamental sciences, aspe
philosophies related to both the Process and the Process Control fundamentals, strategies,
philosophies, concepts and theories.
Development of appropriate Process Control concepts were considered necessary to

contribute to the successful implementation of an online real time system based on the Reac

Zone Volumes to establish Instantaneous lion Production Rate as the Control measured variab

Initially in 1978, the then state of the art system included Fortran calculations of Volume
based on Instrumented Burden charged weights. Semi-graphic CRT displays provided the
operator guidance parameters as shown in Figure 13 in design format and Photo 2 in
implementated form.
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Figure 13

1978 Semigraphics Furnace Chemistry Display Design

In 1978 major developments were clearly necessary in the system technology area

particularly with regards to system speed and operator Display Visualisation discriminatio
staged development was planned starting with a simplistic version based on fundamental
relationships of Volumes, to be followed by more complex stages requiring more extensive
knowledge and new process Characteristics to be established by fundamental and idealised
investigations. In a fully developed futuristic approach the advances in technology would
incorporated to compensate for the implementation difficulties posed by using idealised knowledge
that has been used for interpretation of, and understanding of, the Process Behaviour.
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In an overall sense an online Process Control system was envisaged to be a dynamic
operating system which provided the operator with "visualisation" of the key process aspects and
automatically operated at the most elaborate and complex state as Process conditions dictated.

FIG. 14 A U R O R A V I S I O N A R Y P R O C E S S C O N T R O L S Y S T E M

At any one time conditions may establish that a return to the simplistic State One is most
appropriate while at other times dynamic alteration of States would occur.
Six key Process Control states were considered Central to the fundamental requirements for
such systems.
State O n e -

Online Controller to automatically monitor and adjust Blast, Burden
and Liquid parameters to control performance to the desired quality,
quantity, and operational efficiency.

State T w o -

Provide online operator supervisory monitoring and alarming
system in the form of Visualised Process, Visualised Plant and
environs, and with a central focus on the Product Flow and Process
operations and performance.
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State Three-

Provide online realtime conversational style operational
communications capable of providing the collective knowledge,
Plant Procedures, Plant design performance characteristics in a
multipersonality style form.

State Four -

Stt-uctured Process Control system incorporating a dynamic State
allocation criterion based on Process "Mirroring" accuracies.

State Five -

Knowledge based Process Control system specifically providing
online Knowledge Resources of International Blast Furnace
Practice, Consultant B.F. operational behaviour, actual observed
behaviour, Theoretical Process behaviour, and business strategic
objective viewpoints.

State Six -

Aurora Visionary system (Refer Figure 14) incorporating basic
States O n e to Five, inclusive, including a Crosspollinated
Knowledge learning system of Online sU'eamline gas and Particulate
based Instantaneous Iron Production Rate measurements.
Instrumented Simulated Particles are seen as providing the online
Particulate and gas stream sensor information to directly control and
perhaps view the Process.

Process Control in the classic sense consists of Process aspects, Conttol aspects and
Instrumentation including process sensors and actuators with controllers and operator
(148)
systems.
Process Control as a discipline evolved from the direct connected mechanical control
systems of 1890 such as speed governors through to pneumatic analogue signal based systems of
1950's, transistor based electronic analogue signal based systems of 1970's which evolved into
Microprocessor electronic based analogue and/or digital transmission systems of the late 1980's.
Elecu;onic developments introduced complex calculations and modelling with computers, including
operator facilities which over the years developed from levers, pushbuttons, dials, gauges, to
indicators and recorders progressively being replaced by "teletypes" semigraphic screens to colour
animated operator stations in the 1990's.
The realisation of integrated operator Process Visualisation for real time Blast Furnace
Process Control use has evolved over the period in the form of four distinct visions. Each vision
capitalises on the economic advantages and rapid technological advance continually evolving in the
electronic and science industries.
T h e nature of the successes at Port Kembla plant in applying Process Control techniques
for Online Visualisation and improved Control methods can be judged by comparing the progress
towards Integrated Operator Guidance and Control Electronic Screen based systems such as a
similar development at Kovarhar- Finland

in 1974-1982, the advances by Nippon Kohan
(339)
K.K. in technological and applications, October 1976,
and similarily for Nippon Steel
Corporation in 1978.
T h e slow adaptation of experimental and laboratory equipment for
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Online use required application and computer analysis skills, as well as mechanical design skills
where the integrity of the Blast Furnace Shell is involved.
The successes c o m e from the early Online application of emerging technologies to gain
another insight of the Blast Furnace Process, and then from a Task Force approach, develop and
refine the Control techniques. A Functional definition focus presupposes that Process, Control,
and Operational requirements are understood, but experience n o w suggests that the earlier the
Process Visualisation is available, Online and in Realtime, the sooner the emerging technologies
can be incorporated for Production advantage. The rate of progress by others is evident in the
(46c)
Control Strategy in use at Kovarhar
in 1989, with operator changes from 0 to 1 hour, such as
Coke/Fe ratio every 10 minutes, and with Expert systems not yet developed at that time.
The case for Online Realtime development of Artificial Intelligence Systems is clearly the
alternative to the well defined and research based approach. It is not until the technology is
available Online and in Realtime, and being Visualised concurrently with other operational and
Process Behaviours, are the advantages and significance evident.
1978 Vision-Siemens 330 16 Bit Digital Computer with Integrated Furnace Data
Base, Furnace Chemistiy Display with an Instantaneous Iron Production Rate
basis(46) System Block Design N o 5 B F (1978) Figure 15.
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FIGURE 15 1978 VISION SIEMENS INTEGRATED DESIGN
(46) HODKINSON NT: INSTRUMENTATION NO 5 BF,1979
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1985 Vision - Ironmaking strategy incorporating Coke Ovens Sinter Plant witii R a w
materials and Blast Furnace systems utilising Multiple personality operator
(47)
station
(Strategic concept designs Ironmaking 1985 and Unified
operator station concept) Figure 16.

F I G U R E 16

1985 VISION I R O N M A K I N G S T R A T E G Y

(47) H O D K I N S O N N T , B L E E U N P U B L I S H E D D O C U M E N T 1985-1987
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1990's Vision - Animated Intelligent graphics System based on Multi Vision object
generated system with Parallel Processing enabling Generation of Computer
Artificial Intelligence and Advanced Real time operator personalities ^
(49)
V<n\
(5th Generation systems^
and G 2 Real time features)
Figure 17

Fifth Generation Computer Architecture

4'

•.»

FIGURE 17 1990 VISION FIFTH GENERATION COMPUTER
(49) FUCHIK: TIPDEC,1982
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1995*s Vision - Humanoids incorporating Process Flow, and Energy Dynamic
Generators based on direct Image Processing and Knowledge Visualisation
(Refer Humanoid Figure 18 including sensory and Personality Trait
features).

F I G U R E 18

1995 VISION H U M A N O I D S
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In an overall sense there are six categories where an envisaged impact is expected
from these investigations, namely:(1)

Uniform operations is to be challenged as being synonymous to manual control of
the process and is not considered as optimum operational performance.

(2)

Simplified Process Control Systems adopting Zone Volumes for Primary Control
are expected.

(3)

Increasingly Process Conftol concepts will be adopted and be afforded a higher
status to meet the Process and corporate challenges for Iron Production.

(4)

General acceptance of Process mechanisms to "visualise" the Plant performance,
typically Instantaneous Iron Rate, General Reactions Liquidus Iron Transformation
Shape Controllability of Flame Front Reduction Characteristic (Ffrench) Zone and
Knowledge Crosspollination principles.

(5)

Re-examination of Quenched Blast Furnace Data and revised assessment of the
nature and behaviour of the Process before and during quenching.

(6)

Review of use of L u m p ores instead of processed Ores such as Sinter and Pellets
terms of the overall speed and efficiency of individual particle reaction mechanisms
through to liquidus formations and Production Rate achievable from a given
working volume.

In all of the above, the c o m m o n theme of establishing an online Real Time Process Control
system was investigated by utilising Process phenomena based on a review of fundamental laws of
the various science disciplines.
A system design size restraint was necessary to accommodate the limitations imposed by
traditional Process Insttumentation Controllers on/or operator stations designs as well as a further
resuiction that a full cycle of computations based on sensor data in a cycle time of 5-15 Minutes
was initially aimed for. Technological developments in recent years of faster, larger, and cheaper
Personal Computer based open system architecture designs n o w provide additional scope for more
advanced and refined systems to be incorporated. Appendix 9 contains examples of Strategic
Designing techniques which have been developed to capatilise on Technological developments
available in the Steel Industry.
Online Process Control system developments since the early 1970's have been generally
unsuccessful in achieving direct Process control of Blast Furnace Iron Production Rate and quality
due to a combination of factors. This had led to somewhat simplistic Process refinements
dominating in order to satisfy increasing Managerial pressures for extended furnace life, lower
costs, higher productivity, and predictable Product quantity and quality.
These challenges have been met by developing uniform Control methods, particularly for
large to J u m b o Sized Blast Furnaces

where the operating practices of the 1970's which applied

to smaller furnaces were found to be unsuitable and confusing when applied to larger furnaces^

.

Stable Operations were achieved by incorporating Burden Blending and use of self fluxing Sinter
Ores generally with Rotating chute charging and above burden measurements and continuous
hearth drainage practices.
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Uniform operations stem from the misconception that the Blast Furnace Process time
constant is 5 - 8 hours

based on Burden ratio changes appearing as Liquid Iron chemistry

changes. Furnace operational changes are generally made at 8 - 24 hour intervals only.
Specifically then, Uniform operations are seen as resulting from preblending of ores prior
to charging into the furnace so that Burden layers are of consistent composition with uniform
Reactions yeilding a constant Liquid Iron quality.
The improvements therefore envisaged are that changes every 5 to 15 minutes are necessary
to adjust and compensate for Process Reactions at the Liquidus Transformation Zone where
aerodynamic and particulate matter variability are occurring on localised streamlines with Process
response time constants in the range of milliseconds to some seconds. The challenge then is for
more accurate and reliable burden conttol including Particle segregation and Voidage Control to
improve the effective Working Volume, and in particular optimise the potential improvements
evident by utilising Wustite Effervescent Liquid Iron Formation at temperatures greater than 1120°
C. in conjunction with the solid Iron Liquid Transformation at temperatures greater than 1520° C.
The advantages then of "Variable operations" versus "Uniform operations" are the greater
controllability of charged burden materials necessary can be catered for by online Process Control
Systems. T h e disadvantages stem from the need for specific knowledge making it necessary to
accurately identify and confrol the Process behaviours in terms of the Liquid Iron produced.
The envisaged refinement of the Zone Volume based Process Control System into self
learning knowledge based systems are within reach of current technological developments. This is
beyond the initial guidelines considered in 1978. The expected impact included the development of
an Aurora Visualisation system based Particulate Matter knowledge and Simulated matter sensor
instrumentation utilising a H u m a n o i d operator system optimising the h u m a n sensors and
concentrating on highly developed h u m a n communication skills to dynamically and online develop
simplified performance "synthetisation" of the Process.
The degree of H u m a n Visualisation System performance can be appreciated by considering
the two fundamental aspects of Knowledge "Flow" involved, where the inherent neuronal structure
and operational conttols(53a) is a good match to the emerging technologies of Image processing
and Neural network information processing. The two key aspects are;
(a)

Visualisation of the Reality, involving the w a y in which the H u m a n Eye transfers
real object sensory images into Visual Reality or Knowledge behavioural
characteristics as shown in Figure 19.(54) The Visualised image is established
from the Retina sensory " information" in the various receptors,(55) being
analysed in three stages by linking many neighouring cells. The process of
Neuronal recognition takes place in the visual cortex on the basis of acquiring
patterns and by including abstract images.
The process of Vision is based on a ptotochemical reaction in the receptors
and the trans-retinal isomer is formed by light in the visual purple, and in
consequence, the electronic voltage of the Cell membrane is controlled by the
enzymatic reactions.
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Kef in

Sharpness,
Noise

Figure 19

lateral Knee b o w

Visual Cottex

Brightness Contrast,
Visuol Field

H u m a n Visualisation System(54)

(b) Knowledge Flow Dynamics with Control of the Effectors using motor neuron
signals results from the neurcortex action after signals from (sensory) receptors are
processed in the spinal cord, brainstem, and forebrain as in Figure 20.

Musculature

Figure 20

Knowledge Flow Dynamics(54)
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T h e H u m a n Eye Imagery is based on 150 million light sensitive Pixels, with light sensitive
Rods in between red, green, and blue sensitive cores. Photoreceptors are about 2.5pm in diameter.
In Figure 19 the 150 million photoreceptors are "imaged" onto a 1.0 million neural paths of
the Optic nerve with parallel processing where time statistical interference is reduced through local
averaging, and "image objects" edge definition is increased through proximity effects. The global
operations, such as virtual scaling of the field's size, brightness, and contrast analysis are also
located in the lateral "Knee-bow".
The first step in the image recognition process takes place in the Visual Cortex, thence to
the parallel image data branches and to approximately 200 million brain cells with F o r m
characteristics such as Shape, with Position "stored" as acquired patterns along with the coloured
image segments associated with each other.
In quantative terms, the Eye is characterised by brightness dynamics for white light at 220
dB, with three basic elements in the sensor, and approximately 2600 shades of colour and 500
degrees of brightness can be distinguished. (55)
In a general sense then, this context of H u m a n and Humanoid based Visualisation,
provides the structured approach where the various fundamental aspects can be incorporated to
meet the expected requirements for future systems.
These include Instantaneous Iron Production Rate, General Reactions, Gas Stream Carbon
Monoxide Utilisation Index, Liquidus Iron mechanism Slope and depth conttol of the Ffrench
Zone, and Knowledge Crosspollination aspects.
T h e impact of
Americans,

reported findings, explanations and conclusions reached 1963

1966 Soviet,

1976 Japanese,

and 1981 German,

regarding Quenched

Blast Furnaces is expected to be re-examined (Figures (19-22) particularly with regard to the
"after the event" frozen reactions being representative of the actual reaction process. This was
reinforced by the examination of Blast Furnace Samples and Photograph 11, of a suddenly chilled
operating Furnace in Austtalia, Port Kembla.

Specifically then, the effect of dynamic gas

stream and liquidus concepts developed here need to be reconciled.
It is evident that online visualisation of the actual process streamline phases will continue to
provide further insight into these reaction mechanisms

and collectively will complete the

picture for online conttollability of the Process, including the variability effect of the particulate
matter involved.
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2.6

IDEALISED REACTION CONCEPTS

In this regard the traditional evolution of the Blast Furnace Process as a means of
providing Iron based Products is seriously being questioned by the inclusion of fundamental
factors relating to aerodynarnic.thermodynamic, and metallurgical effects to optimise the formation
of liquidus Iron or in fact steel, with or without slag formation.
This approach is expected to encompass a resurgence and concentration on the physical
chemical metallurgical aspects of Ore processing, but in a dynamic sense, so that those reaction
mechanisms which limit the efficient transfer of energy sources to directly produce low carbon
molten Iron are eliminated by Ore preparation and direct control of Iron chemistry by Ore
particulate conuol in conjunction with the rate of energy delivery.
Specifically, the following lumpy Ore process mechanisms are seen as limiting both the rate
of Iron Formation as well as the chemistry of the Iron produced. They mechanisms shown in
Table 3 rely upon traditional Packed Bed understanding with the reaction mechanisms identified,
such as the Flame Front concept, Thermal gradient impact, the Wustite Effervescence impact and
the Gas Lithology effect are concurrently incorporated at the appropiate Regions within the Blast
Furnace Process.
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Table 3 Traditional L u m p y Ore Processing Mechanisms

T h e concept presented is a major departure from the traditional methods in Table 3 by
eliminating conceptually from the process those mechanisms which limit the Rate of Transfer of
energy to individual particles, and secondly optimising the particulate matter size regarding
Reaction, Thermal and Aerodynamic mechanisms. Clearly then, such basic concepts as elimination
of bed pressure loss, B e d Energy and Thermal gradients, and especially phase change and
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physical boundary layer effect and Thermal driving force, are fundamental to the approach,
yielding in Table 4 a Visual comparison to Table 3 of changes envisaged.
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Table 4

Optimised Reaction Rate Concept Envisaged

In a more moderate sense a shift from the additional particulate mechanisms towards th
more direct liquid formation areas in Table 4 is expected to be implemented to improve the current
Blast Furnace Process.This is expected to involve particle size changes specifically to alter the flow
dynamics, and in particular the thermal exchange, distribution and dynamics of the liquidus
formation region. In this way, dynamic control of the effective working Volume of the furnace is
envisaged.
The future is seen then as involving two development paths, namely:(1)

A more varied use of the Blast Furnace Process for both traditional Iron production
and, secondly, the direct production of low carbon Iron alloys- including other
metal element combinations which allow refinement and significant improvement in
both Liquid Iron Formation rates as well as direct process refinement of Product
material properties.

(2)

Development of direct Liquidus ton Process utilising pure Iron oxide particulate
blending with gaseous or solid Carbon at high temperature with direct Control of
the rate of Iron formation without slag yield as such.

In both cases, advances in fundamental metallurgical research is envisaged to provide
Dynamic equilibirium reaction knowledge. The introduction of the Rate of change as a primary
dynamic property is seen as providing the trigger mechanism which interrelates the knowledge
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available from other science disciplines and in part lead to the concept Process Visualisation based
on Knowledge crosspollination.
Similarly for the fluid dynamic, aerodynamic and mass continuity fundamental concepts,
the existing steady state and Constant Property based knowledge (e.g.. Adiabatic)

needs to be

supplemented by dynamic real time process knowledge based on n e w primary flow
mechanisms

. Harmonology is seen as such a property representin6 the flow harmonology
( f.(L\

property which becomes Visible as Chaos interference patterns
harmonology flow mechanisms exist.

w h e n two or more

Harmonology is considered to be a fundamental property of matter involved in all dynamic
systems such that aspects of changes in state with time for the various parts of a system under
consideration is manifest as Visualisation effects like Chaos behaviour and Fractal shapes and
(66)
patterns.
In view of the multidimensional nature of these dynamic mechanisms, it is envisaged that
knowledge Visualisation concepts will play an important part in achieving this necessary
understanding.
From an online Realtime Process Contiol viewpoint the accurate control of Powdered Pure
Ores

is expected to provide very sensitive control for direct Liquid on Transformation, with

Powder "instantaneously" being Transformed into a Homogeneous liquid lion Alloy droplet which
are then combined possibly by catalyst mechanisms.
It is envisaged that existing limitations on rates of reactions would be overcome by the
direct action between Pure Iron Oxide Particles and Carbon in an environment providing an
abundance of heat for the accelerated direct and preferential reactions to form Liquid Iron droplets
approaching the idealised dynamic equilibrium state.
HEAT(FeO-fC) Flow Fe + CO EQN(2)
Reserve

—>

Liquid Off Gas

Based on this approach the theoretical evaluation relates to the following particle
considerations.
(1)

Ability to provide a heat environment at each particle

(2)

Provide direct Carbon to Fe contact

(3)

R e m o v e liquid Fe from the reaction environment to not slow the reactions

(4)

Separate liquid Fe droplets from C O off gas stream

(5)

Ability to provide pure Iron oxide free of Gangue and similarly for Carbon.

T h e concept then of using a Powder Blending flow control system which under flow
conditions transform, Iron Ore into the molten state is considered close to theoretical achievable
Instrumentation Iron Formation Rates w h e n achieved at possibly the Molecular levels. The
difference here is that a critical mass of Iron has been defined as being that m i n i m u m mass of Iron
where such mechanisms can exist, and that Instantaneous Liquid Iron is formed as particles which
have viscous property forming characteristics as distinct from an aerosol droplet.
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At this level of Process Product control it is envisaged that reaction dynamic rates and
reaction chemistry can be dynamically conttolled. Such a process would not include the inherent
inefficiencies of the Blast Furnace, such as ninogen in the Blast and gangue in ore forming slag.
The ability to directly control the Carbon to Ore ratio is expected to enable low carbon Iron alloys
or steels to be directly produced by this method.
It is also evident that in terms of the reduction of Metal oxides by carbon with adequate
atomic activation energy that this Powder Blending Transformer concept can be applied to other
alloys, and although m u c h higher temperatures are required direct Transformation of Pure Alumina
( A U O o ) to Molten Aluminium is also expected.
Various alloys(Alon) are n o w actively being
researched to capitalise also on the relative abundance of Alumina in Nature(68a) and this is leading
towards producing metals by lower temperature processes in the future.
Such processes are dependent upon the conttol of both the rate and threshold atomic
activation energy supply in terms of the "consumption" of that energy to produce the product
required.
Investigations into the dynamic reactions from the Knowledge Crosspollination viewpoint
also led to considerations regarding the fundamental aspects of flow of the material, flow of heat
leading to the development of a primary flow property- Harmonology, which in part, is seen as
being responsible for the vortex and dynamic spin flow characteristics.
Further reconciliation of Multiple Process mechanisms led to the establishment of a basic
"Process Unit D y n a m o " involving the "critical Process mass" concept which is seen as that which
is necessary for fluid behavioural characteristics to be evident, and below that critical mass, matter
would be seen as behaving in classic atomic or molecular form .
This approach is seen as being an extension of the Dynamic effects relating to the classic
speed of light (C) theories by Lorentz applicable at the atomic reaction level where (L) is Length
Connaction with speed (v), and (T) Time Dilation with

and

L MOTION

=

T

=

L

V(l- v 2 )
C2
,

EQN (3)
E Q N (4)

Va -I)
2
C
being considered suggests other mechanisms must also exist. Investigations sought to

establish at what atomic, molecular or Matter aggregate mass does isolated atomic behaviours cease
and stable connected matter exist.
Of interest here is the fact that quantum theories relating to atomic behaviour can also be
directly applicable in the real macroscopic sense. This length contraction with speed concept was
(71)
confirmed by experiments involving timing aircraft flying around the earth
In this search both exu-emes of the Process Unit D y n a m o were investigated namely,
(1) Atomic and Molecular mechanisms which are known to impart fluid dynamic
properties.
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(2)

Reconciliation of existing fluid dynamic knowledge in terms of elementary fluid
mechanisms used to Visualise this knowledge.

(72)
O f specific interest from these considerations was the observation that the "S" Curve
concept initially used in Method 1 Liquidus Zone Interface Chapter 1 also exhibits the basic
fundamental behaviours of diffusion of gaseous matter through a porous molecular structure but on
a macro scale. T h e fundamental principles of concentration and M a s s flow d o w n a concentration
gradient (dN/dz) and the diffusion coefficient (D) are related in terms of the rate of diffusion
(matter transport) which is proportional to the concentration gradient (dN/dz) (matter), or (dT/dz)
(energy).
In this w a y a connection in terms of classic molecular behaviour and the diffusion
relationships developed can be applied to the overall flow process in terms of Process Kinetics.
W h e n viewed as a time dependent process where there is a distribution of concentration and
dispersion witii time, the overall rate of change in concenttation of heat is seen as applying to the
Isotherms in the Blast Furnace Process. This approach establishes that the shape of the Isotherms
are directiy proportional to the rate of thermal diffusion (energy transport) through the Particulate
matter from the tuyere region to the Liquidus Boundary Interface.
Continuing the theme of reconciliation of fundamental science laws, a detailed examination
of the mass, energy and flow mechanics involved in the reactions of the Iron Formation Processes
for individual particles w a s undertaken. (Chapter 5). Such mechanisms occur as a result of the
various "driving forces" affecting matter equilibrium and often produces visual dynamic activity of
one form or another in the process.
(73)
O n the basic question of the reduction of iron ore by Carbon monoxide for instance
//TON

the mechanisms of reduction are considered so varied and complex that the kinetics
of the rate
controlling mechanisms are by no means clear.
(75)
V o n Bogdandy and Engell in 1971
generally concluded that the Iron oxides in the core
region was reduced by Transport Processes through the Porous Solid shell phase where the
driving force of a diffusion process for molecules is the gradient of the chemical potential, and the
diffusion and activity of the Iron formation occurs between the separate phase boundaries of the

Ore™
(77)
reported that the Reduction can occur by any one of a number
Review by Biswas 1981
of mechanisms including Iron Ions migration, diffusion of gaseous reductions inwards through
porous layers, and reaction at the interface.
Employing the Knowledge Crosspollination techniques to these investigations evolved into
the concept of K n o w l e d g e related in a logical structured form, termed the "Knowlogical
Sequences". In this case these relate to Reactions covering the Stratification of Process behaviours,
ranging from the Burden Packed Beds, to the Particle Layers, to the Individual Particles, to the
phases within a Particle, and through to the Molecular and Atomic Levels.
Typical of this approach is a changing grain size model for gas-solid reactions by
Georgakis, et. al.,

' '

which is based on a spherical pellet m a d e up of a large number of

spherical grains as shown in Figure 25. Sohn and Szekely also developed a structured Model for
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Gas-Solid reactions with a moving boundary.(80a) Similarly, Akiyama et. al.(°0b) establishes a
model explaining the actual bonding conditions among neighbouring grains, and O h m i et. al.(80c)
details the kinetic analysis of Hydrogen Reduction of Beds of Fluid pellets by a three interface
model of solid state diffusion.
O f interest here is the w a y in which the Stratification of Reactions in individual grains
within a Particle can be related to the Isothermal equimolar counter- diffusion reactions or the
pseudo-steady state approximation for the diffusional phenonema. In this w a y the Kinetic and
diffusional resistances in the product layer provides a means of including the non-equilibrium
understanding of reactions. This is considered to apply as m u c h to the behaviour of Individual
Particles as it does to those that form part of the Packed Bed in the macroview, and also applies
through to the grainular behaviour within Individual Particles at the microscopic view.

PRODUCT SOLID

^REACTANT SOLID
/

rQ « INITIAL GRAIN
RADIUS
r • GRAIN RADIUS
AFTER SOME
REACTION
f. = RADIUS OF
UNREACTED
CORE

Figure 25

Changing Size Grain Model of Reactions^)

Investigations into the quantum theories applied to the motion of Atomic and molecular
processes as well as the transport properties or flow of material from one region to another
established that effusion and in particular diffusion are two key mechanisms in these
(81)
processes
If matter, energy, charge, or m o m e n t u m are being transported from one region to
another, then the "flux" is defined as representing the amount of the property passing through Unit
area in unit time. This flux concept acting across the Liquidus Isotherm for instance is considered
as providing a direct measure of the Instantaneous Liquid Iron Formation Rate.
Further pursuing this approach, the use of Fick's law of diffusion is seen as being directly
applicable to the flow of thermal energy from the tuyere to the Liquidus zone boundary interface,
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and in combination with the other energy components of the flowing process is seen as providing a
fundamentalrelationshipfor the dynamic positioning of that interface.
(82)
Fick's first law for the rate of diffusion (Jz) is given by
Jz(energy) = -k(dT/dz) EQN(5)
with (k) the coefficient of thermal conductivity, and
(z) the distance from the source; in this case the tuyere region.
More importandy diffusion is seen as relating to the concentration and mass flow down a
concentration Gradient (dN/dz) while diffusing through matter with a diffusion coefficient (D)
where the Rate of diffusion (matterttansport)in proportional to the concentration gradient (dN/dz)
(matter), or (dT/dz) (energy)) (the driving force).
The fundamentals of the molecularttansportwhere mobility and diffusion constant are
connected is expressed as Einstein's Relation.
D = pkT/ez EQN(6)
Where (|i) is ion mobility
(k) is thermal conductivity
(T) is Temperature
(ez) is Atomic elecu-on potential
Based on these relationships, the flow distribution of ascending gaseous fluids is
considered in a macroscopic sense as involving the same principles as the diffusion of molecules
through porous solids. The thermal gradient sourced at the Blast Furnace tuyeres in combination
with the concenu-ation and mass flow of the Blast is seen as diffusion as a time dependent process,
where the diffusion equation or Fick's second law applied across the two boundary conditions of
and is
Source - Tuyere concentration to Sink - Liquidus Isotherm Boundary is given by
graphically shown in Figure 26 relation to diffusion to particles in a solution.
N(x,t) = {No/A (7tDt)l/2} exp (-x2/4Dt) EQN (7)
Diffusion occurs in both porous and solid layers and in both is defined by Fick's law
where Rate of diffusion is given in terms of, concentration (for matter) and temperature (for
energy).
J (Matter) = - D(dN/dz)
EQN(8)
EQN(9)
or
J (energy) = -K (dT/dz)
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IDf=0.05

Figure 26

Diffusion of a solute from a plane surface^)

For example, the fundamentals of the molecular transport is based on the motion of ions in
solution where the conductivity is expressed in terms of the mobility of ions with the drift speed (s)
of molecules (D/KT)f , and mobility of ions related to electric force (ezE) is s=uE,
Thermodynamic force per unit amount (f), leading to a connection between the diffusion constant
(83)
and the mobility as Einstein relation
D = ukT/ez.

.EQN(IO)

This establishes in effect the distance travelled by the ascending gaseous fluids in terms of
the concentration of molecular particles with the advances with time through the burden. The mean
distance travelled

is given by:(x) = 2 (Dt/7t) 1/2

E Q N (11)

Most importantly then, the average distance varies with the square root of the time lapse
from the diffusion viewpoint.
Having established the concentration Isodose, there also exists a quantum theory
understanding of the Molecular dynamics of the transportation of matter in terms of the Rate of
Chemical reaction (kz).
(86)
Arrhenius Expression
relates the (threshold) Activation energy (Ea) of the reaction
Rate k with a temperature dependence (T) and factor (A) and is given by :
k

= A exp (-Ea/RT)

E Q N (12)
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T h e activation energy is further identified as being associated with the various types of
motional and quantized atomic energies. A n indication of the relative separations of energy levels
of atoms and molecules is expressed in quantum theory as (a) Translational, (b) Rotational, (c)
•

i—

T»(87)

Vibrational, and (d)Electtonic as shown in Figure 27
.
At the Molecular- level the bonding by V a n der Waal forces

are given in terms of s u m

of the individual types.
Ej = E E l e c t r o n i c + E Vibrationa i + E Rotational + ^ Translational
.EQN(12a)
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Relative Separations of Energy Levels of Atoms

(87)Atkins,P.W.physical Chemistry, 2nd. Ed.,Oxford Uni.,1984,p8.

In addition a reaction occurs when for instance the matter temperature is elevated with the
energy populations of each type increasing until the appropriate activation energy levels are
exceeded sufficiently for motion to occur as shown in Figure 28 for Exothermic reaction.
T h e significance here lies in the w a y in which individual molecules of matter have been
identified in quantum theory as having a significant temperature dependency witii the movement of
molecules involving the breaking of the relatively weak V a n der W a a l bonds with enough energy to
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Ea - Activation
Energy

;

i

=Exothermic
SLjteat Released

Energy
For Atomic Reactions

Time

Figure 28

Energy Activation in Reactions^)

move. T h e overall population (N) of this energy is given by Boltzmann (k) constant for
equilibrium conditions only.
Ni/Nj = exp (-(Ei - Ej)/kT)

E Q N (13)

which suggests a critical Mass of Molecules in terms of a population of (N) is needed for
these behaviour to be quantified.
In considering primarily the movement of atoms or molecules in matter, the concept of the
activation energy also suggests that movement of molecules and atoms can preferentially occur
under favourable localised energy conditions. The understanding of the main intermolecular forces
(88)
such as V a n der W a a l forces
are often considered as Dipole - Dipole interactions, for example,
where the average energy of interaction of two molecules with permanent dipole moments Pi and
(91)
P2 is given by
V ( R ) = - 2 (Pi,

P2/4TIEO)

(1/R ) (1/3KT)

EQN(14)

where (R) is the molecular separation with the average energy of interaction V ( R )
dependent on the inverse sixth power of (R).
This suggests that the Molecular separation and possibly the atomic separation in
combination with their atomic weights and bonding types establishes a network of bonds with
varying levels of activation energies. This approach also suggests that as thermal gradients and
temperature increase, the relative activation energies decrease and possibly molecules and atoms
m o v e freely and preferentially based on energy and mass considerations as well as thermal energy
motion effects.
The extent of the shift in energy levels is seen in both the population of energy levels as
temperature increase above absolute Zero as shown in Figure 29
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These mechanisms are considered important when considering the behaviour of Iron Ores
in the presence of Carbon at elevated temperatures. Specifically, the introduction of Carbon atoms
and molecules at elevated temperatures in collision contact with Iron and Oxygen molecules
identifies that Carbon preferentially replaces the Iron Oxygen atomic bonding but the actual
mechanisms are not understood; only the products that eventually are formed. Since Solid iron also
includes up to one third Iron as Cementite Fe^C (by Volume) a likelihood exists that the following
reaction m a y be involved in the actual Solid Iron Formation Process.

3FeO + 4CO « Fe Fe + 3C02 EQN(15)
Fe

Absolute zero
lig.

Waim

I lei

. T h e dependence of the populations of energy levels on the temperature.

FIGURE 29 Atomic Energy Level Temperature Effect(92)

The extent of these reactions and their preferential sequence depends on the localised
atomic thermal energy as well as the inherent activation energy involved in the change.
Development of a Knowledge crosspollination table is seen as an appropriate means of
establishing the preferential behaviour of individually identifiable mechanisms which apply so that
their concurrency can be evaluated. In this way the thermal effects in combination with the Process
Unit D y n a m o viewpoint of these processes was pursued.
This approach also identifies that at elevated temperatures that atoms and activation
energies for reaction are closer to their threshold levels and preferential migration of atoms within
matter becomes more pronounced until at the Liquidus Temperature migration predominates in the
loose remains of the previous lattice structures.

'(Refer Figure 30).
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^^Hl^
Calculated paths or molecule., in the solid and just above its melting po.nl
(FBej. AlderfNote how'the molecules m o v e from site to site in the latter case.

Figure 30

Example of Migration of Molecules^ 3 )

Visualisation of energy level occurs in terms of a specnum of light as a series of definite
frequencies w h e n an atom is excited to a high energy state in a flame for example.

Fig.
A n image of a platinum lip about 150 n m radius (E. W . Muller). The technique
employed for this photograph is calledfieldionization microscopy, p. 1009.

Photo 12

Field Ionization Microscopy of Atoms and Molecules.(96)
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(94)y
M o r e significantiy in recent times, is the use of Laser Technology
and dark field
($5)
microscopy equipment
which is n o w capable of Visualising both the Individual atoms in a
substance as well as the atomic kinetics involved, by observing processes occurring in a few
-12
picoseconds (10
Seconds).
The rearranging of molecules and transfer of atoms occurs on an atomic time scale of less
-9
than 10 seconds.
Atoms and Molecules can be directly Visualised for instance as in Photo 12 using Field
Ionization Microscopy,(96) where the masses of Molecules, Atoms and Subatomic Particles can b
measured with some precision.
More importandy, the overall shape of Molecules can be determined.
It is evident that the actual mechanisms involving the transformation of Iron Oxide to Solid

Iron in the presence of Carbon can theoretically be Visualised (Refer Figure 31) including th

movement of the nucleus of atoms preferentially, together with the Visualisation of the Iro
(97 310)
lattice distance changes in establishing the Solid non lattice sttucture '
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Visualisation of Atomic Movement(97,310)

Additionally once this solid iron lattice is formed, the migration of Carbon and Oxygen

atoms under the influence of thermal gradients should also be visible. This visibility is e
.9
using these methods because of the combined effect that the atomic size of atoms are 10 seconds,
-13
(98)
while the Laser measurement wavelength is 10 seconds,
giving a sensitivity of up to 250 to
(99 100)
1 overall, if Pulse Frequency Laser techniques are used '
It is also suggested that the "flow" of atoms and molecules (in combination) make up the
fundamental flow visible phenomena encompassing all the energy and matter forms. This
elementary flow behaviour mechanism has been termed the harmonology, where the harmony of
atomic behaviour is influenced by the quantum energy requirements, such as the activation e
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levels which are needed to be satisfied when non equilibrium conditions occur. Again Laser
equipment is inherently capable of detecting these mechanisms, and in the future are expected to be
capable of capturing both the Static and the Dynamic Visualisation

of inter-nucleus

observations that are k n o w n to direcdy affect the relative motion of atoms particularly in solids.
Already picoseconds Laser photolysis exists which enables the dynamics and mechanics of Ionised
and excited states to be elucidated.
A good example of this type of approach is given by Callahan and Thomas

where the

Reaction Sintering Mechanisms are examined by three separate processing routes in order to
elucidate the Reaction Processes, including samples found at temperatures in the range 1000 1600°C.
It is envisaged that using this approach, that verification will occur of the theory that
chaos

is the dynamic interference patterns resulting from the motion of matter, and further

that Harmonology is expected to be Visualised and understand to be predominantely the result of
the Kinetics of the intemucleus behaviour of atoms during non-equilibrium states and conditions.
A n interesting analogy exists between the synapse

of the neural systems and the

quantization of energy and state, with the quantum levels evident in thettanslational,rotational,
vibrational, and elecuonic Motion.

It is evident that neural processing

is already available

to establish the appropriate Synapse generator and for many aspects of the quantum theories by
direct application is envisaged.
In the classical sense then, Chemical Reactions proceed towards an equilibrium with
reactions occurring as a result of the Chemical Potential sourced as heat, energy, movements, etc..
In some instances Catalysts can be used to increase the speed of reactions, and do so without
affecting equilibrium conditions. Burden Impurities m a y also provide a Catalyst effect on
Reactions, changing the Reaction Speeds.
A further effect called the Gibbs function

of activation (G) which relate the Entropy

of Activation (S), Temperature (T), and the Enthalpy of activation (H) is given as,

AG + AH = TAS .. .EQN(16)

where the thermodynamics of the system is expressed in terms of the energy concentration
and the internal energy.
In general terms the Gibbs function for the reaction such as the Coke gasification
C + 1/202 = CO EQN(17)

indicates the metals affinity for oxygen while the reduction of oxides depends on the
competition of the carbon for the oxygen bond to the metal, such as
FeO + C

=

Fe + C O

E Q N (18)

FeO+ >iC
FeO + CO

=
=

Fe+Vc02
Fe + C 0 2

EQN (19)
EQN (20)
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Other Reactions are expressed in terms of the various combined forms of the Iron Oxides
such as
3FeO + 4C

=

F e 3 C + 3CO

E Q N (21a)

3Fe 2 0 3 + C O

=

2Fe 3 0 4 + C 0 2

E Q N (21b)

Fe304+C
Fe304+CO
FeO+CO
Fe 2 0 3 +CO

=
=
=
=

3FeO+CO
3FeO+C0 2
Fe + C 0 2
2FeO+C0 2

EQN (21c)
EQN (2Id)
EQN (21e)
EQN (21 f)

2(FeO).0 +C

=

2Fe 0 + C O

EQN (21 g)

Additionally, a much debated and agreed reduction of a "mixture of Iron Oxid
Fines

which will self reduce and if the temperature is above that of Molten Iron, the reduced

Iron will coalesce and melt" and is given by;Fe2 03 + l\ C = 2Fe + 1'2 C02 + 2C0 EQN (21h)

The Reduction of the Oxides depends on the competition of the Carbon for the
bound to the metal (Iron). The Gibbs Function provides a measure of the overall change that

occurs between the "Products of the Reaction" and the "Reactants involved in the Reaction", and is
expressed as
AGm0 = Gm0(PRODUCTS) "

Gm0

(REACTANTS) EQN(22)

For the general case of a Reaction, the Equilibrium equation for Gibbs funct
expressed in terms of the Gas constant (R), the Temperature dependence (T abs), and the
Equilibrium Constant (K), and is expressed as

AG0m = -RTlnK EQN(21a)

In a different form, the Ellingham diagram, as shown in Figure 32, identifies
relationship between the standard Gibbs Function for various oxidation reactions involved in metal
extraction, and the Temperature which corresponds to the various Reaction forms as in EQN(18,
19, and 20).
The reduction of the oxides depends upon the competition of the Carbon for the oxygen

bonded to the metal, and as the temperature is increased sufficient activation energy will exist for
the oxygen to be removed. Certain metal oxides, for example, Silver oxide A g 2 0 with AG0m (i)
0 when the temperature is about 200° C can be reduced to Silver even in the absence of carbon.
This suggests that Iron Oxides Fe (O) and Aluminium Oxide A1 2 0 3 can be directly reduced to the
Metallic form without the use of carbon, but more importantly, that oxygen can be removed from
the bonding with the Metal Atoms by the application of heat.
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This also suggests that heating alone can promote the Oxygen atoms to migrate, and then
the metal atoms also migrate closer together and become bonded into the metal molecular solid
form. In this sense, Carbon m a y act as a "Catalyst" to increase the speed of reactions by perhaps
promoting the easier removal of the Oxygen atoms of the lion Ores.
Iron, of course, is unmistakingly an "Iron - Carbon Alloy", with the Carbon content
saturating it up to 4.4 percent by weight for the Liquid Iron. Traditional Electton Microscope
systems are unable to identify the extent and distribution of Carbon in Iron Ore and Solid lion, and
hence the focus on the understanding of Iron and Carbon Molecular sttuctures for the Solid Iron
Formation Processes has escaped attention. It is interesting to observe that the Iron Molecular
structure is most probably F e 3 C , with one Carbon atom shared by three Iron atoms. O n this basis,
with each Carbon atom shared by three separate Iron atoms, the percentage of Carbon would be
approximately 7 percent based on the Atomic Weight of the elements. This compares with a 22
percent level

of Carbon in liquid Iron, based on the atomic weights.

- 500

Reaction (iii)
•100 -

Reaction (ii)

- 1(10 -

Reaction (iv)

1(H) -

Fig.
T h e standard Gibbs functions for the oxidation reactions involved in the
discussion of metal extraction. This is called an Ellingham diagram.

Figure 32

Ellingham DiagramO 10)

O n this basis alone, the solid Iron Reaction which is known to involve the displacement of
the bound Oxygen from the Iron Ore is more likely to be the replacement of Oxygen Atoms by
Carbon Atoms. Since most investigations do not account for the presence of Carbon but consider
only that Iron is transformed for instance into Solid Iron, and this possibly accounts for
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explanation w h y it has not been presiously noticed. B y analysing the migration or "flow" of matter
in the Reaction Processes, the presence of Carbon, and the need for the Carbon to pass through
from the Particle surface to the core (as in Figure 33) identifies that Carbon would be needed to be
bonded to the Iron atoms throughout the Process.
The most likely bonding is for one Carbon atom to be shared by three Iron atoms. Such a
molecular stincture is present in m a n y forms of Cast Iron as Cementite F e 3 C some of which also
include "free Carbon" not bound to Iron atoms confirming by this combination the Carbon
percentages at greater than the Atomic Weight based percentages for a saturated F e 3 C structure.
The concept that both carbon and oxygen can migrate through non porous matter w h e n
combined with die energy continuity principles where motion occurs along the energy gradient, (in
this case the thermal gradient), identifies that both Carbon and oxygen can preferentially migrate
through the Iron Ore Particles (including the solid iron outer shell) towards the particle centre under
some conditions.
Based on these perceptions of the behaviour of atoms and molecules, a review of the Blast
Furnace Process concentrated on the behaviour of individual particles which are concurrently
subjected to the independently understood properties of energy and mass continunity, flow
dynamics and energy gradients and quantum activation considerations.
Visual observations of the various recognisable reaction stages were sought with a special
emphasis on Process Mechanisms and Mechanics leading to the Liquid Iron Formation as outlined
in Chapter 6.
Considering the Knowledge Crosspollination concepts, it is therefore a possibility that
under favourable conditions Iron Ore Particles can be reduced to Iron by the application of heat
only in the absence of Carbon. This is an extension of the internalreactionmechanisms observed
for other metals such as Copper and Gold. It is for this reason that the characteristic behaviours of
Metal Oxides as shown graphically in the Ellingham Diagram Figure 32 was further investigated to
perhaps identify the reaction mechanisms involved in the gaseous Voids or Bubbles visible in
Photo 8. The Elements present in these regions suggests that Iron Ore Vapour m a y be present and
perhaps could be condensed under favourable conditions to confirm this.
Alternatively, that gaseous releases of Oxygen, Carbon Monoxide or Carbon Dioxide is
locally released w h e n equilibrium conditions cannot be maintained. This suggests that the Heating
Rates and subsequent Reaction Rates set in motion (112) a Sequence of Reaction Mechanisms and
this sequence is broken w h e n the concentration and Rate of formation of certain A t o m s during
some Reaction Mechanisms is such that Gas Molecules are preferentially formed rather than the
normal subsequent sequence of Reactions with the Iron Ore Molecular structure as is maintained at
the lower Heating Rates.
This also suggests that the Iron to Iron bonding, internucleus distances alter in the process,
and is a possible explaination for the "compression" of Iron A t o m s into the Solid Iron Shell as in
Photo 26.
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2.7

STREAMLINE FLOW CONCEPT

In line with the Streamline approach of fluid flow the concept of a Process Unit
Dynamics based on the individual particulate descent through the Blast Furnace process w a s
utilised as a step by step method of representing the various identifiable processes at work in the
Iron Formation Process.
Continuing with the approach to isolate fundamental Process mechanisms, the dynamic
analysis of the Process Unit D y n a m o w a s established by separately understanding the major
aspects of
(i) Heating M t - N e w m a n Iron Ore multiple samples in a Carbon/Carbon Monoxide
environment but without gaseous flow conditions. During this process
samples were withdrawn and quenched in liquid Nitrogen to hopefully
capture non equilibrium mechanisms as Visual effects.
(ii) Aerodynamic effects were investigated in teims of ambient temperature air flow
patterns particularly with regard to interparticle and Void effects.
(iii) Aerodynamic effects were combined with Thermodynamic and Flame gaseous
streams effects for individual particles and interparticle stteamlines layer
penefration effects.
(iv) Varying both Thermal concenttation and Thermal gradients or reaction driving
force to establish both the particle layer and subparticle penetration effects.
Since M t N e w m a n ore samples chosen contained negligible amounts of gangue, virtually
no slag w a s formed and hence the Visual changes recognised by these investigations is seen as
representative of not only the individual particles but also of the smallest iron portions of Iron type
Burden material in the Blast Furnace. W h e r e the differences occur is in the actual temperature and
temperature gradient which can exist at any localised subparticle level due to surrounding matter
resistance to heat flow as compared to a single M t N e w m a n particle which quickly becomes Solid
Iron above a temperature of 975° C. Conductive heat passing inwards through the Solid Iron has
apparently lessttansitionalphase through Solid Iron changes and discontinuities suggesting the
thermal gradient is highest in these circumstances.
Significantly then the results obtained for the M t . N e w m a n samples (Refer Figure 33)
identified that above a temperature of 1420° C and for a thermal heating gradient of 50°C per minute
the centtal portion of the particle becomes progressively a growing void.
The Solid iron is formed firstly as a shell retaining the original ore dimensions due to the
shell strength, and this shell continually increases in thickness with its density of Solid iron,
apparently related to thermal gradient, so that above 1350° C a clear void of approximately 3 0 % of
total Particle V o l u m e results.
Transitional temperatures 975° C to 1300° C identified Iron Oxide (FeO), as Wustite with
some cementite F e 3 C present in F e O occurs, as does the Solid Iron formed contain some Fe 3 C.
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Figure 33

Particle Descent Simulation
fc)

Six types of Iron Formation mechanisms (Figure 34) were identified with each mechanism
representing the change Visualisation behaviour of Iron ore with increased thermal gradients. Each
is related to a combination of the threshold temperature of the initial Iron ore exposure, and
secondly to the thermal gradient sustained during the process through to Liquid Iron
Transformation at 1525° C.
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Six Distinct Iron Formation Mechanisms -Visualisation Types
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In the first instance Figure 34(a) the traditional observations of concentric inward moving
reduction fronts which coincide with Solid Iron, Iron Oxide (Wustite), F e 2 0 3 Hematite and F e 3 0 4
Magnetite with a central core of original Iron ore structure.

Fig 34(a) Traditional Concenuic Reduction Fronts (x 4) Fig 34(b) Solid Iron Formation (x 4)

Heating rates were 25° C per minute at T ^ 900 - 1300° C. This sample is characterised by
swelling of Sample accredited to the swelling of Ores caused by the transformation of hexagonal
(97)
hematite into cubic magnetite
above 570° C.
In the second instance Figure 34 (b) the increased heating rate of 50° C per minute and
975" C sees the early establishment of a Solid Iron Shell with little change in sample physical
dimensions, suggesting the swelling phase has been preferentially bypassed and replaced by a
Solid Iron shell inward growth mechanism. The rate of transformation in terms of time and
temperature

is considered to follow Arrhenius Expression as in equation (12), and thus

incorporates structural changes such as swelling resulting from chemical reaction. Rate differences
occurring on account of changes in density between the Reactant and Product solids, and changes
in porosity and pore interconnections such as in Figure 117.
After a period of sustained conditions that are slower than in figure 34 (b) the central
portion becomes a clear void representing approximately 3 0 % of the overall Iron Ore Particle
Volume as in Figure 34 (c). The inner surface of the Void is characterised by the fine needle like
rods of solid Iron giving this void surface a porous honeycomb appearance. The Liquid Globule
which forms from the Iron Shell melt d o w n is also visible in epoxy mounted samples.
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Figure 34 (c) Solid Iron Shell with Central Void (x 4)
In the fourth instance Figure 34 (d) the thermal gradient of 100° C per minute establishes
the solid Iron shell but at approximately 1420° C the Centtal core region becomes unstable and
possibly is in the liquid Wustite state.
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Figure 34(d) Solid lion Shell with Central Liquid Wustite (x 4)

This sample type is apparently unstable with the liquid Wustite centte tending to thermally
enpand so that by a trigger mechanism such as Particle contact with Carbon, a liquid and gas
migration inwards from the outer shell surface in the direction of heat flow establishes a path
through to the central core which then allows a sudden effervescence core release to occur (Figure
34 (e)) and again establishing a shell the effervescence Boilover . This effervescence Boilover in
liquid form as the surface of bubbles gives a high contact area and quickly transforms to solid Iron,
or Liquid Iron if the temperature is above the Liquidus Temperature.
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Figure 34(e)

Solid Iron Shell with Effervescence (x 1)
(Sectioned Illusnation of Photo 18)

Finally in the sixth instance Figure 34 (f) the application of a direct gaseous heat source of
flame

(estimated at 2000° C ) onto the surface of a Iron Ore Particle classically producing an

inward flowing set of reaction fronts which includes clear gaseous bubbles within the Wustite F e O
Phase.
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Direct Flame to Ore with Gas Migration (xl20)
(incorporates Photo 8)

Significantly also, the lion shell now includes a layer of Solid iron with some Wustite. The
Wustite layer as was described by Edsu-6m 1953
iron layer and magnetite F e 3 0 4

'

being an active layer between porous

Under extremely high thermal gradients 100° C per second, the Reaction mechanisms were
seen to be an amplified version of the atomic and molecular behaviour mechanisms which under
exu-emes of available thermal energy, large numbers of atoms and molecular are concurrently
activated to transform the more stable forms, (refer also Section 6.3) and so preferentially gaseous
bubbles are formed and migrate apparently directly by buoyancy effects thus dominating the iron
forming reduction mechanisms.
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Similarly, the D y n a m i c Reactions are expected to perhaps bypass

'

normal

equilibrium state Transformations in the process as insufficient time will be available for the
associated Reaction Mechanisms to occur. This concept is considered to have n o w been
(252)
demonstrated
to exist, establishes the criterion that the Dynamic Reaction Mechanisms require
a finite time to establish a critical mass for the particular Process Transformation "Properties" to
occur, and that abnormally fast reaction rates of exposure is one method to observe these otherwise
hidden Reaction Mechanisms.
It is also evident that these results provide a guide to the mechanisms expected in Quenched
sdfor
A combination of quenching speeds and the need
for mobility to stop
(118)
reactions instantaneously, suggests these comparisons would not be evident
Blast Funace results.

The application of extremes in reaction such as Figure 34 (e) where the driving force as
gaseous fluid heat is typical of that expected in the Ffrench Zone causes rapid reactions in localised
regions apparently with atomic and molecule mechanisms being manifested as Visible behaviours.
In this case the active reaction mechanism of Wustite layer reported by V o n Bogdandy
Biswas

'" and

becomes clearly visible with insufficient time being available for atoms to diffuse into

the surrounding structure, with up to 3 0 % of this visible layer in gas bubbles. In view of the
presence of only oxygen in Ore and Carbon monoxide in the surrounding ore environment, and
with reactions being thermally driven, then atomic considerations suggest that the oxygen bond to
Iron is relaxed. With Carbon being of a similar atomic Volume and energy bonding relatively to
Iron, then these bubbles would be expected to be Carbon Monoxide or Dioxide, and/or Oxygen
displaced from the Iron Ore. For instance, if little Carbon is present then Carbon Monoxide and
possibly oxygen would be expected.
The speed of Gaseous atomic Reactions suggests that gas is passing through the Wustite
and simply boiling off as carbon monoxide gas.
This aspect of the closeness of Oxygen and Carbon Atoms, which posssibly exist as
Isotopes in accordance with the likelihood that under conditions of high Thermal excitation, that
(297)
Superasymmetric Fission Species ' of Nuclei related clusters of Nucleons are involved in
reaction occuring such as Visualised in Figure 34a. A similarity also exists at the subatomic level
(122)
where the activation energy
is considered to influence the behaviour of the Nucleus of Atoms
in a progressive layered Surface Effect fashion which in visual terms is analogous to the
macroview of particles as in Figure 34b. With the energy flow being c o m m o n to both, it suggests
that the same Process Mechanics and Mechanisms are involved at the various range of matter sizes
and their Visualisation, from the Subatomic to the Universe. These Processes are Visualised and
understood in terms of the behaviour of indididual particles and the cluster arrangements that exist
are considered to be according to the natural laws governing them at all levels.Where the visualised
nature of Processes are similar at different levels, and they are also under the influence of similar
and concurrent environmental effects, then even though these are applied at differing scale
magnitudes, it is considered the same fundamental interparticle Mechanics and Mechanisms apply,
and the physical changes Visualised, result from the manifestations of Dynamic Behaviour of all
Particles.
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The results indicate the nature of the reaction speeds and the dynamic heat transfer effects
involved in the Iron Formation mechanism. Subsequently investigations were undertaken to
quantify these effects and to establish the ease with which the gas released at this time occurs.
In view of the different mechanisms evident it is necessary that the Process Unit Dynamo
needs to establish the overall thermal and environmental conditions, such as C O / C 0 2 ratio of the
gas stream and a number of parameters regarding the Thermodynamic, Aerodynamic and
Metallurgical aspects pertaining within that reference location, so that the individual Particulate Iron
Formation mechanisms can be established.
Other localised mechanisms such as Wustite Effervescence Iron formation standing wave
Flame Front Reduction concept and the Liquidus Iron Formation Interface are all envisaged as
being incorporated into the Process understanding by various forms of the Process Unit Dynamo
and especially including Visualisation of Reaction and Process mechanisms involved.
A further refinement is necessary by way of a Molecular Unit Dynamo to relate the atomic
and molecular behaviour of die Process incorporating also the Visualisation component to complete
the reconciliation of the knowledge from the fundamental form through to the Process Global
viewpoint. (Figure 35).
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D Y N A M O Relationships
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2.8

MOLECULAR UNIT DYNAMO CHARACTERISTICS

In this way the application of the Knowledge Crosspollination concepts is seen as the
catalyst necessary to establish the knowledge interrelationship Visualisation and cross linkages of
similar mechanisms from which global Visualisation can be seen as a mosaic composed of m a n y
basic fundamental visual images.
T h e overall consideration of energy and mass continuity, flow, motion and chemical
reaction of the Process, for the various solid, liquid, vapour, and gaseous states, applies equally at
all levels of the Process. This approach is consistent with the Process Control, Process Response,
and Reaction kinetic techniques envisaged to be necessary to establish the online dynamic analysis
and control of the Instantaneous Iron Formation Processes.
The behavioural Process aspects have been represented by the three levels of Visualisation
available, namely:(i) Atomic and Molecular View
(ii)

Process Unit View

(iii) Process Global View .
The flow paths or streamlines (also Visualised) are used to incorporate the time rate of
change and motion of matter from one D y n a m o location to the next. In this w a y the D y n a m o can be
regarded as momentarily stationary so that the crosspollination of non-equilibrium and dynamic
behaviours can be evaluated in traditional equilibrium terms providing necessary reconciliation
mechanisms to incorporate the linkages between equilibrium based knowledge and non-equilibrium
knowledge required for actual Processes.
In a global sense then the reconciliation of the ascending gaseous fluid patterns and the
descending particulate matter establishes a Volume based view of the Iron Formation Rate with an
isotherm visualisation of the extent and dynamics of these mechanisms.
At the Process Unit D y n a m o level, there exists a reconciliation of the basic accepted
fundamentals of aerodynamics, fluid dynamics and metallurgical aspect of the Process Visualised
in terms of gaseous streamline effects and Individual Particulate behaviours and then contribution
to the Instantaneous Iron Formation Rate. Similarly the Molecular Unit D y n a m o is an attempt
reconcile the various atomic and molecular mechanisms which are considered to be appropriate for
non-equilibrium conditions including high energy thermal and molecular activation effects expected
to be responsible for the Visual observations at the Process Unit and Global views.
In this regard the equilibrium knowledge is seen a special case of the dynamic equilibrium
normal states but clearly w h e n high levels of thermal and motion imparting energy such as laser
excitation can impart

then instead of perhaps a blend of mechanisms contribution to the

changes, the predominance of possibly only one mechanism is, manifest and Visualised.
It is envisaged, for instance, that in reactions approaching equilibrium behaviour that only
a few atoms are affected in a matrix of m a n y others, while at higher levels of energy activation perhaps all atoms are simultaneously activated, and hence this energy is responsible for activation
(122)
(1231
of not only the electton bonding levels
but also the individual nucleus,
with the lower
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mass nucleus atoms preferentially becoming activated ahead of the larger mass nucleus ones, thus
leading to the migration of these relatively less unbonded and highly activated unstable atoms in the
direction of the energy gradient.

This mechanism would possibly explain the formation of

gaseous oxygen and Carbon monoxide in the Wustite phase.

These mechanisms are also

envisaged to be the central focus of the behaviour in the Ffrench Zone where at the Liquidus
interface, particles are suddenly exposed to high temperature ascending gases.
Efforts were therefore m a d e to incorporate the understanding of the Laser experimental
research (126) knowledge as a means of Visualising the varying emphasis in atomic and molecular
-12
behaviour at high temperature as identified earlier in Figures 30, 32 and 33. Lasers at 10
second
wavelength are expected to be capable of visualising the actual and relative movements of the
nucleus of atoms during reactions over a period of 10

seconds Activation energy as movement
-9
occurs. It is also hoped that as the atomic scale is of the order of 10 seconds, that not only the
larger nucleus but also the smaller and more active and apparently more mobile atoms of bonded
Oxygen can be Visualised by this approach.
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1980 Technology for Visualising Grain Structure028)

Additionally these techniques require the continued development of superfast electtonic
(127)
circuits
capable of capturing this Laser image and recording it for movement analysis. For
(128)
example, Figure 36 is an example of 1980 technology
used to identify Grain Structure, and
in Figure 37 by using 1990 Laser technology ,
a further refinement at the detail level of
understanding can be obtained, which includes Atomic Structures.
Based on this approach it is suggested that a more accurate measure of the mobility of the
activated Molecules and their ease of movement is directly related to nucleus V o l u m e when high
energy activation apparentiy diminishes the dominance of atom electron shell effects.
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This also suggested that since Laser beams can be collimated to a small size beam then it is
(131
probable that Laser diffraction can be used to achieve a similar result, to an X Ray diffraction
(Figure 38) as a means of to identifying the shift which may occur at the Nucleus Bonding
and energy activation levels.
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The radial shifting of the white lines distances from the central X Ray beam (black circle)
is seen as a dynamic measure that could be achieved of diffractions of the X Ray beam as the
atomic lattice spacing alters relative positions when the Iron reaction mobility effect occurs. In
these processes, the various lattice spacings are captured in quenched samples but it is envisaged
that Laser beams m a y have a fast enough response time compared to the lattice structure changes to
enable dynamic visualisation of atomic movements to be made in the future.
The aim of this approach is to identify the mechanism of Oxygen and Carbon migration in
Iron Ore and the w a y in which Solid Iron is formed, and once formed, identify the way in which
Carbon and Oxygen atoms migrate through that lattice. Possibly even the lattice distances will open
up as certain activation energy limits are exceeded. The behaviour of Matter is seen as involving the
preferential use of localised activation atomic energy and also depends upon the dynamic activation
levels.
In a more advanced form of Visualisation, a combination of Images as for example
produced in X ray Computed Tomography (CT) offers the future ability to construct three
(133)
dimensional Images of internal Molecular structures for instance.
Secondly nuclear bombardment effects
establish that when the nucleus is given
sufficient activation energy or are impacted by particles with Motional energy (inertia, m o m e n t u m
and Impulse) then other nucleus particles m a y be released and the characteristics and identity of the
nucleus is changed in the process.
At the Molecular dynamo level the presence of activation energy is seen as being
preferentially utilised within the atomic structured masses involving similar energy forces, flow
dynamics and potential energy considerations as apply to the Process Unit D y n a m o Visualisation
of the same mechanisms.
In overall terms, for example, the nucleus of an atom is in the order of lO" 1 ^ metres in size
and involves nuclear bonding energy for a Liquid Drop Model of the A t o m as defined by
Weizacker 1935 as

for nucleus (Z, N , A ) (based on a Liquid Drop Model of the Atom).

BE (Nuclear) = aA - bA2/3 - cZ (z-1) - d (N-Z) + j>_ (MeV) EQN(22)
AV3

A

V o l u m e Effect

A3/4
Pairing term Stability

Surface Effect

Lack of S y m m e t r y

C o u l o m b Electron Static Repulsion
For Nucleus (Z,N,A,) with Z the Proton No.,
N the Neutrons, and
A the M a s s No..
5 is a constant on pair balance based on Z, N , and A .
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In terms of nuclear fission, the time scale of nuclear reactions is in the order of

10

13

seconds and the charge energy of 208 M e V compared to a particle disintegration of 5 M e V and a
chemical combustion process in the order of 4 e V
The behaviour of Nucleus particles are Visualised in terms of their exhibited presence from
extremes of energy actuation varying from low energy particle bombardment to Ultra high thermal
(137)
energy states as postulated by G a m o w
for the Universe. The extent of these mechanisms in
terms of both Isotopes with varying atomic mass (predominantly nucleus) and varying levels of
stability supports the concept obtained by Knowledge Crosspollination that, as matter is m o v e d
(138)
towards a higher energy activated state away from its quasi equilibrium state
that nucleus
(297)
mechanisms
begin to significantly affect behaviour of atoms and the subsequent formation of
more stable quasi equilibrium states result, such as a Solid Iron lattice for instance.
Significandy it appears that atoms of Carbon and oxygen dynamically diffuse through the
lattice structure of non porous Solid Iron under thermal gradient conditions of greater than 50° C
per Minute and m a y b e this is the general reduction mechanism sought. Diffusion through Porous
Iron as outlined earlier is a physical flow process type but is distinct from the Molecular Unit
D y n a m o based on atomic nucleus relative motion that occurs w h e n the Solid Iron cubic lattice
(139)
sttucture
is formed and in which carbon atoms migrate inwardly forming F e 3 C throughout
the Solid Iron that is formed.
This approach is supported by the ionic migration mechanism computer modelling
approach as in Figures 39 & 40 relating to Saddle Point energies.

A moving oxygen ion docs not move along n straight
line from the slarl lo the Anal position. D u e lo interactions with
adjaecnl ions the jumping palh is displaced as shown here. Point
4 marks the saddle poinl for an ion moving along a straight line.

Figure 39

Moving Oxygen Atoms via Saddle Points(140)

This also confirms the concept that the activation energy determines the preferential motion
of atoms, and thattiieseactivation energies in a given lattic solid structure activate the lighter atoms
first with the heavier atoms such as Iron becoming activated only after both the Carbon and any
remaining oxygen are significantly unstable and subject to energy gradients capable of forcing the
motion of these lighter atom, through the solid iron lattice in the direction of energy gradient.
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In a Process Global view the solid iron formation has been Visualised as a dense and
stable solid Iron where at the Solid Iron Formation front Iron atoms are directly bonded from
surplus localised activation energy being available and with most available lattice sites occupied.
Where insufficient activation energy exists then preferentially some lattice sites are left vacant often being referred to as Iron Ion Vacancies

on Wustite. (Refer Figure 41 & 42).

l'rojcclion oC a pari or llrc garncl unil cell (for I I K sake
ofclarily ihe ionic radii arc nol drawn lo scale). Possible oxygen
jumps and llic aluminium jump simulated arc indicalcd.

Figure 40

Simulated Oxygen and Aluminium Ionic Migration(140)

a-<UWA

Figure 41

Solid Iron Lattice Sites(141)

Although the V o l u m e occupied by Oxygen atom is larger, the activation energy from
(142)
electromagnetic effects
would directly affect Oxygen ahead of Iron but where dynamic energy
components are considered and Mass and effective nucleus size become dominant. With the mass
of the electron
compared to the Nucleus being many times smaller, the atomic movement of
atoms is thus less likely to be by electron shell repulsion and more likely by Nucleus activation
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Figure 42

Wustite Iron Vacancy(141)

energy considerations. In volume terms, Protons are about 2000 times as massive as an
(144)
Electron
, and an atom of Carbon is about 12 times as massive as Hydrogen, with Oxygen
only slightly larger; Iron is m u c h heavier and more concentrated, and only half the size of Oxygen
as in Figure 41. In this way, the behaviour of atoms and molequles can be understood even though
direct Visualisation of objects as small as 10

metres is not yet available.

In view of the k n o w n behaviour of nuclei under thermal activation it is suggested that
Solid Iron lattice bonding incorporates in part the transfer of nucleus particles such that the
internucleus distance is reduced and the overall bonding strength significantly increased as more
centrally stable internucleus bonding occurs. The elementary mechanisms are considered to involve
the k n o w n nucleus particle coupling strengths

such as the Pion and the dynamic component

of m o m e n t u m . Impulse and Kinetic energy effects are associated with atoms of Carbon and
Oxygen (for instance under the influence of energy and temperature gradient excitation) "flowing"
through the solid Iron and Iron Oxide particles as shown in Figures 43 and 44.
Figure 43 portrays the A t o m sizes in terms of Energy considerations, and is the opposite by
comparison to Figures 41 and 42 which are based on the Volume occupied by the Atoms of a solid
substance. This is necessary to appreciate the relative behaviour of Iron Ore Atoms when subjected
to the impact of Thermally activated and Diffusion driven Carbon Atoms Migrating through the Ore
Particles where M o m e n t u m exchange principles based on Mass, predominate. Iron Atoms have
larger nucleus Mass, with Atomic Mass of 56, Oxygen at 16, and Carbon at 12, so that Carbon
Atoms would tend to recoil from "impact" with heavier Iron Atoms but "dislodge and replace" the
Oxygen Atoms of similar Mass.
W h e n this behaviour is combined with the Iron-Carbon bonding which exhibits the
properties of being m o r e stable than Iron-Oxygen bonding at elevated temperatures, and thus
Oxygen is "driven off". In the presence of Carbon A t o m s under Energy Excitation moving
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through the substance, these would form as Carbon Monoxide and Carbon Dioxide Gas as in
Photo 8.
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M o m e n t u m and Impulse Effect on Atomic Iron
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Solid Iron Formation Molecular Unit Dynamo
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In this w a y it is the localised atomic availability of energy and the transfer mechanisms that
energy to the atoms that provide the direct activation energy to atoms for movement. T h e
Knowledge concurrency of heat flow mechanisms for Radiation, Conduction and Convection need
to be reconciled together with the mass "flow" and energy continuity aspects to understand the
various dynamic aspects involved in the Solid Iron formation.
In an overall sense the Molecular- Unit D y n a m o needs to concurrently provide for the
Process mechanisms which are involved in the Solid Iron Transformation process as in Figure 45.
The very mechanisms that have been attributed to the formation of Iron oxides in the
Universe (Bethe)

has established a stable solid lattice structure which at ambient temperature

is not affected by the presence of carbon. However at elevated temperatures the carbon atoms
preferentially displace the oxygen to form solid Iron, which in reality is a solid Iron-Carbon Alloy.
In a fundamental sense then, the relationship between carbon, oxygen and Iron and their
abundance in the Universe possibly provides hints to mechanisms, which although not
understood, could be involved at the interatomic level in "ttansformations" from one quasiequilibrium state to the next.
Surprisingly, the significant isotopes and then varying stability characteristics is the type of
dynamic mechanism considered to be necessary to explain the various Iron Formation mechanisms
Visualised to date. The interconnection between the alpha particles and Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen
chain is possibly significant in this regard as shown in Figures 46 and 47.

T h e present

understanding relates to a Temperature of 10^ °K and a contracting density of 10^-10^ K g / m ^ is
necessary for these processes to occur. However if this limitation is incorrect then the possibility
exists for direct Transformation of Oxygen to Carbon under favour-able conditions.

^He + i H e -* |Be -»^He + ^ H e
or
|Be + f H e - + 1 £ C * - 3 2He
or
l

lC*-llC + 2y
^C + fHe-^O
'fO + tHe-^Ne

Figure 46

Helium Burning Chain( 1 ^7)

It is suggested then that Carbon in fact acts a catalyst(147a) Dy displacing the oxygen by
possibly its "pairing affinity" being of similar "Atomic Volume" and similar atomic mass compared
to Iron atoms which are a smaller Volume due to larger binding energies but larger mass.
The trigger mechanism is possibly provided by the Isotopes of each element, and by being
preferentially unstable to begin with, these Isotopes would be the first to become unstable at higher
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energy activation levels. More importantly the presence of protons P + and g a m m a particles
suggests that since these are present at the atomic level of matter, that under energy activation their
occurrence would be expected to be increased.
Clearly then, there is a need to reconcile behaviour and influence of all Isotopes from a
fundamental atomic viewpoint with mechanisms that occur.
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Figure 47

The C N O Bicycle(147)

It also suggests that Isotopes of oxygen and carbon and nitrogen and to a lesser extent Iron
are active at the interatomic bonding in a process that m a y involve the presence of the stable
(149)
subatomic fundamental particles of Neutrinos v" ,Protons P+, electrons ebut that these
particles being nucleon oriented have not been seen in isolation to date in this context.
The fact that internucleus forces such as for Solid Cubic lattice Iron is of the order of one
hundred times that of electrons suggest that a mass related bonding is needed for this to occur and
most probably would be nucleus based.
Other considerations of the observed energy change accompanying a chemical reaction for
instance needs to also be reconciled at the atomic level. Although not directly related such a
mechanism has been reported of bonding "between ordinary hydrogen and muonic hydrogen"
(Proton as a heavy election of negative charge is about 2000 times the Volume of an election)
can find an additional proton to form a positive hydrogen ion molecule.

The high binding

energy of the muonic hydrogen brings the two protons so close together that their wave functions
overlap appreciably.
In a general sense thereactionprocesses in terms of thermodynamies, aerodynamics and
metallurgical aspects of the Blast Furnace Process have been investigated from the Volumetric
viewpoint in keeping with the fundamental concept that the Instantaneous Iron Formation Rate is
directly related to the Bulk density of Iron Ore particles and their distribution throughout the
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Process.

This approach clearly is concerned with the intraparticle and interparticle

mechanisms at the Process Unit D y n a m o level. It is the V o l u m e considerations of the Molecular
Unit D y n a m o that gives rise to the internucleus and intianucleus probabilities and which at least
(153)
identifies that for quantum theories on energy levels of atoms
suggest that as activity
increases then so too does the atom "Volume" increase as energy levels m o v e further out. However
with the mass being considered as located at the nucleus
for certain matter states, such
increases as solid Iron, the internucleus bonding lattice spacing changes slightly with temperature
and hence V o l u m e increases marginally according to the coefficient of Cubic expansion.
Most significantly however is the effect that under certain energy gradients that Solid Iron
Formation becomes such that all "lattice vacancies" are filled as compared to varying degrees of
porous solid Iron with "lattice vacancies" remaining unoccupied. This migration of Iron in the
Solid State formation process is similar to conditions for the liquid state where all vacancies are
occupied and the m i n i m u m effective volume results for a given mass.
This Migration Process introduces the concept that the intemuclei bonding between A t o m s
is strategically more capable of providing the explanation of the range of Dynamic behaviours of
matter since they are considered to be fundamental to all of these Processes.
The various matter states and their intemuclei bonding forms such as, single A t o m s ,
rarefied Gases, Gases, Vapours, Liquids, Solid Liquids and Solids, are cential to this concept, and
involves the various matter behaviours which are related to the Energy Activation Rate existing at
thetimethe matter is dynamically altered. W h e n combined into a Knowlogical Sequence for matter
behaviour, which is structured to flow through the natural progression of matter types from the
"Stable" to the "Dynamic" and Energy Activative conditions, the resultant patterns of bonding
behaviours suggest that interatomic bonding mechanisms exist with the matter stability contiolled
by the energy excitation level and h o w they influence matter at the Atomic level.
In this way, the fundamental behaviour of matter is expected to be enhanced by a ever
increasing complexity Reconciliation of Knowledge in a Knowlogical Sequence structured fashion,
and involving the concurrency of Atomic Visualisation, Atomic bonding, subatomic behavioural
understanding coupled with the Dynamics of motion of individual Atoms and subatomic particles
for what is the one and same Physical Process.
B y combining the various aspects of matter behaviours that are associated with the
formation of Solid Iron as Visualised in Photo 5, while considering the feasibility of the
explainations developed in Figures 4 4 and 45, where a combination of Gases, Vapours, Liquids
and Solid Transformations and Matter Migration occurs, establishes the extent of the interactions
involved.
Applying extremes of behavioural understandings from the low energy absolute Zero
Temperature as in Figure 29 (and truely stable state)(92), to the m a x i m u m achievable excitation
where matter is travelling near the speed of light, picturally intioduces the dynamic complexity of
Processes. This immediately suggests, that all matter being above the true stable state, exists in a
particular Physical state since matter thresholds such as in Figure 45 have been exceeded for
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transformation from one threshold to the next to occur. In this way, the Process Mechanics and
Mechanisms are considered to provide the understanding for these tiansformations.
The conclusion reached is that A t o m s and their atomic bonding Knowledge which appear
superficially as stable forms of matter are in fact comprised of A t o m s with subatomic particles
which are in continual motion. Matter stability results from a balance between the various aspects at
the interatomic level and this is considered to be the reason that the Dynamic nature of Reactions
resulting from Energy Excitation of matter occurs as these balances are altered. For this reason, the
significance of the interatomic bonding, and the w a y in which the dynamic nature of the Process
can be reconciled in Impulse and M o m e n t u m terms is essential for this balance to be understood,
and then, more effectively contiolled. For instance, with the subatomic particles in continuous
motion, energy excitation is considered to firsdy affect one A t o m and its associated interatomic
bonding mechanisms before the energy "front" as it were reached the next Atom. This Dynamic
Visualisation suggests that subatomic particles "flow" between A t o m s during this transformation
Process (refer Figure 43 and 44), and if this is the case then it also suggests that interatomic
"transmutation" of subatomic particles "flow" between Atoms naturally as part of the bonding
mechanisms which maintains the balance and structure of matter. In Dynamic terms it seems more
likely that subatomic particles which are already in motion would be excited preferentially to
particles which are stationary, such as Atoms in a lattice structure.
With Bonded A t o m s forming the stable form of matter, it is the matter clusters of these
Bonded A t o m s which exhibits the characteristic Physical Properties of the substances, and this
highlights the requirement to understand the contribution that individual matter clusters make to the
behaviour and characteristics of the substance.
Finally the K n o w l e d g e Crosspollination approach is considered to be an appropiate
stiuctured method which w a s established to use crosspollination concepts to identify a variety of
disipline viewpoints and considerations of the Process in the context of an expanding complexity
knowledge spiral, (refer Figure 12)
The emphasis then is on establishing a structured framework for real time processes which
adequately includes for both the Kinetic and Steady State behaviour of matter. Existing Factual
Databases for Materials Design and Manufacturing

provides a good starting point for this

approach.
Probably the best k n o w n example of the Knowledge Crosspollination concept is the
Periodic Table,

where often in early days the properties of Element were k n o w n well in

advance of the identification of the Element itself.

Therefore this approach is considered

particularily appropiate to identify and isolate the fundamental "flow" property "Harmonology"
which is considered necessary to provide the linkage between Molecular matter behaviour and their
exhibited dynamic flow characteristic behaviours.
With the envisaged development of knowledge based systems using Visualisation, the task
of establishing appropriate systems and methods was investigated. These Systems enable the
interrelationships, linkages and crosspollinations concepts, ideas, and knowledge to be a globally
considered from the viewpoint of the issues involved at various stages of the knowledge
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development. Figure 48 is such a Knowledge Crosspollination Image which identifies the various
knowledge disciplines involved in obtaining the necessaiy Visualisation and Knowledge of the
Process.
The arrangement of Knowledge in a structured and logical related fashion has been termed
"Knowlogical" to differentiate it clearly from realtime data flow Chronological order methods
which are also required for online realtime systems. This Knowlogical flow concept provides the
basis for the dynamics of the Humanoid outlined in Section 2.5 and Figure 18, and is specifically
designed to achieve the Multi-personality and M o o d Traits at the Visualisation system. Figure 81 in
Chapter 4 is a primative form of the online realtime dynamic Visualisation obtained for a
Knowlogical sequence for the reaction mechanisms involved in the Instantaneous Iron Production
Rate Control.
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Figure 48

Knowledge Crosspollination Image - Summary Topics
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CHAPTER 3
THE APPROACH

Evolving from the backdrop of the 1970's when very elaborate and expensive
Process control Minicomputer based systems were used to obtain more exact Contiol over Blast
Furnace operations

it w a s evident that the "melt d o w n " nature of the process m a d e direct

instrumentation of the Process reactions extremely difficult, if not impossible. Technological
developments of n e w materials and analysis techniques provided a possible development path but
in general terms veiy few n e w insights into the reaction mechanisms and locations had been
achieved while in the same period electionics advances were increasing exponentially.
The majority understanding at this time of the Blast Furnace Process related to the
traditional Metallurgical viewpoints of a counter flow bed reactor.
A similar situation had evolved at Port Kembla N o 5 Blast Furnace by 1978 where the state
of the art Process Control Computer system had provided an integrated design comprising Burden
properties, charging Patterns, Burden Calculations, Furnace Chemistiy, Process Control and
Instrumentation System alarming and monitoring and reporting through to Hot Metal and analysis
(46)
t
systems.
Although complete with Furnace chemistiy and Instantaneous Iron Producion Rate Fortran
calculations in on line real time dynamic form, it was apparent that the ability to locate key process
zone boundaries and then associated Zone Volumes used in the calculations was restricted by the
lack of real understanding of the Process reactions themselves.
The accuracy and long term viability of this approach depended upon successful location of
Zone interface criteria which were conductive to developing of Online Instrumentation Sensor
Systems. Being mindful of the high investment by other overseas companies, Institutes and
Universities towards Computer Contiol of the Blast Furnace Process.

It was considered that

a major breakthrough in terms of developing a simplistic Minicomputer based Process Controller
would depend upon establishing new process knowledge that is amenable to simplifying this task.
Efforts therefore were concentrated on incorporating the basic concepts and Philosophies
which had developed for the Process Contiol and Instrumentation discipline

and specifically

investigating the 'current' Blast Furnace Process knowledge which generally had been developed
from the computer technology and Metallurgical and operational viewpoints. This approach
highlighted the need for investigations which were specifically Process and Process Control related
and identified the need for atiaditionalunderstanding of the Process behaviour in physical and
chemical real time terms which perhaps would lead to their localisation and then being monitored
by appropriately designed analogue instrumentation.
The simplistic concept adopted was to investigate the overall Blast Furnace Process from
the aerodynamics, thermodynamics, and metallurgical viewpoints both individually and also
concurrently while concentrating on the real time behaviour and investigating the appropriateness
of equilibrium based Process understanding.
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T h e initial Visualisation of the Blast Furnace process was realised as being in
aerodynamics and flame front reaction terms as early as 1961 at Australian Iron & Steel Hoskins
Kembla works where experience of basic smelting process such as Gas Producers,
^

' Spun Pipes,

' O p e n Hearths,

and Blast Furnaces,

'

Cupolas,

identified a close

relationship between Blast and reactions in terms of Waste gas production. This was only realised
as being significantly different to traditional understanding in 1978 after the concept design of the
Furnace Chemistry Display O D 46 appeared.
The speed of the process was thus considered to be extremely fast as in the case of the
pulsating Roots Blower Blast on a Cupola with a frequency of one third of a second. Similarly this
relationship is clearly visible in Blacksmiths forges where the pulsating bellows results in a clear
Visualisation of the Rise and W a n e in the charcoal fire.
From this background a detailed investigation was pursued with regards primarily the
Blast Furnace aerodynamics with a secondary consideration being the Thermodynamics mechanics
involved. Specifically confirmation of the aerodynamics process response time w a s sought,
followed by investigations to localise those areas within the Blast Furnace where the reactions were
dominant.
Again based on the Forge visualisation of the aerodynamics dominant reactions, if reactions
could be established as localised as in the Forge, then such localised areas would be sources of
suddentemperaturechange and hence have been relatively easy to detect.
A n ambitious approach was pursued to capture a Visualisation of the Blast Furnace
Process mechanisms and mechanics and then incorporate these dynamic picture visions into the
Online Process Contiol Visualisation System.
The Visualisation ot the Process has beentiaditionallyin terms of external measurements of
Temperature, Gas Composition and Stockline parameters. The concept adopted here, was to use
Online Process Control and Instrumentation systems to externally monitor the Blast Furnace
Process and by extrapolating these measurements in terms of the basic understanding of the
Process mechanisms and mechanics, to Online Control the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and
Chemistiy.
More elaborate measurement systems using various types of sensors and insertion probes
which were initially used for experimental use, also provide the possibility for adoption for at least
more frequent intermittent use, if not continuous Online use. A comprehensive example of the
extent of these type of developments is given in Figure 49.
The traditional approach has been to "model" the Process in a analytical fashion, such as
(172)
the generalised approach for complicated Metallurgical systems by Tsymbol et. al..
This
involves the prediction kinetics of Iron Ore Reduction under fluctuating but measured temperature
conditions. The concept envisaged here involves the fundamental structured framework for Online
Realtime sensor based Process Knowledge, with this utalised, directly with Online Realtime
Simulation Modelling features, so that the Online Tuning and adaptation to the Process to gain
performance creadibility, is obtained as an inherent feature by a combination of Practitioner
(Operator) acknowledgement as well as automatic "learning and tuning systems".
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Temperature and gas distribution in furnace
vertical direction
Temperolure distribution in furnace lop tangential
direction

'i
' t

!'
Burden profile and distribution of burden
descending speed

Profile me'er
i ^Mechanical sounding device.
i V loser type, microwave type

(
|

Temperature and gas composilion distribution in
furnace top radial direction

Cross probe
Oblique probe
Throcl thermometer
/ i

>

Big-bell A •h
- 7 —-J t
/K i \A

v

i

-

!it.'/'
/ / UpP* j*"" PTfbe
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/
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IDiamelric probe)

J

layer thickness meter ImagnetN
lype, eieclric resistance type! J~

>

State of gas flow ol the cohesive zone rool

Shall sialic differential pressun
gage

G a s flow distribution in furnace height and
tangential directions

fl manometer

Top of cohesive-^
zone

Shaft lower sampler
Deodman

Sampling of burden such as coke

lower shaft probe

Temperature and gas composition distribution in
shaft radial direction

Cohesive zone probe

Rool of
cohesive zone

Temperolure ond gos composilion distribution al
cohesive zone

ofl slave thermometer
%\\ (si.
|1 II

v

Thermal load distribution in furnace langenlial
and height directions

Combuslion \_
zone
M M Bustle pipe flowmeler

I

layer thickness and burden descending distribution
in shaft radial and langenlial direclion
G a s temperature and composilion langenlial
direction distribution along Ihe inner surface

X Skin-flow meter

Doke slilsj

Temperature and gas composition distribution i
shofl radial direclion

Bustle pipe blast distribution

>

is
11
i \ ' i

\

j', f Tuyere manometer

\

I • ^ Tuyere coke sampler

Non-reduced fall-through frequency i
tangential direclion
Sampling of coke al luyere and d e o d m a n

i i

'. \t
i )
i \
i i
i I
i I
i \
i i

Raceway depth, size, and lemperaluie ond
gas composition distribution

Tuyere p'obe

, ( Tuyere Ihefinomefef
lr

'C

>

Indirect measurement of raceway temperature

7

Furnace bollom wall brick temperature distribulio'

Furnace bottom them-iomeler

Functions a n d d e p l o y m e n t of sensors for blast furnace operation.
Source:

Miki:

Seiletsu Ktnkyu,

Figure 49

(1982), N o . 308, 7.

Modern Blast Furnaces Sensors and Probes 0 7 2 )
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3.1 PROCESS SPEED OF RESPONSE
Specifically it w a s anticipated that fast moving reaction Kinetics associated with the
aerodynamics and Thermodynamics Gases flowpaths could provide an additional time varient
insights into the Process. In turn, by their nature, such reaction mechanics and mechanisms would
be non equilibrium in nature and would involve an indepth understanding of the Process Response
(ITS)
times
and the "speed" of reactions involved in liquid Iron production.
Initial indications from reported tracer investigations of Process responses
Figures 50
and 51 and from somewhat conflicting and chaotic Video Recordings of Particulate Behaviour at
the Tuyeres and Reactive regions

suggested that in the past the non equilibrium approach

involving localised Fluidisation and channeling

would be extiemely difficult to harness.

Hence the more Traditional "Macro" view of the Blast Furnace Process as a slow moving
(177-179)
(approaching equilibrium) reactor had prevailed.

Shape of response curves that follow a dispersion
model.

Figure 50

Tracer Response Curves - Dispersion M o d e l 0 7 4 )

Recent investigations on Potassium Build-up in the Blast Furnace by Steiler et.al.079a)
using Radioactive Tracers, establishes an initial time delay of around five hours. The Tracer which
enters at the Stockline first begins to appear in the tapped liquid Slag, presumably as the first
central burden material is Transformed to liquid Iron and Slag. The overall residence time is shown
in Figure 50a suggesting that after 2 0 hours, all burden material from the tracer initial time was
transformed, and the recycling of Potassium sustains the accumulation for up to 45 hours.
Firm indications reported from a number of Quenched Blast Furnaces

confirmed the

generally held views regarding equilibrium based reactions and a clear reconciliation of any new
mechanisms with these findings is necessarily particularly in areas where non equilibrium reactions
were expected to be located.

It was anticipated that non equilibrium states, or in fact, effects

of their presence would be evident (but perhaps not specifically recorded as such) provided the
C18D
appropriate Quenching rates
approached the order of magnitude of the Process response times
that are involved. Clearly research was needed to establish the magnitude of quenching rates that
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were required to capture samples exhibiting non equilibrium mechanisms and mechanics of
reactions in order of 50° C per second and this seems beyond the limits to be achieved in Quenched
Furnaces.
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Just as significandy, rapid heating rates of the type provided by pulsed Laser Irradatio
kinetically suppress Transformations such as in Figure 45, so that the highly undercooled melts in
pure metals can be obtained as in the Manganese substiates.
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In an overall sense, the identification of key non equilibrium reaction phenomenon was
(183)
expected initially to apparently be in conflict with established opinions.
T o evaluate this
conflict an overviewing scrutiny of results by w a y of an "audit" was carried out for each apparent
discrepancy to establish, firstiy that the fundamental principles of aerodynamics, thermodynamics
and metallurgical aspects (equilibrium) were "self evident" and second that recorded findings were
in fact supported by interpreted evidence (particularly photographs) as distinct from reported
perceptions. This Audit approach later developed into the Knowledge Crosspollination Resource
In Fertilisation Technique (RIFT) as in Table 6.
A s a further overriding influence, a firm conviction emerged that Physical and indeed
Visual manifestation of the Aerodynamics,Thermodynamics, and mechanics of Metallurgical
reactions would be already evident, and if this was not the case, that application of these same
fundamental laws would explain thejr absence, and should further provide a basis to establish
procedures and sampling techniques to confirm their presence and relative locations.
In evaluating previous recorded findings by others,

information was categorised as

being either, (a) Samples from designated areas of tests supported by Photographs, analysis,
etc.,

(b) Grabbed Samples for specific purposes with unclear" procedures or equipment,

and (c) recorded opinions of results etc..
W h e r e conflicts remained in what was considered substantiated information, then it was
necessary to attempt to duplicate investigations using "pilot studies" based upon these previously
reported procedures. But this time Process knowledge was examined from a non equilibrium
viewpoint and then used as controlled "environmental" conditions regarding aerodynamics,
thermodynamics, and Process Response speeds to generally reproduce the previous results.
Furthermore the areas under consideration were selected to complement the online dynamic
analysis which is considered primarily to be in the domain of Process Contiol Expertise.
In order to appreciate the change in perception involved, a comparison of traditional
Response time information compared to the faster non equilibrium type of effects is contained in
Table 5.
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These Tables have been prepared to differentiate the various aspects of the Blast Furnace
Process and establishes groupings of Process classification to facilitate their use as a guide for
Process Response characteristics for online Process Contiol purposes.
The main classifications are :(1) Overall Thermal Burden Descent Based
(2) Aerodynamic streamline based
(3) Particulate Matter Streamline based
(4) Localised Particulate effects
(5) Localised Aerodynamic effects
(6) SubParticle behaviours.
It is also clear- that m a n y other mechanisms have not been identified but it is anticipated that
this framework will provide the basis for an exponentially developing body of knowledge upon
which more accurate understandings will occur.
In the meantime by utilising existing information and establishing by knowledge
crosspollination principles the accreditation of the vast body of current knowledge available, it is
seen as more than adequate for the initial development of this system.
In simplistic terms Table 5 identifies the major Process response times which enable two
classification of the Process for online dynamic analysis and Process Control purposes, namely,
(1) Static and equilibrium based, and (2) Dynamic and non-equilibrium or Kinetic types.
Although the overall Process is considered as a slow Thermally driven counter flow
Particle Reactor, these Equilibrium type Reactions occur concurrently with fast moving and
Aerodynamically driven ascending gaseous fluids sourcing the non equilibrium reactions that are
considered dominate with respect to the overall Blast Furnace Production Rate. (Figure 52).
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Concurrent with this approach is a more detailed understanding of the non equilibrium
reactions as shown in Figure (4), where the descending Particles in the Blast Furnace Processes
exhibit subparticle reaction mechanisms and mechanics which are non equilibrium in nature. A
Comparison of s o m e of these identified mechanisms and their response speeds estimated are
shown including reported observations and response speeds by others.0 86a ) (Figure 53).
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Comparison Mechanisms and Response Speeds

The approach initially adopted was to consider the descent streamline of a single particle
and to establish the speed of response of mechanics and mechanisms associated with the Iron
Formation Processes. Concurrently visual manifestations of Iron Formation reactions were sought
together with the fundamental Process properties which would isolate and locate reactions at the
individual particle level.
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A typical streamline of a descending particle is therefore seen as containing along the
streamlines, various attributes which enable recognition of the various Process speed of response
for mechanics and mechanisms associated with the Iron Formation Process. (Figure 54).
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Typical Stieamline of Descending Particles

Typical of the fast Reaction Phases in the Tuyere Cavity is the burning history of
(1871
pulverised Coal reported by Iwanaga, " where the Flame Brightness , the Ignition and
Combustion Periods are finite intervals from 0.1 seconds for Ignition through to 1.0 seconds of
Combustion for the Coal sample used.
With Pulverised Coal Particles of 3 to 7 milligrammes, a good indication of the speed of
Reactions (in this case Ignition and Combustion) is evident in Figure 55, and lays the base for an
appreciation of the Rate of Reaction of Particulate matter in the Blast Furnace Process.
In m a n y ways, the Tuyere Cavity or Raceway is considered by m a n y to posess possibly
the fastest Reaction rates, and since very small Pulverised Coal Particles exhibits the various
Reaction Mechanisms over a period of a around a second, then the Reaction speeds for larger mass
Particles would be m a n y times larger.
O n this basis, an Online Realtime Process Control Response Design of one second interval
discrimination is considered more than adequate. In classical Process Control terms a one second
Sample Period would normally provide Control at a five second refreshing cycle and also catering
for the sensor value signal filtering needs. The essential design requirement then, is to match the
Sensory scanning times with the Process Response Speeds. For Processes with speeds faster than
one second, this limitation can be overcome by firstly limiting the number of fast scanned Sensors
to those directly related to the specific fast acting Processes, such as the Flame Reactions, the
Individual Particulate Process Unit D y n a m o analysis on a single Streamline, and secondly by
allocating the slower Processes to m u c h longer scanning cycles. These are directly related to the
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slower Process Mechanisms, which result from the fast Process Speed Mechanisms in the first

instant. In this way, the resultant Reaction Mechanisms such as, Heat Transfer Rates, React

Front Speeds, and Isotherm propagation rates processed from between five to thirty seconds,
greater are clearly achieveable.
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Fine Coal Ignition and Combustion Speeds087)

A further refinement of the Process down to a Sensory Time discrimination of 0.1 of a

second, or even to the Molecular level could be achieved in an Online sense by using high s
Sensors with inbuilt Processing wher the need arises in the future.
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Experimental observations by Spjut et.al.087a) h a s achieved in 1984 and published in
1986, the Visualisation of Aerodynamic sourced heating reactions of Particles using localised Laserequipment, and this is considered to confirm the concepts outlined in Section 2.6. This approach is
considered directly applicable to the improved understanding of the Blast Furnace Process at the
Particulate level. F r o m this enhanced understanding will evolve an improved and direct method of
Online Realtime Process Contiol which is focused on the Dynamic Analysis of the Instantaneous
Iron Production Rate at the Particulate level.
Spjut et. al. used a Thermoelectrodynamic balance to measure the kinetics of the GasParticle reactions for particles from 10 to 150 micrometres suspended in an electrostatic field and
heated by a Laser beam. The temperature of the particle can be controlled with a time resolution of
10 milliseconds, and also weighed and with the behaviour of liquid droplets also studied. Weight
changes which occur because of reactions between the gas and particle (during thetiansportof heat
and mass), result from volatilization of material on the particle or condensation of material on the
particle from the gas, and these reaction Visualisations are the same as those sought in Section 2.3
and Photo 4 investigations.
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Under these conditions the boundary layer thickness are much thinner than is expected
under aerodynamic conditions such as. the Gas lithology (Figure 7) effects from the forced gas
flow between particles.
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Details of the Response times pertaining to the heating of particles in a gas stieam are also
available from these experimental reviews and observations, and these are considered significant
in that small particles are expected to be representive of "Cluster Matter" which only have sufficient
mass and volume to exhibit the Gas to particle localised Process Mechanics and Mechanisms.
Typically, Figure 55a results are based on the contiol for the temperature measuring system of 10
milliseconds and that of the Laser of 30 milliseconds, indicate a response time for heating of a
millisecond for 20 micrometre particles and 10 milliseconds for 100 micrometre particles.087a)
A guide to the effort involved to capture this Visualisation in a conventional computer data
form can be appreciated w h e n the data acquisition rate is 10 to 40 Kilobytes per second for each of
the four channels, and using a PDP11/73 with 2 Megabytes of Core m e m o r y and 20 Megabytes of
Disc memory.
Experimental work by Mehrotia and Sinha087b) a i s o provides a good insight into the
behaviour of slightly larger particles in an environment of Blast Furnace type gases, where the
kinetics of the reaction of porous pellets of Carbon containing varying amounts of Iron from 8501000°C established that the overall rate for both uncatalysed and catalysed pellets follows the
Langmuti-Hinshelwood equation,
Rate = KiPco2
l

+ K2Pco +

K3PC02

EQN(22a)

where Ki. K2, K3 are the rate parameters and both the pore diffusion
and chemical reaction affect the overall rate for Process mechanisms that are simular to those of
Figure 117.
The effect of pore diffusion has been estimated using Thiele's concept of "effectiveness
factor" with the Activation Energy for the pore diffusion free intrinsic rate at 80.57 Kcal/g mole,
and this decreases approximately linearily with increasing Iron content. Analysis of the kinetic data
indicates that Iron addition enhances the rate of desorption of Carbon Monoxide fron the Carbon
surface and supports the electron transfer theory of Catalysis.087b)
Fromtiaditionalexamination of heating rates up to 1000°C a Multi-stage Diffusional Model
for the Gaseous Reduction of Hematite Pellets by O h m i et.al.(345a) establishes an equation for the
rate of reduction of Wustite particles.
A more generalised approach by Rubin087c) 0 f tne diversity involved in Transport of
Reacting Solutes in Porous Media identified the various Mathematical aspects which can be used to
classify them as :(1)

Reactions controlled by local chemical equilibria or by kinetics,

(2)

Reactions are homogeneous or heterogeneous, and

(3)

Reaction is a surface reaction,(adsorption or ion exchange) or one of the reactions
of classical chemistiy (e.g. precipitation, dissolution, oxidation, reduction, complex
formation).

Ill
These serve to provide the necessary time rate of change considerations in terms of
differential equations for such aspects as the mass balance equations, and incorporates the SourceSink concept which is in line with the approach of Section 2.2.
A further understanding of the reduction rate of liquid Iron Oxide in the presence of Iron by
Carbon Monoxide has been reported by Nagasaka et.al.087d) an( j includes the effect of c o m m o n
gangue type "impurities" as additives, such as Calcium, Silicon, Manganese, Magnesium,
Sodium, Phosphorus, Alumina, Titanium, Iron Sulphide, Calcium Floride and Calcium Chloride.
A n experimental rate equation was developed to express the rate of chemical reaction on the surface
of the liquid and the reduction rate is greatly affected by the ratio of the Ferrous to Ferric
components in the melts. Figures 55b and 55c are typical of these results.
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(188)
For a system in Thermal Equilibrium, the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution
as in
Figure (56) relates the Kinetic Energy of a Gas of particles, and establishes, at the Molecular level,
that different molecules travel at different speeds.
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Speed/rn s -
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. H o w the distribution of molecular
speeds depends on the molecular mass.
Speeds at r o o m temperature are shown.
Figure 56

Kinetic Energy of a Gas of Partieles088)

The speed depends firstly on the Molecular mass, and secondly, on the temperature (refer
Figure 57) with molecules behaviour visualised according to the Equipartition Theorem of
Classical Physics, where the average kinetic energy of one mol of particles is obtained by knowing
the proportion of particles and their speeds.
In Figure 57, the two extremes of Thermal Equilibrium represented suggests that the speed
of the high temperature molecules is about twice that of the low temperature ones. Also for any
given elements, for example Oxygen, that varying speeds occur, and this itself supports the view
that even in Equilibrium conditions a dynamic component at least at the Molecular level exists.
Pursueing this view then to obtain a connection between the Static and Dynamic Process
Mechanisms is in line with the observations of a change in behaviour of Iron Ore when subjected
to extremes of Thermal Excitation, as in Photo 8.
O f major significance here is the understanding that the Process Reaction interchange
between gasas, and gases ot solids, is also expected to have a Process Response Time in the order
of say 50 to 2000 meties per second. This of course indicates that it would not be expected that any
Online Instrumentation System could measure this, but that m o d e m Laboratory Systems m a y in the
future be developed to obtain the Dynamic behaviour Knowledge for subparticles which can then
be used as the basis for Process Control.
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Figure 57

Maxwell - Boltzmann Distiibution with TemperatureO 88 )
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3.2 TOPICS INVESTIGATED
The following is a list of Topics investigated with details presented so as
extent of the Blast Furnace Process knowledge needed for a thorough understanding of
mechanisms involved.
3.21 INTRODUCTION
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
BIBLIOGRAPHY
SIGNIFICANCE
INITIAL CONCEPTS
BIOGRAPHY
CONCEPTS DEVELOPED

FUTURE O U T C O M E
3.22 CONCEPTS UNDER REVIEW
Introduction
Pre 1975

Plant experiences (relating to water spray cooling system and
Cupola operations) - Research Brief & Designs including
process contiol systems.
Numerous Isothermal measurement Systems based on
specially designed Thermocouples, including the inaugeral
Carbon Hearth Layers Isotherms to monitor lining wear.This
was designed and proven at Port Kembla, as a direct attempt
to Visualise Hearth Contours rather than by the inaccurate
externally observed extrapolated data method.

1976-7

Concept of Instantaneous Iron production rate based on
Volumetiic analysis. (Assumption being that aerodynamic
factors relate to the "Volumes" of activities in the Iron Blast
Furnace and that all aspects relating to the gaseous interplay
within the furnace can be better established. Factors such as
Voidage localised fluidisation, Ergun equations, sensor
measurements of stack/bed permeability are involved).
Concept of Idealised Analysis of Aerodynamics,
Thermodynamics and Metallurgical aspects of the Blast
Furnace Process.

1978

Idealised Macro analysis "S" curve concept based on the
Flame front concept and Volumetric Analysis including
Siemens Computer system.
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1979

Aerodynamics Experimental investigation of Flow
patterning and compressibility effects in Idealised packed
beds.

1979

Counter Flow Reactor-Streamline Analysis and Process
response rates including online Process Contiol system
design.

1980

Particulate Streamline Simulation including direct viewing
and videos of reactions. Traditional Metallurgical sampling
testing metalography and electionmicroscopy were utilised.

1980

N e w m a n Effervescent Void Particulate Effect.

1982

Ffrench Zone Behaviour.

1983

Liquidus Zone and Drainage.

1979 -86

Reconciling previous observations and results on Quenched
Furnaces, Grabbed Bed Samples and personal observations.

1985

Online Process Contiol and Modelling Systems.

1986

Gas Reaction Lithology.

1986

Idealised Lithology Factors.

1989

Powder Blending Transformer

1990

Humanoid

1988-90

Localised Matter Reaction Dynamic Factors.

1990-92

Strategic System Designing, Hardware Independence and
Operational concurrency.

3.23 MAJOR CONCEPTS DEVELOPED

Introduction.
Structured Process Control System and Unified operator system.
Simulated Stieamline Particulate Reactions to 1600° C.
Developed both Visual and Video recordings of reactions to 1600° C
Gas Stieamline impingement behaviour.
N e w m a n Effervescent Void Mechanism.
Ffrench zone.
Gas Reaction Lithology.
Liquidus Zone behaviours.
Static and Dynamic Iron Reactions.
SubParticle Reaction Dynamics.
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3.24 E N V I S A G E D I M P A C T O F R E S E A R C H
Intioduction.
Establish structured approach to provide Process Contiol systems with designs
based on major contiol factors separated into variousriskfactor levels.
Establish Basis for overall knowledge base of areas of information and
experimental qualities e.g. in 1978 Carbon was not generally measured identified that a regular carbon balance is necessary.
Volumetric analysis Macro analysis.
Volumetric analysis Micro analysis based on Particulate and Streamline analysis.
Ffrench & Liquidus Zone effects and affect on flooding etc.
Particulate Behaviour and possible use of certain M t N e w m a n type ores to contiol
Permeability by N e w m a n effervescence effects.
Development of online stieamline analysis methods.
Development of online streamline tracer sensors.
Use of Stieamline analysis for online Ffrench Zone shape control.
Online Process Control Systems.

3.25 IDEALISED ON LINE MODELLING SYSTEM
Intioduction.
Developments from 1964 to 1976 include Sintering, Coke Ovens, and R a w
Materials, Blending etc.
N o 5 B.F. Integrated Furnace System design with operator advisors.
Conceptual designs 1978-9 re online dynamic control based on Instantaneous Iron
Reduction rate.
Technology upgrades 1984-1986
Ironmaking resource capability (No 4 B.F. Reinstiumentation and 4 & 5 B.F.
Centralised Data base).
Idealised Stiuctured Process Contiol system for online automation of Blast Furnace
operations.
Factors perceived necessary to achieve optimum implementation and growth in the
future.
Process "Aurora" display systems.
Idealised Iron Production Process.
Blended Powder Direct Reduction Process.
Humanoid Systems.
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CHAPTER 4
DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
In overall terms two objectives were established to guide the development of the
investigations; namely:(1)

Simplistic approach based on a high speed Process Controller (0.5 to 1
second response cycle) utilising fundamental Process relationships and
incorporating Dual critical Process Contiol concepts

; and in view of

the multivariate nature of the Process, measurements by inference,possibly
from an external Process viewpoint contiol boundary, were considered
available.
(2)

A n advanced understanding approach in line with emerging Technologies
and their expected capabilities, and specifically providing dynamic contiol
techniques which overcome the Processresponsespeed requirements, while
providing adequate computational power and speed to react to the Process
disturbances to enable effective contiol of the Process to occur.

In both categories four key elements exist, namely,
(a)

Sensory and responder (Motor)

(b)

Process Controller philosophy and concept

(c)

H u m a n Operator Visualisation and Reaction Response

(d)

Technological developments in a stiuctured fashion and possibly
incorporating self learning and response features.

In a general sense the multivariable nature of the Blast Furnace Process involves primarily
the development of sensory systems capable of monitoring the various aspects of the Process
behaviour which are evident by fundamental physical and chemical mechanics and mechanisms.
The degree of Complexity of the Sensory system involved is not far dissimilar to the
H u m a n Sensory and Responder systems

.This approach led to considerations of the

multiplicity of the contributing Processes in the various human systems involving complex
chemical, mechanical, Thermal, and physical processes, which are coupled by Sensory, Motor and
Reactive, operating and control systems

.This approach led to considerations of the

multiplicity of the contributing Processes in the various human systems involving complex
chemical, mechanical. Thermal, and physical processes, which are coupled by Sensory, Motor and
Reactive, operating and contiol systems. A review of the interdependence and contiolability of the
mixture of the separate process mechanisms with diverse reactive speeds was seen as an
appropriate guide to establishing a stiuctured system capable of concurrently handling the coordinated contiol of what appears to be conflicting and yet complementary aspects of the one
overall Process.
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In this way, two approaches were investigated pertaining to the human systems, namely,
(1)

Direct Multiple Sensory input system based upon simultaneous deciphering of
"low order" physical composition etc,, and

(2)

More advanced direct recognition systems based on Visionary aspects of the
process in a Multi dimensional image form, involving such phenomena as
Dexterity, Mobility, Isotherms, Isobars, Isoreactivity, Isodose, Isokinetic images
from which also the fundamental properties of Temperature, Pressure, Reactions
and Composition and movement can be obtained and further supplemented with
analogue sensory perceptions such as Touch, Sound, Smell and Taste to further
hightening this effect.

From this perspective it was apparent that for the Process Contiol Systems

to proceed

beyond the 1978 Concepts major stiuctuctural and information processing capabilities would be
necessary together with the use of Visionary systems capable of intercommunication of knowledge
and Visionary understandings for humans.
Typically, 1978 Operator Screen designs of the type shown in Figure 58 and from
Appendix 5 Slide 5 established the screen style that is achievable with the Technologies currentiy
available. This aspect of the Visualisation and Operator communication limitations is confirmed in
1989 when N K K Japan at their Fukuyama Works installed such a system on their No.5 Blast
(192)
Furnace.
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Typical Operator Screen Capabilities
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(193-195)
Although major developments have occurred in Colour Graphics presentations,
a
major structural change is clearly needed to depart from data storage towards knowledge storage,
based on a multidimensional image view of the Process.
.
(197)
Realtime
Present developments in terms of 5th Generation Computers,
(198)
(199)
Systems,
and Neural Processors ' confirms both this approach and the h u m a n systems
emulation approach
as being achievable in the near future.
The advantage of this approach stems from the fact that less emphasis is placed on data or
information flow; being replaced by image or Visionaiy Processing where Knowledge and
understanding in classic "sterocast" form is directly transportable as Visualised Images
(Humanoids). Additionally, the traditional disadvantages of digital systems being applied to
analogue or time varient circumstances exhibiting Data Flow Limitations are overcome with
analogue Visionary Images utilised in Multidimensional fashion where deciphered individual
parameters are available via Humanoid Aurora Visionaiy System, (Figure 14) communicating
directly with H u m a n Practitioners.
Visualisation in this extended form is seen as providing a means of knowledge and thought
transfer which would be based upon h u m a n thought perceptions and Visualisation principles,
while also being capable in a dynamic sense of adapting the Visualisation content and presentation
form to suit therecipientsaptitudes and Knowledge tiaits.
Specific areas of development include:(i)

Visualised understanding of the Process

(ii)

Vision of Process mechanisms based on basic Science Fundamentals.

(iii)

Clear and Simple Vision of Mechanics and Mechanisms which directiy
contiibute to the Instantaneous Iron Production rate including consideration
for both the Solid Iron formation as well as the Molten Iron formation
aspects.

(iv)

Structured Methodology based on a Hierarchical viewpoint to allow
multidimensional use of knowledge categories at the sensoiy level and
subsequently available in Overall Knowledge Crosspollination
Visionaiy Forms.

(v)

H u m a n Practitioners using communications based on Voice, Sight, Sound
and Touch provide the decision making wisdom flexibility and fortitude
which is the hallmark of astute individuals. Aspects requiring computational
speed, repetitive tasks and decisions, knowledge review and
dissemination, sorting and selection would be the domain of the Humanoid.
In this way the reliability and risk assessment and analysis would form an
essential and integrated part of the Online Realtime nature, thus providing
inherent system creadibility, and obviating the existing resistance by
Operators to change.
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4.1 ZONE VOLUME METHODS
The success of a simplistic Instantaneous Iron Production Rate Process Controller is
dependent upon the ability to locate the interface boundaries of the appropriate Zone Volumes they
are based upon. It w a s also anticipated that fast process mechanisms related to the aerodynamics
could be established as directly contiibuting to the Instantaneous Iron Production rate in terms of
the Blast V o l u m e Rate.

^

Zone V o l u m e Interface boundary locations relied upon establishing Iron Ore Reduction
Reactions which contributed directly to the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and which were
identifiable b y physical properties such as Temperature, Pressure change, G a s Composition
etc.,significant enough to be localised within the Blast Furnace.
It was also considered essential that the interface boundary locations need to be conducive
to use of real time primary sensors by w a y of Transmitters, Probes, Scanners or Thermocouples
providing the necessary measurements of their locations either directly or inferred.
The use of direct measuring equipment for such properties as T o p gas analysis, stockline
level and descent rate, Below burden Probes for temperature and gas composition, Hearth Liquid
levels and drainage rates, and Iron runner temperatures further provided direct measurement
insights into the Blast Furnace Process characteristics and Dynamics.
F r o m the Process reactions point of view, investigations attempted to provide basic
relationships between reactions and their relative locations as exhibited by physical characteristics
or phenomena such as Liquidification, Blockages affecting Pressures and Exothermic Reactions
affecting Temperatures.
For the simplified 1978 method (1) approach two process characteristics were identified as
being of fundamental importance in isolating and locating Interface Boundaries associated with the
Zone V o l u m e method for the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate Process Controller. (Figure 59).
Firstly, a 1525° C Isotherm established a localised region where at higher temperatures
Molten Iron exists and below that Temperature Metallic Iron Formation exists only in a Solid
Form.
Secondly, the 975° C Isotherm

has been selected as the Boundary Interface between

the Indirect Reduction Zone dominated by Wustite at lower temperatures and the Direct Reduction
zone at higher temperatures where solid Iron begins to visibly appear on the surface of ore
paiticles.This also appears to coincide with the Coke gasification Isotherm interface but in this case
selection was from the Solid Iron formation viewpoint.
Further extension of these concepts is also outlined based upon other Process
characteristics identified from idealised particle Streamline simulations providing alternatives to
more accurately determine the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate based on Zone Volumes.
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VOLUME 1
STOCKLINE TO 1000°C
ISOTHERM
VOLUME 2
SOLID IRON FORMATION
1000°C - 1525°C

1000°C
ISOTHERM
ISOTHERMS

VOLUME 3
COKE BLOOMERY AND
TUYERES
1525°C
ISOTHERM

VOLUME 4
LIQUID SLAG AND IRON

Figure 59 M E T H O D 1 Zone Volume Isothermic Boundries
Process Contiol and Instiumentation considerations in combination with classic modelling
concepts is seen as providing in the near future online dynamic analysis based upon a "summation"
of the individual particulate stieamline approach to the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and Iron
chemistry control.
Instantaneous Iron Production Rate [ Fei]
Fei= I {f(Volumel.Fe) + f(Volume 2.Fe) + f(Volume 3.Fe)
+ X f(Volume 4.Fe) + f( V o l u m e Drip.Fe)
+ f(Volume Hearth effectEe)}
Where

.EQN(20)

Volume 1 is the Particule Preheat Zone volume
Volume 2 is the Indirect Reduction Pre-Iron phase
Volume 3 is the Indirect Reduction Solid Iron Forming Zone
Volume 4 is the Direct Reduction (Liquidus) Zones
Volume Drip is the Iron droplets Perculation Zone
Volume . Hearth effect is liquid behaviour Volume change
.Fe is the Instantaneous Iron formation contribution to the overall
Production Rate
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M o r e elaborate zone V o l u m e interface boundaries would require a further inclusion of the
Particle Surface to Centre (Core) stratification of the Iron formation extent. In other words refining
the analysis from being based on average Particle status to being based on Subparticle degree of
contribution in a "summated Mass" form.
Furthermore experimentation and results by others,

indicates that a close relationship

exists between the heat input rate and the non equilibrium Iron Formation Reaction mechanisms
that occur. But it is also evident that the Localised Particulate Temperature classifies the Iron
(202)
Formation Reactions that occur,
even though this understanding is generally for equilibrium
(203)
states in an Iron/Oxygen/Carbon Equilibrium system.
T h e variation in effects, for instance, of a solid n o n shell delaying the release of the
particle's Molten Wustite core, with the shell acting as a physical sealed container perhaps explains
the variation of the onset of the appearance of the Molten Wustite effervescence effects compared
to then equilibrium state effects.(345a) The extent of this variation depends upon the Heat input
rate which in m m m a y be responsible for the Localised Particulate descent rate.
In any case the heat source provided by the ascending gaseous fluids can be accurately
located by Temperature measurements, thus establishing Temperature as the Primary Process
Parameter involved in the Blast Furnace Process for Iron production Rate.
Accordingly, a n u m b e r of mechanisms have been grouped as the basis of further
developing and refining the accuracy of the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate Process Controller.
These are as follows,
(i)

Interface Boundaries based on Isotherms.

(ii)

Burden Descent Patterns - Burden angle of Repose - Granular flow concept
with Particle/second times area equal to the instantaneous Liquid Iron
formation Rate

(iii)

Particulate stieamline effects.(203a)

(iv)

Grouped Particles Stratification effect.

(v)

Stratification within individual Particle.

(vi)

M a s s Flow in Process - Particles/Second Heated 100°- 1525° C etc..

(vii)

C o k e Energy Supply Process Flow.

(viii) Aerodynamic Flow Patterns - Flow overall Packed Beds Velocity
Profiles-Bosh gas flow Pattern .
(ix)

Ascending Gaseoue Stieamline effects -Velocity - Temperature Composition.

(x)

Grouped Particles Aerodynamic effects.

(xi)

Individual particles Aerodynamic effects.

T h e technique of K n o w l e d g e Crosspollination w a s developed from considerations
requiring the concurrent application of each of the above mechanisms; so that their individual
interrelationships remain evident and the overriding recognisable pattern that is established is
manifested as the Process Isotherms which actually results. This approach w a s used also to
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establish, to the particulate level, the contiibution and location that individual particles m a k e to the
Instantaneous Iron Production Rate.
While it is as a first order approximation, Table 7 serves to demonstrate the stiuctured
concept design for presentation of Knowledge Crosspollination concepts.
i
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.1

Three Zone Boundary Interface Methods

The overriding influence in this approach stems from the building upon the solid
foundation of Physical and Chemical properties of the process which are clearly Visualised and
identifiable as being characteristic of that particular Process. From this foundation more complex
behavioural phenomena, which again have visual attributesrelatingto energy as matter providing
and sustaining mechanisms are categorised in terms of their importance and contiibution to the
functioning of the Process.
T h e close connection between process mechanisms and mechanics and their visual
realisation to the trained observer is considered essential to establish an effective "feel" for the
Process that currently experienced operators possess.
For instance Method 2 of establishing Zone Interface boundaries relies on a degree of
visualisation of the overall distribution of Reactions, and this is partly provided by material feed
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rates and charging patterns, Stockline descent rate patterns, Stockline Temperature Probes and
Blast Volume and Pressure with Top Pressure characteristics. To develop beyond this
Visualisation requires the transition of this current Visualisation through to more specific
Particulate Reaction characteristics which more directly are involved in the Iron Formation
processes. Energy and matter conservation is seen as providing the necessary framework for this
Visualisation.
The natural progression from Method 1 to Method 2 use is to superimpose Method 2
Physical feed Constraints and Burden descent patterns on the Isotherm Interface Boundaries. In
this way the online dynamic analysis now changes from a uniform distribution of particles per
second crossing the (Fig 60) Interface boundaries to a characteristic particulate flow pattern
crossing this same boundary Isotherm Location.(Refer Figure 61)
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T h e action of the two independent properties, Visualised by this approach are:(1)

Ascending gaseous fluid heat source-Temperature Profile (Isotherm), and

(2)

Descending particulate flow under gravity to replace particles of ore to form
molten Iron, and coke consumed generally at the Tuyere cavities.

T h e inclusion of the flow of Particles establishes the dynamic considerations of the Speed
of Reactions in this case in terms of the number of Iron Particles per second moving across the
1525° C Liquidus Boundary interface Isotherm.
T h e progressive refinement of the Method 2 approach is therefore dependent upon the
accuracy of the particulate flow pattem(203b) at the zone interface boundaries. Typically, ElectroConductive sheet methods could be used. Whilst this approach seems reasonable a close
examination of the particulate flow patterns reveals that a central flow of both C o k e and ore
particles is far from assured. Furthermore particles descend under gravity to replace those
"consumed" by the process and thus the distribution and location of these "consumed particles"
mechanism would be seen also as establishing the overall flow pattern visualisation needed.
Clearly stockline descent patterns provide a guide to the overall flow pattern and would
represent the first stage implementation of Method 2.
T w o mechanisms are used to be superimposed on to the stockline descent patterns,
namely:(1)

Natural flow of ore and coke as a result of the liquidus 1525° C Isotherm contour
behaviour where ore particles aretiansformedto liquid Iron.

(2)

Natural flow of coke resulting from the consumption of mainly coke particles in the
Tuyere regions.

The combination of these two basic effects create localised voids which provide the "sink"
for the descent of ore and coke particles by releasing the interparticle forces which otherwise are
tightiy bonding particles together.
Evidence of other factors such as the thinning of layered burden thickeners as it descends is
evident in Quenched Furnaces while the behaviour of mainly coke into the tuyere region is
similarly evident.
Coke particles consumed at the Tuyere region represents up to 7 0 %

of the total coke

needed in Blast Furnace process. Since in general terms layered ore and coke is uniformly
distiibuted radially across the furnace Method 2 is based on the simplifying concept that Particles
crossing the Liquidus Interface Boundary are both ore and coke with the quantity distributions
related to both the layer thickness and the radial distance from the furnace centie line. (Refer Figure
(62).
Method 2 is based on the concept that the ascending gaseous fluids are providing a
"quantum of heat" per exposed unit area of ore layer at the Liquidus Boundary Interface. Since the
exposed area about to be transformed to liquid iron is directly proportional to the radius from the
centie line, then the descending particle rate crossing the liquidus boundary interface is also directly
proportioned to the rate of heat supplied, and the heat distribution in terms of ascending gaseous
fluid mass rate is also directly related to the Burden descent patterns.

Figure 62

Particulate Velocity Profile across 1525°C Liquidus Isotherm

The liquidus rate per unit of exposed ore layers is considered a uniform process based on
the concept that the rate of Liquid Iron Formation per unit area is directiy proportional to the rate of
heat supplied per unit area.
The overall Blast Furnace Process performance is thus established by optimising three
mechanisms which are considered to locate the actual operating liquidus zone position. They are:(1)

Ascending Gaseous fluid available heat pattern

(2)

Burden Descent Flow pattern

(3)

Burden Layering and Charge Patterns.

The overall liquidus Boundary Interface is considered to be the result of the interplay of
these and other aerodynamic and thermodynamic mechanisms with the gaseous fluid Isotherms
representing the overall shape and heat flow patterns provided.
Indications from Simulated Ore Reduction tests are that Solid Iron particles exist just prior
to the 1525° C Isotherm where sufficient available heat exists and when the threshold temperature
is exceeded the formation liquid Iron occurs. This mechanism in this instance is considered to be
one of a Solid to a liquid phasetiansformationin the presence of applied heat,
Fe (Solid) + Heat = Fe (Liquid) EQN(24)

rather than a conventual Direct Reduction zone Iron foiming Reaction.

FeO + CO = Fe + C02 EQN(25)
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T h e accuracy of this method relies heavily upon the ability to determine both the burden
descent pattern and the 1525° C Gaseous Fluid Isotherm to locate the Liquidus boundary interface.
The significant effect of this approach however is that the exposed ore layer at the 1525° C
Isotherm establishes a distribution of ore particles on this Isotherm surface establishing the number
of ore panicles at any one instant exposed to this liquidus transformation.
This approach provides a direct measure of the Instantaneous Iron Liquidus Formation rate
which incorporates individual particle contributions to the overall Process yield.
While Method 2 approach appears consistent with the overall understanding of the Blast
Furnace Process Cohesive zone a closer examination of the reaction speeds in terms of the
contiibution of individual Particles to the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate begins to establish a
Visualisation of the distribution of Particles involved in this Liquifaction Process.
A n estimation for instance based on a 5000 T/Day furnace with 15 Ore layers at the
Liquidus Iron Formation Boundary Interface would involve 20000 average sized particles per
second, representing 4000 particles linear length of ore layers with only 1 Particle/second of Layer
thickness Width becoming liquid - where, in fact, an average layer width of 20 particles would be
involved at that Boundary interface .(Appendix 5)
This however does not limit the accuracy of this approach but clearly identifies the
importance in understanding and being able to Visualise the individual Particle mechanics and
mechanisms involved in the Liquid Iron Formation process. This Method 2 does however provide
within an accuracy of a few particle diameters, the location of the Liquidus front providing a
connection between externally measurable and extrapolated process properties such as Isotherms to
accurately locate and control the process involved.
(179)
where the pressure drop in
In this regard, this approach is supported by Molerus
fixed beds and of fluidised bed expansion is derived on the basis of an analysis of the NavierStokes equations. Also, the expansion of the homogeneous fluidised beds are described by the
Richardson-Zaki equation(179,179a) i n terms of a derivative from the single Particle behaviour.
Methods 1 and 2 are seen as establishing the basic foundation of the Process reactions
pertaining to Instantaneous on Formation specifically locating groups of individual Particle reaction
types to within a few particle diameters. Method 3 is seen as being based upon identification of
individual particle reaction mechanisms so as to more accurately understand and qualify the Iron
Formation mechanisms in an idealised sense d o w n for each individual particle.
In this w a y methods 1 and 2 incorporate the flow variation patterns considered responsible
for the Iron reactions resulting from heat source source provided in the ascending gases and
therefore Isotherms locate the distiibution and variation of individual Reaction types identifiable
throughout the Blast Furnace Process.
Method 3 incorporates a more accurate understanding of the Liquidus Zone Boundary
Interface by a m o r e detailed understanding of the individual particle Reaction stratification in the
direction of heat flow as well as the stratifaction of reactions expected to be associated with
Velocity distiibution effects and associated mass flow rate effects passing across each isotherm;
and in particular the layer burden effect.
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In general terms a more detailed knowledge of the Liquid Iron Formation processes is
needed in Method 3 based upon quantative understanding of Reaction rates which satisfy both the
overall and localised energy balance knowledge. The fundamental principles of both energy and
matter consideration are used to establish this quantative understanding of these mechanisms.
The mechanisms and mechanics which see the exchange of heat contained in the ascending
gaseous fluids initiating reactions and descending Particles are also considered exhibt the
fundamental attributes of aerodynamic themodynamic and fluid dynamic behaviours in a visual or
measureable form.
The improvement over Method 2 is based on a more detailed understanding of both the
available heat source mechanisms and the interparticle and intraparticle reaction mechanisms
relating to the Instantaneous Iron Foimation Processes. Specifically, both the Particle descent and
the ascending gaseous flow patterns provide preferentially a stratification of particle reactions
within each localised region, especially again as a result of Burden layering

and high flow

resistance regions as reported in Cohesive zones.
Considerations centered on four key aspects for individual particles, namely:,
(i)

Single Particle in isolation in gaseous Stream.

(ii)

Single particle in relation to other adjoining particles in gaseous stream.

(iii)

Single particle relative to flow patterns due to Burden charge patterns and
relative position with: the layers.

(iv)

Aerodynamic and Reaction processes on a single particle including particle
orientation with respect to other particles and the gaseous heat source.

This approach is seen as providing two distinct aspects of the process namely:,
(1)

Visualisation of fundamental mechanisms and h o w they relate and affect
Liquid Iron Formation for individual and grouped particles.

(2)

Visualisation of the actual Process including establishing Sterotype
behaviours for dynamic reactions incorporating fluid flow influences.

This emphasis centres on the categorization and Visualisation of the various sterotypes of
Iron Foimation mechanism exhibited by individual descending particles as are affected primarily by
both the available heat and duration of exposure to heat and the Process environment as well as
establishing the "class" of reaction which depends on the exposure time during the descent. M a n y
complex interrelationships, Alkali cycle,and interparticle relationships Segregation , Voids etc. are
also involved. Primarily, the stereotypes are in to represent in somewhat idealised form the time
sequenced range of mechanisms manifested by descending particles.
Descent categories (Table 8) were established in line with the Isotherm Zone Interface
Boundaries so that the various interparticle, intraparticle and individual particle effects Visualisation
were identified with respect to the Rate of Reations. Table 1 is seen as establish simple form of the
Knowledge crosspollination Tables envisaged for Humanoid use where a combination of
Knowledge and Knowledge Visualisation is involved
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Table 8 has been prepared in Knowledge Crosspollination Visualisation foim based on heat
as the primary Process Source supplied and Visualised as Isotherms (Temperature Patterns) in
combination with Flow and other Process interrelationships.
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Table 8

Various Flow Mechanisms versus Descent Catagories

Table 8 has been prepared in Knowledge Crosspollination Visualisation foim based on heat
as the primary Process Source supplied and Visualised as Isotherms (Temperature Patterns) in
combination with Flow and other Process interrelationships.
The actual total heat at any point along the stieamline of the Process is directly affected by
the available heat from the ascending gaseous fluid source as well as the individual particle
Reaction heat manifestation. The difference here is the measurement of the localised heat content in
Isotherm terms is the manifestation of the s u m total of all these heat exchange and heat transfer
mechanisms.
The rate of Transfer of energy (Q) is k n o w n to involve the change of internal energy perunit mass (entropy (s)) and for a generalised reversible process.
ds =

(_d_QjREV
T

.EQN(26)
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Actual heat transfer(q) existing to varying degrees throughout the process are generally
understood as involving combination of :-

Conduction q = - kA . t 2 -1 1 EQN(27)
Convection q = - hA (t s-t w) EQN(28)
Radiatiion q = §.6.T4 EQN(29)

where the heat transfer in all forms are,direcdy expressed in terms of absolute temperature
The heat content (enthalpy (h)) of the ascending gases in Stieams at constant volume
(Specific Heat Transfer Coefficient Cv) is given by the following also in teims of Temperature (T)
and Universal Gas Constant (R).
dh = Cv dT + RdT EQN(30)
The combination of all Process energies including work and heat can be further understood
by incorporating the energy continuity knowledge for stream study of Flowing Processes
(Relativity Mechanics Einstein)
Q- W =1 m(h+l/2 c

2

where :-

+ zg) -1 m(h + 1/2 c2 +zg) EQN(31)
out
in

In general terms, the "mass energy" conservation principle relates that the S u m of the Rest
energy plus the Kinetic energy plus the potential energy remains constant.
The steady flow energy equation form of these relationships was sought to relate to the
Standing W a v e flame front Ffrench Zone concept of the Blast Furnace Process. Actual operational
(207)
experience in terms of L o w Fuel rates
compared to ordinary furnace operation, suggests that
a particulate sliding zone burden descent mechanism is dynamically affected by particle uniformity.
In this way the transfer of energy which is the driving force for the Process is clearly expressed in
terms of the three major energy and mass components.
(1)

Rest energy expressed in Temperature terms.

(2)

Kinetic energy in teims of Velocity components.

(3)

Potential energy in teims of Acceleration component.

In Summary, the Primary Process parameters sought were derived from applying Energy,
Heat and Fluid Flow considerations to the Blast Furnace Process, identifying that Temperature is
the Root parameter in combination with the mass and Volume of the Process elements, and with
the Thne Rate of change of Process Parameters quantifying the extent and contiibution of each to
Liquid Iron Foimation Rates.
Overall energy considerations in terms of enthalpy, kinetic energy (Velocity patterns), and
Potential Energy (Descent) establish the framework for a Process Unit D y n a m o which when
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applied to the Descending particle streamlines using Online Dynamic Analysis Methods can
quantify the Rate of change of Process Parameters, primarily manifested as Process Isotherms.
Table 9 provides a simplified form of this Knowledge Crosspollination
Visualisation (KCV) for Energy & Mass Continuity which has been structured similar- to Table 8
relating to Process Parameters verses Heat.
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Additionally it is evident that the heat transfer mechanisms are involved and this means that
individual particles being of different sizes and masses will also have varying rates of descent
resulting in "Stratification" of the Iron Foimation process both in teims of Particle surfaces to
centie degree of Iron Formation as well as the impact of particle orentation and the varying flow
rate patterns of the ascending gaseous fluids. Table 8 identifies these differences as "classes" of the
Reactions where except for sudden metallurgical effects such as N e w m a n Effervescence Void
Wustite boil over Reactions are considered in the main as a gradual increasing intensity form
(Gradation).
This approach paves the w a y for an extension to the Matrix based Knowledge Imagery
processing to develop into Imagery in a representive form .incorporating the full range of
gradation of the actual Process understanding and Visualisation.
T h e advantage of the Stratification concept enables particle matter to be considered at
a"critical mass" where localised reaction mechanisms and mechanics are seen to approach
conditions where equilibrium based knowledge is approximated.
In an overall sense, equilibrium states are considered as a special case of the normal
dynamically varying non equilibrium states and therefore the crosspollination of the equilibrium
based knowledge is used to establish one end of the spectrum of non equilibrium states in the
gradation based approach which is time variant in line with the Online Dynamic Analysis viewpoint
of the Process.
For instance the simulated decent of M t N e w m a n Ore particles (Refer Appendix 5)
establishes Visualisation and by Simple analysis both the non equilibrium heating mechanism in a
equilibrium gaseous flow situation which differs considerably from the circumstances where
gaseous fluids provide the non-equilibrium heating introducing the particle orientation and Velocity
profile effects.
Finally the concept of a fluid based Process as shown in Figure 63 with characteristics
reactions occuring along the process streamlines is also conducive to the application Process
Contiol dynamic analysis Techniques for flow where the non equilibrium aspects of the Process
can be dynamically represented in Flow Process terms.
T h e various Isotherms are seen as the Boundary conditions for these dynamic
relationships- establishing constants and constraints for the system analysis. Each consti'aint
mechanism could be either a physical property, such as Temperature contours (Isotherm) or a fluid
flow phenomona, such as Velocity profiles for Burden Descent Rates, or reaction fronts such as
Flame Front or heat release front at the subparticle level for instance. All of these constraint
relationships are by nature of the process time variant and continious analogue in form.
It is important to note that for flow processes, the Visualised aspects of the flow are mainly
seen as patterns which are at right angles to the actual direction of flow. Typically, Isotherms are
equi-temperature potentials with heat flowing from the Hot Isotherm, to the cooler Isotherm,and
Gaseous Flow occurs from higher Isobars to lower ones with flow at right angles through those
isobars.
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Figure 63

Method 3 Fluid Flow Streamline Based

In a futher refinement to these concepts, fluid dynamic knowledge provides by w a y of the
use of the flow streamline principles for both particles and gaseous fluids the ability to relate
the"interchange" incorporating individual particle reaction mechanics and mechanisms in the
overall understanding of the Iron Foimation content.
The classic fluid dynamic relationships incorporating streamline analysis are used to
represent the overall flow of fluids by a "summation" of all streamlines from the boundary layers
through to the central body of the flowing fluid. Fluid dynamic principles rely heavily upon the
flow of fluids from a S O U R C E of higher energy potential to a S I N K of lower energy potential.
Refinement of online Process Control system has been identified in teims of a three stage
development of the Process fluid streamlines flowing through the Process. Process Contiol
(208)
classical flow theory provides the catalyst to dynamically analyse the Process (refer Lee
and
Shinsky
The three stages are:(1)

Streamline Bundles.

(2)

Streamline traces based on an Elementary Process Unit D y n a m o Concept.

(3)

Streamlines based on Moieular Particle Movement.
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This concept is appropiate since the flow through a porous bed can be considered
analogous to the flow through a bundle of parallel pipes for which Poiseuille's law^

and other

refinements apply.
In all three cases there is a natural progression from one to the next as the addition of more
detailed particle behaviour is included. Conversely during online use, as process measurements
and Visualisation of more refined mechanisms became difficult to maintain, the System resorts to
the next less refined Process stieamline method to continue to operate.
The irony of the situation is that it is not until the most refined stage, that of Molecular
Subparticle movement behaviour are introduced does the majority of the current Equilibrium based
physical metallurgical knowledge become evident. The other stieamline approaches represent the
Process manifestations of the energy and mass continuity effects, fluid-dynamic effects, Heat
exchange and HeatTransfer and of course the Reaction effects; and it is in this area of the dynamic
behaviour of descending Particles in ascending gaseous fluids that the majority of the current
uncertanity exists.^lOa)
In an attempt to understand these effects, the Elementary Process Unit D y n a m o w a s
established to represent the smallest localised region in the Process at any one reference point
which, within its boundaries contained all the dynamic Process mechanisms and mechanics.
This also established a basis for selecting and experimentation of individual particles (Refer
Chapters 5 and 6) where both inttapaiticle and interparticle effects could be evaluated and then by
way of the Descending "Process Unit D y n a m o " ( P U D ) concept a processrelatedcontiibution to the
Instantaneous Iron Formation could be quantified and visualised.
This approach also caters for the inclusion of existing Process observations by w a y of such
behaviours as Flow Resistance Ergun 1952
Flooding,

'

, Bed Permeability

, Voidage,

Rate of Iron Reduction, etc. and specifically the addition of Ore layer flame

front effects and the overall particulate consumption rate from which a particle Sink occurs and
burden descent results.
Such factors as Temperature, Pressure, Velocity Profiles are incorporated by considering
the variation across the Process Unit D y n a m o boundaries and in some instances this will be the
significant source of the driving energy for the Process Mechanism and Reactions and in others
will be considered as applying uniformally across the P U D .
Method 3 also allows for ascending gaseous fluids to be a combination of gas and fire
particles of Coke, Ore, Solid Iron as well as Alkali's. In this w a y the gaseous streamline effects
on Individual particles are significant.
The effectiveness of the three staged method approach to Zone Volumes can be judged by
the way in which the internal reaction " inferred measurements" of the Process, can be obtained
from the external sensor measurement of, for example, the Blast, Furnace Shell and Furnace Top
behaviour.
The Online estimation of the Melting Line by Kilpinen(212b) j s a classic example of the use
of the Aerodynamics of the Blast Furnace in terms of Blast, Furnace T o p and ascending gas
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velocities and compositions- especially Top Gas Analysis, to provide a first degree order
approximation to the Melting Line location as in Figure 63a.(212b)
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Figure 63a

Online Location of the Melting Line from Aerodynamic properties(212b)

Supportive of these Dynamic Analysis results is the ability to locate the cohesive Zone

configuration based on the observations^l2c) regarding Stave a Furnace Shell temperatures, as
Figure 63b.
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Figure 63b

Stave Temperature based Cohesive Zone Location(212c)
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A more extensive understanding has been developed by Inaba et.at.(340) where the Burden
movements is used in conjunction with the Stockline above and below Burden Isotherms and Gas
Compositions, and Verified by Vertical Descent Probes which then establish a clear Volumetric
function for the L u m p y Zone and C O Gas Utalisation effects, as in Figure 63c.( 2i2ci ) The Zone
Boundary Interface is located using the Stave Cooler positions with minimun heat load as in Figure
53(j(212d) o^d exhibits a "S" curve Profile very similar to that used in the Method (1) approach.
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Figure 63c Volumetric Fractions in L u m p y Zone Figure 63d Zone Boundary Interface (212d)
These observations compare favourably with the development and application of Burden
Distribution and Gas Distribution Control by Lizuka et.al.(212e) based on Stockline surface
measurements and Burden Charging Contiol of Layer thickness and distribution. This includes
(1)
Improved Gas Utilisation and heat exchange, through full contact between
gas and burden materials.
(2)
Reduces furnace heat loss and improves furnace life by controlling
peripheral gas flow.
(3)
Prevents the occurrence of scoffolding.
Control is affected in terms of Layer thickness ratio distribution and gas distribution
according to the Philosophy in Figure 63e, based on calculations for Heat Balance, Motional
Balance, relation between specific Carbon consumption distiibution and Top Gas Utilisation Rate,
Prediction and Control of Burden and Gas flow distribution based on Ergun's formulae and
Burden Permeability Resistance Coefficient (K).
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Upper part of the furnace

Lower part of the furnace

Under -bell probe at the throat
Horizontal probe at the shaft
Vertical probe
This equipment

Means of gat flow detection -

Means of operation

Practical index

Relation to furnace
condition

Figure 63e

Philosophy of Gas distribution Control( 2i2a )

To add further understanding to these initial peripheral vision of the Blast Furnace reaction
dynamics, Nakajima et.al.(2*2r) has established classifications relating gas flow and temperature
profiles in Figure 63f and a connection between the temperature profile of Horizontal Probes and
the Permeability Resistance Index (K) as shown in Figure 63g.
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Figure 63g Temp, profile of Horiz. Probes vs. Permeability Resistance Index (K)(212&)
A major objective of Online Realtime Process Control is the prolongation of Furnace Lining
Life by miminising the damage in the two most critical areas, namely, the Furnace shell, and the
Liquid Hearth Region. Where Stave Cooling Systems are used, the sudden exposure of Staves to
temperatures which can exceed design Metallurgical Limits can have their- Cooling Rates Controlled
by additional water flow to prevent damage in the short term, and Burden redistributions for

control in the long term. Figure 63h by Higuchi et.alX^2) Visualises this effect in teims of the Heat
Load versus cooling water velocity.
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A clear example of the effectiveness of Thermocouples in monitoring the Heat Loads is
given by Kurpisz( 2l2 g) in 1988 for embedded Thermocouples in Carbon Block Hearth, and the
success of this method is aided by die facttiiatCarbon is especially a good and uniform conductor
of heat. This complements and is a development from earlier investigations and experimental work
of Heat Loads for Stave Designs pioneered by Benson and L a n d m a n ( 2 1 2 n ) , and Hearth Heat
Loads and Liquid Level over the period 1971-1976 at Port Kembla.(361)
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4.2

DEVELOPMENT PURSUED

The development of the concepts outiined earlier concentiated initially on the aerodynamic
fundamental viewpoints of the Process with an identified aim of establishing the Process Control
viewpoint for the simplistic online dynamic contiol of the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate.
T w o key aspects evolved;
firstly and secondly,-

The Process Response times or speed of Reactions and Process;
the confirmation that aerodynamic - Blast related Liquid Foimation
reactions were localised to a narrow temperature dependent region.

Otherwise the Process is a relatively slow descending thermally driven counter flow
Reactor Process in the traditionally accepted fashion, which has superimposed upon this slow base
set of characteristics, fast moving aerodynamic reaction mechanisms.
This combination is a classical case of a multivariable Process Control System.
Evaluation of reaction speeds was based on Total Energy considerations but viewed from
the concept that the Liquid Iron Foimation Processes were fundamentally regulated by the physical
transport of sufficent localised heat by w a y of the Bosh gas leaving the Tuyere region to provide
the available heat necessary to melt the Solid Iron Particles. (In Ore appearance form). The concept
of a Source to Sink energy flow is paramount here, followed by the broarder issues relating to
Solid Iron formation at the particle level.
Also from this viewpoint it is evident that in the classic sense, reactions occur at the atomic
level where speeds are extremely fast but it is also evident that the m a s s of the particles
significantly influences the rate of progress as it were of an "atomic front" reaction passing through
that mass.
The interdependence of particulate mass to the reaction speed was pursued together with the
physical aspects such as particle size, orientation, proximity and orientation to other particles etc.
Significantally these considerations related also to the C o k e particle from the sink source energy
and flow viewpoints leading to a number of aerodynamic and fluidynamic relationships being
considered in a stieamline source- sink fashion.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTS P U R S U E D FOR A E R O D Y N A M I C EFFECTS
The significance of the "Blast" in the Blast Furnace Process cannot be overestimated and is
evidenced by the "reverence" with which most operators rely on Blast related observations of the
Process for a "feel" for the Process behaviour.
Traditional Process Aerodynamic Visualisation in teims of Sightglass views of the Tuyere
Zone and direct Process coupled indicators for Blast Volume, Blast Pressure and Top Pressure are
used not only to estimate the Iron Production Rate but also by observing the sudden movements
and patterns of behaviour of these measurements, a definite "feel" for the "Flow" dynamic
characterisitcs are established by an experienced operator.
It is significant that Process movements in Blast Pressure and Blast Volume (automatically
compensated for Blast Pressure and Temperature changes) are extremely fast (less than 0.5
(214)
second)
and from this viewpoint it is considered that the aerodynamic characteristics of the
Process is the major contributing factor to the dynamic fast moving Process phenomena sought.
The approach taken for investigation of the aerodynamic was to consider that two groups of
behaviour mechanisms were involved, namely:(1)

Stable ascending flow patterns

(2)

Dynamic and inherently fast moving mechanisms possibly existing only in
localised regions.

Additionally, the flow of gaseous fluid was reviewed from the overall Process
Characteristics of flow through a packed bed, progressively considering localised regions of
significance and then investigating the aerodynamic mechanisms relating to individual particles
from both the Inteiparticle and the Intraparticle viewpoints.
The significance of the Blast in the Production of Iron was recognised even in the earliest
periods when leather bellows were used to replace naturally drafting Furnaces. A s Furnaces grew
taller, a stronger draft was required and also taller furnaces later on provided for some burden
drying or preheating - establishing in the process the evolution of the Blast furnace as distinct from
the Forge or Bloomeiy .
Water powered bellows provided the increased Blast for the Stuckofen by 1250, which
produced Iron in a solid or slightly molten lump, and later on the Blauofen by 1377 was capable of
producing liquid Iron or forging iron sponge by controlling the furnace temperatures with the
interesting mechanism of lowering the position of the tuyere by a few inches and pushing it deeper
(39)
into the shaft of the furnace simultaneous increase of fuel rate of 10-15 %.
Continuous Blast
operations for up to three to six or more months was not uncommon.
It is also significant that control of the Tuyere was extensively used to produce steel as well
as Iron from the same furnace.This particularly occuiTed during the solid Iron formation Processes
and it appears this art was not pursued. W h e n the quest for molten Iron production began to be
almost an end in itself, Steelmaking then became a secondary process to the Primary Iron
production and has remained so until recent times. The production of steel by the Control of
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aerodynamic mechanisms remains an important aspect which warrants further investigation in
m o d e m times particulaiily considering m o d e m materials and techniques that are available.
F r o m the 15th to the 19th century the significance of the "Blast" in combination with the
fuel - ore ratio held centie stage, being identified that "Blast Force" was necessary to yield liquid
Iron. Although evident that Blast produced heat such as in the forge or bloomery it was not as
clearly evident that "Blasts" acted in combination with the fuel (charcoal) to establish the heat for
the Liquid iron formation. The critical connection between the available (possibly localised) heat to
produce molten iron is clearly evident in 1830 's when Heated Blast (600°F) from Hot Blast Stores
was found to be necessary w h e n coal was used as a fuel instead of charcoal.Previously the use of
Blast Pressure and V o l u m e and Tuyere combinations could not successfully produce a replacement
for charcoal. ( N o w understood to be a consequence of the Nitogen content in the Air that had to be
heated.)
B y 1918 Johnson had pointed out that Coke consumption only depends upon the heat
requirements of high temperature reactions above a critical temperature and Reichardt (1927)
showed from temperature - heat capacity considerations that this is also a characteristic temperature
difference between the ascending reducing gas and the descending burden materials. This in time
led to the representation of the Process as in Figure 64.
This suggest that the Gaseous fluids leaving the tuyere region need to convey adequate
amounts of heat for the M o d e m Blast Furnace Process to function efficiently. This aspect is
considered a key aerodynamic mechanism which was expected to be manifested in characteristic
heat or Isotherm patterns.
It is also significant that the hot Blast achieved from 30-60 % of a fuel saving

of Coal

or Coke, while at the same time obtaining nearly twice the quantity of Iron within a given time that is twice the Iron Production Rate of Cold Blast Charcoal Furnaces.
This clearly suggests that the aerodynamics acts as a transport media for heat and reactions
rate, and that liquid Iron production not only occurs in the high temperature Tuyere region which is
in the vacinity of the tuyere cavity, but n o w in Modern Blast Furnaces of large hearth diameters, it
also occurs elsewhere within the Furnace C e m r e where approximately half of the molten iron is
now produced. At the tuyeres - Hot Blast is required to provide the necessary heat and possibly
other aerodynamic mechanisms are involved for the liquid iron foimation to occur. This aspect is
supportive of the liquidus Front concept detailed in Appendix 5.
A graphical understanding of the utilisation of the Blast supplied heat which contributes
towards the Instantaneous Iron foimation Rate are outlined in Table 10 together with their relative
effec<7 109 >
Another mechanism recognised as affecting the production of Iron was the burden material
distiibution in the furnace, identified even in the primative furnaces and evident as evolving in
(217)
1377
while the need for a careful distiibution of fuel and ore in some ways established a
black art or mystique for this process. This suggests that the ascending gases and the relationship
of the fuel and ore to the tuyere location was significant, as was also both, the descending pattern
of fuel and ore in the shaft of the furnace. It also suggests that ascending gaseous fluids can be
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encouraged by burden material distiibution to flow so as to concentiate the "Gases" to localise the
available heat and aerodynamic mechanisms such that a liquid Iron zone occurs, and that those
localised regions are quite separate to the tuyere cavity.

The Blast- Furnace Stock Column
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Gas Velocities Across Several Planes of a Commercial Blast Furnace Using
Unsized Ore (Kinney)

Figure 64

1927 B.F. Process Representation with Gas Velocity Profiles(2i^)

B y considering the overall flow patterns of ascending gases leaving the tuyere cavity, it is
clear that the aerodynamic mechanism most probably would be a liquidus zone front in an overall
sense but could possibly exhibit localised interparticle and intraparticle aerodynamic mechanisms as
well.
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TABLE

Heat balance, ore-carbon smelting

Basis cold blast, two rows ol tuyeres, 3 5 % of combustion C O a reduced to
CO, 2 0 % of total C O burned at second row of tuyeres. Oxide Is hematite,
slag volume 700 lb/ton, 200 Ib limestone/ton.
Heat required
Heat reactants to fusion at 2300 F
Heat slag to fusion at 2300 F
Decompose 200 lb limestone
Enthalpy lop gas 101,000 cf 400 F
Wall losses
Superheat Iron and slag to 2700 F
Reduce 3 gr/cf H 2 0 and 1 % SI
Heat of reduction C 0 2 = 0.35 X 212 X (22.6C
+ 3390)=

Btu/ton, Fe
5.12 M M
0.48
0.15
0.63
0.50
0.25
0.30
0.00167C + 0.25
Total 0.00167C + 7.68

Heat available
Combustion of C Ib carbon to 1 7 % C O a
Enthalpy gaseous pf oducts of reduction
Combustion of C O

0.0117C
0.86
0.00158C + 1.03
Total 0.0133C+ 1.89

Carbon requlred-fc
Combustion C, 0.0133C + 1.89 = 0.00167C +
7.68. C =
C for reduction C O a = 0.35 X 0.0319 (22.6 X 499
•f 3390)=
C few reduction H 2 0 and SIO, =
*
C for solution In Iron to 4.0%
•
.
C foe reduction of F#*0,-lb

Table 10

*9fl
1B4
37
80
Total 780
540
Total 1320

Utilisation of Blast Supplied Heat( 2 1 8 )

With the introduction of Hot Blast and the overall improvement of Burden charging
patterns and development of higher energy "Blast Engines", it is not surprising that a Process limit
emerged whereby the burden aerodynamic resistance to gaseous flow became such that the
aerodynamic ascending "forces" began to produce erratic furnace behaviour in terms of burden
slips, holdups and fluidisation.
Not surprisingly these aerodynamically induced characteristics were countered by
increasing the Furnace T o p Pressure. (Back Pressure on the Burden Stockline) and in so doing
effectively compressing the ascending gas within the furnace with a resultant increase in gas
density as well as a decrease in the ascending gas linear velocity through the burden as in Table
10.(218)
Additionally to this, the increased density of the Blast means that Blast Mass V o l u m e
increases, consuming an equivalent amount of additional coke- typically 30 % - while maintaining
the same pressure drop across the Burden and gas velocity conditions in the Blast Furnace
Process. This 3 0 % increase requires, for example, a T o p Pressure increase from 1.1 to 2.1
atmospheric pressure (atm) and the Blast Pressure from 2.5 to 3.5 atm under the given blowing
conditions.
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Table

Variations of blast pressure, pressure fall and [-ercent decrease
in gas velocity with H T P
Pressure drop

P. ( H T P )

Pb2 ( H T P )

ata

ata

A P aim.

1.1
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

2.5
2.7
3.0

1.4
1.2
1.0

3.36
3.75

0.86
0.75

Table 11

Decrease in linear gas

Percent

100
85.7
72.1
61.4
53.6

(approx.)
~
14..
24.9
38.6
46.4

Variation of Blast Pressure with High Top Pressure^ 9)

Advantages of H T P
T h e preceding section showed an approximate estimate of expected increase in output with the use of H T P . However, the actual benefits likely
to accrue depend upon the raw materials and other blast furnace
parameters..The advantages are:
(i) for the same volume flow rate, a greater mass of air (hence, oxygen)
can be blown with H T P ; higher output;
(ii) increased reduction rate with increased total pressure and hence
decrease;in direct reduction (fuel saving);
(iii) suppression of Boudouard reaction (CO. + C = 2 C O ) and hence
savings in fuel;
(iv) increased carbon deposition ( 2 C O = C O . + C ) has both advantages
and disadvantages (Sees. 3.5 and 7.2.5);
(v) more uniform distribution of gas velocity and reduction across
furnace cross-section; smoother furnace operation due to increased
permeability;
(vi) lower input of iron oxides in the hearth, improved hearth temperature, lower silicon and sulphur in iron;
(vii) less lluidization of fines and less number of slips;
(viii) less flooding tendency in the wet zone and less number of checks;
(ix) less flue dust losses, less variation of coke input, better maintenance
of the thermal state of the hearth, niore uniform iron analysis; less
thermal reserve in the stove necessary;
(x) beneiits higher with unprepared burden or super-large furnaces due
to lowered gas velocity and more uniform radial gas distribution;
(xi) increase in the metal tapping rate.17-1"

Table 12

Advantages of High Top Pressure(219)
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It is not surprising that for a compressed fluid which the Blast is, that the compressibility
component of V o l u m e and Pressure have emerged as playing an important role in the Blast Furnace
Process. W h a t is significant is that only the overall and somewhat peripheral understanding of the
Process mechanisms exists. A clearer understanding of the aerodynamics mechanisms is sought
relating to the V o l u m e flow, Pressure, Density for both localised particle groups and interparticle,
as well as, intraparticle effect. Specifically an improved understanding of the compressibility
effects was sought by exaggerating these effects by simulating extremely high Pressure Blast
considerations.
Other considerations have been well summarised by Biswas 1980

in an extract of the

Advantages of High T o p Pressure Table 12.
The impact of the use of Furnace High T o p Pressure in the above Table 11 quickly
established a need for a clearer explaination of the aerodynamic mechanisms. M a n y aerodynamic
related effects began to be recorded which established that aerodynamic mechanisms were
associated with localised Reactions throughout the Process and that a wide variety of aspects from
furnace lines ^ ^ to Burden ore types ^

^ to increased liquid formation rates

began to be

significant to operations of the Process.
The Process behaviour using High T o p Pressure seemed to highlight two separate aspects,
firstly the sudden increase in Iron formation which was aerodynamically related as though the
gaseous fluid behaved differently, and secondly that perhaps aerodynamic mechanisms were a
limiting factor in the Process, suggesting that Process geometric consideration in teims of flow
through openings in the burden need to be understood in detail.
Again the extensive investigations into the injectants use in the Blast Furnace - particulary
via the Tuyeres Blast Furnace Injection Symposium 1972

also identified that heat and

Gaseous Fluid V o l u m e Rates played a significant part in the Iron Formation aspect of the Process
in conjunction with the fuel to Molten Iron consumption rates achieved.
Evaluation of the impact of both Oxygen enriched and pure Oxygen Blast

as a means

of more efficiently utalising in particular powdered Coal Tuyere Injection has also served to
identify the impact of a reduction of the Ascending Gas Volumes and Velocity, while providing the
means of also elevating the overall Temperatures of these Gases. The combination of lower and
hotter Gas Velocities also provides an insight into the behaviour of Process Mechanisms and
Mechanics when Aerodynamic influences are less dominant. The main thrust for the use of Oxygen
Blast was to establish the feasibility of Coke replacement by Powdered Coal Tuyere Injection and
to overcome the C o k e Fines Burden blockage Mechanisms which occur with Hot Air Blast
Injection Systems.
The outcome of these investigations suggests that Coke fuel rates can be reduced to as low
as 200 kilogrammes (Kg) per Tonne*-

^ with 350 K g per Tonne of Hot Metal Coal Injection

Rate, and that improved Process efficiency is due to the absence of the Nitrogen which is in the Air
Blast Furnaces.
The question, is it better to have high gas velocities with forced and concentrated heat by
the nature of the streamline passage flows, such as in the Ffrnch zone, or is it better for low
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velocities with increased time and hence higher heat transfer rates along the lines suggested by the
Nusselts N u m b e r

^ outlined in Section 5.1 and Figures 68a and 68b.

The need for oxygen addition to the Blast although generally to efficientiy "consume" the
injectants in the tuyere region also adds the insight that oxygen to fuel ratio affects both combustion
temperature of the tuyere zone

and the possible increased production by the availability of

hotter and relatively slower ascending Reducing gases.

. This mechanism also suggests that

the overall Iron reaction rate is "bracketted" by the availability of sufficient oxygen or reducing gas,
sourced at the tuyere either as gaseous components such as Carbon monoxide, Hydrogen, or
(228)
Methane, or is limited by the available heat content of these ascending gases.
The overall variation of Wind Volume as it passes through the furnace with oxygen and oil
injection shown in Figure 65 also serves to illustrate the relative Volumetric rate effect involved.
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Figure 65 Relative Volumeuic Rates Wind, Bosh and Top Gas(2*9)

Although directly related to Heat exchange and Process chemistry, the schematic
representation in Figure 66 of the Blast Furnace Process also identifies that ascending gaseous
fluid temperature is veiy close to the descending Particulate Temperature throughout the Process.
Additionally the Rate of oxygen removal from the Particulate Iron ores varies significantly
throughout the descent path and it is expected that this "oxygen" in presence of excess carbon will
effectively represent an additional quantity of gaseous fluid at the locations where these Process
Iron forming reactions occur. The concept of localised gaseousfluidproduction sources along the
ascending flowpath in the burden also identifies that aerodynamic patterns near particles is likely,
even if only from the fluid density charge which results.
Typical of this effect is the change in composition of an ascending gas, as it passes through
(229)
alternate Layers of Ore and Coke Streamline as graphically shown in Figure 67.
In a general sense, the Blast Furnace Process can be represented in terms of the dominant
Iron Formation Types that are present for the various Temperature Regions, and then associated
(230)
J
Ascending Gas Compositions as shown in Figure 68).
Significantly here, is the general shift
in operations into the Wustite region for M o d e m Blast Furnace Practices.
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Schematic representation of the Blast Furnace Process
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Ascending Gas Layer Change in Composition (229)
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Iron Formation particle studies (Chapter 6) were therefore closely examined for the
possibility of aerodynamic mechanisms throughout the Process and especially in the Isothermal
temperature regions shown in Figure 65.
In 1975 a comprehensive assembly of papers - the Blast Furnace Aerodynamics
(231)
Symposium
which brought together emerging aspects of the fluid nature of the Process.
These included both the relatively slow moving incompressible Fluid type nature of the Burden
descent flow, and the fast moving Blast related compressible gaseous fluids.
The major developments relating to aerodynamic aspects include:(i)

(ii)

N o n Uniform flow of gas based upon mass continunity and fluid flow
(232)
motion including the geometric burden effects.
Aerodynamic relationships in teims of improved Burden disuibution and

(iii)

Particle segregation control from a Paul Wurth Rotating chute Top charging
(233)
system .
Actual aerodynamic stteamline Tracer results of an operating furnace,

(iv)

indicating the transient nature of the gas flow and it's dispersion in the
(234)
furnace.
(235)
Liquid Level effects on Furnace aerodynamic flow patterns.
(r)rXf\

(v)

General Aerodynamiic aspects
Pressure Drop etc.

relating to Voidage,Permeability,
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In an overall sense the Blast Furnace Process consists of Particles in descent exhibiting
incompressible flow and ascending gaseous fluids which are compressible fluids. Clearly then the
Process mechanisms responsible for the following of the fluids is under review, particularly where
aerodynamic effects occur. For example, at the liquid Iron formation front a localised void area
occurs as the Solid Iron collapses as the liquid Iron forms and then flows freely at these
temperatures under gravity to the hearth. T h e localised void promotes Particulate flow and in an
ascending gaseous fluid flow suggests this free falling particles will be mainly under aerodynamic
influences at that instant. Since this liquidus front is considered as a standing wave, this also
suggests that a localised aerodynamic active region exists immediately below this liquid front.
It is considered that the "slip" mechanism (Figure 69) where Particulate Arching or
Bridging occurs is an extreme case where the interparticle forces binds particles together further

PARTICLES ARE FREE TO MOVE UNDER GRAVITY BUT INTERPARTICLE
CONTACT CAN PRODUCE EITHER LARGE OR LOCAL ARCHING WITH THE
CHARACTERICTIC VOID CREATED BELOW

Figure 69 Burden Mechanisms Slips (Vertical Sectional View)

preventing their descent and creating such a large void beneath the Arch appears from time to tim
in Blast Furnaces, and finally leading to burden slip. S o m e pilot studies to investigate these effects
are therefore warranted.
This same slip mechanism is considered to continuously be present just below the Region
where the Iron Ore Particles are becoming Liquid, that is the Liquidus Zone. The Liquid Iron with
some liquid Slag flows a w a y leaving a series of Voids, and establishes a Region of low flow
resistance through which preferential flow passages are expected to exist. With the Hot Blast Air
entering at the Tuyeres needs to m a k e its w a y through the Blast Furnace to exit at the Stockline it is
evident that flow patterns will be established which follow the line of lowest flow resistance. In
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this case this includes the Void Regions just below the Liquidus Zone as in Figure 70, where it is
Visualised that the "Blast" gases are forced through the predominantly Coke Region in a manner
similar to that evident in the Bloomery Processes.

Figure 70

Flame Front Region (Vertical Sectional View)

B y the 1980's Aerodynamic considerations provided the catalyst which brought together
(237)
operational experiences
and Idealised behavioural knowledge of the Process (Chapter 6)
within the context of the Metallurgical understanding of the Blast Furnace Process.(Figure 72)
Table 13 has been prepared as an indication of s o m e of the reported Burden
mechanisms

and the associated Visualisation

of the Process.

It is also noted that m a n y of the effects often exist only in a portion of the Blast Furnace,
for instance w h e n a tuyere is blocked or when localised chilled furnace wall conditions distorts the
ascending gaseous fluid stieams. Thus the majority of these investigations are restricted to the
major Process mechanisms, and then only related to the Iron Formation ones. Such factors as
Slags, Alkali's, dust, Water, other elements, Nitrogen, Injectants and Limestone for example, all
influence the various Reaction Processes, and if required could be incorporated in the Knowledge
Crosspollination approach used for the Iron Processes.
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MECHANISMS

W H A T IT IS

H O W IT IS V I S U A L I S E D

Uneven Gas Flow related Rise in Top Gas T e m p .& Localised Hot Spots ,
Fall in C O 2 in Top Gas
to vertically low
Collapse at Stockline in one localised region
Permeability Paths
CHANNELLING
Blast Pressure Pulsating during Charging
in Packed Bed.
Individual Tuyere Blast Volume into Channel i
High Flue Dust Losses.
Uneven
Gas
Uneven Blast Distribution
UNEVEN
Sudden
changes in Stockline Contour
GAS
Flow Only
Variation in Temp.& C 0 2 Exiting the Stockline
DISTRIBUTION
-Sudden Flue Dust Emission by 100-200%
Accretion as build up
accumulation of Sodium, -High Top Gas Temperature
-Low Wall Temperature
SCAFFOLDING
Potassium, Zinc, Cynides -Higher C O / C O 2 Ratio in Top Gas
-Hanging, Slipping and N o n Uniform Burden
& Alkali Cycle.
Descent.
Burden meets Resistance -Burden Descent Rates Stops, or Sluggish Flow
in Descent and Solidifiec -Tuyere Flow Temp. Related and also
HANGING
Ore/Coke Ratio & Blast Temp. Related.
Slags in Bosh Coke.

BURDEN

SLIPS

ARCH
and
BRIDGING

CHOCKING
OF
HEARTH

Blockage of the
Drainage of Liquids.

Table 13

-Loosening of Materials occur due to the
Rushing up of Compressed Gases Released
from the Cavity underneath.
-Increase in Temperature & Pressure in Top Gas
- C O & C O 2 contents may decrease as Gases
are diluted by Nitrogen or Blast Releases
-Increase in Coke Rate and N o n Uniform
""Metal Quality
-Erratic Metal Quality & Chilled Hearths
-Built up of Frozen Solids on Hearth Walls
-After Tapping, Level of Liquids Rise Quickly
-Iron Temperature L o w and Sulpher content
High.

Burden Mechanisms versus Process Visualisation
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5.1

EXPERIMENTS PURSUED

The approach adopted was to reconcile the Process Global viewpoint of the Blast Furnace
Process by considering the current knowledge regarding the aerodynamic effects which can be
externally Visualised and monitored. In a general sense then the relationships for Volume Rate of
Flow for a compressible fluid (Q) when passing through a restriction is given by '

Q

K f . (P.V)
T.3

'

EQN(32)

where considerations are focused upon the Pressure (P), Volume (V), Temperature (T)
and Density (d) changes which could occur in the ascending streamline of gaseous fluid.
Identification of Process mechanisms which independently affect these prime process
variables were investigated and tabulated in Table 14, and Visualisation and Particulate effects are
presented from the actual Process Global Dynamo vision of the Process.
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Process Mechanisms, Prime Process Variables

Clearly then, the m a n y changes that occur, and the w a y in which a part of descending
Particulate matter is Transformed and becomes additional gas throughout the gaseous su-eamlines
ascending passage, establishes that a m o r e accurate method is needed which takes these localised
Process regions of behaviours into account. This Streamline approach then is better suited for
Process understanding than the m o r e generalised overview approach to the process that is
normally used, such as s h o w n in Figure 70.
While the overall and peripheral Process monitoring and control is achieveable, a m o r e
accurate approach involves the Regional behaviour viewpoint of the Process. This involves the
incremental region by region behaviours understanding which collectively provides a basis for the
regions to be interrelated in a time variant fashion, enabling the localised particulate behaviours to
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be incorporated into the overall understanding of the Process behaviour, so as to achieve a more
accurate understanding and contfol that Process. (Figure 71)
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Process Monitoring and Control, Overall and Regional

The Process Unit D y n a m o is introduced to establish a Regionalised Zone to encompass all
the Process mechanisms active at any one region along a streamline. T h e extent of the region is
determined by the need to incorporate the Visualisation, Knowledge, both steady state and dynamic
which in this case is contributing to the Iron Formation Rate of the Process.
The Process Global D y n a m o approach serves to identify the varying degree of Process
activity and is considered primarily to represent, in a Visualised form, the Varying Process
response speeds of the Iron Formation Reactions.
In a global traditional sense,the slowly descending particulate matter is considered to be
following thermally driven Iron formation processes. Aerodynamic fast moving ascending gaseous
fluids have been identified as providing the non equilibrium Iron Formation components which are
under investigation.
B y examination of the Global Pressure, Volume, Temperature and Density rate of charges
throughout the process from both the gaseous fluid and the Descending Particulate matter
viewpoints, a first order approximation to these dynamic Iron Formation component is both
Visualised and quantified. Establishing a series of Process Unit Dynamo's which concurrently
incorporates these non equilibrium mechanisms was developed to facilitate this understanding and
to enable online Process Control analysis techniques to control the Instantaneous Iron Formation
Rate
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In particular, the combination of simulated particle descent reactions (Chapter 5) with thenVisualisation and Sensor Recordings, exposed three mechanisms which could create non
equilibrium Aerodynamic behaviours. Since these reactions were thermally driven in a stagnant
gaseous fluid enviroment in a Experimental Furnace the inherent particle dynamic sources which
were observed contribute separately to their aerodynamic behaviour.
The three mechanisms are:
(1)

Formation of Solid Iron Shell containing Gaseous Void

(2) Sudden effervescence of Wustite Core
(3) Sudden Meltdown of Solid Iron particles and Volume change at 1525° C
It is also not surprising to note that Visualisation of these same three mechanisms was
evident for the various types of ores, Sinter and Pellets, although variations in temperature levels
need to be taken into account.
M o s d y then these three mechanisms were responsible for a change in the understanding of
the Particulate Matter behaviour and hence from this the impact of the aerodynamic gaseous flow
behaviours flowing past these particles.
In the first instance, the Solid iron shell establishes that the Particle g e o m e u y can be
maintained right up until Iron Liquidus formation occurs and that once the Solid iron shell is
formed- particulate physical dimensions are not affected by interior changes in the particle.
Gaseous productsresidentin the void, m a y possibly escape into the ascending gaseous fluid.
In the second instance where liquid Wustite is formed within a solid Iron shell and the
Liquid reaches 1420 -1450° C without being n-ansformed into Solid Iron shell with a cental void
then Shell Rupture by Cementite liquid migration through the Solid shell occurs accompanied by
sudden effervescence occurs with violent gaseous emissions for only a few seconds. This
mechanism clearly represents a localised aerodynamic gaseous "Generation" source within the
Process and is considered directly related to Standing W a v e Flame Front (Ffrench zone )
Visualised as being involved.
In the third instance all solid iron particles Meltdown within seconds, again after exceeding
the Liquidus Temparature (e.g. 1525° C for M t N e w m a n Ore). The Sudden change in Volume as
solid particles meltdown is seen as representing a void generation source which would be a
localised Volume charge in Aerodynamic Terms.
Finally in order to quantify the possible Aerodynamic effects related to simulated particle
descent reactions continious V o l u m e and gas analysis measurements were m a d e to identify rate of
gaseous emissions from the reactions throughout the entire reduction to molten iron. (Chapter 5)
Although attempting to classify the gaseous flow effects of individual particles, this
process would require more elaborate equipment and procedures to establish quantative results
which would include compensation for thermally induced gaseous flow effects Three
classifications were never the less evident the simplistic approach, namely:(a) Rate and duration of gaseous products given off.
(b) Rate and duration of gaseous products required.
(c) Periods w h e n no appreciable gaseous interchange occurs.
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The m a x i m u m gaseous activity when the Wustite effervescence occured is between 14201450° C, which is similar- to the melt condition for Iron Oxides as reported by many others also,
e,g Von Bogdandy and Engell.
Therefore, the aerodynamic evalulation entailed the use of idealised Particulate matter at
ambient conditions with the aerodynamic properties such as Pressure,Temperature Volume and
Density considered separately for the same Particulate enviroment.
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In keeping with the fundamental approach of evaluating of process property without
variation to any other Process aspects the non flow aerodynamic mechanisms were considered as
part the Particulate Reaction Processes.
IDEALISED STRAIGHT STREAMLINE

SEALING RING

VOID FILLED W I T H
PLASTICENE

SECTION A-A
ELEVATION

A

A

71 m m Dia.
SPHERICAL
PARTICLES
SIX STRAIGHTLINE
STREAMLINE
PASSAGES A R O U N D

COLUMN OF
PARTICLES
PLAN VIEW

Figure 73

Idealised Particles Packed Bed Arrangement
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The Idealised Particles were chosen to be 7 1 m m diameter spherical balls specifically
arranged to provide a symmeuic combination of both Particles and interparticle Voids (Figure 73)
incorporating the sttaight line stteamline void passages as further aid to establish a connection
between individual Particulate mechanisms and Packed Bed mechanisms.
The variation in Void fraction in a closed packed bed of three different packing
arrangements is given in Figure 74

for lattices in the Simple Cubic, Body Centte Cubic(BCC),

and Face Centered Cubic(FCC) with dp the spherical dimension of Particles.
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Figure 74 Packed Bed Void fraction variations for spherical Particles(^O)

The apparatus consisted of a pair of supply fans to supply "Blast" air with variable Volume
and Pressure capability and this metered air is discharged into a Plenum Base to improve pressure
and velocity equalisation before the ascending air passes upwards through layers of 71 m m .
diameter spherical balls (representing average Coke) arranged as in Figure 73 and Photo 13.
Initially aerodynamic behaviours were investigated based on idealised particulate packing
arrangements with stagnation pressure probes were fitted throughout the column for this purpose.
(Refer Photo 14).
Only the Control Column of Balls and six sttaight line stteamlines passages were formed
by the surrounding Balls in each successive layer were used with all other interparticle and
interlayer passages sealed against radial or column wall flow.
Each layer was also fitted with a sealing plate of Pitch diameter equal to the Contact Points
of the outer six Balls surrounding the central Ball.
The column was also fitted with Adjustable Column Back Pressure orifice at the discharge
and top of the apparatus.
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Initial tests concenttated on establishing that the Idealised spherical Particle "Packed Bed"
(242)
behaved in accordance with existing understanding. (Refer Jeschar et. al.)
' Typical of these
results are those in Table 14 and Graphical results in Figure 75.

SINGLE L A Y E R O F IDEALISED PARTICLES
showing the Stagnation Pressure Sensors and with Flow Patterns on Particles Visible

Photo 14 Idealised Particles Packed Arrangement
( V I E W inside Apparatus of Photo 12 for a Particle Layer)
It is noteworthy in Figure 75 to observe that a distance of up to five Particle Layers is
reached before the more uniform "constant flow stagnation" occurs, after which the Pressure loss
for each Layer maintains a uniform value.
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(243)
Comparison of these results with the following Packed Bed relationships
are similar
provided the allowance is m a d e for the fact that Figure 76 shows the Pressure drop, while Figure
75 is a measure of the Stagnation Pressure in the Stteamlines and is really a measure of the
Velocity of the Ascending Gas. These results complement the dynamic Ore - Coke Layer results in
Figure 76, where the combination of the Ascending Gaseous Flow and vertical Layer Descent are
used to examine the Ore - Coke Interface Layer effects. In the Blast Furnace the Interface Layers
account for between 5 to 25 Percent of the total pressure loss, and the results in Figure 76 identify
that the interfaces are widened by the Ore Particles penetrating deeper into the Coke Layer, and the
Coke Particles moving up into the Ore Layer providing further proof of the Stratification effects for
a descending uniform mixture of Ore and Coke. These results are not claeriy evident in Photos 35
and 36 of Chapter 6, and in some Quenched Furnace Observations,

where the Interface mixing

is perhaps not as predominant.
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Typical Packed Bed Relationships

A possible explaination for this is that the interface Layer mixing observed in Figure
(243)
76,
while being present as a Process Mechanism, it is not as accentuated as in the
experimentations. Possibly then Interface Layers mixing Mechanisms are more likely present for
longer Descent distances such as would occur at the Base of the FFrench Zone.
Other Photographs taken at the same location as Photo 11 but for the Region closest the
Tuyeres does exhibit both a marked Layer Thinning effect as well as a percentage of mixing;
however, the clear presence of the light and dark bands of Coke and Ore Layers predominates.
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Initially the discharge opening in Figure 75 was selected so as to obtain a constant pressure
distiibution throughout the entire column so that entry flow characterics effected the bottom two
layers and similarily discharge effects and the top of the column. During this phase the sensitivity
of the location of the stagnation pressure tapping points was investigated with the realisation that
with low column back pressure a high sensitivity for location existed,and at high back pressure a
low sensitivity was apparent. B y using Stagnation Pressure Probes the Velocity component (V) of
(244)
the ascending gaseous fluid is converted into Pressure as identified by Pitot
in 1732 for
incompressible flow.(refer Figure 77) In 1643, Tonicelli's theorem established the velocity of an
ideal fluid from a small orifice under a static haed varies with the square root of the head
This is also a special case of Bernoulli's equation relating Pressure, Velocity and potential head for
incompressible fluids. This exchange between Velocity and head, and Pressure and head is also
responsible for the "Hydraulic Jump" identified in Figure 86 and possibly 84.
V^
Stagnation Pressure (Ps) =

2g

EQN(33)

For compressible flow the Velocity measurement involves the stagnation temperature also
and is expressed as :k -1
k

V
2

=

g

where

Po,

.EQN(33a)
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Figure 77

Typical Stagnation Pressure Probe(245)

W h e n the Probe is moved across the interspace passages between the balls the gaseous
fluid velocity Profile can be measured. Typically the flow at the actual ball surface is generally
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considered as stationary forming a boundary layer, with increasing velocity towards the central
portion of passages.
Clearly then the effect of C o l u m n Back pressure is to establish a m o r e even Velocity
Profile with lower Velocities as the gases compress, and thus a less pronounced boundary layer
effect occurs.
Efforts were then underway to investigate using the Stagnation Pressure Probes, the
Velocity Profiles, Flow Patterns and Flow recycling on a single Particle Layer Basis throughout
the column. After a number of attempts to measure and record the idealised stteamline passages
around a single line of Particles,where plaster of paris and metal Discs with Coloured Plastersene
were used to seal the passages to prevent radial leakage of gaseous stteam. Experiments using
pressure probes to establish Velocity Profiles and Patterns were terminated w h e n as a result of the
flow restriction of the column, the "Blast" being a compressed gas, become hotter and hotter and
finally, melting the oil based plastersene causing it to flow out with the ascending gases.
U p o n inspection of the Idealised Particles the very Velocity profile patterns sought in terms
of equi-pressure and equi-velocity patterns were clearly visible as coloured Patterns (Photo 15); the
very result that was attempted to be Visualised.

Photo 15

Aerodynamic Flow Patterns Visualised

T h e actual Flow Patterns effects on the Particle surfaces are clearly Visualised and from
them the actual Velocity profiles in the interparticle void passages is subsequently it was only
necessary to record values at the one central passage location for reference puiposes since the flow
patterns and Velocity Profiles can be obtained from the previous patterns.
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O f prime importance here is the understanding of the Aerodynamic related aspects of the
Blast Furnace Process. Issues such as the passage of Hot Ascending Gases through Coke Layers,
the effect of melting and softening Regions, Tuyere Cavity mechanisms, the "Blooweiy" effect
below the Liquidus Zone, and die Packed bed behaviour, all involve a basic understanding of the
Gaseous flow through the interparticle voids.
In all these aspects, fundamental Process Mechanisms involve a combination of
Hydrodynamic and Convective Heating similar to that outlined by Tal et. al..

' This approach

is in line with the Concurrrency concepts which are required to be satisfied as a means of
discovering the fundamental Process Mechanisms involved, particularily in the Ffrench Zone and
the Liquidus Zone Regions, whichThese Process Mechanisms can be directly used for Online
Realtime Process Control of the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and Chemistty.
The framework for this understanding stems from the w a y in which the Global Process
Unit Knowledge can be visualised in terms of a progression of Knowledge for the Process Unit
Dynamo's as they follow the flow of the Stteamlines. This further leads to a more refined
understanding of the behaviour of die Particulate and Gaseous matter astiieycoexist.
The degree of complexity of these fundamental Process parameters are shown in Figure
78

and include the following,
(a)

Stteam Function - as flow of hot gases sourcing the Reactions

(b)

Vorticity - Interparticle gaseous stteams using Navier Stokes equations

(c)

Isotherms - Gradation of heat in streams

(d)

Flow Patterns - effect of straight Stteamlines
- Forced passages, gas Lithology effects and Nusselt
Number, W a k e effect and Drag Coefficients apply

Stream-function (a), vorticity {b) and isotherms (c) patterns for three spheres in a cell, b.'a = 1.5.
Re = 100. Pr = I.

Figure 78

Hydrodynamics and Heat Transfer in SpheresC 246 )
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These Observations indicate that "trends for a decrease in the Drag Coefficients and in the
Nusselt N u m b e r in the Streamline direction where the definitions of the Drag Coefficients and of
the Nusselt N u m b e r are based upon the free stream velocity and upon the temperature difference
below the inlet and the Sphere surface respectively".
Although a different Process, the Nozzle flow of a gas-particle mixture by Hatta
et.al.(2^2a) involves the Particle Continuity Equation, Particle Energy and Nussult Number, Gas
Continuity Equations, Gas M o m e n t u m , Gas Energy and Local Sonic Speed and Gas Phase M a c h
Number. They exhibits the same type and nature of variations of Pressure, Temperature, and
Velocity of the Gas Phase including the Ratio of Particle Velocity to Gas Velocity (Slip Ratio)
which are directly similar to Figures 78 and 88.
Navier Stokes equation relates to the mechanical differences between fluids and is seen to
(247)
be the shear which must be overcome before flow begins.
In a ideal form for a spherical
particle of radius a in a solvent of viscosity rj, it is given as Stokes' relation
in terms of the
friction constant / as
/ = 6K a TI .: EQN(34a)
(247)
Nusselt Number ( N x )
provides a measure of the rate of heat transfer by convection,
and the value refers to a distance x from the leading edge of the surface. It can be expressed as a
function of Reynolds number (R x ) which describes the Flow, and the Prandtl number (P) which is
a property of the fluid.

Nx

hx x

=

=

0.332 P 3 R X '2
'2

EQN(34b)

k
where h x
k

is the local heatttansfercoefficient or film coefficient
is the thermal conductivity of the fluid.

q w is the heatttansferbetween a fluid and a wall(w)
ts

is the free stteam temperature.

with qw = -h (ts - tw ) EQN(34c)

The importance here is the relative impact of the heat transfer on the Particle surface, a
includes the added explaination of the Liquid Migration concept as Visualised in Photo 17 but more
probably occurring as a result of the localised surface "Boiling". A measure of these effects is
given in Figure 79 in teims of the local heatttansfercoefficient.
For the temperature field of the stream, there are two types of interaction between the
particles, lateral interactions, which tend to increase the Nusselt Number, and the W a k e
interactions which tend to reduce the Nusselt Number. At the forward Stagnation region, where
there is a slowly recirculating zone, a low Heat Transfer Rate region exists.
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Thus a panicle on a Streamline after a Void, such as below the Liquidus Front is similar to
the first sphere in Figure 80, while the flow past successive spheres sees the pressure effects
becoming m o r e uniform. This same Process mechanism is similar to the exponentially reducing
entrance Pressure curves in Figure 78.
Similaiily, the oscillations and upward and downwards violent motions of the particles for
the Buoyancy effects as in Figure 8 are n o w considered to be a manifestation of the Vorticity
component of the stteam acting on the particle surfaces, and this possibly also explains the reason
that surface abrasion occurs. This abrasion is similar to "cavitation" effects often found in fluid
Pumps, but in this case the violent motion observed in Figure 8 involves a sudden Gaseous Fluid
Energy change.
h B.t.u./ft2 h °F
Forced convection
gases and dry vapours
liquids
liquid metals

2-100
20-2000
1000-6000

Free convection
gases and dry vapours
liquids

0-1-100
10-400

Condensation
film-wise
drop-wise

100-5000
4000-75 000
100-3000

Boiling

Typical values of heat transfer coefficients
for different modes of convection
Figure 79

Convection Heat Transfer Coefficients(247)
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Local Nusselt Number comparisons^)
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T h e smooth Stteamline visual effects shown in Photo 15 provides the Visualisation of the
way in which the symmetry of these patterns are related to the patterns of the Aerodynamic
mechanisms of the stream function, Vorticity, and Isotherms s h o w n in Figure 78. This also
identifies that as a general rule, the actual gaseous fluid at the surface of the particles is stationary,
and the Visualisation Flow patterns represent equi-velocity regions on the surface of the particles.
The direct application of idealised gas flow

was thus demonsttated as being applicable to this

Process.
The Drag Coefficients

are caused by an increase in the Shear Stress on the Spheres

and changes in the pressure distiibution due to the acceleration of the flow as a result of the lateral
confinement. The W a k e of the previous particles extends out to the upstream particles, creating a
low pressure region, reducing the pressure drag and the recirculating nature of the flow causes a
reversal in the direction of the frictional drag.
Not surprisingly then, the decrease in the Drag Coefficient and the Nusselt N u m b e r occurin the Stteamline direction and thus promotes the presence of sttaightiine passages, being the lines
of least resistance. In the Blast Furnace then as particles are free to m o v e as they descend, they
should align themselves so as to provide this line of least resistance, and if particles do c o m e too
close together, then the resultant high interparticle gas flow m o m e n t u m and velocity should reorient
these particles accordingly. The sudden oscillations observed in Figure 8 for reduced interparticle
voids is possibly a manifestation of the Vorticity of the gas stream, and does confirm that flow
reversals and localised recirculation occurs around individual particles.
This involves the lateral interactions which tend to reduce the Nusselt N u m b e r and W a k e
interactions, which tend to reduce the Nusselt Number. W h e n forward stagnation regions exist,
this also involves a low Heat Transfer region and a slowly recirculating zone. This then suggests
that for high Thermal exchange regions that high gas velocity would be present, while stagnate
regions implies a low Heat Transfer region. Applying this to the Ffrench Zone establishes that the
Liquidus Front would be shaped by the Aerodynamic Stteamlines flowing past the Iron Ore Layers
as shown in Figures 11 and 100, while the passages in the C o k e Layers would promote the
penetration of the Ascending Hot Gases Heat by their increased velocity.
T h e symmetry of the patterns in Photo 14 clearly established the stteamline effect
Visualised as being applicable to the aerodynamic mechanics, especially in terms of StreamFunction, Vorticity and Isotherms, and also identifies that as a general rule the actual gaseous fluid
at the surface of the Particle is stationary.
The Velocity gradient at the surface was confirmed as being almost stationary but
subsequently other flow induced mechanisms were investigated based on observations that in high
Velocity passages d a m a g e to the Spherical Surface was evident suggesting that in fact some other
forms of stteamline impingement mechanisms also existed.
T h e overall understanding of the Process Mechanisms responsible for the heat execange
between the Gaseous Fluids and the Particulate matter clearly involves (as Visualised in Figure 82)
the relative motion of the Ascending Gases past each Particle, and in particular the Heat Transfer
Rate within the immediate vacinity of the Particles.
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In Global terms, the Heat Transfer along a particular stteamline can be quantified by
applying the First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics (II) with the quantity of Mass Flow able
to be equated in terms of the Energy Continuity Equations.

Further to this, the behaviour of

the Gaseous Fluid as it passes between Particles as shown Ideally in Figure 74, is understood in a
classical Fluid Dynamics sense with more specific understanding available from the Gas Dynamics
for Compressible Flow considerations.

The Concurrent application of Process Knowledge,

as outlined in Section 6.3, while commencing with the Ideal Reaction Effects and Actual Blast
Furnace Observations and Measurements, soon leads to a broarder Spectrum of Process
Knowledge and understanding of the Blast Furnace Process. Central to the Dynamic understanding
is the Flow Mechanics and Mechanisms of the fast moving Gaseous F luids surrounding each
Particle.
W h e n the Gaseous Fluid has a Velocity component(C) and Mass (m), there is a Force
acting on a "body" over which surface the Fluid Flows equal to the Rate of Change of M o m e n t u m
in the direction of the Forces as termed by M o m e n t u m Equation by Newton's Second Law.

F = d(raC) EQN(34d)
dt
with

C

is the Velocity of the Fluid

m

is the mass of the Fluid

t

is time

From this viewpoint, the combination of the various Flow Rate Distribution and the
Velocity Distiibution is considered central to the understanding for the Dynamic Analysis for the
Blast Furnace Process. Process Visualisation of Flow Patterns as in Photo 15 and Experimental
Measurements of Pressures as shown in Figure 86 and Table 15 establishes the need to better
understand the interaction between Pressure and Velocity of the Ascending Gases. A reference
Property

"

for this is termed the "critical Pressure Ratio , and is that Pressure Ratio which will

accelerate the Flow to a Velocity equal to the Local Velocity of Sound in the Flow.
The fundamental Flow Mechanics and Mechanisms also need to applt concurrently with the
Chemical Reactions and Thermal behaviours, thus requiring a more detailed D y n a m i c
understanding of the Heat Transfer behaviours.
The major influences are catagorised as involving Conductive Heat Transfer for the
majority of the Ascending Gaseous Flow Streamlines with the exception where Radiation Heat
Transfer applies at the Tuyere Cavity, Bloomeiy, and the Flame Front Reduction Characteristics.
In addition to the Idealised Reaction Concepts outlined in Section 2.6 and Heat Transfer Equations
(26 to 31), the Radial Heat Flow in Spherical based Particles is more specific to Individual
Particles such as in the Blast Furnace Process. For this, the Fourier's L a w of Heat Conduction
^ establishes the following;-

Q = - k 2 K r (d t) EQN(34e)
dr
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where k

is the Thermal Conductivity

Q

is the Heat Flow

t

is the Temperature

r

is the Radius

dt
dr

is the Thermal Gradient

The Rate of Heat Exchange between Fluids and Solid Boundaries can be viewed from two
perspectives, namely;(a)

Velocity Boundary Layer involving the effects of Temperature Gradient on
the Fluid in the immediate vacinity of the surface, and assumes that the
Fluid at the Wall adheres to it, and therefore that the Heat R o w at the
Surface is by Conduction and not by Convection.

(b)

Heat boundary Layer involving the direct application of Heat to the Surface

Both of these Surface behaviours are considered to coexist and concurrently need to be
satisfied in order to quantify the Dynamic Reactions which actually occur.
A more c o m m o n method for determining the Rate of Heat Exchange is to Model Test so as
to obtain information in a form which is applicable to similar systems of any Scale. This Method is
based on the Principle of Dynamic Similarity

, and employs the Method of Dimensional

Analysis for the corelation of emperical data and is ideally suited to incorporate Dimensional
Analysis Digital Techniques.
The Process Properties involved include, Viscosity (p), Density (r), Thermal Conductivity
(k), Specific Heat (C ), Temperature (reactive to surface) (q), Fluid Velocity (u), Characteristic
Length Dimension (1), and Fluid behaviour is exhibited in terms of these independant Properties
which are k n o w n to be interdependant. Their combined Fluid behaviour introduces a separate
(257)
Property such as the Grashof N u m b e r
which has been identified as relating the Velocity of
the Fluid as a Function of the Buoyancy Force acting on a unit Volume of Surface Layer affecting
Fluid motion by Free Convection Effects as Density changes occur. Simularily when Chemical
Reactions inttoduce Density Stratification Effects as Gases of vaiying Compositions are emitted (
or Adsorbed) from the Surface, then the Grashof N u m b e r is considered to apply to relate the
(258)
at the Particle Surfaces (s) visible as Thermal
Velocity and the Convective Heat Layer
Gradients , and given by:( p a - p) g =
8 g p 0
EQN(34f)

or Grashof No. Gx = B g p2 x30 EQN(34g)
2

1/ 1/ -1/
or the Layer Slope

5

=

3.39 p

2

(p+20)
— ••-

x

where 8

21

is the Coefficient of Cubic Expansion

4 GY
A.

4

EQN(34h)
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Visualisation of the interrelationship between Fluid Velocity and the Conductive Heat and
Layer Effects from the Particle Surface to the Flow Streamlines is clearly shown in Figure 81 for
the Flow of a Hot Compressible Gas Flowing past a Flat Plate.(258a) The Distance Lag evident
before measured Heat is exchanged is also considered to establish that a Process Property Time
Lag inherently occurs before Heat can be imparted, thus supporting the Dynamic nature of the
Ffrench Zone behaviour with Gaseous Flow based Characteristics outlined in Section 6.5 and
Figure 121.

<

\Beginning of
heated section

>\ Temperature
pro-file at x

«

The development of thetemperatureboundary layer along a flat plate
Figure 81 Effect of Flow past Hot Plate in Convective Heating(258a)
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convection
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Effect oftemperatureand pressure on the heatttansfercoefficient of boiling liquids
Figure 82 Boiling of Liquids Effects(258b)
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A further manifestation of combined Properties is also given in Figure 82 where the Heat
Effects which relate to the various types of Liquidus behaviour exhibit a characteristic form. The
major influence for Vapour, Liquidus, and Boiling Effects is a combination of the Rate of applied
Heat and the associated Properties, against the Properties of the Heat and Reaction Transfer
Mechanics and Mechanisms. Pressure is the Prime Property which controls the onset of each
Visible behaviour and confirms the need for Reaction Knowledge which quantifies the Iron Ore
Reactions in terms of the Subparticle, Critical Mass, and Molecular Levels of the various Iron
Production Phases for the Blast Furnace Process.To investigate this further, the effects of Voids in
the Particulate Stteamline paths were considered including the impact of progressively removing
the layer of Particles one at a time through to successive layers. (Figure 83 and Appendix 6).
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General Void Locating Characteristics

T h e overall significance w a s evident in terms constant pressure regions which
corresponded to the location of the voids. T h e large Void is compared to the inflow and outflow
through the interparticle voids (passages) by the stteamline flow, and thus the overall large Void
gas velocity slows and with it the pressure drop ceases. Figure 84 shows a graph of the results
obtained.
(249 259)
These results compared to results by Narita, et. al.,
'
where the streamline flow
through a Packed bed of 30 meters identifies a radial Ore cross flow component of 2.7 percent
representing apparently 1.4 cubic metres of Ore particles per layer width. It is concluded that the
radial flow is a result of the unsymettical nature of the Packed Bed with Voidages providing delays
in stteamline ascent compared to straightline Idealised ones, and with closely packed Particles
providing also radial passages between successive ascending interparticle Voids would allow
partial loss of stteamline, and hence dispersion effects.
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In this w a y the degree of dispersion throughout the Burden along a stteamline perhaps
then provides a measureable method of identifying the Burden Voidage symmetry compared to an
idealised version. For instance if Stteamline Tracer equipment were used at various stteamline
locations the overall aerodynamic flow patterning of the Process could be progressively Visualised
particularily with regard to stteamline void-passage-void characteristics. (Figure 85)
These Observations establish a solid connection between the Blast Furnace Aerodynamic
behaviours, and supports the approach taken to base the Online Realtime Process Control on the
Process Mechanisms at the individual particles level. A further practical advantage exists to
establishthis connection by incoiporating externally monitored Process measurements such as
Stockline Thermovision Cameras and Furnace wall Isotherms and Insertion Probes, as a convient
way of accurately locating internal Energy and Process reference conditions to within a few Particle
diameters.
Additionally, the entire Stteamline Path is a combination of progressive Void - Passage Void system as die Ascending Gases "thread" their passage through the Packed Bed Interparticle
Voids. Thus w h e n this Visualisation is used in conjunction with the Process transient times an
improved understanding of the flow uniformity and Velocity pattern is expected. The use of two
probes if confirmed to be on the same stteamline perhaps by "a marker signature approach" would
clearly be able to locate Burden Voidage Regions and in so doing establish a means of measuring
the equivalent Bulk density patterns for the Blast Furnace.
Besides the Voidage effects, the clear indication of gasseous Passages as in Photo 35 at the
Liquidus Front suggests that the Blast sourced gases posess, at the Particulate level, a considerable
amount of Energy, and that the resultant Aerodynamic Forces acting on "bound" Particles m a y be
considerable larger than expected.
With this in mind, and considering the various operational experiences with regards Burden
Fluidisation,

a series of experiments was undertaken using testing arrangements as in Photo

12 and Figure 86, but with the central row of particles removed, (refer also Appendix 5, Slides 1
to 6)
The centtal column of Particles from Figure 72 are removed and into this elongated Void is
placed a single Particle suspended from a Spring Scales, and the combination of Particle and Scales
is moved downwards from the top Layer of Particles to the last two rows until their is no void at
all.
Significant buoyancy Forces were measured as outlined in Section 2.3 and shown in
Figure 8, with the identification of the Process Mechanics in terms of sudden oscillations and up
and d o w n movements w h e n the Ascending gas cross-sectional Area is at a point where the Flow
m a y cease, and certainly where Gas "Jetting" occurs as a result of the gas Flow being forced
through the relatively small Passages.
Further experiments were undertaken to establish the significance of the cross-sectional
Passage Area, and hence the Ascending Gas Velocity and Flow M o m e n t u m effect. For this, a
combination of elongated (to compensate for axial influences) Particles and equi-area (various
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shapes of the same Area) Particles were tested and results compared to the Idealised circular
Particle. T h e various shape combinations tested are shown in Figure 87.

Figure 86

Individual Particle Buoyancy Testing
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-

Vaiious Shaped Paiticles for Buoyancy Testing

These findings suggest, that the Mechanics of the Aerodynamic behaviour impart an
additional Force in a localised Flow Region. Investigations of the Flow past spherical Paiticles also
confirmed this Observation, leading to the conclusion that the increased focus of the high Velocity
Passage Jetstteam also provides a "Wake or Drag" component, where the Energy involved is Flow
rate and Velocity dependent, and hence M o m e n t u m based.
A clear Visualisation of one aspect of these effects is evident in Figure 88 for the Flow past
a Cylindrical Particle, with the "Pressure Jump" occurring in the Stream W a k e with respect to the
single particle effects.

(refer also Appendix 6 and Slide 7 )

This also establishes that a Standing W a v e Pressure Region exists where localised
velocities are concentrated in the Jetstream and the Flow Jump Region. This further supports the
obseivations that Stteamline passages exhibit an Energy concenttation associated with the straight
Stteamline path. This tends to also maintain these clear passages through the particle bed, since
localised interparticle velocities are significant enough to cause this effect, where paiticles are free
to move.
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Aerodynamic Flow Pressure Jump Effect(2°l)
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTS PURSUED and
REACTION MECHANISMS IDENTIFIED
Clearly the Blast Furnace Process involves the Transformation of suitable forms of mineral
Iron Ores into Liquid Iron. Centtal to this understanding is the reaction mechanisms involved.
Initially, pilot studies were carried out on individual particles of Iron Ore to establish,
firstly that molten Iron could be produced, and secondly, to establish parameters that m a y clearly
identified and readily be monitored by Instrumentation Systems for online dynamic conttol
purposes.
Additionally, efforts also concentrated upon obtaining an appreciation of the speed of
Reactions and the development of appropiate procedures to effectively obtain "frozen reaction"
samples upon which quantative analysis investigations can occur.
(72)
Starting with the classical Blast Furnace reaction understanding,
investigations were
pursued as an extension of the Aerodynamic aspects of Chapter 5, with particular regard to the
non-equilibrium nature of the Process. Such mechanisms, as the flow patterns, Particle buoyancy,
voidage, and permeability effects on burden and individual paiticles are examined.
In an overall sense, the Aerodynamic nature of the ascending gases provides the Source of
energy for the reactions in terms of three fundamental aspects, namely :(1)

M a s s flow of gases as the transport media.

(2)

Supply of reducing gas - carbon monoxide and some enttailed carbon
fines, and

(3)

Supply of Heat necessary for reactions.

For Process Conttol purposes then, a more indepth understanding of the mechanisms
involved in the interchange of energy between gaseous elements as fast moving gases pass through
the inter and intta particle voids of the Iron Ore burden material. The stratification nature of the
gaseous flow, suggests that the majority of energy is not in contact with the individual particles,
nor does it have sufficient time of exposure to react as expected from classical reaction
obseivations. This suggests that the central core of the gaseous interparticle stream is relatively
unaffected until direct contact with particulate matter surfaces occurs, except where energy ttansfer
mechanisms can provide such a transfer. However, Isotherm observations show that the raceway
available heat is transported for a considerable distance before being utilised within a narrow zone
leading to the existance and need for a more accurate understanding of appropiate reaction
mechanisms.
Efforts were therefore concentrated on the localised nature of high temperature reactions,
particularity in the liquid Iron forming region where the classical understanding suggests that gas
passages are often blocked, and if so, h o w does the heat, reducing gas and flow dynamics
concurrently exist to sustain the Liquid Iron Production . Attention was therefore focused on
understanding the reaction mechanisms involved in the exchange of energy from the gaseous
streams to the Iron formation mechanisms, and in particular the speed with which the process
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occurs, so as to include an appreciation of h o w the fast moving hot gases canttansferthen heat
and gaseous elements to the particulate Ore.
Central to the particulate behaviour- is the understanding of the w a y in which paiticles m a y
be prone to V o l u m e changes, or where reactions themselves m a y generate volume changes, such
as gaseous volume "bursts" for example. O f course, Ore swelling in the furnace shaft is such a
mechanism, but operating experience in terms of burden descent patterns seems unaffected by this.
Therefore a more fundamental approach was undertaken to localise and identify the various volume
reduction mechanisms which in total provides the "sink" voids responsible for the burden descent
patterns observed.
During these investigations, individual Iron Ore particles were heated in an electtic furnace
as shown in Photo 16 with specially designed equipment to simulate the various hot gaseous

ELECTRIC FURNACE CHART RECORDER ON BENCH

Photo 16

Initial Electtic Furnace Testing

conditions. Initially, Iron Ore particles were fully enclosed in sealed containers, with some fi
with Thermocouples and some selected containers were suddenly quenched in liquid nitrogen for
evaluation.
This approach proved extremely frustrating because physical changes were identified, but
no significant Instrumentation recorded characteristics showed up. Various methods were then
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used to establish that the experimental procedures themselves were not responsible for the effects
found. These included, the use of inert gas purging, inert ceramic pads to remove direct contact of
Carbon with the Iron Ore, Simulated Blast Furnace Gas flowing past particles, Offgas analysis
and volume rate measurement, and special attempts to directly liquid nitrogen quench in-fumace
samples. Finally, after noticing that by using a synthetic purge gas, that offgas composition is
closely related to the carbon gasification effects, based solely on temperature, then the conclusion
reached w a s that at high temperatures even an enclosed furnace with s o m e carbon present
inherently maintained a suitable reducing gas environment. Sample withdrawal is a different
matter, where a fully enclosed carbon container maintains the environment even during liquid
nittogen quenching.
T o maintain the appropiate gas composition and thermal conditions right through to the
final quenching, this was achieved by using a fully enclosed Carbon Container (Photo 16) whose
mass is m a n y times largertiianthe Iron Ore Sample so as to maintain the environment even during
the liquid nittogen quenching.
A s a guide to these influences, Okamoto et. alX1 *&) has n o w confirmed that cooling rates
of 100 to 300 °C per second can be achieved with regards Iron Carbon Binaiy system. In this a
temperature decompression of only 15°C from 1000 to 1400°C occurs for a 0.35 second
quenching time. Electron microprobe analysis was used on both solid and quenched liquid phases,
to investigate the Carbon distiibution in quenched samples.
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6.1

I R O N F O R M A T I O N M E C H A N I S M S VISUALISATION

Having successfully produced liquid Iron by these methods, the focus changed to isolate
the reaction mechanisms involved, and in particular, to understand the speed of reactions and the
physical change mechanisms involved. A t this stage, a larger container was designed which
included a long observation tube with a Pyrex glass lens seal through which reactions could be
visually observed and Video taped.
Immediately, the Iron Formation Mechanisms Visualisation took the mystery out of the
Process.
Firstly, the sudden occurrence (a few seconds) of the Liquid Iron Formation was
unexpected, since the Instrumented Results only showed what appears as noise, or
perhaps Thermocouple breakdown at the time.
Secondly, the stability of the Solid Iron shell is evident, and
Thirdly, the Effeivescent Void mechanism becomes prominent when non-equilibrium
heating rates exist.
In general terms, the details of both these experimental procedure and results are contained
in Appendix 5, where the importance of these observations and their contribution to the
development of the online Process Control Instantaneous Iron Production Rate concepts have been
outiined.
In an overall sense Table 16 summarises the approach taken, and the results obtained.

Quantative Study of Particulate Ore Characteristics
Particulate Investigations
(a} 10 Samples in individual Containers - Simulate Descent
Path
- Sample withdrawn 6 Liquid No. Quenched as Cample
- Identified Reaction Range 1400* C and 1500? C
- Void identified forming between 1400- 1500 C
- Iron/Slag Formation 1520- 1560*0
(b) Individual Particle - Imbedded Thermocouples
- Investigate Core Centre Reaction Mechanism
Associated with Void Formation
- Developed observation chamber - effervescence
Identified
• - Video Camera Studies of Reaction
- Gas Analyser Study particularly at Void
Formation Time
- Conclusions - Boilover . Core Release

SUMMARY- Identified two Liquidus States - visually
a

ta) Effervescent/Boil over 1430 -1450 C
lb) Shell Meltdown -1520-15G0*C
Iron t Slag Liquidus Formation

Table 16

Quantitative Study of Particulate Ore
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O f specific importance is the change that resulted w h e n methods for both visual
observations and video recording of Ores were achieved relatively early in the expermentation.
This Visualisation enabled a clear understanding of the physical aspects of reactions and
then subsequent insto-umentation results, and more importantiy provided a more accurate selection
of reaction sampling based on visual observations of individual Ores Paiticles.
Specifically, the rapid alterations of the paiticles in the temperature range 1430-1450° C
was clearly defined for M t N e w m a n Ores together with the Particle Solid Iron shell meltdown at
1520° C. For both of these temperature regions no conclusive sign of physical changes were
evident in recorded Temperature measurements embedded in the Ore Particles. The benifits
therefore to be gained by Direct Reaction Visualisation cannot be too highly regarded.The
Temperature Chart Recording for M t N e w m a n Ore Heated in the Electtic Furnace is given in
Figure 6 to demonsttate these findings.

NEWMAN EFFERVESCENT VOID
(a) Idealised Particle

- Mt. Newman Ore
- Machined to Slug
- Heated in Carbon

(b) Test Apparatus

- Sealed Carbon Envelope
- Purged N2/Argon/CO
w Observed Data

(c) Simulated Descent Rate S^udy
- Examine Rate of Reactions
£fi

A- Specif-iB Study ol Void
Mechanisms
- Void Ef feverence Gas Release
Study

(d) Effervescent Void Study
- Shell Formation
- Core Relaese . Effervescence
- Efferveseence Trigger
Mechanism .
(a) Vapour Pressure Boil Over
Wustite
(e) Instantaneous Iron Production Simulation
- Samples to 1560 C in 3 Minutes
- Establish Liquidus Transfer
Properties

Figure 89

Particle Reaction Visualisation
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T o Simulate the very high speed Blast Furnace Process Reactions, Individual Ore Paiticles
were subjected to direct applied flame (Temperature estimated to 2500° C by Optical Pyrometers)
which was designed to simulate both the reducing gas environment and ultta high thermal gradients
expected to occur within parts of the Blast Furnace Process.
This w a s carried out with the aim of perhaps separating out Reaction Mechanisms which
were in operation in the Iron formation process in a non visible form, but w h e n given insufficent
time to establish equilibrium reaction states they m a y become Visible. The mechanism identified in
this way relates to the formation of Gas and/or Vapour bubbles as shown in Photo 5, and suggests
that gas and possibly liquid migration mechanisms are central to the Iron Foimation Processes.
Again these Visualisations of Reactions both in terms of bubbling reactions (with erupting
bubbles) was specifically sought at the various phases of Solid and Liquid lion Formation. Figure
89 summarises this approach and the results obtained.
The third factor under consideration in combination with the thermal rate characteristics was
the possibility of identifying "dynamic" reaction components which m a y alter the understanding of
the Process Reactions, particularly within various regions of the Blast Furnace. In this regard,
reaction mechanisms were sought which provide a dynamic analysis component, (preferably which
can be instrumented) so as to allow identification of Zone Interface boundaries for Zone Volumes
use for Real Time Process Conttol. Figure 90 and Slide 11 in Appendix 5 summarises these
findings.
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Particulate Matter Stteamline Study
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T h e significance are as follows for M t N e w m a n Ore
(1)

Solid Iron skinfirstformed >975° C

(2)

Solid Iron Shell formation develops with a void at the Core under
certain thermal heating rates.

(3)

Liquid Wustite Core released 1420 -1450° C - suddenly

(4)

Solid Iron Shell meltdown occurs suddenly around 1520° C.

In developing a suitable simulation technique, the concept adopted was to create an
enclosed carbon container, within which the sample of Iron Ore is placed.
In this encapsulated state it is considered that above 1000° C, a Carbon monoxide
enviroment is created as carbon gasification occurs to, maintain a reducing gas within the
container.
The complete container and sample are withdrawn from the Electrically Heated Furnace
and immediately dropped into a large container of Liquid Nittogen. In this way, the most practical
"sample freezing" of the appropiate Ore reaction is obtained. Significantly, even under these
conditions a few seconds was required to quench each sample.
The Container (Photo 17) is also considered to provide a continuation of the Simulation
Furnace conditions until the instant that the sample is exposed suddenly to the liquid nittogen.

Photo 17

Carbon Container - with Lid off (x 1)

Because of the accumulated Heat of the hot mass of carbon in the Container when above
1000°C Carbon Gasification occurs, any likelyhood of the ingress of Air would be transformed
into Carbon Monoxide thus maintaining the synthetic Blast Furnace gas stream until Nittogen
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quenching occurs. Once quenching begins the sudden generation of gaseous Nittogen inherentiy
expells all Ah-. In this way, even fast acting reaction effects which m a y result from exposure to air
during quenching can be eliminated. Figure 87 highlights these effects.
Later on, as a better understanding of the onset of physical reaction mechanisms were
Visualised, samples quenched from the Electtic Furnace were selected at those critical temperatures
when, for example, Iron Shell Void Formation was complete, and also w h e n Solid Iron Shell
meltdown had occurred such as in Figure 91.
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Solid h-on Shell Meltdown (based on Photo 17)

The emphasis therefore focused on obtaining an indepth appreciation of the various reaction
types and catagorising this knowledge in terms of the fundamental physical principles. Specific
attention centered around the influence and conttol that individual mechanisms had on the speed of
response of these reactions in teims of the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate.
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These investigations also focused on identifying process mechanisms which involve a
volume change, especially those involved in creating continuously the "sink" voids responsible for
the overall particulate flow rate pattern detailed in Section 4.1 and Figure 61.
Starting with a number of basically identical samples as machined "slugs" of Mt. N e w m a n
Ore of about 1.5 grams, they were all placed in the Electric furnace and heated at a rate designed to
simulate the descent rate of Iron Ore particles from the Stockline of the Blast Furnace through to
the liquid Iron-Slag in the Hearth. Such a series of slugs is shown in Photo 18 where the particle
descent rate is 7.5 centimetres per minute, or a total time from Stockline to liquid Iron of 200
minutes. This is compared to the observed Mt. N e w m a n Particle time to become Liquid of two to
five minutes, with the majority initial meltdown occuring in the first two minutes. Then fluid
motion and Slag separation with minor bubbling stabalises the liquid into Iron and Slag.
Additionally each machined slug was measured and observations recorded in Table 17, to
provide a vision of the changes undergone. In this way the knowledge in Table 17 and 18
complements the visual perception foim of that knowledge in Figure 94.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF QUENCHED SLUGS

Photo 18

Typical Appearance of Slugs after Quenching
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T o simulate the faster reaction speeds, preheated containers with machined slugs were
placed in the Electric Furnace and heated at varying degrees, and then removed and quenched.
Photo 19 is typical of these quenched obseivations, where at lower temperatures particles swell by
up to 15 percent prior to the Solid Iron foimation commencing at approximately 900°C. At higher
temperatures and heating rates at around 1450°C, the particle blows up by about 25 percent with a
central void formed inside a solid Iron shell.
In a Blast Furnace Burden, the solid Iron shell would still occupy its volume and have the
strength of solid Iron until it softens at the Iron Liquidus Temperature. The volume change would
be automatically be accommodated by the descending movement of the burden. If however the
burden descent ceases , then internal particle smelling could perhaps generate significant burden
pressures which are not dissimilar to the actual particle internal pressures.
Consider that the cracked slug shaped particle in Photo 19 is comprised of a solid Iron shell
and an internal pressure is generated large enough to blow it up. Since the lower temperature
swelling and cracks occur before solid Iron is formed, at above 900°C, then the presence of these
cracks visible in the blown up particle in Photo 19 confirms that it was blown up alter the solid
Iron shell formation had occurred. The presence of the Void without any sign of the core matter
suggests that the particle is in fact blown up by internal gases, therefore suggesting that faster
heating rates could aid in identifying this reaction mechanism. The magnitude of this internally
generated gas pressure is estimated in terms of the force required to blowup the solid Iron
shell.

A n example of the significance of these internal forces was discovered w h e n one of the

machined Iron Ore slugs exploded at around 900°C with enough force to blow off the Carbon
Container Lid and smashed the Electric Furnace heating elements in the process. The sample when
inspected contained a small pin point size hole in an otherwise homogeneous and dense Ore
Particle.

Photo 19

Iron Shell "blown up" and Void Effect (x 2)
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A t this stage knowledge of reactions was limited to only external obseivations and with
testing concentrating on understanding extremes of reactions speeds as a knowledge
crosspollination approach to identifyreactionmechanisms.
During this process, various combinations of reaction rates, solid Iron shell thickness,
presence of impurities, and direct contact with carbon was associated with the release, in a classical
and effervescent fashion, of what can only be liquid Wustite at these conditions in the core.
Microanalysis confirmed this for M t . N e w m a n Ore Paiticles, as in Photo 25 where Iron is
predominantly present, compared to for instance "Wustite" as in Figure 34d.
W h e n heated at faster rates, greater than that used in Photo 19 such as 50°C per minute, the
reaction proceeded so vigorously that the Lid of the Carbon Container was blown upwards and
lodged at an angle , as evidenced by the presence of the line of droplets of Iron on the outside of
the Lid in Photo 17. T h e nature of the effervescence and the spread of the Iron oxide is evidenced
by the splatter of droplets. This effect could have also resulted from the reaction or condensing of
FeO vapour upon contact with carbon and because of their size become Iron droplets. The
assumption that they are liquid Iron droplets at this effervescence time was investigated, because
the temperature was below the Iron Liquidus temperature, but certainly above the Wustite Liquidus
temperature. The conclusion reached was that liquid Wustite droplets upon contact with Carbon
were Transformed into Solid Iron Droplets, and these solid "beads" when raised above the Iron
Liquidus temperature become liquid and m a y flow under gravitational and theimal forces, and
combine into larger droplets, with slight impurities, liquid convective internal movements , reaction
potential gradients, and surface contact with Carbon effects conttibuting to these reaction
mechanisms. A n indication of the Kinetics of reactions is recorded by W e i et.al.(263a) between
High Carbon Molten Iron and F e O containing slag. If the Iron Liquidus temperature is exceeded,
which is the case in Photo 16, the larger beads flow together and as well the Solid Iron shell
similar to Photo 19 also melted down, and both Liquid Iron and Slag resulted. Liquid Wustite
droplets are envisaged to be quickly (2-5 seconds) Transformed^ 86) into liquid Iron when they
are in direct contact with Carbon (refer Section 2.3 and Photo 8) and subjected to a Heat Source
such as a passing gas stream which provides a dynamic temperature significantly above the Iron
Liquidus temperature.
Efforts were therefore concentrated on understanding the mechanics and mechanisms of the
effervescence nature of the Iron Ore reactions, as distinct from the Solid Iron Shell meltdown
mechanisms. Photo 20 is an example of the N e w m a n Effervescent Void formation for a large
cylindrical Ore sample of about eighteen grams and shows a combination of both the effeivescence
around the sides, and the Solid Iron Shell circular form of the original particle shape.
The central core of the particle in this case is not initially a Void at this stage, but rather
contains liquid Wustite which is released as an effervescence liquid during the process leaving a
thin Solid Iron Shell. In this case the solid Iron shell is only thin and without cracks, suggesting
that insufficient tune had elapsed for the solid Iron to form. However the heating rate was such that
the core became unstable, and possibly under pressure. The significance of the orientation of the
Ore paiticles with respect to the direct Carbon contact and this influence upon the effervescence
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trigger locations w a s also confirmed visually. Later on by substituting fine grained pure Alumina
for the Carbon. Reactions then relied upon gaseous Carbon as Carbon Monoxide at these
temperatures, and again Visual observations confirmed that reactions were slower and as expected
did not exhibit the same initial concentration of effervescence at the contact between the Alumina
and the Ore Particle in these tests as it did with the Carbon.

Photo 20 N e w m a n Effervescence and Void Visualisation for Large Paiticles (x 2)
In this reaction mechanism the core contents are released and leave a solid Iron shell with
centtal void having the same particulate shape as first foimed w h e n passing through the swelling
stage of the reduction, and it has the mechanical strength properties of Solid Iron maintaining that
shape. The effervescent Wustite core upon release gains direct contact with the hot gaseous streams
and either preferentially becomes liquid Iron as it drips through to higher temperature regions, or
is transformed into solid Iron at the lower temperature zone. 015)
A distinct reaction speed and lower threshold temperature advantage exists to establish a
Process environment where the Liquid Wustite release, being at a lower temperature than Liquid
Iron, is optimised, and that hot gas flow distributions and rates could be established such that
direct liquid Iron formation occurs soonafter.
W h e r e the Iron shell remains intact, the formation of a centtal void is formed as the matter
in the centtal region migrates towards the outer shell against the Heat flow, which is inwards
towards the centre. This mechanism involves the matter migration or passage through the
"impervious" solid Iron shell and required further investigations along the lines in Section 2.3 and
2.7, and Photos 7 and 8. Separately, Photos 17,19 and 20 identifies the nature of the Solid Iron
Foimation and with the gangue of the Ore as "impurities" forming slags etc. which are also visible.
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T h e aim then of these investigations is to examine the various reaction speeds of the
individual Paiticles, including the significance of the direct Carbon contact on the Ore surface
compared to the gaseous stteam effect. T h e various reaction mechanism types and speeds for the
externally Visualised changes, and separately the Internal Particle Reaction Fronts are also
involved.
This includes the use of the Sttuctured Knowledge Crosspollination approach as outlined in
Figure 48 to concurrently reconcile the Behavioural Knowledge for example of the fundamental
heat inflow through the Solid Iron Shell, with the localised reaction Front Metallurgy and reaction
products Visualised across the range of reaction rates possible.
Centtal to these investigations, is the presence of gaseous releases throughout the various
Reaction Visualisation facets, such as in Photographs 7,8,17,19,20,26,and 32. In particular-, the
gaseous releases from the Wustite phase under pressure, exposes the possibility that fast nonequilibrium based reactions are centtal to the operation of the Blast Furnace - being sourced by the
fast moving Aerodynamic aspects of the Process. In this regard the focus was on the contact
between the ascending gaseous streamline and the Iron Ore Particles, such as in Section 2.3 and
Figures 7 and Photo 15. T h e Reaction speeds coming from this contact was investigated, including
the way in which carbon and heat "migrate" inwards in the Ore Particle to sustain the various
internal reaction Fronts and mechanisms, such as Visualised in Photo 8.

DIRECT HEATING GAS REDUCTION FLAME
MODIFIED CORE REDUCTION CONCEPT
GAS / VAPOUR MIGRATION
TO THE SURFACE

REDUCED GAS C O

PHASE
PHASE
PHASE ORE
3
2
1
Fe/FeO
FeO
Fe203
2 MINUTES DIRECT FLAME APPLIED TO SAMPLE

Figure 92

Direct Flame on Mt. Newman Ore Particle 2 Minutes (x!20)
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In an attempt to apply the m a x i m u m particle heating rate such as the direct exposure to the
hottest region in the Blast Furnace at the tuyere cavity environment, a direct flame was applied to
the Mt. N e w m a n Ore Particles shown in Figure 92 and incorporating Photo 7.
T h e high rate of applied heat at >500°C per Minute is considered responsible for the
presence and foimation of G a s or Vapour bubbles as the non-equilibrium conditions exist during
the reduction reaction. This suggests that the least stable Iron Oxide phase is in the Wustite region
or interface, possible because reaction intensity and speed is such that localised quantities of gases
are produced to the extent that bubbles begin to form. This effect suggests that the Iron shell blown
up in Photo 16 occurs from the formation of the gaseous as the liquid Wustite becomes unstable at
fast heating rates. Also these bubbles are smallest towards the Ore side, suggesting that the reaction
mechanism trigger occurs at the Fe2 O 3 to Fe O interface. However moving towards the solid Iron
phase the bubbles grow bigger but stop at the interface with the solid Iron phase and are not
present in the solid Iron phase. Since Carbon Monoxide or Carbon should migrate from the Flame
diffusing inwards with the flow of Heat, the gas bubbles could be Carbon Monoxide if Carbon
migrates, (refer Section 2.6) or would need to be Carbon Dioxide if Carbon Monoxide migrates.
Alternatively, if bubbles result from the high inward Heat flow then they could be Wustite vapour,
or although unlikely, free Oxygen released from the unstable Wustite by Thermal activation.
It could also be suggested that the gas is migrating outwards in this reaction phase, and on
encountering the solid Iron shell is blocked and begins to build up. Simularily, if carbon migration
accompanies the Heat flow then a reaction interface would exist where the Wustite would have
favourable concurrent conditions for solid Iron Transformation as a "crystal" growth to the Iron
shell, and thus Carbon Monoxide gas would result. If Carbon Monoxide inward migration occurs
then Carbon Dioxide would result.
The clear- presence of the classic Iron oxide reduction phases confirms, that in an overall
sense, reactions are as generally observed for equilibrium states, but with n e w mechanisms
visualised. Similarity, observations by Shigaki et.al.(263b) f o r t n e Reduction Retardation and
Melt-down Properties of Pellets and Sinter in Packed Beds, identifies similar- behaviour patterns to
those observed here. A s a measure of the variation of Melt-down Properties of Blast Furnace
Burdens O n o et.al.(263c)m 198O outlines the range of Iron Ore Types, and this confhms the
significance to incorporate these effects into Control Strategies by for instance Iron Ore Blending,
Particle Segregation and Burden Layer patterns. This supports the approach that testing of reaction
mechanisms to the m a x i m u m possible extremes and speeds would accentuate and enable
visualisation of reaction mechanisms, as well as providing a guide to the reaction mechanism
sequence order and speed.
Applying the concept of Knowledge Crosspollination and Process Control Dynamic
concepts triggered the idea that fast acting Iron Processes and Carbon based Combustion Processes
would provide the Extremes of reaction Processes for Iron reactions. They were separately
investigated by undertaking courses in the following :(a)

O x y Acetylene Welding of solid Steels and Irons.
(Liquidus Process and Liquid Visualisation)
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(b)

Electtic Arc welding (Matter migration - Liquid) and Stationary
Isotherm Patterns thatttavelwith a line Heat Source.(315a)

(c)

Plasma Arc Cutting (Matter migration - Liquid)

(d)

Diesel Engines (Combustion speeds - Flame Fronts)

This approach provided the direct Visualisation of various aspects of Iron Formation
Processes, and confirmed that Liquid Iron formation behaviour in Ah-, Carbon Dioxide, or Argon
differed little visually in all Processes. Significantly, special Slag promoting elements are used in
these Processes to overcome the "metal porosity" or gas bubble problems similar to those in Photo
7. Observations of reactions also showed similar Effervecsence effects to those in Photo 20,
particularily w h e n Iron Oxides as Scale is present. M o r e recently Microwave application in the
reduction of Iron Oxides with Carbon(261) provided a means of heating the interior of Particles
directiy, but even these heating rates are possibly lower than these actually experienced in the
Dynamic Regions of the Liquidus Front of the Blast Furnace Process. The other significant
outcome related to gaseous reactions, is the fact that the speed of Reaction Processes at the
particulate level are directiy related to the Response Times of the interparticle gaseous fluid flow.
A n appreciation of the speed difference between gases and Liquidus processes at high temperature
was Visualised in Observations of Iron Ore Reactions. Simularily for, and fast Reactions
mechanisms occuring at the microscopic level, the speed of Reaction "Fronts" is also Visualised at
the Particle size level by comparing Quenched samples at various time intervals. Clearly Reactions
do take a finite time as seen in Figure 6 and Photo 8, but in an overall sense in the Blast Furnace
Process, the speed of the ascending gases reaction mechanisms at the particle surface can be
classified as a Flame Front type, and Visualised as such, while the actual Particle Reactions are
slower and subject to sttatification within the Particle (Photo 8) and are Visualised as solids where
Effervescence (Photo 20) and localised Liquid Reaction mechanisms are Visualised as being of the
Liquidus Front type. Combining the two types, Visualises a Flame Front as a standing wave in the
Hot ascending gases flowing swiftly through the slowly descending Iron Ore Particle Burden
which is being transformed to Liquid Iron based on Heat supplied from the gas. The orientation of
the localised nature of the applied Heat is expected to establish a gradation of Liquidus effects on
progressive Particles. F r o m a statistical viewpoint, the number of Particles per second as in
Appendix 6 has established that the Particle distribution of the Liquidus Front is outlined in Figure
9 and the Liquidus Gradation across successive Particles is as shown in Figure 11.
O n this basis, the Liquidus Front is possibly up to three to five Particles Deep, with the
localised Flame Front Reduction Characteristic describing the overall Visualisation of Liquidus and
gaseous mechanisms occuring. M o r e importantly, the speed of the Liquidus Reaction takes at least
a few seconds per Particle to be Transformed and therefore establishes that a single Particle focus
for Online Realtime Process Control is achievable. Furthermore, the Visualisation of the Liquidus
Front speed in Figure 11 has been estimated at one Particle per second across the surface of the
Ffrench Zone Liquidus Interface.
In an overall sense, these obseivations of reaction mechanisms for the various heating rates
represent an application of the Knowledge Crosspollination concept, focusing on the Online
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Realtime Process Conttol of the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate. This in turn focuses on the
gradation of the Blast Furnace Process from the overall Visualisation of the Process for the overall
peripheral Process measurements through to a detailed application of the behaviour and reaction
gradation associated with individual Iron Ore Paiticles.
Based on this approach, the following three stage refinement method for online Process
Conttol w a s developed as in Section 4.1. Investigations therefore focused initially into the Iron Ore
reactions by combining the somewhat idealised Particle Visualisation above with the ttaditional
Metallurgical Process understanding, where :Method 1

is based on Isotherm Zones

Method 2

incorporates the Particle descent characterised
Isotherm Rate

and

Method 3

is based on Individual Particle Stteamline based
analysis.

T h e focus then for these investigations was to independently establish the behaviour of
Individual Iron Ore Particles under conttolled conditions to confirm the findings by others,
and to reconcile these observations in terms of reaction dynamics from the online realtime Process
Conttol approach.
The accuracy of the Process Control depends upon the ability to locate the various zones
volumes, which in turn depends upon the ability to locate reaction mechanisms and mechanics at
the individual particle level, and hence then contiibution to the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate.
A Synthetic Ore Particle which acts as a online Instrumentation Sensor as outlined in Section 2.5 is
envisaged in the future to provide D y n a m i c Online Realtime Knowledge of a selected Descent
Sttearnline in terms of the localised Aerodynamics, Thermodynamics and Metallurgical aspects of
Particle Reactions.
In line with this approach, detailed testing, examination and analysis of individual Ore
Particles was undertaken.

Photo 21

Thermocouple in Ore Particle
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Initial testing was carried out using Thermocouples embedded into specially prepared and
machined Particles such as the large 17 g r a m m e Mt. N e w m a n Iron Ore Particles as shown in Photo
21 before Heating, and with the Container Lid removed.
Thermocouples were embedded in the machined sample and located at various depths such
as in the centre, at the Iron shell depth, and at the surface, so as to investigate the Reaction front
effects, Solid Iron Shell effect, and the overall Thermal Reaction Gradients and rate of Heating.
The recorded results typically shown in Figure 93 were inconclusive, in that no clear sudden shift
in temperatures occurred to accompany the physical changes established earlier in Photo 18. The
only indication seemed to be in earlier versions when thermocouples behaved erratically just prior
to their failure. Failures were overcome by refinement of experimental design and using pure
Alumina thin tubing for protection of the Thermocouple from "poisoning".
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Figure 93 Recorded Thermocouple Results Early Version
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6.2

N E W M A N EFFERVESCENT VOID FORMATION

As testing progressed, attempts were made to understand the mechanisms involved in the
Void foimation between the temperature range 1300 to 1450°C using an arrangement shown in
Photos 2 and 22. Thermocouples were inserted into the Mt. N e w m a n Ore to record the internal
temperature as compared to the Electtic Furnace Conttol temperature.
SAMPLE THERMOCOUPLE INSULATED
ALUMINA TUBES

CONTAINER WITH
17 gramme Mt. N E W M A N

C O O L I N G W A T E R PIPES

ALUMINA
TUBE

WATER COOLED
CONTAINER T O C A T C H OFFGAS

Photo 22 Effeivescence Offgas Condensing Tests

In this case, a second Carbon Container was fitted in such an arrangement that any sudde
void formation reaction mechanism accompanied by a sudden Pressure release would flow via a
sampling tube between the Containers into the second Container which is water cooler to partly
quench or cool any vapours, droplets or gases. This method was designed to lower the second
Container to below the Carbon Gasification temperature to capture samples a the instant of the
reaction. Thin pure Alumina tubing was used to supply synthetic Blast Furnace gas to the main
Container and then flowed out for analysis via the second Container thus drawing off a gas stteam
of Offgas from the sample.
These results again proved ineffective, except to again confirm that Reactions are
temperature threshold based with respect to solid Iron and Liquid Iron Foimation, and the onset of
Reaction Effeivescence was established in terms of the Offgas Pressurisation.
Further testing equipment was incorporated to automatically record Offgas composition,
and to manually obseive the Container and sample pressure release and Offgas Volume in an
arrangement shown in Photo 23.
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GAS VOLUME WATER COOLED
MEASURE
SAMPLER AND
THERMOCOUPLES

Photo 23

PRESSURE
GAUGE
SENSOR

CO,CO,0
ANALYSERS
& RECORDERS

Reaction Offgas Volume, Pressure and Analysis

This confirmed the connection between the Reaction Effervescence and the sudden
Pressure release of gas from this Reaction mechanism confirming the previous obseivation
regarding the B l o w off of the Container Lid in Photo 17, and supports the concept that the Iron
Formation Process m a y take place at a faster rate than expected, with a sudden accompanied
Pressure release local to the Wustite Effeivescence and Iron Liquidus Front.
Photo 23 includes equipment for measuring the volume and rate of Offgas produced
throughout the full simulated descent. Variations in Offgas pressure were measured particularly
with respect to the 1420 - 1450° C efferescence period.
A s a result of the investigations into the contamination of thermocouples during the
reactions, pure fine grained Alumina tubing was found to be Inert to the Iron Ore Reactions, and
hence with the frustration of not being able to coordinate recorded results to Visualised physical
changes, efforts concentrated on developing a method of directly Visualising reaction mechanisms
under controlled conditions. The majority of previous results by others

had not attempted

reactions above 1200°C, while the objective here was to Visualise reactions through to liquid Iron
and Slag phases. Experience with online Process Control measurement of molten metal were
incorporated in this approach.
Initially Carbon Containers were tried with a glass viewing window. This w a s
unsuccessful because too m u c h heat reached the glass mainly on account of the excellent thermal
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conductivity of Carbon. This Visualisation immediately provided another dimension to the
understanding of the reaction mechanisms, however it was not until a pure fine grain Alumina
Sheath Container as in Photo 24 fitted with a Pyrex glass window was used could the molten Iron
phases be Observed.

OFFGAS CO/CO PYREX GLASS CO/CO OFFGAS
VOLUME MEASURE BOTTLE
VIEWING WINDOW
OFFGAS
ANALYSER

Photo 24

ANALYSER
ELECTRONICS
ON BENCH

Pyrex Glass Reaction Visual Obseivations

B y combining the reaction Visualisation with the Instrumented recordings, characteristic
temperature variations are evident coinciding with reaction "phase" changes, but were of only a
few percent in magnitude. Thus recordings could only be interpreted in combination with the
Visual observations of the reaction mechanisms occuring. In this way, the Visualisation of
Reactions enabled the quick interpretation of previous Instrumented reaction studies (Refer Figure
77) and caused a shift in emphasis in investigations when Visual Observations of the sudden and
sometimes violent Process mechanisms were recorded first in February 1984. T o capture the
reaction dynamics of these reaction mechanisms Video recordings were m a d e as shown in Photo
25. The online realtime Process Conttol Reaction Visualisation at the Particle level was realised by
Video recording of the individual Ore Particle throughout the entire simulated descent stteamline
path, while at the same time the various Particle related Temperatures and Offgas analysis details
were recorded. All these results were in realtime. Slow motion Video recording of the
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effervescence and solid Iron meltdown mechanisms are of only a few seconds duration, and can
also be recorded in slow motion to improve the knowledge of the reaction dynamics and to more
accurately obtain the response times of the reaction mechanisms.

Photo 25

Video Recording of Reactions

From the Process Conttol viewpoint it is interesting to note that n o w in 1992 that recently
released Operator Workstation designed Display Systems

are n o w commercially available to

provide direct Video Dynamic Imaging such as of the Simulated Descent Video ofreactionsabove.
Therefore the combined realtime recording and online use of a mixture of direct peripheral Process
and Particle measurements, with the related simulated knowledge Visualisation Video recordings,
establishes the connection between the Dynamic Sensor measurements of the Process and it's
corresponding D y n a m i c Visualisation. Neuro Computers Intelligent Control are also
emerging. (265a)
Using this approach, the following reaction mechanisms were identified.
(a)

Swelling and cracking

(b)

Blowing up

(c)

Effeivescence begins from cantact point with Carbon

(d)

Iron shell meltdown

(e)

Liquid Iron and Liquid Slag viscous movements
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A t this stage external observations alone needed to be complemented with internal
Observations so that the classical fundamental knowledge for matter behaviour can be
incorporated.
Efforts therefore were concenttated on a series of examinations of the quenched samples
with a view of firstly obtaining Visualised characteristics, and secondly to determine methods to
relate Visualised reaction fronts in teims of their contribution to the Instantaneous Iron Production
Rate.
Typically then, Photo 18 seives to illustrate the gradation of reaction mechanisms that occur
for a Simulated Particle Descent Stteamline, where Quenched samples have been sectioned in two
and examined under an Optical Microscope.
At selected furnace temperatures, individual slugs were withdrawn and quenched in liquid
nittogen. These slugs were then sectioned and a series of metallographic examinations and
photographs were recorded to identify the various Iron reaction mechanisms and mechanics
involved. These investigations established the importance of understanding the purity level of the
solid Iron shell foimed, and the w a y in which the small amounts of slag are accommodated in the
solid Iron sti-ucture. Secondly, the migration of matter to, or from, the particle core and towards or
inwards from the surface (creating a Void) as the core matter "deposits" as solid Iron on the inner
surface of the Iron Shell is under investigation here.
The degree of complexity of knowledge which is ever increasing exponentially as in Figure
12 needs to be accommodated in a sttuctured fashion for reaction mechanisms if it is to be suited to
online realtime Process Control use. With this in mind, knowledge is structured directly in a
Visualised sequence based on the human visualisation techniques of obseiving reaction behaviour,
and committing this to memory. M a n y individuals can then visually recall realtime, highspeed and
slowmotion mental images of previously observed visions, while h u m a n imagination provides
Visualisation of dynamic images of knowledge in any combination; both real and imagineiy.
T o gain advantage of these h u m a n systemttaits,and hence a higher plateau of "Operator"
acceptance , it is also necessary to structure the sequence of images so as to visualise a
chronological sequence of "events", but to relate these obseivations in a logical fashion based on
their knowledge type. This has been termed the Knowlogical sequence. Since the h u m a n images
are gathered as they occur and can be retrospectively reassembled at the time of h u m a n m e m o i y
recall, the humanoid designed (Figure 18) version is simplified by providing the recall mechanisms
and image storage conttol at the time of Visualisation. This then compensates for the deficiencies of
the Humanoid to duplicate the human system.
O n this basis Figure 94 has been prepared as a primative example of the knowlogical
sequence of reaction mechanism visualisations, where the realtime simulated descent reaction
"flow" (as in Figure 94 and Photo 26 to 28 and Figures 94, 95) provides the "backbone thread" for
the Visualisation. The advantage of this approach is that it also serves to illusttate the w a y in which
a "globalised vision" can establish what has been termed a knowlogical sttucture which spans from
the macroscopic through to the microscopic knowledge understanding for the Iron formation
reaction mechanisms.
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Finally, the natural tendency for image recognition is to firstly capture a "panoramic vision"
and then to by "telescopic vision" to selectively establish thefinedetails d o w n to the degree of
refinement desired, or d o w n to the definition achievable with the "optical lens system" available.
Simularily here, in the Macroscopic view, Figure 91 is the outward appearance, and Table 17 the
physical details of samples, while Figure 33 provides the cross sectional vision of these samples,
with Photos 2 2 to 2 4 detailing the microscopic vision of selective regions to highlight certain
reaction mechanisms. Figures 92 and 93 then provide the classical microscopic vision at the lattice
smicture level.
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DESCENT
PARTICLES
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ELECTRON
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Erttw DISPERSIVE
MiaztofiNALysis
SPECTRUM

Figure 94 Knowlogical Visualisation of Quenched Slug Samples

A further refined vision in future versions would include the molecular level knowledge of
the type outlined in Section 2.6 and Figures 31 and 32, and hence a visual image of these reaction
dynamics phases. In a Process Control sense, the Control ability relies upon the measurement of
Process parameters to a accuracy which isfivetimes faster than the response time to be controlled,
in this case Iron reaction mechanisms. Hence the need for molecular sensitivity for measurement to
conttol the liquid Iron formation level.
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B y providing the Operator with online realtime dynamic imagery, which con-esponds to
an Operator selected region of the Blast Furnace Process, the Humanoid provides both the dynamic
imagery, for example, of a descending particle; and also establishes a Process dynamic
knowlogical sequence, from which Automatic Process Control of the Instantaneous Iron
Production Rate is achieved.
The sequence of images outlined in Figures 91 and Photo 18 are based upon the following
detailed observations, and includes only a summary of the various samples tested. In Figure 91,
for example, the Simulated Furnace Descent of Iron Ore Particles in the Blast Furnace is visually
portrayed in the range of sample types shown in Figure 92. These grabbed samples of Ore were
extracted from the Simulated Reduction Furnace at nominal temperatures initially , some of which,
were selected to coincide approximately with metallurgical equilibrium values.
The understanding of the Reaction mechanisms take on a broarder understanding as the
location of Reaction Phase Fronts within each Particle arefrozenin time, such as in Figure 94. The
speed of advancement of the various Reaction Phase Fronts in dependent upon the combination of
the Activation Energy (in terms of Temperature and Thermal Rate) and the Diffusion Rate of matter
as outlined in Section 2.6. Quenched samples subjected to varying Thermal and Carbon
Concentrations can also have their reaction time adjusted so that even within a single Reaction
Phase the time for Reaction and hence the distancettavelledby the Reaction Front will differ. This
variability includes extremes such as Iron Ore in Argon on Alumina replacement of all "Carbon",
and Powdered Carbon blended with Iron Ore. From this variability sampling methods were
developed to obtain representee samples from the one Stteamline Simulation which hightlighted
the Reaction mechanisms identified. Figure 94 was prepared from results of heating machined
Slugs to 1560°C in 200 Minutes. These results n o w compare with the more complete range of
results by Hsieh and Whiteman(264a) in 1989 relating to Lime Fluxed Iron Ore Sinter Paiticles and
includes the Heating and Cooling mineral formation processes flow diagram for Iron Ore
Sintering.
In Figure 94 the major focus was on the Reaction Stratification with Reaction Phase Fronts
within a single Particle, confhming the previous observations in Photo 7 and Figure 90, leading to
the detailed examination of the Iron Shell with centtal Void Formation mechanisms.
Photo 26 (xl5) of the Sample Void Surface is considered to be Solid Iron. The distinctive
nature of the Void Surface is recorded together with the identification of a two phased sttucture,
Visible in the Solid Iron Shell.
The inner surface of the Void exhibits a characteristic porous quality while the Solid Iron
portion appeal's to be a compressed foim of this same Void surface type with a second Phase filling
the porous regions.
Photo 27 identifies at a five hundred times Image magnification the appearance of the Solid
Iron Shell. T h e white curvy regions are considered to be Solid Iron, while the second Phase is
itself a two Phase mixture of Iron and possibly Gangue - Slag impurities or even Wustite.(264°)
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Photo 26

Ore Sample with 3 0 % Centtal Void (xl5)

Photo 27 Solid Iron Shell Electtonmicroscopic Vision (x500)
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T h e Solid Iron is denser at the Particle surface and more porous towards the Void. This
suggusts that the Iron Ore as Wustite is Transformed into Solid Iron but some of the Iron remains
as small larvae type subpaiticles which float about under Thermal excitation in the liquid Gangue
material of lower melting point. This Process mechanism isfirstevident at 1300°C and is a small
3 % Void at 1350°C, 2 5 % at 1400 and 1450°C, and 5 0 % at 1500°C of the nominally 2 g r a m m e
machined Mt. N e w m a n Particle w h e n heated at 20°C per minute. A n example of the influence of
Oxygen concentration potentials in the foimation in the grain boundary regions which is considered
to apply here, has been reported by Badwall and Hughes for Ytttia and Zirconia sintering.(266)
Additional observations by Hughes and Sexton(267) a ] s o identifies that at elevated temperatures
(>1500°C) that grain-boundary phase is obseived to "Dewet" the boundary and "redeposit" itself at
nipple points and other lower energy states.
The porous surface of the Void is shown in Photo 28 at a magnification of 350 times, with
the dark regiond as voids, and the white portions as Solid Iron.

Photo 28

Void Surface Electronmicroscopic Vision (x350)

The Inner Surface of the Void in comparison to the Solid Iron Regions of Photo 27 (x 500)
is almost identical to the solid tubular Iron in Photo 28 (x350). This suggests that the second Phase
in Photo 27 is the remnants of the liquid Wustite core,while the Solid Iron Tubes appear to be
larger the longer the Particle is above 1300°C. Both Visualisations show rounded tubular forms
characteristic of Fluids of different Viscosity which do not mix. In this case the two Phased region
is considered the less viscous fluid with the lower melting point. Supporting these concepts is the
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Visualisation in terms of the concept of A t o m migration to ions for Chlorides at Solid/ G a s
interfaces in Electtochemical reactions. (268)
T h e understanding of the Dynamics of the Reaction Mechanisms at the Solid Iron
Formation is based upon the step by step movement of Reaction Fronts within the Ore particle.
However the accuracy can be improved by either using a larger number of step "static"
observations, or by resorting to a greater level of observation refinement, which enables
submechanisms to be identified.
In this case, a m o r e detailed examination using a Energy Dispersive Microanalysis
Spectrum of the Solid Iron region of Photo 27 was canied out to identify the Elements present, and
the variation in composition for the Solid Iron and two Phase Regions. Additionally the presence
of Carbon and Oxygen are not detected by this method.

Figure 95

Microanalysis of Solid Iron Visible Portions

Figure 95 is of the Solid Iron Region at a magnification of 1300 times, and identifies that
the larvae type visualised region is Pure Iron with a trace of Silicon in the crevices. It is also
significant that the photo in Figure 95 has the appearance of a compression of the Tubular Solid
Iron in Photos 27 and 28, with the two Phase portion in Photo 27 squeezed out.
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In order to understand the composition of the Gangue material and the part it plays in the
Reaction Process, an analysis of the T w o Phase Region of Photo 27 as shown in Figure 96 w a s
canied out, and established the relative proportions of the various Elements, such as Calcium,
Silicon, Manganese and attaceof Aluminium.
H o w e v e r from the Photo portion of Figure 80 the majority of the material is Solid Iron,
with only a small percentage "slag" present in regions which Visually are Gangue related. T h e
choice of homogeneous lumps of M t N e w m a n Iron Ore, from which machined Slugs are prepared
for the analysis tends to selectively eliminate Gangue material since the brittle Ore fractures on any
lines of weakness. Additionally if small regions do exist within the machined Slug they generally
cause the Slug to explode in the first minutes of Heating, sometimes with sufficient force to cause
damage the Electric Furnace and it's Elements.
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Figure 96

Microanalysis of Solid Iron Shell

In review, the Reaction Visualisation from the macroscopic Vision of Figure 61, 62 and
Photo 10, through to the Particulate Visualisation of Photos 7,15,19,and 20, and then to
Subparticle Phase Fronts Microscopic Visualisation of Figures 95 and 96 and Photos 26,27,28
establish a sequence of Visualisation, developed from the Knowledge Crosspollination of all
aspects and extremes of the Process.
T h e Visualisation of the various refinements of the Process mechanisms suggests that the
basic Iron Formation Process relies upon the behaviour of not only the classical diffusion
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mechanisms of Photo 7, but also involves the Formation of Iron from a liquid Wustite and Slag
Phase internal to the Particle. The shape characteristics of these Phases are rounded in appearance
suggesting that the Iron Ore Core is in a liquid state, with two liquids incontact exhibiting typical
rounded Viscous surfaces as Viscous Forces dominate, and where the coagulation of the like
liquids is conttolled by Surface Tension and Mixing Forces . O n this basis the Larvae Iron Phase
of Photo 22 would eventually combine with other Larvae or by contact with the larger Iron Tubular
portions overcome the Surface Tension effects.
This concept is supported by the presence of Slag around each Larvae. Simularily where
the Solid Iron Shell is unable to contain the liquid Core under pressure as outlined in Photos 19
and 20, the Liquid Wustite and Slag are released at a typical Temperature of 1420 to 1450°C.
W h e n the Solid Iron meltdown occurs at around 1520°C, this Process mechanism of the Liquid
Iron and Liquid Slag separating is Visualised for up to five minutes. Firstly the Solid Iron shape
alters as a molten mass is formed, then secondly, effeivescence occurs which looks like a boiling
mechanism w h e n the a lighter Fluid is most active on the top of the body of the Liquid mass.
Thirdly, the Reaction Liquid circulation slows, and there remains two separate Liquid "droplets"
attached to one another. During this Process smaller droplets will roll into contact with the main
body of the Liquid mass and be absorbed as water droplets combine, Visualising the Viscous
dominant Reaction Mechanism for the Iron Shell Formation outlined in Photo 22.
Finally liquid Iron would need to be present at 1300°C as the first of the Solid Iron is
recorded in Quenched samples. This is not beyond the limits of possibility, particularily when the
internal pressure is sufficient to Blow up the Solid Iron Shell as in Photo 16. The presence of a
Solid Iron Shell, with internal Liquid Tubular- and Larvae Iron under pressure forcing the Iron
together (being the Higher Melting point and hence the more Viscous liquid), by sqeezing out the
less Viscous Slag from between Larvae of liquid Iron, and in so doing overcomes the Surface
Tension Forces.

Photo 29 View Through Pyrex W i n d o w into Alumina Tube (x 0.5)
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Variations to Testing procedures confirmed that pure fine grained Alumina was basically
Inert to the Iron Foimation Process. Effort were made then to use this Alumina in further testing of
the Effervescence Void mechanism, and provided a solution to the excessive heat at the Viewing
Window.
Photo 29 is a View through the Visualisation Window from outside the Electric Furnace
with gas Purging and Gas Sampling tubing Visible.
Using Thin Tubing a combination of Thermocouples, gas sampling near Ore Sample, and
Offgas Syringe sampling with flow through Gas Purging as shown in Photo 30 was used to study
the Effervescent behaviour Pressurisation.

SYRINGE ALUMINA TUBE ENVIRONMENT
A N D W I R E COIL F O R T H E R M O C O U P L E

Photo 30

Effeivescence Offgas Sampling System (x 0.2)

In this Testing the Synthetic Blast Furnace Gas which corresponds to the Isotherm state
required passes through the Alumina Container entering just in front of the Pyrex Glass Window in
Photo 31.
At the innermost end, a Carbon dish with Iron Ore Particle on it, has its Temperature
Recorded, and a Offgas Sampling tube fitted in close proximity to the Particle so as to entrain the
sudden burst Offgas in the Carrier Synthetic Blast Furnace Gas. Photo 31 shows the arrangement
of the Iron Ore Particle and Carbon dish for a Alumina Container that was fractured by the Thermal
shock.
B y this stage, the focus remained on understanding the behaviour of Iron Ore Particles
during the onset of the Effervescence, and to examine the trigger mechanisms that may conttol
these Reactions.
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THERMOCOUPLE
ALSO IN THIN ALUMINA TUBE

ORE SAMPLE
RESTING ON CARBON
DISH

ALUMINA TUBE
WITH BROKEN END

OFFGAS SAMPLING
TUBING

Photo 31 Alumina Container with Exposed Ore Particle (x 1)
The Realtime Video Recording is able to capture the Dynamic Images of the Reactions by
the Video Camera sighting through the Pyrex Glass Window. Photo 32 is typical of the quality of
the Video standard obtained, and with special filters better Sample surface definition can be
obtained.
In Photo 32 the Ore Particle rests on the Carbon dish, and this confirmed that the first
Visible sign of melting occurred at the contact point of the Ore and Carbon. Once these Reactions
commence the Effervescence continues for up to 5 minutes. Note, the Thermocouple is the dark
mass on the left, and the Gas Sampling tube is positioned between the Carbon and the Ore on the
right side.
The concurrent Recording of Temperatures and Dynamic Video Imaging of the Simulated
Streamline Descent Particle by these methods enabled the coordination of, for instance,
Effervescence Offgas using the syringe in Photo 30 to obtain an uncontaminated Gas Sample.
This approach confirmed that the speed of the Gaseous Reaction Processes are such that the
Effeivescence Offgas products in the environment of the Alumina Container were in agreement
with the Boudouard Curve for Carbon Dioxide in Carbon Monoxide plus Carbon Dioxide as
outlined in Figure 5. These Syringe gas samples taken during the periods of sudden Offgas release
provided actual G a s Chromatograph Analysis Results as in Table 17, and confirms the values
recorded on the continuous Online Offgas monitoring equipment.
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THERMOCOUPLE

Mt. NEWMAN
ORE SAMPLE

OFFGAS
TUBING

SEMICIRCULAR CARBON DISH WITH ORE SAMPLE IN MIDDLE
Photo 32 Video Recording Image of Reactions (x 1.5)

Various Carrier Gases were used so as to confirm the expectation that the Gas Vapour and
Gaseous Reaction Speeds are faster than a fraction of a second, and this includes the time it takes
for the Carrier G a s to also establish the Equilibrium Conditions. In particular, Nitrogen gas
measurements were m a d e to monitor the effectiveness of the Synthetic Blast Furnace Purge
System, where at low temperatures Carbon Gasification rates are low.
In the Blast Furnace Process then the Stratification of the Aerodynamic Ascending Gases
would provide a Gradation of Reactions by the resultant Thermal Gradient across successive
Paiticles on a Stteamline, but the exchange between the actual Gas in contact with the Particle
would have a response speed as evidenced by results in Table 19 at a fraction of a second.
A number of further tests were canied out on samples of various Iron Ores, Sinter, and
Pellet types as well as Coke and Carbon, to investigate the variability of the Idealised experimental
approach used. B y using "pure" Iron Ore from selected large lumps of Ore with the necessary high
purity and Density for the machining of Slugs meant that Reaction mechanisms were not distorted
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by the variability that individual Samples posess. Possibly, for this reason, a high degree of
consistency and reproducibility of results from one day to the next were recorded.
Typically, Samples were mounted in resin blocks, then sectioned and surface polished for
Visual inspection or Analysis. Photo 33 is a sequence of Sinter Paiticles subjected to similar
Heating conditions as in Figure 90, with the Samples withdrawn and Liquid Nittogen Quenched at
selected Temperatures. While m a n y aspects of the effects on Sinter are similar, the major
difference is the porosity of Sinter Paiticles, with the Idealised mechanisms evident on a smaller
scale, being dispersed throughout the Sinter Particle where pieces of Sintered Iron Ore exist

Data Collected:
Date Analysed: 13/12/84
Mt. N e w w a n Iron Ore Simulated Reactions - Off Gas A

Sample

C02

1

30.5

2

21.3

3

10.6

4

10.5

02

H2

CO

0.6

1.6

67.3

<1.0

<1.0

78.7

<0.5

<0.5

89.4

<0.2

0.2

89.5

Gas
Sample 1

C( )2 Carrier

1300C

Gas
Sample 2

C( )2 Carrier

1380C

Gas

C( )2 Carrier

1420C

He lium Carri jr

1435C

Sample 3
Gas
Sample 4

Table 19

Offgas Analysis - Mt. N e w m a n Iron Ore
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Photo 33 includes a close up of the resultant Liquid Iron and Slag produced from a single
Particle of Self Fluxing Sinter. Significantly, the surface tension properties are evident by the
flattening at the contact surface, and the classical spherical shape.

The Slag foims 5 0 % of the

total Liquid, suggesting that Sinter Operations result in high Slag Volume rates, and that Prerefined
Pure Iron Ores would from V o l u m e considerations alone yield increased Liquid Iron Tonnage
Rates. O n the other hand an increased percentage of Ore Particles Transforming to Liquid generally
(270)
at lower temperatures for Sinter
than Pure Iron Ore, also means that a larger V o l u m e occurs
overall per Particle for a given Iron Production Rate. This is assuming that Slag requires less Heat
by V o l u m e than the Iron which consumes the Heat and Carbon (by concentration) ahead of it in
forming the Liquid Iron. In this w a y the Ore Layers should exhibit an improved Voidage as Sinter
Particles create larger Voids, at lower Temperatures, for a given Iron Production Rate.

Photo 33

Sinter Ore Simulated Descent Visualisation (x 0.2)
(enlargement x 1 )

Simularily, a mixed Ore layer of Sinter and Pure Ore is expected to provide increased
Voidage from the Sinter Liquid Transformation occuring first, and this should promote improves
Pure Iron Ore Liquid Transformation as the improved ascending gases flow access to Individual
Ore Paiticles occurs. This also suggests that the Cohesive Zone concept describes the Visualised
characteristics for Quenched or chilled Blast Furnace "direct reduction" zones, but in fact the actual
Visualisation of reactions as in Photo 30 confirms that Solid Particles in contact near the Liquidus
Temperatures retain then Solid properties, and that Liquid substances such as Wustite or Gangue
are fluid, such that gaseous flow would be expected to occur but with a higher resistance to flow
than the C o k e layers.
A small hole and slight flattening and relaxation of the surface tension is visible in the
Liquid Iron portion of Photo 33 enlargement. This also confirms that the Iron Formation
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Mechanisms for Sinter are the same as for the Idealised Mt. N e w m a n Paiticles, where gaseous
releases are involved; the difference being that the Sinter is a collection of small Ore Particles,
rather than one large one. This sttatification of reactions across various individual Particles in fact
provides a scaled down Visualisation of the much larger Packed Bed Reaction Mechanisms in the
Blast Furnace. Although not pursued further here further investigations in this area are considered
as a managerable way of understanding the Reaction Mechanisms Dynamics of the Ffrench Zone.
Sufficient testing was done to confirm that Visualisedreactionsare in fact scaled up views of
Reaction Mechanisms occuring at m u c h lower levels, such as the subparticle through to the
Molecular level.
High Temperature Thermogravomettic experiments by Spjut et.al.(187a) for the study and
direct Visualisation of the Kinetics of reactions between a stream of gas and a solid particle,
provides a clear measurement of the significance of the particle size and thermal response times at
the "Cluster Matter" localised focus. Typically a millisecond for 20 micrometre paiticles, and 10
milliseconds for 100 micromette paiticles.
The Sinter samples were examined by the Energy Dispersive Microanalysis Spectrum
(Figure 97) method similar to Figures 95 and 96, with a particular focus on the Solid Iron (Sinter
B) prior to the Viscous separation at the Liquidus temperature, and also the Gangue region where
the self fluxing elements to promote Liquid Iron Chemistry control are active, such as in Sinter A
results.
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Figure 97

Sinter Ore Solid Iron and Slag Microanalysis
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6.3

DYNAMIC REACTION MATTER MIGRATION MECHANISMS

As investigations into the behaviour of matter in the Blast Furnace Process progressed, the
concept of Knowledge Crosspollination (Section 2.8 Figure 48) and Knowledge Reconciliation by
Resource In Fertilisation techniques with Concunency of Individually Observed Behaviours. This
also establishes that Knowlogical Sequences (Section 6.2 and Figure 94) provide a means of
catagorising a logical flow of Knowledge from a c o m m o n "theme" or "trait" viewpoint. This flow
based approach also establishes a time variant viewpoint and is thus more suited for Conttol use
which is based on Online Realtime Process Conttol Dynamic Analysis techniques.
For example, the Knowledge Visualisationttaitsof the behaviour of Iron Ore Particles
during the Simulated Descent Stteamline Reactions as outlined in Section 6.1 and Photo 18 also
identifies in Visual form the Realtime flow characteristics of the in teims of the varying Reaction
Processes involved. In all the Blast Furnace Visualisation viewpoints such as in Section 2.7, 6.1,
6.5 and 6.6, the Blast Furnace Process manifests itself as a flow dependent sequence of Dynamic
Mechanisms and behavioural Mechanics. Initially, these are Visualised from the Overall externally
view aspects of Charged material at the Top, and Hot Blast input at the Tuyeres with Molten Iron
and Slag as the output Product.
Within the Working V o l u m e of the Blast Furnace the charged materials are perceived to
"Flow" and be continuously reduced to the molten Products. The Dynamic nature of all reactions
also are a series of continuous flow based Gaseous and Particulate Matter Migration and has been
(271)
shown by various types of insertion Probes and Video Camera studies
to be a result of the
Particle to Particle effects, which in reaction terms are individual particle based. U p o n more
detailed investigations, these reactions are viewed as being the result of matter migration within
these particles, and this in turn is the result of matter migration effects occuring at the Molecular,
atomic and subatomic levels.
Direct Realtime "Vision" of the Stockline also opens the w a y for more elaborate methods of
processing these Dynamic Images, such as the use of Online Spectrum A n a l y s i s ^ la) of Carbon
Monoxide components as a measurement of Gas Temperature, and hence Gas Streamline Isotherm
Patterns.
The key then to understand the Blast Furnace Process for Online Control use centres
around the flow qualities of the various perspective views starting with the atomic level where the
"seeds" of the reactions occur, then to the Molecular level where the structure of the material is
controlled, then to the "critical mass" of molecules as Visual matter properties emerge, then to the
various internal particle effects as various reaction fronts propagate, then to the interparticle
behaviours, and finally the overall and mainly externally observed reaction Processes. At these
various perspective views of the Process, the flow qualities have been identified in terms of the
matter migration occuring at any instant, and based on this understanding, the Knowledge of
Reaction Dynamics is obtained by investigating the Time Rate of change of reactions mechanisms
and mechanics to provide the Dynamic Analysis related approach required for Online Realtime
Process Control use.
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T o cater for the suite of Knowledge which is involved in Reactions of the Blast Furnace
Process, the concept of "Matter clusters" with associated Personalities was developed. In keeping
with the H u m a n Communication theme used, they have been classified as Individuals, Families,
Neighbours, Communities, Cultures, Nationalities and Global Personalities. In this way, the
Dynamic Visualisation of the Spectrum of Knowledge as in Figure 48 with their various
perceptions and Traits can be exhibited. T h e approach adopted is based on a nested structure for
the various "Matter Clusters," where the Dynamic behaviour is contained as part of the "Cluster
Personalities." Concur-rently they exhibit the Behaviour and Characteristics for the Process Region
under consideration.
B y this method the Process Personised Traits provide the necessary Framework and Focus
for Dynamic Analysis and Process Conttol use, as well as the Dynamic Visualisation for H u m a n
Communications purposes. T h e significance here is the ability by this approach to provide a
Knowlogical D y n a m i c Structure within which the various facits of the Process Knowledge,
Process Conttol, Dynamic Analysis, and Visualisation can be catered for Concunently in a way
that synthesises the H u m a n Intellect.
Within this context, the shift in emphasis from slow reacting (equilibrium based) to fast
reacting Processes (non-equilibrium based) introduces the need to understand the Rate of Change
of State involved at the various perspective view levels, and sought a Visual identification either
directly or indirectly, of the following Process catagories:-

and

(i)

Reaction Mechanisms such as in Table 8, 14 and Figure 4,

(ii)

Reaction Mechanics as in Figure 8,63, 64 and 67,

(iii)

Matter Properties as in Figures 5,41,42, and 78.

Specifically the migration of matter from State to State occurs as a result of the Concunent
occuixence of the various facits and manifestations of these Dynamic Reactions.
The Primative form developed during the investigations into the Migration of Iron
throughout the Blast Furnace Process is outlined in teims of the following:(i)

Knowledge Crosspollination of the various Fundamental Disiplines as
shown in Figure 48 and Table 9.

(ii)

Process Visualisation as for example in the Simulated Descent Stteamlines
in Figure 33 and 78.

(iii)

Knowlogical Sequence of the various perspective Views of the Process as
in Figure 45 and 94.

In this context it is not surprising that Matter Migration emerged as the key Property which
provides a Visual manifestation of the Dynamic Reaction Process Mechanisms and Mechanics.
Dynamic Reaction Mechanisms were sought by subjecting Particulate Matter to reaction
extremes with the intention to identify the differences between D y n a m i c behaviours and
Equilibrium based understanding. Additionally, by using extremes of Reaction activation an
attempt was m a d e to "force" the Visualisation of otherwise non-visible but internally active Process
Mechanisms and Mechanics to occur.
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Initial Visualisation of the Dynamic effects was evident in Paiticles of Iron Ore subject to
direct heating as shown in Photo 8 where "Bubbles" developed as the reaction fronts propagated
through the Iron Ore Particle. Under slower Reaction Rates these effects are not Visible. Initially
many of these effects were disregarded as being s o m e h o w related to the samples of Iron Ore
selected, so to eliminate what seemed to be Gangue material in the Ore providing this effect,
specially prepared Machined Slugs of Homogeneous Mt. N e w m a n Iron Ore were used, but the
"Bubble" effects remained. B y a combination of Various Heating Rates and Particle Sizes the
"Bubbles" were identified as being associated with the Migration of Iron matter within the
Paiticles, and they occuned where Viscous qualities are exhibited in the Process.
Since the majority of these obseivations were m a d e above 1300°C, it has been concluded
that Liquids are likely to exist and are explained as occuring at a Temperature lower than for
Equilibrium understanding. The Dynamic components of the Reaction Mechanisms and Mechanics
at extreme Rates of Energy Activation impart an additional "thermal" component in terms of
reactions, but these "dynamic equivalent temperatures" are such that they cannot be directly equated
to the Equilibrium Temperature understanding for their occunence. This suggests that other
Dynamic Reaction effects are involved.
Seven manifestations of these effects were identified, namely,
(1)

"Bubbles" within internal reaction phases as in Photo 8 and Figure 82.

(2)

Sudden Pressure release as in Figure 91.

(3)

Particle Effeivescence and Bubbling as in Photo 17.

(4)

Particle Blown-up by internal pressures as in Photo 16.

(5)

Formation of an internal Void as in Photo 26.

(6)

Liquid Migration in Solid Iron as in Photo 9.

(7)

G a s Lithology Particle Surface Liquidus effects as in Figure 7, which is
n o w considered as confirmed in 1989 by Iguchi et.al.(^la) f or Velocity
and Turbulence around a sphere.

In all of these Visualised forms, the Matter Migrates with various intensities and does so in
teims of Gaseous releases, Void formations and m a y involve Liquidus states, and is also
envisaged as contributing to the Solid Iron Formation Process. Three specific behaviours of MattelMigration are pursued in the endeaviour to quantify the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and
Chemistiy, namely,
(i)

G a s Bubbles - investigating then composition and occunence, and their
presence confirms the concept that fast reaction rates can alter the "nonnal"
reaction behaviours and produce intermediate reaction components in
Visualised forms.

(ii)

Iron Shell and Void Formation - investigate the way in which the Iron is
"compressed" into the shell, and effectively the Iron Migrates to the surface
from the core without a change in the outer shell.

(hi)

Solid Iron Foimation - Investigate h o w it is foimed, being first Visualised
above 1300°C and involving an understanding of the penetration of
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"Carbon" through into contact with the Iron Ore to effect the Transformation
to Solid Iron.
These Iron Foimation aspects were investigated with respect to the Matter Migration and
the emergence of the concept that Matter Migration at the Atomic and Molecular level can be
reconciled in teims of the "critical mass" Visualised foim comprising a "Macro" assembly of like
Molecular Types. T h e transition is m a d e from Atomic behaviour through to Molecular activity
(Figure 43-44), such as bonding (Figures 39-42), lattice structures (Figure 38), and then emerges
as a composite critical mass which is large enough to exhibit Physical Properties at the Visualised
level. The G a s Bubbles in Photo 8 is such an example. A recent literature search has identified
such a connection as being possible between the Supersymmetry as in Section 6.3.1 and Figure
104 on a random super lattice by Kaku.(271b)
At this level it is conceivable that various combinations of Iron Transfonnations can occur,
depending upon the Energy Excitation, the Chemical Potential, the Atomic Elements present, and
the Atomic sttucture present just prior to the "Atomic Reaction Event" occuning. The presence of
(272)
Isotopes of Elements
further suggests that varying levels of Excitation will activate certain
Isotopes preferentially to other more stable configurations, thus establishing a basis for Reaction
Stratification effects in terms of the Isotope "spectrum populations of the Elements".
This also suggests that Matter is inherently in balance or in Equilibrium insomuch that the
Visualisation Speed of Response cannot identify the actual movements occuning and the
inbalances which records Isotopes of Elements rather than the "pure" Elements expected from a
Idealistic viewpoint. U p o n Excitation then, it is suggested that a combination of fast moving (Nonequilibrium) Isotopes can preferentially react ahead of, and separately to more stable "pure"
Elements, and thus be responsible for the Dynamic Reaction manifestations such as the G a s
Bubbles in Photo 8.
It is proposed that various Dynamic combinations of these Reaction Transformations can
occur, and that what is formed dynamically, is governed by the Stratification effects and the
Gradation of Excitation effects involved. This means that the traditional Equilibrium based
understanding of "homogeneous" activity at the Atomic and Molecular level m a y not always occur,
and the "probability" aspects of the various possible Dynamic Reaction Types occuning increases
as Non-equilibrium or Dynamic Reaction Processes begin to dominate. This is particularily true at
the higher temperatures where the shift of Energy levels effects as in Section 2.6 and Figure 29
applyA s outlined in Section 2.6, it is the combination of these processes which needs to apply in
unison, and by using Knowledge Crosspollination concepts to catagorise and intenelate them,
these Dynamic Process behaviours and characteristics are envisaged to eventually foim the basis of
the Harmonology concept understanding for the Realtime "flow" of matter. In this w a y the
Harmonology concept is suited to the Concunency of Atomic and Molecular behaviours including
the Foimation of the "Critical Mass" stage, and has been proposed to apply in m u c h the same way
that the Process Unit D y n a m o concept outlined in Figure 35 and Section 2.7 is used to track the
Instantaneous Reaction Rate and Chemistiy at the Particulate level. B y focusing on the behaviour
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of matter at the atomic level, the fundamental dynamic nature of matter in teims of the mechanics
and mechanisms for the atomic and subatomic levels is incorporated into the the understanding of
the state of matter. This approach is considered to inherently provide the connection between the
"motional" nature of subatomic particles and their subsequent Visualised effects such as the Chaos
Patterns related to the dynamic effects at the "Cluster Atomic" level .(286)
The resultant Knowledge Crosspollination Dynamic Images developed from a structure
similar to Figure 48, is envisaged to operate as a Online Realtime Dynamic System in a Humanoid
as in Figure 18. Multilayered Visualisation as Aurora Dynamic Imagery shown in Figure 14 is
expected to act as a catalyst to allow direct Visualisation of Dynamic Knowledge in the future.
In line with this approach, a search for the presence and Visualisation of Voids and
Bubbles at the Atomic and Molecular level identified that such Mechanisms do exist during high
Energy Excitation Processes, and this includes an understanding through to the subatomic
behaviour of matter. The Field Ionization Microscopy Visualisation of Molecules, Atoms and
Subatomic Particles as shown in Photo 12 is considered a possible means of providing the
necessary understanding of the basic matter change behaviours, and in particular, the theimal
impact effects.
B y searching for extremes in Matter excitation, it is not surprising that the Neutron
Irradiation of Steel in Nuclear Reactors involves not only a high excitation Energy but also a very
n a n o w focus for the application of that Energy at the subatomic level, and thus should exhibit
Dynamic Process behaviours as a result. That is, the Neutrons collide with Atoms in the molecules
(273)
and displaces them from then lattice positions and results in interstitials and vacancies
as
shown in Figure 98. T w o types of cavities, as Bubbles and Voids occurs with "Bubbles containing
gas at a pressure greater than or equal to the surface tension pressure. Voids have internal gas
pressure below the equilibrium pressure"

0.25 i»m
A*™*?LSl^'ll
«!•!• V T , '" e f c c l a n 8 , e s a n d c i «'«l <°"n«*J in type 316 stainless steel irradiated lo 60
dp. al 600 C (1110 'F) in ll.e HFIR. Courtesy of P.J. Mazias*, O a k Ridge National laboratory

Figure 98 Cavities foimed in Stainless Steel Inadiated in HFIR(273)
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During this process, a Neutron is "absorbed" by an A t o m , resulting in a transmutation
reaction producing a n e w metal A t o m and Hydrogen or Helium gas Atoms. At elevated
temperatures, the Hydrogen diffuse from the Steel Alloy, but with Helium being relatively
insoluble in metal, then Bubbles or Voids are formed within the metal and or grain boundaries and
precipitate interfaces. These are Visible as fine bubbles for example in Figure 99.(274) xhis
presence of Helium or Hydrogen at the high levels of energy excitation is similar to the possibility
of Isotopes of Elements as in Figures 46 and 47 regarding the Carbon-Nitrogen-Oxygen Cycle,
and thus providing the "trigger" mechanism for bubbles to be formed.
The appearance of Bubbles and Voids is determined by then- collection of vacancies until a
critical radius is reached, after which growth is bias driven, and a degree of metal swelling occurs
in accordance with these effects.

0.1 u m

0.

Tensile ductility (a) of solution-annealed P C A steel and aged and cold-worked P C A steel. Irradiation
caused a large decrease in the ductility of the solution-annealed P C A steel but not the cold-worked
steel. This difference was correlated with fine bubbles on the M C precipitates that were present in the aged and
cold-worked steel (b) but not in the solution-annealed steel (c). Source: Ref 17

Figure 99 Fine Bubbles of Helium trapped on MC Particles(274)

A similar effect has also been reported in materials which use "doped" Elements to effect a
desired characteristic for grains in the metals, in this case to improve the ductility of Tungsten
thermocouples for high temperature use. "Doping with Potassium, Silicon and Aluminium
compounds assists in foimation of a microstructure characterized by large, elongated grains whose
boundaries m a k e relatively small angles with the wire axis. Microvoids or "Bubbles" containing
Potassium "plated" on the inside surface were found decorating the boundaries of the elongated
grains".
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The presence of Bubbles confirms the concept that the Products of Dynamic Reactions can
release "intermediate" reaction molecules which exist momentarily but due to the various Process
response speeds of the Reaction Mechanisms and Mechanics, certain of the subsequent
Transformations have insufficient time to occur. In the case of Iron Ore Reduction as in Figure 7,
Microbubbles of "Oxygen" could be released but this can only be detected as Carbon Monoxide or
Carbon Dioxide. The Visualisation of the Diffusion of Carbon into the Ore is evident in Photo 8
where the progressive availibility by diffusion of Carbon is manifested as Gas Bubbles. This also
establishes by the Spherical nature of these Gas Bubbles that a Viscous state accompanies this
Phase.
Recently, a literature search also identified that Auciello et.al.(l74a) in 1983 in a paperentitled "Melt-down Reduction from Carbon under combined Electron and Atomic Hydrogen
Bombardment" established the probability that amounts of Methane could be produced from the
combination of Hydrogen (H° ) and Electron (e) impact, where the Election bombardment of
Carbon to produce H ° . Both of these mechanisms are likely to exist, and this approach provides a
connection between Carbon, Hydrogen and the Election of the type outlined in Section 6.3.1 and
Figure 104.
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6.3.1 MATTER MIGRATION AT THE ATOMIC LEVEL
In an overall sense, the Transformation of Iron Ore to Solid or Liquid Iron which occurs at
the Atomic level involves the interatomic migration of Iron, Oxygen and Carbon Atoms, witii the
Carbon Atoms effectively displacing the Oxygen to foim metallic Alloys of Iron and Carbon.
It is considered by m a n y (275) that the behaviour of "bodies" in the Universe provide an
indication of the behaviour of matter at the Atomic level, and it is a consideration here that this
Synogy is particulaiily relavent to the interatomic and subatomic levels of Dynamic behaviour of
matter. T h e relative abundance of chemical elements such as in Figure 1 and details of the
Processes that are involved in their naturally occurring combined forms, although not complete,
have been observed in Laboratory studies(276)
The behaviour of Iron, Carbon and Oxygen Atoms, and then concurrent existence which is
responsible for the variability of matter as outlined in Section 2.6 and Figures 39 to 45 provides the
first clues and Visualisation that real matter is composed of a Gradation of Atoms which exist in a
Balanced state to achieve a stable foim of that substance as w e know them.
Overall, reactions are considered to result from the combination of two two types of Atomic
Excitation Potentials, namely, (a) Chemical Concentration Potential such as Carbon in various
states such as Gases and Solid form, and (b) Energy Excitation in terms of Heat, Motion, and
Matter State Kinetics. In both of these cases, Excitation Energy at the Atomic level is the
culmination of the combined impact of the Chemical Concentrations and Heat Potentials existing as
a manifestation of the time variant nature of manner for all occurences other than when the matter
and its constituent "Particles" are at rest.(277) j±n example of the degree of complexity of these
reaction mechanisms, and the various methods of investigation is recorder by Kohl(278) vcith
regards Surface Processes for solid species of Sn02In particular, the effect of Oxygen bound in Metal Oxides and the various aspects of
Oxygen Gas releases throughout the various phases of the reactions in teims of the energy effects
involved is given in Figure 100.(266,278) x n i s \s a i s o supported by the Oxygen potential influence
on Grain Boundary(280) Formation identified as being involved in reactionsin Section 6.2 and
Photo 22.(280a)
In a Chemical sense, Energy must be used to break the Chemical bonds between Atoms,
and breaking of Chemical bonds is always Endothermic. Chemical bond Formation always
releases heat energy and is exothermic.(281)
A more detailed focus of these Dynamic behaviours occurs when the fundamental definition
of Heat is k n o w n to be the measure of the Total Kinetic Energy of Particles, Atoms, Ions or
Molecules of the substance. T h e direct application of Kinetic Energy Knowledge and
understanding to the Interatomic bonding and Atomic behaviour of all matter is considered to apply
to all Dynamic states since all matter consists of Paiticles of one type or another which exist at
vaiying intensities of Energy Excitation and Frequency. The Kinetic Energy Analysis approach
provides a commonality in approach from the Atomic to the Physical scale magnitudes, provided
the behaviour of the substances can be identified in terms of the Paiticles in motion and the
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Stability states and thresholds applicable to these Processes. Electromagnetic W a v e type Energies
are also considered to involve subatomic Paiticles.(282)
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Figure 100 Energy of various Oxygen Species bound in Metal Oxides(278)
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A schematic diagram of the main thermodynamic subsystems of a semiconductor and the energy and particle flows between
these.
Figure 101

Thermodynamic subsystems of a semiconductor(283)
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The degree of Complexity in these intenelationship can be seen in Figure 101 (283) w hich
models the material and matter migration paths in which election and thermal effects and then cross
effects (tlieimoelecttic effect) are important. In a broarder sense, Sensor Science in general then is
serving to provide a detailed understanding of the various physical and thermodynamic effects
classified as, electric, thermal, magnetic, radiant, mechanical and chemical effects and then cross
effects.
Atomic theory involves the Visualisation of A t o m s of about 1 0 - 1 0 metres diameter or
10000 times the size of the nucleus,(96) where the mass is concentrated at the centtal Nucleus and
about 1836 times larger than the mass of the Elections which orbits it. In terms of energy however,
the motion of the various paiticles is relatively significant as Impulse and M o m e n t u m effects apply
particularily w h e n Chemical Concentration and Heat Excitation occur. Although the energy of
elections is negligible, w h e n the Subatomic Particles (which are themselves contributing parts to
the Neutrons and Protons of the Nucleus) are considered, some are of similar magnitude and
Mass. The application of the Kinetic Theory is such that the Total M o m e n t u m of the system which
itself is moving with velocity relative to the absolute zero stable state, establishes the Total Kinetic
Energy of the system,(285)

0f

which a portion, the Internal Kinetic Energy is available for

Reactions such as in Figure 28.
The key focus here is on the Mobility of the Subatomic Particles during these Dynamic
Transformations.
In this regard the Nucleus is considered to exhibit behaviour characteristics which suggest
that the Subatomic Paiticles m o v e within the nucleus(286) an( j that Electrons can enter the unfilled
outer shells of the Nucleus directly from the orbiting election shells. O n this basis it is considered
appropiate that the necessary relationships be established between the Atomic behaviours in teims
of the Nuclear- binding energy as in equation(22) of Section 2.8 and utalise these through to the
Process Unit D y n a m o Viewpoint.
The Nuclear Binding Energy as outlined in Section 2.8 and Equation 22 relates to the
Liquid Drop Model(2°°) understanding of the Atom, and incorporates aspects such as the nucleus
volume effect, the nucleus surface effects which are similar to the surface tension in liquids, and
the Coulomb Electrostatic Repulsion as each charged particle in the nucleus repulses all the other
charged paiticles.
U p until recently Nuclear- Energy has been considered to not only be the source of large
amounts of energy, but also that the energy is available as a release from only a small mass of
elements which are radioactive. In m a n y wajs this and the subsequent search for more detailed
Knowledge of the characteristics and behaviour of the various aspects of Nuclear Radioactivity and
Atomic Theoiy has established a somewhat n a n o w focus regarding extremes of energy excitation,
such as Neutron bombardment of Nuclei, and this creates a general impression that Atomic stability
relates to the enormous Binding Energy Forces that exist in the structure of Atoms.
A s with all Knowledge, the presence of exceptions to the cunently understood "rules"
establishes that at least a number of other key Process Mechanisms and Mechanics are also
involved, and with their presence being able to be confirmed by s o m e forms of Physical
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Visualisation w h e n a specific search is undertaken.(289) Recently, more exact and refined
experimental procedures and techniques have identified and detailed m a n y of the Subatomic
Paiticles.
In specific terms, Atomic Theoiy centres around the application and release of Energy and
is traditionally understood and Visualised in the following foims,
(a)

Behaviour of Bodies in the Universe(275) an( j then Energy Wavelengths.(276)

(b)

Bombardment of samples of substances such as Plates, Foils, etc. by radioactive
paiticles.(290,290a)

(c)

Development of Nuclear Power - sudden energy release. (291)

(d)

Characteristics and Research from Atomic Reactions where the breakdown of the
energy liberated in a Fission reaction is 8 4 % Kinetic energy offissionfragments,
2.5% Kinetic energy of Neutrons, 2.5% instantaneous emitted G a m m a Rays, and
1 1 % decay of fission fragments.(292)

(e)

Ongoing development and refinement of the isolation and detection of Atomic
Paiticles such as at C E R N . ( 2 9 3 )

The first impressions of Nuclear Prysics have traditionally indicated that Atomic Nucleus
Activity are roughly sized as 4, 100, 200 Nucleons (being both Protons and Neutrons). That is,
Nucleons occur as Alpha Particles or Helium nucleus He(4), 100 where heavy nucleus have split
roughly into two and are the fragments of Fission, and 200 which is the Nucleus left behind where
a Alpha Particle emerges from an Atom. This impression is possibly theresultof investigations of
Elements which focused mainly on the bombardment using high energies.
It is only in recent times that the possibility of new Radioactivity forms which exist as part
of the Variability of Matter became evident. The significance of the role played by Isotopes in this
Variability and the Dynamic balance Mechanisms involved is considered central to this
understanding.
It is n o w k n o w n that the Nucleus can emit fragments composed of a wide variety of
Nucleons(143) and these new Radioactivities are foimed when a large number of Nucleons within
a Nucleus spontaneously reanange themselves in certain configurations. This process occurs at
random and are thus rarely seen at the moment, but this understanding is based on a basic
Knowledge of the shape of the Nucleus and the fundamental understanding of the interactions
within it.
The Nucleus of an A t o m is known Visually to be basically spherical objects down to a few
Fermis (10" ^metres) with Electron orbits at 100000 Fermis, with the Mass coming from the
Nucleons while the Protons cany the positive charge. Strong interactions or Nuclear Forces bind
Neutrons to Protons and each other, with the Force to separate Neutrons one Fermis apart is
10 6 eV, or lOeV if 10 Feimis apart.
In this regard, if it can be shown that Thermal Excitation of bonded matter can alter the
internucleus distances, such as if Figure 26, then the basis of connecting the Interatomic bonding
Mechanics and Mechanisms to the Subatomic Particle Migration through to the Visualisation of
these behaviours at the various scale magnitudes would exist.
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The second type of Interaction is classified as Electromagnetic Interaction, or Coulomb
Force such as in Equation 22 where Protons repel other Protons and act over a m u c h langer range.
For two Protons one Fermis apart the Coulomb Force is about 100 times weaker than the Nuclear
Force, while at 10 Fermis apart it is 10 times stronger. The binding Energy which holds Nucleons
together in similar for Atoms, being 7 M e V for Helium 4 and 9 M e V for Iron 56. W h e n these
Forces are overcome, a fragment is released, such as when an external source is involved, or for
certain kinds of Nuclei where enough energy is bound up within the Nucleus to allow for example,
Alpha Paiticles to be emitted spontaneously. A n example which Visualises this localised Atomic
occuirence is in Figure 9B where under basically Neutron bombardment Helium Bubbles are
released in Steel.
Over the years various improvements to the understanding of the A t o m in terms of
Models(295) have, included:(1)

1940 Bohr model based on nuclear forces acting over short ranges and for
large nucleus was modelled after a Liquid Drop.

(2)

1949 Spherical Shell Model with nucleons moving in accordance with the
general principles of Quantum Mechanics (by Mayer and Jensen).

(3)

1952 Collective Model which combines aspects of both the Bohr and the
Spherical Models but where the outer part of the nucleus can deform with
respect to the nucleons of the inner nucleus, behaving like a Liquid as
deformations require to gain or loose energy. Nucleus that change shape
rapidly from additional energy are refemed to as soft.(by A N . B o h r and
Mottelson)

(4)

1969 Two-centre Shell Model describes the numerous ways that a Nucleus
can spontaneously evolve into two Protonuclei as the Nucleons in the outer
shell can overcome the attraction of the inner Nucleons and can move away
fron the centie of the shells. Eventually these nucleons attracts some of the
other nucleons in the outer shell of the nucleus and two new clusters can
form two stable Protonuclei. (by Greiner and based on work by Nilsson
and Moller)

Using the Two-centre Shell Model concept, energy excitation is reconciled in teims of the
energy at the nucleus, which includes not only the energy associated with the mass of all the
protons and neutrons but also the binding energy, that is, the energy required to hold the nucleons
together. For example, a high energy nucleus can spontaneously transform to a lower energy
nucleus and in the process eject an Alpha Particle at great speed. The outcome of such a process is
considered to be Visualised in Figure 98, 99 where Helium gas bubbles are present.
However the migration of nucleons within the nucleus is related to the energy existing
within the nucleus, with the binding energy k n o w n to affect the stablility of it. Additionally, the
general trend of outward moving migration of all subatomic particles with energy excitation of
Atoms, establishes the significance of interparticle distances as a measure of the matter stability and
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affinity for dynamic activity. Atomic bonding of nuclei with preference for closer interatomic
distances would be expected to be fonned since a lower energy matter cluster can result.
Considering Knowledge Crosspollination aspects for all magnitudes of Visualisation, this
behaviour which occurs w h e n favourable energy excitation exists, can be considered to result from
the initiation of nucleon excitation and Dynamic motion at two atomic levels, namely, that which is
internal to Atoms, and secondly, that which occurs as part of the Interatomic Bonding nature of
matter. It is this internal bonding and cluster forming m e c h a m i s m s that provides a possibly
explanation for the matter migration which occurs against the direction of Heat and Chemical
Concentration Potentials as the bonding forces and affinity of like A t o m s subject to like energy
excitation "come together", as is seen in the Solid Iron Formation in Photo 26.
Within individual Atoms, behaviour of the Atomic Nucleus level is seen as involving
nucleons which can migrate into nucleon clusters in an attempt to maximise the cluster nuclei
stability (coming together) by establishing m i n i m u m binding energy for the cluster nuclei
groupings, with the surplus energy contributing to the cluster dynamic activity levels, and which if
subjected to continued excitation would promote cluster instability and hence nucleon migration to
a new set of Cluster nuclei. (297) This Cluster Nuclei stability behaviour is considered to form part
of the "Fundamental Matter D y n a m o " envisaged to define the "Harmonology" concept, where the
motional behaviour of subatomic matter act in concert with neighbouring matter to eventually
exhibit an external Cluster Visualised manifestations of the subatomic and interatomic mechanics
and mechanisms of matter.
In this way, a more refined understanding of the behaviour of subatomic particles and theninteratomic bonding mechanisms are considered to be responsible to eventually yield cluster Nuclei
from subatomic particle behaviours. Cluster Nuclei stability and their interatomic bonding
mechanisms are considered fundamental in forming Critical Matter Clusters which exhibits the
appearance of matter that is "Physically Stable," but which was originally in motion and "frozen"
in state at some point of time during the foimation Process.
This is the case for Solids, but for liquids a mixture of Dynamic Flow behaviours and the
stable liquid matter nature is evident, while for Gases there is less sign of stable conditions with a
continuous motion and interchange between Atoms with the Dynamic Motion of Molecules evident
at all times.
The behaviour of matter at the subatomic level where motion is always present is
considered fundamental to this understanding.(296) Matter stability and Matter internal Dynamic
motion then relates to the Harmonology that is in existence at the Atomic level in terms of the state
and balance of the matter in the system at that point of time. The significance here is the ability to
understand the Rate and nature of the change of matter states, and the stability "range of existance"
of matter, here relating to Iron Ore, Solid Iron and Liquid Iron with respect to the Instantaneous
Iron Foimation Process.
The significance of the formation of Gaseous Bubbles with respect to the D y n a m i c
behaviour of matter as in Photo 8 has emerged as a direct consequence of the Knowledge
Crosspollination and Visualisation Analysis technique used. It is also significant that Gaseous
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Products have been related to subatomic cluster behaviour in terms of Helium presence (Figure
104), Helium Bubbles (Figure 99) formation in Grain Boundaries, and Gaseous releases as
Visualised in Iron Ore Reduction Bubbles (Photo 8) and Particle Core Voids (Photo 26). While
the Process mechanisms m a y be explained as involving different chemical actions, it is suggested
that the c o m m o n "trigger" mechanism which initiates the matter State change is in reality initiated at
the Atomic level, and the change results from the combination of Dynamic Reaction Rates
occuning under Pressure and at Elevated Temperatures in these cases.
In this regard a close parallel is considered to exist between the appearance and nature of for
example a rock Nodule(296a) w n i c h exhibit the same characteristic of an internal Void with the
void forming surface being the Solid "crystal lattice" growth interface. Since Crystals "grow" by
adding Matter usually in a aquous state to the Solid ciystal surface. This further suggests that the
Void under Pressure and at elevated temperatures contains "vapour of the Crystal matter"
explaining the characteristic crystalline appearance for the voids. It was this visualisation
comparison which suggested that the N e w m a n Effervescence Void possibly contained Vapourised
Iron Oxides which perhaps could be isolated by special quenching procedures as in Section 6.2
and Photos 4 and 20. Although only liquids were detected by these methods, (possibly since
reaction speeds are too fast) recent probability understanding which itself m a y relate to the ability to
detect rather than the measurement of then instanstantaneous existance, suggests that these type of
Dynamic Reaction mechanisms play a more significant role than can currently be demonstrated.
Interatomic bonding considerations occuring concunently with the individual A t o m
changes, suggest that internucleus bonding "configurations" likewise can exist in various stable
forms to achieve Atomic clusters of the m a x i m u m stability, and the dynamic bonding is such that
the affinity to c o m e together in the case of Iron Atoms in the presence of Carbon Atoms far exceeds
the Energy Flow as Heat and Chemical Concentration Potential and hence Flow considerations
which are considered to act in the opposite direction. Observations by Alekseevinski(290a)
regarding the atomic mobility of matter during ion-bombardment is considered typical of these
mechanisms. This concept is given greater credence when the "expanding A t o m " behaviour under
energy excitation is considered, where Subatomic Particles which are k n o w n to also "cluster and
be bound" as nucleons and possibly also Electrons (refer section 2.6 and Figure (31) can migrate
between Atoms. Thus for matter which has been subject to sudden energy excitation which
establishes a n e w environment in which Atomic Particles and Interatomic Bonding Mechanisms
can migrate without therestrictionsof the more static matter states.
Both of these Process Mecharnisms'are considered to be involved in foiming the matter
characteristics as Visualised at a macroscopic level in Photo 26.
The combination of Nucleons in any nucleus are expected to establish "configurations"
where the combination of matter stability and energy quantities are in balance, suggesting that even
within a single nucleus that "Hard and Soft" nucleus combinations can coexist. In this way, Hard
nucleus are also A t o m s that are naturally occuning and are more stable or less likely to be affected
by energy excitation. A Visualised form of these Atomic dynamic behaviours in terms of a three
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dimensional m a p of energy with respect to the mass of a photonucleus and the distance between the
photonuclei cluster element types and their size is shown in Figure 103.
T h e energy surface "mountains" are the stable states while the valleys conespond to the
likely pathway to Fission. Barrier penetrability, or w h e n a photonucleus tunnels through a
mountain to reach another valley, and the choice depends on the height and width of the energy
mountain. These m a p s also reveal h o w m u c h kinetic energy is available to propel the Fission
fragments.
Considering these obseivations and Atomic theories, and a more global viewpoint suggests
that these behavoural conditions involve also the Molecular nature of matter as well as the more
macroscopic qualities of matter structure in terms of critical atomic clusters, lattice structures, grain
structure and pyhsical foim and state.
In thisregard,the cluster radioactivity effects have been examined when nuclear beams of
basically single A t o m s are generated as part of the Isotope Separator Online (ISOLDE) facility at
CERN.(293) i n this w a y the detailed behaviour of single atoms are examined and m a n y of the
Subatomic paiticles classified,(289) highlighting the dynamic nature of Atoms. However this
single A t o m or atomic particle approach has elimated by necessity the interatomic bonding which is
normally present during Dynamic Reaction of the types under consideration for Iron Foimation
Processes.

LNCRCJY S U R T A C C of the nucleus of nobelium 252 suggests the
m a n y ways thai Iho nucleus can spontaneously evolve Into two
protonuclei precursors to the fragments emitted in fission.
T.nergy is shown as a function of the distance between the
protonuclei and of their size. As depicted in the lower portion
or Ihe graph, one protonucieus can have more nucleons (protons and neutrons) than the other protonucieus, yet the num-

Figure 103

ber of nucleons In the nobelium 2152 nucleus must equal Ihe
total number of nucleons in the two protonuclei. Nobelium 252
is most likely to decay into protonuclei that arc relatively low
In energy. Therefore, the valleys in Ihe energy surface indicate
a likely pathway for fission. One valley shows the formation of
gadolinium 158 and strontium 94; a second valley indicates osm i u m 192 and Iron 60; a third leads to radon 214 and sulfur 38.

Energy Surface of the Nucleus(297)
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This led to the theoretical development in 1977 by Sandulescu and Greiner(298) 0f the
Nuclear Process description called the Superasymmetric Fission which explains h o w m a n y species
of nuclei (in teims of two fragments that differ greatly in mass and charge) release clusters of
nucleons from Cold rearrangements of Nucleon Systems as shown in Figure 104.
The emission of a new type of Radiactivity from the nucleus of an A t o m where the smaller
of the two fragments of the nucleus produces radiation known as Cluster radioactivity. The concept
of Cluster radioactivity for the Uranium 234 Nucleus was predicted by Poenaru and Greiner et. al.
and researched by Berkeley Group w h o obseived 14 N e o n events and 3 Magnesium events, and
discovered Magnesium 28 and thefirstnuctear species, Uranium 234, k n o w n to emit three kinds
of Cluster Radioactivities; Helium, N e o n and Magnesium( 104,297) The

o n i y 0ther

Cluster

Radioactivities detected so far is Carbon 14 with half lives ranging from 10 H to 10 26years.

SUPERASYMMETRIC T1SSION should cause many species of nuclei to release clusters
of nucleons. For each species the colored boxes indicate the cluster most likely to
be emitted. For instance, a tin 112 nucleus, which is composed of 50 protons and
62 neutrons, most often ejects the cluster chromium, a nucleus that contains 24
protons. The number of neutrons in the cluster is not specified in the chart. But the
white box refers specifically to the cluster helium 5, which has three neutrons, and
the lavender boxes denote the cluster beryllium 8, which has four neutrons. Boxes
bordered by heavy lines show stable nuclei found in nature. The chart is based on
calculations by Dorin N. Poenaru of the Central Institute of Physics in Bucharest.

Figure 104 Superasymmetric Fission with Cluster Nucleons(298)

The second prediction of Cluster radioactivity is Cold Fission where nuclei splits into two
"unexcited" nuclei by "rearrangement" which is not yet understood.
Cold Fission occurs when a nucleus splits into two unexcited nuclei, and equipment such

as Spectrometers provide measurements of these fragment masses, their nuclear charges, and th

kinetic energy. Similarily, the observation of the generation of excess enthalpy in an electr
process is likewise considered by Pons and Fleischman to exhibit the hallmark of Cold
Fusion. (299)
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In a recent publication in 1989, Sandulescu(300) confirms that the bimodal Fission (Hulet
et. al. 1986)(301) and Cold Fission (Clerc et. al. in 1986)(299) have been n o w observed
experimentally.
The major difficulty was to suppress the enormous a particles background and to suppress
the enoimous background of noimal Fission fragments with elongated (intercluster-nucleus)
shapes.
It is concluded that "new Quantum Dynamics", based on Quantum equations of motion for
open systems gives a satisfactory picture of the m a n y apparently different processes. The Nuclear
Dynamics (which is of major interest here) is n o w understood in teims of collective modes, such
as Charge Asymmetry, the Mass Asymmetry, the Neck (also neck degrees of freedom) and the
relative distance between the fragments, in addition to the usual coordinates for the deformations of
the fragments and the angular coordinates, termed "Open Quantum Systems".
With regards the Superasymmetric Fission M o d e s relating to the Energy Valleys as in
Figure 103, the fragments exhibit a number of Symmetric Fission M o d e s such as (1) nearly
spherical shapes, (2) one fragment spherical and one elongated, and (3) both fragments very
elongated.
Since in a general sense Theimal Excitation of Matter causes the movement of Atomic
Particles radially outwards, then the concuiTent existance of Chemical Kinetics and Molecular
reaction Dynamics(22) at high Temperature increases the ability for Atoms to Migrate closer
together with sufficient Energy to promote close Nucleus "contact" with a reconfiguration of the
"expanded cloud" of orbiting Elections which become detatched from a single A t o m "ownership"
and adopts an affinity with the more closely, and direct intemuclear bonded Atomic structure. A
Visualised form of this Internucleus region is considered to be shown in Figure 105 as an
explanation of the bondings strengths involved.

enhanced amplitude

(a) T h e orbital overlap responsible for bonding in the hydrogen molecule ion. (b) T h e
constructive interference in the intemuclear region, (c) T h e orbital amplitude in a plane containing
the two nuclei, (d) T h e probability density. Note the intemuclear electron density, ((b) is a side view of (c).)

Figure 105

Bonding in the Hydrogen Molecule Ion(22)
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The Maxwell- Boltzmann Distribution for Energy Excitation such as in Figure 57 and the
Kinetic Energy of a Gas of Particles as in Figure 56 are indicative of both the energy and speed of
the Molecules, but with some difficulty in the determination of the number of states coiresponding
to a particular- energy level.
Knowledge concurrency concepts suggest that the coming together of Atoms involves the
much closer internucleus bonding mechanisms where Subatomic Particles are "shared" between
bonding Atoms and migrate between Atoms in a similar- way that Elections are considered to
migrate. Specifically the Pion Subatomic particle(l45) is one of a possible number as outlined in
Section 2.8 and Figure 43 although considered to migrate between nucleons in a nucleus, should
Atomic bonding involve Interatomic migration rather than only Orbiting Electron bonding as is
cuiTently the case then a mechanism such as involving matter dynamic bonding of Atoms based on
Subatomic Particles more closelyfitsthe concuirency requirements of the known Dynamic nature
of all Matter. A n ordinary 6 decay is an example of the subatomic migration by a nucleon in the
nucleus and is implied where rotations (of a given vector in isospin space) involves a transition
from a neutron to a protron. The 6 decay is Visible since it is emitted after escaping the nuclear
forces, but with the variety of subatomic paiticles already identified as posessing Dynamic energy,
these paiticles thus also posesses the attributes necessary to distort the nucleon Cluster
Visualisation of the two-centre shell model tofirstlybond two adjacent outer nucleus shells in a
shortest pathlength fashion. This Core Bonding approach to Atomic dynamic behaviour as shown
in Figure 106 has the inner cluster nucleons of both Atoms retained, while the
Atom's Electron shells vacate these direct intemuclei bonding pathways to accommodate the
necessary Electron knowledge and Visualisation of the behaviour of Matter. This is compared to
the classical Atomic bonding concepts outlined in Section 2.6 and Figures 39 to 45.
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The connection between energy excitation and particle behaviour has also been established
by de Broglies hyphothesis that both matter and radiation have both wave and particle properties.
This concept also included the connection between energy and m o m e n t u m , where the wavelength
A for example associated with an Election of M o m e n t u m p provided a connection to the Plank's
energy distribution law and Plank's constant h, with the m o m e n t u m being the product of the mass
of the particle and the velocity of the paiticle.(282)
Wavelength A= h/p EQN(35)
Evidence of the presence of binding energy in terms of Molecular bonding has already been
established in the understanding of the Formation of Deuteron. (143) This incorporates the first
cosmic -ray particle, the M u o n which is heavier (200 times) than electrons and appears as a heavy
(perhaps excited) electron, with some evidence that M u o n foims resonant states with the proton
and the Pion ,and further suggests the presence of another type of interaction between weak and
strong intercations in nature. The significance of these characteristic is that in Muonic Hydrogen an
additional Proton forms a positive Hydrogen-ion Molecule and the additional energy of the M u o n
brings the two protons so close together that then wave functions overlap appreciably, and causes
a proton-proton reaction with the formation of a deuteron Molecule and the ejection of a fast
position.
Evidence also of the existance of an elementary particle, the M u o n , which behaves as a
Catalyst for a nuclear reaction, starting the chain reactions, when "in liquid Deuteron, producing a
3He nucleus and a neutron along with the release of considerable energy. The M u o n causing the
reaction was then shaken loose fron the Helium 3 and was free to cause another such event." (143)
Applying both the M u o n and Pion knowledge for energy excitation, in terms of the atomic
binding and bonding energies indicates a connection with interatomic matter migration, and using
concurrency and Knowledge Crossspollination concepts, the Core Bonding Model in Figure 106
was developed.
It is also again considered significant the commonality of presence of Helium nuclei at the
Subatomic level, such as, Helium or a particle emission from nucleus, Helium being considered
the basic and stable Fission nucleus fragment, and Helium Bubbles being present when matter is
subjected to localised high energy excitation as in Figure 98.
B y applying tht fundamental Knowledge of matter regarding Atomic behaviour,
Concuirently with the Visualisations and Reaction Knowledge for the Iron Foimation Process a
number of centtal focus issues were developed as a means of investigatinf the Iron Formation
Processes.
Iron Foimation Process central focus issues are:(1)

Three Elements are in close proximity, Iron, Oxygen, and Carbon.

(2)

Oxygen is replaced by Carbon to foim the Iron Product.

(3)

Iron Product Atoms are more Closely Bonded than in Iron Ore with Iron Atoms
migrating together.
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(4)

Cluster nucleons form stable entities with m i n i m u m energy configurations

(5)

Surplus nucleus energy facilitates the internal dynamic instability of nucleons
including Orbiting Election migration into and Position or 6 particles emission.

In this regard, an examination of the characteristic behaviour of the various nuclei as shown
in Figure 107(308) a dd further insight into the differences that exists between the lower order
Elements and those with Atomic Numbers greater than 77. In particular, Helium 4, Carbon 12 and
Oxygen 16 are the three most c o m m o n foims of stable nuclei, and exhibit a relatively higher
threshold level binding energy than other neighbouring A t o m types.
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Mass number A

Average Binding Energy per Nucleon for the Stable Nuclides(308)

The significance of the Binding Energy of these three stable elements with respect to the
Nucleus all have been shown to be present during the Iron Foimation Processes and Visualised by
accentuating reaction mechanisms and mechanics by high forced rates of energy excitation.
The binding Energy in the nucleus is given in Equation 2 2 , but in terms of the significance
of the preferential behaviour of Helium, Carbon, Oxygen and Iron the Graphical understanding in
Figure 108(308) 0 f these various Binding Energy components provides a better understanding.
T o broarden the Visualisation of the Dynamic nature of these nuclei the binding energy for
the stable nucleus need to be seen in the context of the range of Isotopes that are always present in
nature, such as in Table 20.(309)
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Table 6 (Continued)

Table 6 Table of isotopes

0
1

2

6

ELEMENT
SYMBOL

ATOMIC MASS
(amu)

RELATIVE ABUNDANCE (%) OR TYPE
OF DECAY* AND HALF-LIFE

n
H
D
T
He

1.008665

P~, 13 min

1.007825
2.014102
3.016049

99.985
0.015
fi-, 12.2 yr

3.016030
4.002603
5.012296
6.018900

0.00013
99.9999
or, n; 2 x 10" 2I sec
P~, 0.81 sec

5.012541
6.015126
7.016005
8.022488
9.027300

/>, a; ~ 1 0 ~ 2 1 sec
7.42
92.58
0-, 0.86 sec
/»-, 0.17 sec

6
7
8
9
10
II

6.019780
7.016931
8.005308
9.012186
10.013535
11.021660

8
9
10
II
12
13

8.024612
9.013335
10.012939
11.009305
12.014353
13.017779

0*, 0.4 sec
EC, 53.6 days
2a, ~ 3 x 110"
0 - " sec
100
10* yr
P~. 2.7 x 11
P', 13.7 sec
P*. 0.78 sec
2a + p, ~ 3 x lo19.6
80.4
fl-,0019 sec
/J-, 0.035 sec

12
13
14
15

10.016830
11.011433
12.000000
13.003354
14.003241
15.010600

P\ 19.0 sec
P*. 20.5 min
98.89
111
0', 5770 yr
/?", 2.25 sec

12
13
14
IS
16
17

12.018709
13.005739
14.003242
15.000108
16.006089
17.008449

fl\0.01l sec
0*, 10.0 min
99.63
0.37
0-, 7.35 sec
0-, 4.14 sec

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

14.008597
15.003072
15.994915
16.999134
17.999160
19.003577
20.004071

0*, 73 sec
0*, 2.03 sec
99.759
0.037
0.204
0-, 29.4 sec
«-, 14 sec

C

Table 20

ELEMENT
SYMBOL

ll

Na

12

Mg

13

Al

15

P

A
16
17
18
19
20
21
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
20
21
22
23
24
25
23
24
25
26
27
28
24
25
26
27
28
29
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

ATOMIC MASS
(amu)

RELATIVE ABUNDANCE ( % ) OR TYPE
OF DECAY" AND HALF-LIFE

16.011707
17 002098
18.000950
18.998405
19.999985
20.999972

P\ ~IO-"scc

18.0057(5
19.001892
19.992442
20.993849
21.991385
22.994475
23.993597

0*. 1.46 sec
0\ 18 sec
90.92
0.257
8.82
0", 38 sec
P~, 3.38 min

20.008890
20.997638
21.994435 '
22.989773
23.990967
24.989920

/>\ 0.4 sec
P\ 23 sec
0*,2.58yr

22.994135
23.985045
24.985840
25.982591
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Relative Abundance and Life Expectancy of Isotopes(309)
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Contributions to the Binding Energy per Nucleon.(308)
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This introduces the concept of Dynamic Concurrency of Atomic Behaviour where the
Relative Abundance and Life Expectancy or Degree of Stability of Atoms and then Subatomic
Paiticles are considered to always contribute to the Atomic and Matter Transformation Processes.
The presence of such a wide range of Isotopes and the variability from Stable to a few
seconds of existance when coupled with the behavioural and Visualised nature of Deuteron(311)
and Helium 3,(143) Rhenium(310) f or example, provides at least some degree of credence to the
notion that Atoms during energy excitation will firstly influence the least stable nuclei and these
possible directly "trigger " the Reactions as w e know them, and may also act as a Catalyst at the
Subatomic level.
It is therefore considered significant that the Superasymmetric Fission Concept provides the
ability for the nucleus of Atoms to form cluster nucleons including the Dynamic nature of
Subatomic Particles even at ambient conditions. Atoms of Iron, Oxygen and Carbon when
subjected to high energy excitation (Heat) and Chemical Concentration Potentials has been seen to
preferentially yield Helium but other cluster nucleons such as Nitrogen, and Lithium and other
Isotopes are expected to be present. The difference is that only the very stable and abundant
Isotopes have been detected in much the same way that Superasymmetric Fission nuclei required
specific detection methods.
More recent research by Sandulescu(300) has resulted in a confirmation of both the Cold
Fission and Cold Fussion concepts, with the major influence here being the significance of the
abundance of Helium in energy excited Nuclei, and that Carbon 14 is the next most likely Cluster
Nuclei to be present. The ratio of the relative affinity for Helium or "Alpha decay" to other Atoms
is given in Figure 109 as the Branching Ratios.

en

Figure 109

Isotopes Branching Ratios relative to Alpha Decay(300)
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T h e major focus thus involves the Transformation of Solid Iron Ore when heated in the
presence of an abundance of Carbon, thus becoming unstable at the Atomic level, and effectively
providing localised conditions where the Carbon Monoxide Gas environment progressively
migrates inward with the Theimal gradient transforming the Iron Oxides to Solid Iron bonded as
Iron-Carbon and Carbon Dioxide as in Equation (36).
3FeOx + 4CO -> Fe3C + 3C02 EQN(36)
As identified by Sandulescu(30°) and others recently, the use of traditional equilibrium type
reactions to describe these reactions are n o w somewhat indoubt for Kinetic Reactions.(300a) T n u s
a new method of defining the Kinetic Reactions is expected to include the various Dynamic Process
Mechanics and Mechanisms balances, expressed in such a fashion that Dynamic Concurrency
considerations are accommodated. Simularily the concurrency is effective from the subatomic to
the Atomic, Molecular, Cluster Matter, and Matter Grains, and in particular includes the Time
considerations, such as, the time to achieve a critical matter mass, time to decay back to stable
matter, time to transform to various Cluster matter forms.etc. O n this basis, the Knowledge
Crosspollination would provide the structural concept, while the Kinetic (Dynamic) nature of
matter behaviour is well suited to be established in teims of Realtime Concurrency and Dynamic
Analysis concepts.
In terms of the preferred Atomic or Molecular structure - the concept of Hybridization
relating to the competition between the various contributions to the energy provides a scheme for
configuration and bonding characteristics of heteronuclear molecules. For Carbon Monoxide for
example, the Atomic energy of the two Atoms are shown in Figure 110
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The C2s,C2p,02p and (to some extent) 02's Orbitals all have similar energy and are expected
to participate in bonding more or less equally. The concept of considering both A t o m s as
hybridizing and then forming hybrid-hybrid Orbitals that involve nonbonding forces and
antibonding as shown pictorally.
The ten Orbital Electrons are accommodated in the bonding as one strong 6 bond and two
weak n bonds, with two lone pairs, one to each A t o m as shown in Figure 110. The Carbon lone
pair is directed away from the Carbon A t o m and accords with the ability of Carbon Monoxide to
attach itself strongly to transition metal ions- such as Iron.
The ability of A t o m s to be Transformed into more stable Atoms during energy excitation
can also be coupled with the current understanding of the Carbon, Nitrogen and Oxygen Cycle in
Figure 47, leading to the possibility that Oxygen Atoms at the Temperatures above 1000°C begin to
be transformed to Carbon, particularily in the presence of other Carbon Atoms in concentrated
proportions. The Ellingham Diagram Figure 32 also confirms the possibility that direct Metal
bonding can occur without Carbon being present requiring only the appropiate Temperature
Threshold being exceeded. In this content the migration of Oxygen possibly into other cluster
nuclei which were not detected or even Oxygen Atoms perhaps occurred in stages as intermediate
Atom Isotopes acted directly or as a Catalyst to establish interatomic bonding directly between onlt
the Metal Atoms.
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6.4

COKE CONSUMPTION MECHANISMS

So far a combination of Reaction Visualisation and Sectioned Sample Analysis has been
examined with regard to the Iron Foimation Mechanisms of Iron Ore Paiticles. This of course
needs to be reconciled with the other Blast Furnace Process Mechanisms which concurrently sees
Iron Ore and C o k e Paiticles Charged into the Top of the Process, and then becomes Transformed
into Liquid Iron and Slag during a typical 30 metres vertical descent to the Tapholes in th Hearth.
The Coke Paiticles contribute in a different Dynamic w a y to the Iron Formation Process by
providing the Carbon necessary to reduce the Iron (Oxides) Ore to Iron as outlined in Section 2.6.
This transfer of Carbon to the Iron Ore Particles is Visualised as occuring infivedifferent
ways and each with varying reaction speeds, such as :(a)

Carbon as Coke is consumption by the Hot Air Blast in foiming the

(b)
(c)

reducing gas Carbon Monoxide and Heat in the Tuyere Cavity.
(313)
Coke by direct contact with Iron Ore.
Coke Gasification
by the Ascending Gases and maintaining the
Equilibrium balance of Carbon to Oxygen concentrations as in Figure 5.
The presence of the Iron Ore creates Carbon depletion regions with Oxygen
in the Ore and these gases upon contact with the Solid Carbon react at gas
molecular speed to sustain Equilibrium conditions.

(d)

Liquid Wustite, Slag and Iron "flow" under viscous action over the surface
of Coke Paiticles

(e)

possibly adsorbing Carbon directly.(315b,315c)

C o k e by direct contact with Molten Iron.(315d)

While each of these mechanisms sustain the overall operational performance of the Process,
it is the percentage contribution that each provides in terms of the Instantaneous Iron Production
Rate, together with the V o l u m e change aspects which sustain the Burden Descent that are of
greatest interest for Online Realtime Process Control use. In this regard the Burden Descent is
generally considered to result from the Iron Ore Liquid Formation creating the Voids (also
consuming the C o k e Particles as part of this process) and succeeding Particles fall under
gravitional forces into these Voids creating the Burden Descent..
However this concept is not supported from the Coke Streamline Flow viewpoint, where
the Liquidus Foimation Visualised in Photo 18 indicates that little Carbon is actually "dissolved or
consumed" in this Process Zone. The C o k e Streamline approach identifies that the majority of
Coke Paiticles are consumed at the Tuyere Cavities and therefore fundamental to the accuracy of
this understanding is the reconciling of the Energy, M o m e n t u m , Mass, Metallurgical and Flow
aspects to cater for the flow of Coke from the Ffrench Zone to the Tuyere Cavities.
It is therefore suggested that should the loosely positioned Coke at the Liquidus Zone be
unable to m o v e away or be consumed, then the effective Void space Rate would be halved and the
Process would become "chocked".
Similaiily, from a Knowledge Crosspollination viewpoint such as in Figure 48, the
concurrency of Matter, Energy, Heat and Source to Sink Dynamic mechanisms, confirm that the
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speed and mass of the Ascending Gases provides the majority of the "Carbon" as Gas which is
within the Interparticle Voids of the occupied Blast Furnace Volume, thus identifying that the
Stieamline flow mechanism operating between the Tuyere Cavity and the Liquidus Zone is
fundamental to this understanding of sustaining the supply of Carbon to the Ffrench Zone within a
slowly descending Particulate Packed Bed.
Efforts therefore were concentrated upon those Coke Particle Mechanics and Mechanisms
which influence a change in surface occupied Volume of Coke Paiticles. Similarily, those aspects
that identify the Flow Streamlines within the Blast Furnace Process, such that the Rate of Carbon
consumption within localised regions would be concurrent reconciled with the Iron Foimation
Mechanisms creating the demand for this Carbon.
The focus for investigations remained on the descent flow approach, with a view to
understanding the speed of Reactions of Coke Particles, and especially their behaviour after they
have past through the Liquidus Zone.
Visualisation of the reactions in Photo 30 and Samples in Photo 18 confirm that gaseous
releases occur between the contact of the Liquid Iron and Coke, and that the Liquid appears to
"float" over the C o k e Particles with low contact resistance similar to that of a gas contact rather
than the Viscous Drag of a Liquid in contact with the rough porous Coke surface.
M a n y examples of Gaseous Voids being present between Coke Particles and Liquidus
substances are evident in both Experimental results and actual Furnace grabbed samples. This
identifies the importance of understanding the behaviour of Coke gaseous Layer interfaces between
the Iron Ore and Coke Layers. In a Dynamic sense the Ore in direct contact should react earlier due
to the higher Chemical Potential such as in Photo 25, which would result in a penetration of the
Liquidus Zone Front at the Ore - Coke Layer interface, and in so doing creating a cuived contour to
the Iron Ore Liquidus Front, which is similar to the Gaseous Flow contours.
Following these obseivations, specific investigations into the behaviour of Coke Paiticles
in Molten Iron and Slag were canied out using an Induction Furnace arrangement as in Photo 34.
Measurements were taken by using a Spring Scales to establish the buoyancy force exeited on a
Coke Particle submersed in Liquid Iron. A Thermodynamic study of Dilute solutions of Carbon in
Molten Iron from 1560-1760°C by Richardsen and Dennis(315a) i n 1952 provides a guide to these
mechanisms.
For instance, a Coke Particle of approximately 140 grammes weight and Volume of 120
cubic centimetres required a downward force of 883 grammes to fully submerse it in the Liquid
Iron at 1560°C.
The Surface Tension of the Liquid Iron could be directly appreciated by the physical force
needed to push the Coke Particle into the Liquid Iron. It is noticable that an initial force of 383
grammes is needed for a 31 millimetre diameter contact area of the Coke to break through the
surface of the Liquid Iron,

establishing a guide of the strength of the Surface Tension Forces

involved. This Surface Tension is also responsible for the non wetting property of the Liquid Iron,
and this suggests that C o k e submersed in Liquid Iron and Slag would continually be prone to
upward motion tendencies of significant magnitude. Guidelines for these wetting effects are
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considered to be available by applying the Theoretical evaluation of Copper Alloys on Carbon by
Liuet. al. ( 3 1 7 )
U p o nreflexion,the height of the Coke in the Hearth - Deadman (Amass) Regions acts as
weight which is expected to balance out these buoyancy Forces, while at the Tuyere Cavities where
the Coke Height is least, Coke is prone to being forced upwards into the Tuyere Cavity where it is
consumed. The extent to which these buoyancy forces dominate is governed by the balance
between the Coke Bed Weight and the buoyancy from the Submersion Volume of the Coke in the
Liquid Iron and Slag.
SPRING SCALES
WITH STIFF R O D CONNECTED T O C O K E PARTICLE

INDUCTION F U R N A C E

Photo 34

M O L T E N IRON SLAG
C O K E PARTICLE FULLY IMMERSED USING THE STIFF R O D
Coke Buoyancy in Liquid Iron (x 0.2)

Based on these initial tests the Coke Buoyancy is estimated to be 7.4 Tonnes per cubic
metre, and indicates that a Coke height of 6.4 metres can be supported on a 1.0 metre Coke base
submersed in Liquid Iron. O n this basis the upward Float force can be estimated in teims of the
Volume of Coke Amass and the depth of the Liquid Iron and Slag, thus establishing a measure of
the Coke Descent "Back Pressure" which in a severe condition m a y in fact prevent further Coke
from Descending from the Coke Layer Slits, and then force the Liquidus Zone Front to rise
upwards in the Stack or the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate to slow dramatically. A n example
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of the Dynamics of the D e a d m a n Coke and Hot Metal Flow in teims of the two dimensional Cold
Model has been developed by Shibata et. al..

'

The behaviour of Coke in the various stages of the Blast Furnace Process focuses clearly
for all Dynamic Classes in Figure 127 on the w a y in which Coke is consumed, and the way this
affects the V o l u m e occupied by Individual Paiticles.
Central to this concept is the Visualisation that just as Solid Iron Particles retain their
occupied V o l u m e while containing a large central Void, then so do the Coke Particles retain their
Volume space

even though their porosity increases, starting from the surface, as the Carbon

Gasification progressively occurs and the Coke "dissolves". This is later on confirmed in Photo 34
where the Physical appearance of C o k e Particles remain the same visually, just prior to the
Liquidus Zone and after the Descent through the Indirect Reduction Zone has occurred. This is
however in conflict with recent reported experimental results and Quenched Blast Furnace
(320)
investigations by Hatano et. el7
which suggested that the Coke Gasification increases the
Porous nature of the C o k e progressing inwards from the surface, and by the Cohesive Zone
Phase, the Coke is likely to crumble to about half its original size. The time of exposure at elevated
temperatures provides the key to this understanding, with the Ffrench Zone narrow focus concept
providing an explanation of the differences exhibited.
These results are in question since samples were taken by stopping the Blast at the time,
and therefore the dynamics and possibly the settling sites for Coke Fines is markedly different to
the Realtime Dynamic ones. Additionally, the variation in the Coke Texture between the "before
charged" to the Tuyere region unmistably exhibits in Table 21 the halving in the Coke size. The
veiy nature of the Tuyere Cavity would suggest this is the case anyway, and thus a more elaborate
explanation is considered to be required involving the Dynamic Concurrency of the Blast Furnace
Process along the lines of Sections 6.3 and 6.7.
Table

Change in mean size and coke texture in the blast furnace.
Coke texture (%)

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sampling
texture

Mean
size
(mm)

Isotropic
texture

Before
charging

63.7

9.3

Tuyere

31.5

Before
charging

Fine
mosaic
texture

Coarse
mosaic
texture

Incomplete
fibrous
texture

Complete
ffcrous
texture

4.5

28.6

21.3

1.0

6.8

2.3

28.6

17.2

56.8

7.6

4.3

29.4

Tuyere

30.9

8.2

3.0

Before
charging

68.8

11.7

Tuyere

31.5

Before
charging

Leaflet
texture

Fragment
texture

Fusitelike
texture

8.1

24.1

3.2

0.6

10.8

33.4

0.3

19.2

0.6

7.0

29.9

2.6

31.4

17.4

1.5

6.9

29.9

1.7

5.4

35.3

15.3

0.6

8.8

22.1

0.8

10.5

3.5

36.9

16.9

0.5

9.5

21.9

0.5

53.5

11.8

5.4

37.6

14.4

0.4

8.4

22.5

0.9

Tuyere

33.2

12.4

Z5

37.0

16.3

0.2

7.6

23.5

0.5

Before
chargig

52.8

11.4

4.4

37.3

15.9

0.6

7.4

22.2

0.8

Tuyere

30.7

11.0

3.6

38.0

15.4

0.5

9.0

211

0.3

Before
charging

60.3

11.2

5.3

38.2

14.6

0.3

6.9

22.6

0.9

Tuyere

28.4

10.7

3.3

36.4

17.6

0.3

8.3

22.7

0.7

Table 21 Coke Texture and Size Changes in the Blast Furnace(320)
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H o w e v e r in Photos 11,35,36 and others in the series, the coke size appears to remain the
same and changes as part of the Liquidus Front activity, where the almost impermeable Iron Ore
Layer channels all Ascending Gases through the Coke Layers, effectively doubling the Interparticle
Velocities. F r o m this Viewpoint then, the majority of the Coke Paiticles appear unaltered even at
the Liquidus Zone in Photo 35 except for the noticable interparticle Coke Passages and the
associated C o k e Surface Smoothing. Just as importantly, the behaviour of the Coke depends upon
the prior history of the Coke, such as the initial Coal type used and the extent of the Coke
Production Reactions.
The conclusion reached is that the Reaction of Coke is associated with the Dynamic nature
of the Liquidus Zone Front, which in combination with the Velocity "doubling" through the Coke
Layers, consumes C o k e from the Stieamline Flow Passages immediately after the Streamline has
past the Liquidus Iron Front and replentishes the Carbon deficiency. In this way the high (gaseous)
velocity in combination with the concentrated Iron Ore Particle Reaction mechanisms and Coke
consumption rate essentially coexists in a Standing W a v e "Flame Front" as in Figure 125.
Recent C o k e Reactivity investigations by Szekely and Aderibigbe^ 321 ^ are considered
appropiate here in that the Kinetic considerations were investigated in an Idealised fashion for a
single solid Coke Particle and a moving Gas Stream of varying composition. This complements the
earlier experimental tests in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 regarding Iron Ore Particles. Coke and Carbon
Paiticles were tested using the Simulated Descent approaches as in Photo 18 and Photo 33 with no
major Visual Reaction impact identified, except for the contact area between the Iron Ore Paiticles
and Carbon. This contact provided the site where thefirstVisible signs of the Liquidus Phase
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Figure 111

Coke Property changes from Dissection Studies(321)
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commences as shown in Photo 32, and later on by examination of sectioned samples, a
characteristic Liquid Migration Phase as in Photo 9 is considered to have captured Visually this
Reaction Mechanism. Examination of the Carbon and Coke surfaces where Iron Ore contact
occurred exhibited signs that the surface "dissolved" with a characteristic powdery appearance
remaining.
Supplementing these Obseivations with examinations of Coke Samples obtained from
(322)
various Quenched Blast Furnaces as in Figure 111,
highlighted the changes that occur in
Coke properties.
This Knowledge is further developed by incorporating the observations and samples of
cokeresultsidentified the degradation of Coke causes the structure of the raceway and the cohesive
zone to change, and pulverised fine coke accumulates above and in front of the combustion zone,
so that the flow of gas produced in the combustion zone changes, resulting in a peripheral gas flow
in the Blast furnace shaft. A n hypothesis on the mechanism of pulverisation, accumulation and
movement of coke in the blast furnace is also significant in that the behaviour of coke is central to
the Aerodynamic based component of the Blast Furnace Process. The Operational influences of the
quality of the Coke in this regard is shown in graphical foim in Figure 112.
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Figure 112 Operational influences of Coke Quality(322)

The investigations using Insertion Probes at three level in the Blast Furnace identified a
Dynamic relationship between certain Coke Properties and the Blast Furnace Operations. The three
Insertion Probes are situated below the Stockline, a Belly probe, and a Tuyere raceway probe. By
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using all three Probes a comparison of the temperature of L u m p y Coke to Fine Coke (-3mms) at
C322)

the same point was employed to determine the travelling Flow Patterns of the Fine Coke.
In m a n y ways these results are only indicative of the "shutdown state" of the Blast
Furnace, and as such the very processes of Furnace Shutdown and Startup would be expected to
promote the "crushing" of Coke and Fine Coke occurrence particularily at the higher temperatures,
where also Void generation sites occur. It is evident that the Blast Furnace Burden operates
Dynamically as an "expanded bed" so that the speed with which the Blast Flow was reduced would
be critical in determining the more likely represent the resting place Fine Coke in L o w Velocity
Regions where in can accumulate, or be Dynamic Fine Coke which would behave like a collopsing
cloud of Powder in the Ascending Gas Flow Patterns. Since the Ascending Gas Interparticle
Velocity is around 25 metres per second, a disproportionate amount of Fine Coke could be
produced within the time it takes to shutdown the Furnace. The Fine Coke is expected to also be
entrained in the Ascending Gas, and promoting the Ffrench Zone Flame Front as in Figure 101,
and this would establish that during the Dynamic state, the Fine Coke would be m u c h higher than
that exhibited on furnace shutdowns. Additionally, the presence of entrained Fine Coke in the
Ascending Gases "cutting past" the Liquidus Front would mean that the Concurrency of Heat, Iron
Ore, Fine Coke, in a reducing Carbon Monoxide Flow environment establishes the Iron Ore
Reaction Focus necessary for the Dynamic Ffrench Zone as outlined in Section 6.6.
In a general sense, "the permeabilityresistanceof the Blast Furnace virtually depends on
the mean grain size of coke at the Tuyere level, and the depth of the raceway. The larger the grain
size and the greater the depth of the raceway, the more the permeability resistance decreases.
Similarly, the significance of the Fine Coke present in the Raceway is related to the circulation and
the stay time and also is manifested as an increase in Brightness as the Grain size diminishes.(refer
also Figure 55 and 126 regards brightness effects)
Interestingly, the C o k e temperatures recorded were for Coke at the Belly level at around
1400°C and in the Tuyere region of 1500°C, but this does not reconcile with Tuyere nominal range
up to 2000°C, the overall Health Temperatures up to 1600°C, and especially when Fine Coke
temperatures of >1750°C is recorded past the Raceway. The impact of Pulsating Blast effects as in
the early Roots Blowers on Cupolas and the visualisation of Temperature in Charcoal Forges
identified that the Aerodynamic component of the Blast such as seen in Figure 100 will establish
higher dynamic temperatures as Gas Velocity forced flow between Coke Particles occur. This is
expected to occur in the Bloomery Region and also the Ffrench Zone at the Coke Layers in
combination with the Liquidus Front. T h e Ascending gases are forced through the intercoke
voidages creating conditions conducive to higher dynamic temperatures which in combination with
the pressure loss impact and entrance loss effects which result in constant pressure loss after a few
particle diameters (as shown in Figure 75). This is again supportive of the concept that a
Standing W a v e Flame front exists as in Figure 36, and exists within a localised region where the
combination of Aerodynamic , interparticle, thermodynamic, Chemical Reaction and Visualised
presence of Liquidus Transformation exists and where the concurrency and Dynamic nature
dictates that the balance of all these behavioural aspects are met for the Transformation to be self
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sustaining and Dynamically "stable" in a Fast moving Aerodynamic Gas streams. These Dynamics
are perpetuated by the continuous Void creation as the Individual Iron Ore Paiticles are
Transformed to Liquid, thus releasing the interparticle holding forces on C o k e particles and
allowing the free fall of the coke at the Dynamic Liquidus interfacefrontas shown in Figure 47.
Temperature considerations dictate that a temperature greater than 1520-1550°C must exist
in the Bloomery portion just below, and responsible for, the Liquidus Front where in particular
Solid Iron in Ore Paiticles is Transformed to Liquid Iron. Just as for Flame in ambient situations,
Visible Flame does not directly affix to the "Burning Ore Particles", then so too does the Standing
W a v e Flame Front occur downstream of this "burning source" where the "Ore reaction depletion
on gaseous components" meets the "Coke sourced gaseous components" reacting at Gaseous
dynamic Speeds (10"3 seconds) forming a dynamic flame front as shown in Figure 36.
The importance then of the entrained fine coke paiticles and Ore subparticles eminating
from the Liquidus Front to source this Flame Front offers further supporting evidence of these
reaction mechanisms, which were not initially availible w h e n Concurrency considerations
suggested this to be the case.
This localised Liquidus Front behaviour also introduces the notion that the Coke Reactions
can be classified by the Solid temperatures that exist throughout the individual Coke Particles, and
(320)
is given by Hatano.
The conclusion reached from examination of Quenched Blast Furnaces in
terms of the overall Streamline Flow representation of the Blast Furnace suggests that Coke
degrades is mainly as a result of the solution Loss Reactions as shown in Figure 114.
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Flow based Model with Coke Gasification and PropertiesO2^)
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In these Reaction mechanisms and mechanics, Carbon at the surface of Coke is considered
to be consumed by reactions with Carbon Dioxide Gas, and the intra particle pore size is enlarged,
the macro strength degraded, and the coke size decreases as fine Coke is formed.This is also given
as:(a)

Rate of Gasification Reaction (R) is given by

R = -ln (W/Wo) EQN(36)
where R
t
Wo
W

t
is the Reaction Rate (g/g-coke/min.)
is the Reaction time (min.)
is the initial weight of coke (g)
is the weight of coke after gasification (g)

This generalised foim of the Reaction Rate is affected by a number of
individual Coke Properties as in Figure 115,O 2 0) all of which are primarily
expressed in teims of the Reaction excitation Potentials provided by the
Coke Temperature
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Coke Properties effects on Solution Loss Reaction(320)

Particle Degradation due to Abrasion by descending with the outer surface
portions being progressively weakened with thetimeof esposure to Coke
Gasification, and accelerating as temperatures increase above 900°C.

A measure of the Degradation of the Coke strength(322) m terms of weight loss of the
Coke particles is given in Figure 116(320) which exhibits what is n o w considered to be the
classical "S" curve associated with the Visual manifestation of Diffusion Reaction Mechanisms and
Mechanics. It should also be noted that the Degree of Coke degradation will vary primarily as a
function of the applied Rate of Heat, such as is experienced for the various Streamline Descent
Paths in Figure 125.
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(c)

Degradation of Coke Strength in terms of Weight Loss(320)

Iron Ores melt for temperatures greater than 1400°C, with reduction of
Silicon and Manganese Oxides occuring after the Iron Oxides.

These result in a Dynamic sense are possibly affected by the purity of the Gases such as
Nitrogen, where from experiments undertaken in Section 6.2 eventtaceamounts of Oxygen and
carbon dioxide in continuous streams disproportionately affected Reactions. The explaination
possibly is, that reaction speeds and Molecular Migration speeds of gases and the "affinity of
Elements for one another" means that in a very small time interval contact is made between the
Molecules.
The claim is also m a d e by Hatano et. al.

£>2AJ

) that "the dissolution of Carbon into metallic

Iron and the reduction of Silicon and Manganese Oxides occur after the reduction of Iron Oxides."
(321)

A slightly different viewpoint is presented by Szekely and Aderibigbe
which is more in
keeping with the Concurrency application of individual viewpoint and Properties used for the
D y n a m o approach in Figure 35. In this approach the Coke Reaction Rate is considered in teims of
the reactions between Coke and Gas stteam containing Carbon Dioxide, and is shown in Figure
117.
PORE
DIFFUSION
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GAS PHASE MASS TRANSFER

SURFACE
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\

Figure 117

CC0 2
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Reaction of Coke with a C O / C 0 2 Gas mixture^ 2 1 )
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The Coke Reaction Rate(321) characteristics are Temperature dependent and therefore
classified as follows:(a)
For the C 0 2 the Gas Phase Mass Transfer from the gas to the surface of the pore
diffusion and can by estimated by using the massttansfercoefficient
Sherwood number N S H expressed in terms of Reynolds N R E and
Schmidt numbers N s c .
1/
NSH =
2.0 + N R E 0.6 N ' 3 S C
EQN(37)
or in teims of the Chemical Potentials or concentrations
N

A = hD,A<CA-CA,S] EQN(38)

where hD A is the mass transfer coefficient of the gas
C * ,CA s

component.
are the concentrations of the components in
the bulk and at the surface.

(b) For Co &C02 the Pore Diffusion through the Coke matrix is influenced by the
Molecular Diffusion for large pores, Knudsen Diffusion for small
pores, and Bulk Flow due to Diffusion. The Diffusive Flux is
expressed in terms of porosity (0 ), tortuosity (x), molecular
diffusivity (DAB),mole fraction (X A ), Knudsen diffusion coefficient
( D A K ) , pore size (r ) and distance (z) from the Coke particle
surface.The Diffusive flux involving all these effects is given by:N

(c)

For the C O

A = -e
x

D

1
AB /
\d^A
Rg T I 1+ X A + j ^ / dz
EQN(39)
X
D
AKre
Chemical Reaction Rate is described in teims of the LangmuirHinshelwood Rate expression, as
K. P A
EQN(40)
RA
= 1+K 2 P B + K 3 P C

where RA is the fractional weight loss
PA
PB
K, ,K 2

per unit time
is the partial pressure of C 0 2
is the partial pressure of C O
,K 3 are Langmuir-Hinshelwood constants relating
to the nature of the carbonaceous material
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These Pressure related effects are considered of Primary significance since the
Aerodynamically induced Flow characteristics investigated in Chapter 5 focuses extensively on this
Dynamic aspect in an attempt to identify the fundamental Process Knowledge in this regard for the
Compressible Fluids. In this context ,Equation (39) identifies the relationship between localised
Surface pressure and reaction rate, while the Aerodynamic related Isobars pertaining to Individual
Paiticles such as in Figure 78, establishes the Aerodynamic induced Reaction Stratification at least
in terms of the localised particle surface Pressure. Although not included in equation 39, the
compressibility effects in teims of the localised Dynamic nature between Velocity and Pressure,
and the Fluid Density, act independently to the Partial Pressure and hence it would be necessary to
compensated Partial Pressures continuously for these variations. Likewise the Reaction Rate is
expected to be influenced by the negating effect that Internally released Gases would slow and
possibly stop reactions in this regard, particularily when Coke formation from Coal had not been
completed in the Coke making Process.
In a Global sense Reactions involve the transfer of Carbon in the Blast Furnace and an
overall understanding is Visually provided by Jones(324) depicting the Migration of Coke in a
Mass Flow sense as in Figure 118.
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Global Visualisation of Coke Mass Flow Migration(324)

(325)

Finally Nishi et. al.
identified that the reaction degradation of Coke varies with the
reaction temperature involved. At about 1100°C L u m p Coke reacts with C 0 2 in the bulk as well as
the surface, and above 1300°C the Coke reaction is with C 0 0 mainly on the surface. In general,
reactions are chemically controlled at temperatures below 1200°C, Pore Diffusion controlled at
intermediate temperatures 1200-1500°C, and Boundary Layer Diffusion conttolled at temperatures
above 1500°C. O f further interest is the Inttaparticle reactivity Index distribution of Coke with
respect to the Reaction time as in Figure 119,(325) where Idealised spherical Coke Paiticles were
subjected to reactions according to the variation of Coke Porosity with C 0 2 .
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Coke Reaction Time and Reactivity Index(325)

Visualised Reactions of Coke in O p e n Fires, Forges, Cupolas and Blast Furnaces exhibit
two fundamental characteristics which are considered to be applicable even in Modern Blast
Furnaces. They are:firstly, that Coke paiticles in a forced or Flowing stream of "air" "glow hottest on the
surface, with an ability of the Coke, partieularily under forced reaction rates ,to act
as a poor heat conductor and hence surface reactions dominate. For slower heating
rates the core of the Coke particle has time to heat up and the subsequent reactions
are predominantly intraparticle.
secondly, that a "waxing and Waning" or "Pulsating" Blast Flow establishes a Dynamic
Process surface excitation of Heat and Coke Consumption by the nature of the
mechanical Flow Frictional Energy action over the surface of the Coke Particles.
This clearly focuses on the fast acting Aerodynamic and Gaseous Chemical Process
Mechanics and Mechanisms, and establishes a deeper penertration of Reaction Excitation Potential
over m a n y more Paiticles in the Packed Bed as contact with the preferred forced flow "streamline
Passages" phenomona occurs.(refer Figure 4,63 and 85) This process mechanism is such that
future Blast Furnace Processes using Packed Beds would gain considerable Aerodynamic
advantages from this concept alone. The advantages result from using an Aerodynamic pulse
superimposed on the blast, effectively improving the mass flow by including Impulse and
M o m e n t u m effects as well as impairing aerodynamic buoyancy forces as in Figure 86, which
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promotes shuffling of individual paiticles, and provides a Dynamic method for conttol of burden
descent. Additionally, Instantaneous Iron Production Rates are expected to improve as the
proportion of Blast Sourced Energy throughout the Burden is shifted towards the Fast acting and
Particle Surface induced Reactions resulting from direct and forced impingement of
Aerodynamically operated Reactions. This concept is specifically focused on improving the
Quantity and Magnitude of available Aerodynamically sourced Energy and Speed of Reactions
(some seconds only) in the Liquidus Front as in Figure 101 so that a conttol method exists to
Dynamically alter the Liquidus Production Rate.

i
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6.5 DIRECT VISUALISATION OF BLAST FURNACE PROCESS
During the period of the investigations, a number of opportunities occurred to obtain the
direct Visualisation of the internal Particulate behaviour of the Blast Furnace Process.
In m u c h the same w a y that the direct Visualisation of Reactions, such as in Photographs 8
and 24 provides the ability to coordinate actual sampling of Physical changes to be captured for
Metallurgical Analysis and Visualisation, then so too does the inspection of Blast Furnaces
Particulate Matter samples provide a time space insight into the Dynamic nature of that Process.

UNABLE TO
DISTINGUISH DETAILS
WHITE IS DUE TO THE
CAMERA FLASH LIGHT

COHESIVE ZONE
CAP IS MISSING
HOLE IS VISIBLE SOME
30 METRES ABOVE
NOTE SMOOTH CURVES
OF COHESIVE FRONT

ALTERNALE LAYERS
COKE (DARK)
ORE (LIGHT)

Photo 11

1987 Australian Sudden Chilled No.4 B.F. Pt. Kembla

These Reaction Visualisation insight also alters the significance of the Quenched Furnace
static findings,

and especially provides the bredth and depth of Vision which enables the
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Visualisation of "Real Images" to be obtained from enhancing still Photographs by adding the
actual dynamic perspective and orientation of components obtained from other sightings of the
Process dynamics for operating Blast Furnaces.
The clearest Visualisation of the Liquidus Zone Front was obtained from Photographs and
(3271
}
Samples of the Sudden Quenched No.4 Blast Furnace in October 1987.
Captured in Photo 11
is the Liquidus Zone Front bearing witness to the fact that below that Zone Front Coke is the only
Particulate matter sustained at these Temperatures.
The removal of the Health Liquid Iron and Slag was followed by the Coke, firstly the loose
coke between the Liquidus Front and the Deadman (Coke Amass) flowed out exposing the
Visualisation of the Liquidus Front as in Photo 11, and secondly, the Coke A m a s s was also
removed before Photo 11 was taken.

PK k 13F. ABOVE BURDEN TEMPERATURE PROFILE

VE \V
PK -tit Cdbcdvt Zane

Figure 120

CLASSIFICATION! UNRESTRICTFU

Cohesive Zone Observations P K 4 B F Oct. 1987
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Alternate Layers of Coke and Preliquidus Iron form the Zone Front, with the Coke
recessed leaving the Iron Layer protuding into what was a loosely free flowing Coke bed. The
Liquidus Front is characterised by smooth flowing lines in an overall Vertical sense and with
similar rounded appearance on each the individual Iron Ore Layers. Approximately forty layers
ranged in thickness from 100 to 150 millimetres, reducing to in some cases 20 to 30 miUimettes.
T o better appreciate the connection between this Visual understanding of the Liquidus
Front, a sectional view of the Cohesive Zone is given in Figure 120.

'

The Cohesive Zone consists of softened and melted regions, with the melted regions
forming into rigid "Doughnuts" for Iron Ore Layers and a low strength and crumbley region
immediately behind the meltedregion.The meltedregionis about one metre wide, and followed by
a half to two metre softening region. The root of the Cohesive Zone is up to five metres thick in
total.
This concept of externally measuring Process parameters such as Temperature as a guide to
the internal behaviour of the Blast Furnace is evident in the Above Burden Temperatures Profile.
Of course the velocity profile effect of the lower mass flow near the boundaries, and the
concenttated flow in the centtal region needs to be accommodated in interpreting these results.
Likewise the Aerodynamic flow patterns and their distortion from Idealised Packed Bed
characteristics

also affect the Stockline Top Gas Profiles.

It is easily imagined that, the almost vertical Liquidus Fronts means the Ascending Hot
Gases are passing just in front of, and supplying Heat in that main stream atrightangles to the
majority of the Iron Ore Liquidus Fronts, and from M o m e n t u m considerations alone the majority
of this gas will exit via the top most slots into what is a Packed Bed above. However on the left
hand side a lower pressure region would be expected due to the partial blockage of nearly fifty
percent of the Furnace Volume. This view is supported by the fact that the longer Cohesive Zone
width, also suggests a higher flow resistance and thus a lower pressure region on the discharge
side. Also the presence of a small flow close to the Bosh wall, affective over a large circumference
area is symptomatic that the resistance to maintain a flow towards the Furnace centre increases the
possibility of a lower resistance flow path existing at the Blast Furnace Wall.
The Temperature Profile therefore confirms that the majority of the Ascending Gaseous
flow rate is proportional to the Liquidus Front activity, establishing the disttibution of the Iron Ore
Paiticles Front speed by its overall shape with respect to the slope of the Liquidus Front from the
vertically descending viewpoint of Paiticles. O n this basis, the Ffrench Zone, which includes the
Liquidus Zone is moving fastest at the "cap", followed by the Tuyere Cavity consumption, and
with the slope away from the vertical manifesting the remaining regions activities.
W h e n considering the width of the Cohesive Zone from the Thermal supply viewpoint it is
evident that Ascending Gases flow through at least the Coke Layers of the Liquidus Zone, but
soon after the flow resumes through the Packed Bed. The point of issue is the extent of the
Cohesive Zone width and its affect on the passage of the Ascending Hot Gases. A n example of the
Aerodynamic behaviour of Powders around the Cohesive Zone width is indicative of this
(330)
(331)
approach
as is the passages in Sinter Paiticles.
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B y considering the Visualisation of Iron Ore Particles as in Photo 11 it is evident that the
Cohesive Zone relates to the "Quenched" characteristics of the Direct Reduction Region of the Blast
Furnace Process, but this does not automatically mean that the Particulate matter behaves with the
characteristics exhibited at ambient temperatures. Clearly, during the range of the Ffrench Zone
temperatures the presence of either Liquid Wustite or Solid Iron during Meltdown both yield
Liquids which are easily m o v e d if they would block flow passages, and would accommodate
Stteamline Flow in the interparticle Voids and especially as Liquids tend to "float" over Coke
Paiticles at these temperatures.
(331)
Visualisation of these passage mechanisms have also been reported for Sinter cake,
where the behaviour is consistant with that of a Venturi or Oriface Plates in pipes. This suggests
that an allowance needs to be made for the pressure recovery phase of the flows and establishes
that actual pressure loss, and hence the volume flowing through a passage is m u c h higher than
would otherwise be expected by pure pressure measurements.
A more detailed view of the surface of the Liquidus Zone Front is shown in Photo 37,
which is a portion of the upper regions of Photo 11 and distinguished by the red Iron and white
discolouration, with the characteristic shape of the curved "rib" centtal in Photo 11.
B y applying the Knowlogical sequence approach to the Reaction Visualisation, the
gradation of Reaction mechanisms were examined, from the Aerodynamic influences in Photo 11,
through to the localised Layer reaction mechanisms of Photo 35, and then leading into the
individual Particulate viewpoint down to the Molecular of the type shown in Figure 82.
Photo 33 shows the Liquidus Front with two Iron Ore Layers and a Coke Layer between.

SLOPPED LIQUID IRON

Photo 35

C O K E PASSAGES
]&CENTRE G & C O K E LAYER

Liquidus Zone Front with Particulate Visualisation (x 0.1)
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In the centtal region the Coke Paiticles are well defined and quite separate, but some degree
of surface smoothing is evident along with the presence of significant Interparticle Void passages.
The left hand side pattern looks like the upper Iron Ore layer was in the Liquid form, and on
Furnace shutdown with the loss of Blast perhaps providing some upward supporting force, the
Liquid Iron appears to have "slopped" d o w n over the next Coke and Iron Layers. Since this
Liquidus Front is from the region that is nearly vertical, the Liquid Iron and the Coke that is partly
supporting it, would tend to flow together w h e n the Coke Layer crumbled at the Liquidus Front,
leaving the slopped mixture obscuring the Coke Layer.
It is also noticable that the C o k e Paiticles in this Reaction Front exhibit smooth surfaces,
for both the Coke in contact with the Iron Ore Layer and the Coke Layer itself. W h a t is of interest
is the fact that the Coke Layers are affected by surface "abrasive" forces only in this region, and
this is suggested to be as a result of the Ascending Gases passing through the Interparticle Voids,
further suggesting, that the localised Velocities are quite high, and the Gaseous damage to Idealised
Particles recorded in Photo 13 could also be evident here.
The loosely packed nature of the smooth Coke Particles are visible to the extent that clear
Void passages exist through the Coke Layer, and these characteristics of smoothing of the Coke
surfaces and the widening of the Interparticle Voidage seem to be related directly to the
Aerodynamic forces from the Steamline flow passages established to accommodate the gaseous
flow energy involved. The concept suggests that Particles space themselves according to the
Pressure exerted by the Aerodynamic forces such as in Chapter 5 and Figure 8, where the
Interparticle Forces are large enough to cause Paiticles to reorient and respace themselves by
sideways and up and d o w n oscillations to accommodate the preferred Flow Energy passage
direction.
T o develop this Visualisation, the ascending gases are imagined to be approaching the
Liquidus Zone, where a radial change in direction occurs outward as at the same time the effective
flow passages encounter a cross-sectional area which halves as the Iron Ore Layer permeability
reduces. The M o m e n t u m of the Streamlines upon encountering this reduced permeability front thus
forces the passages through the Coke Layer at up to twice the effective Velocity which would have
otherwise existed. B y this Process Mechanism then the appropiate conditions could exist for
Surface smoothing to occur purely from Aerodynamic sourced physical Mechanisms.
T o appreciate the Kinetics of Reactions between a stream of gas and a solid particle, the
direct Visualisation and measurement of the Response Times for small particles by Spjut
et.al.(187a) and Figure 55a confirms the concept that Aerodynamically driven reaction speeds as
low as 10 milliseconds are involved.
Alternatively, the high velocity ascending gases are expected to include some Coke
Particles, and their presence in the Streamlines will add a further component of mass and hence
m o m e n t u m to the Gas Lithology concept outlined in Section 2.3 and Figure 7.
This is similar to the reported Cohesive Zone high velocity flow through funnels leading to
heat shocks on Furnace refractories, and "this is combined with a sand blasting effect, by which
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hot paiticles of Sinter, Pellets or Coke fines are carried with the high velocity gas jets ...
continuously eroded away".
Additionally then, radial gas flow effects of the Blast Furnace Reactions resulting from the
Ffrench Zone shape establishes characteristic Furnace Lining effects such as in Figure 121 which
can be used to extrapolate Furnace Shell property measurements for Online Process Conttol use.
These characteristics also provide a Visualisation of the Reaction Fronts Gradation of the
(333)
Ffrench Zone Root and enhances the Furnace Wall Cooling Isotherms,
provides a concept for
a future Wall sensor, possibly ceramic, to measure these meshanisms. Such sensors would
(334)
complement the recent developments Sensors
for Visualising Layer interfaces movements,
and besides the Online Process Control use, also establish a means of Conttol to increase the
(335)
overall Blast Furnace Campaign Life.
by minimising Furnace Lining attack.
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Relative importance of various lining attack mechanisms in different zones.

Figure 121

Furnace Lining attack Mechanisms(325)

T h e Blast Furnace Lining is considered to provide the first order approximation
method for the Iron Production Rate Control based on the external measurements of Furnace Shell
Isotherms. These same measurements when used in conjunction with other burden disttibution
Isotherms and flow patterns have already confirmed the significance of the characteristic "S" Curve
Ffrench Zone location used as the basis for the Process Control Method 1 outlined in Section 2.2
and first implemented on No.5 Blast Furnace at Port kembla in 1978(46) as in Figure 15, Photos
1,2, and 3. Estimation of the Cohesive Zone location by Inaba et. al.(333) j n 1934

an(j

confirmation by their reporting for the dissection of the K o b e Steel No.l Blast Furnace that the
Ffrench Zone Root position can be related to the Furnace Shell (also Stave) Isotherms and further
the Volumetric behaviour is directiy reflected in the Ascending Gas Utalisation.
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6.6

FLAME FRONT REDUCTION CHARACTERISTIC (FFRENCH ZONE)

T h e other development arising from this flow passages concept, is the likelyhood of small
Coke Particles from the Coke Surface would be entrained in the Hot Gaseous Streamlines, thereby
providing the necessary quick release carbon for the Flame Front reduction characteristic
mechanism (Ffrench) expected to concenttate Wustite reduction within a few particle diameters of
the Liquidus Zone Front and in so doing establishing a Standing W a v e Reaction Flame Front as
shown in Figure 54.
In examining the Blast Furnace Samples and Photographs the focus remained on
understanding the Realtime Dynamic behaviour of Particulate matter, and in particular the
contribution of localised Reaction Mechanisms to the overall Instantaneous Iron Production Rate.
In these investigations, Knowledge Crosspollination concepts provide the quantative guide to both
the concurrency and sustainability of these reaction Mechanisms.

Photo 36

Cohesive Zone Melted - Softened Front Visualisation (x 0.05)

With this in mind, the melted portion of the Cohesive Zone in Photo 35 was examined from
(328^
the reverse direction ( the Particle Descent) at what has been described
the fracture line
corresponding to the Melted - Softening Front (refer Photo 36), and is some one metre upstream
(Ascending gas) of the Liquidus Front as shown in Photo 35.
Comparing Photo 36 to Photo 35 highlights the fact that the Layers are well defined with
the Coke Paiticles packed tightly and with little sign of the Void passages evident at the Liquidus
Zone of Photo 35. Likewise the surface of the Coke seems to be unchanged from the as charged
texture.
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For the Iron Ore Layers the fractured surface has the appearance of a Solid conglomerate
type R o c k of Iron Ores, without the obvious Ore Particle definition. It is as though the individual
charged Iron Ore Paiticles have been recombined back in a large Ore body. Perhaps then the
Quenching of the Furnace with Water m a y be responsible for this fusion, in a region where Liquid
Wustite would be present in combination with Solid Iron. U p o n review the realisation that this
Melted portion of the so called Cohesive Zone would have been under Dynamic Reaction
conditions with the Liquidus temperature of around 1560°C, and the Melted - Softening Front
temperature of as low as 1420°C (and possibly less than a metre apart).
At the time of the Blast V o l u m e ceased the Furnace V o l u m e below the Liquidus Zone
would have been above 1560°C Liquidus temperature including the C o k e A m a s s and Hearth
Liquids. At this instant, and under Dynamic Reaction conditions the Ffrench Zone peneration
Depth would be expected to be the smallest. W h e n the Blast ceases the Heat does not disappear,
but rather the Thermal transport Mechanism alters to a predominantly Conductive and Radiation
type. This suggests that the Heat will progressively migrate to the colder regions, and in so doing
establish for example a deeper Melted region than actually is present under normal Operations. O n
this basis the Visualisation of actual Liquid Iron appears restricted to only a few Particles in depth
as evidenced in Photo 36 and in general agreement with the concepts outlined in Section and
Figure .
W h e n the Blast ceases, the supply of Ascending Gases to the Ffrench Zone would cease,
and the Heat available above the Liquidus temperature would be taken up within a few minutes
Transforming the last exposed Ore Layer Front to Liquid, and this would drip d o w n inter the
Hotter C o k e A m a s s region. Once the Liquidus temperature ceased to exist, no more Liquid Iron is
Formed, but the propagation of the Liquid Wustite Formation at the lower temperature d o w n to
1420°C reference continues for possibly some hours until the Water Quenching manages to Cool
the Furnace.
T o further explore this concept Samples of the Liquidus Zone Front were examined to
understand the gradation of Liquid Iron Formation in relation to the Iron Ore Particulate sizing.
These investigations are complicated by the need to first identify the Iron Ore Particle Type in the
Sample, before an appreciation of the Reaction Mechanisms can be obtained, and some Analysis
Results reviewed.
O n e such sample of about 100 millimetres of length taken from the Cohesive Zone ferrous
layer at the Bosh level was examined using optical and Scanning electron microscopy by Cantrill et
al

. O f interest here is the observations that the sample is "described as the "half-molten"

portions of the softening-melting layer; the material is highly compacted, composed of metallic Iron
with a smaller quantity of slag, the F e O x content of the slag/glass phase is low and some of the
macrosttucture of the parent burden materials remains." The presence of Solid Iron in Figure 2 of
this reference is similar to the Solid Iron Foimation mechanisms observed in Figure 94 quenched
samples, establishing that the Liquidus Transformation had not occurred, and that since Liquid
Iron Droplets were not recorded either, then the Liquidus Transformation concept as being both

a*.
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localised and short lived has some credence. Another Sample of the Cohesive Zone , but from
higher up the Furnace in shown in Photo 37.
SOLID IRON WITH VOIDS
SUCH AS IN SECTIONED
SINTER PRE M E L T D O W N

SMOOTH
COKE

TRANSITION
BECOMING
LIQUID

LIQUIDUS
WITH VISCOUS PROPERTIES

SMOOTH
COKE
GAP
BETWEEN
COKE
PARTICLES
A N D LIQUID

IRON
COKE
LAYER

Photo 37

Cohesive Zone Liquidus Front Visualisation (x 0.5)
(Vertical Sectional View)

Here the sample is Viewed from the top with a metallic looking region with smooth Coke
attached, and with the softened mass of Sinter attached as part of the overall sample. The Coke is
attached at the Liquidus Front side with a length of only 50 millimetres of metallic looking melted
region before exhibiting a gradation of metallic content and compaction over the remainder.
Confirmation of the smooth surface appearance on Coke Paiticles in close proximity to the
Liquidus Zone is again evident in Photo 37. The orientation with respect to the Aerodynamic Flow
path of the Ascending Hot Gases past these Particles is considered central to the Reaction
Mechanism. Observations by Cantrill et al

found it noteworthy to comment that "the

protrusion of the lower surface .. gives the impression of having been moulded by flow around
coke lumps in the coke slit ". It is also noteworthy that no other reference to smooth Coke
(337)
characteristics have come to light so far, and certainly not in the Tuyere Cavity investigations
where such characteristics if observed would be expected to be recorded.
The significance of these smooth Coke Particles stems from the fact that high energy
Aerodynamic forces are needed to produce them, and this also suggests that Flow Stteamline
passsages are formed to accommodate the flow of the Blast sourced Energy, thus supporting the
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concept that Dynamic Reaction Mechanisms driven by Aerodynamic Forces provide for
concentrated Energy exchange effects in the Blast Furnace Process, and such Process Mechanisms
occur at the speed (and hence the distance travelled) that Gases react. The difficulty is to pinpoint
the location where these Aerodynamic Forces are dominant throughout the Blast Furnace Process .
The opportunity to follow up this concept came when a Tuyere failure on the No.5 Blast
Furnace Port Kembla occurred and a large amount of the burden material covered the Cast House
floor. By postulating that the Smooth Coke would be present at or near the Ffrench Zone, and that
under normal operating conditions the "Blast" Aerodynamic preferential Streamline Flow was
direct from the Tuyere Cavity to the Liquidus Zone, then upon rupture of the Tuyere this flow
Streamline would be instantly reverses (gas response speed) and drags with it the smooth Coke as
some of the first particles to exit the Furnace. These Paiticles being "lightweight" and smooth
would then flow ahead of the "fluid material flow" in much the same way that froth floats on water
and be found only in a small localised area furthestfromthe Furnace.
Confirming this concept smooth Coke Samples as shown in Photo 38 were found only
SMOOTH COKE COKE WITH BUBBLY LIQUIDUS
SUBSTANCES O N THE SURFACE

Photo 38

Smooth Coke Samples (x 0.5)

where predicted and nowhere else, and some transitional samples with Liquid Effervesc
attached to partly smooth Coke were also present. From this observation, the concept that the
Stteamline Flow passages are active in the Ffrench Zone with the Iron Ore Particulate behaviour
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characterised by the presence of Solid Iron and Liquid Wustite, which at these temperatures are not
arigidmass, but rather a layer to Solid Iron Paiticles free to m o v e but affected by the Viscous drag
forces of the interparticle Voids, while responding to Aerodynamic Stteamline flow forces.
In line with the original concept for the use of peripheral Process measurements for Online
Realtime Process Control, Visualisation of the Liquidus Zone Front as outlined in Figure 92 and
Photo 38 is intended to be provided by combining the Process Mechanisms and Mechanics in
terms of Figure 97, so that the resultant temperatures measured at A b o v e Burden Profile
Thermocouples can be extrapolated to establish the Ffrench Zone characteristics. This simplistic
approach can be enhanced by including Presssure and Gaseous Stteam Composition with the
Stockline Thermovision Online measurements at a response less than one second. Simularily the
corresponding measurements for a travelling Below Burden Probe positioned just above the
Ffrench Zone C a p would establish an even clearer Vision without the distortion caused by the
Stack dispersion effects.
Additionally, Dynamic changes and Flow Patterning can be obtained using high speed
(338 339"!
Thermovision Cameras to produce a Isothermal View
'
such as in Photo 39. Simularily,
the direct Vision of localised regions within the Blast Furnace are available, including the Dynamic
Digital Imaging Technology to incorporate this Visualisation for Online Operational use.
ISOTHERM

TEMPERATURE
PROFILE

Photo 39

Thermovision Camera Dynamic Isotherms Image (x 0.003)(338)
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However the actual Visualisation sought is that of the shape of the Ffrench Zone with the
Flow patterning providing the means that the Thermal activity can be established. As a comparison
of the relative effectiveness of these different methods, the actual Cohesive Zone "cap" shape is
shown in Photo 40 and this compares with the Above Burden Profile in Figure 120 and the
Liquidus Zone Front Visualised in Photo 11.
From this Visualisation it is easy to imagine that the Aerodynamic Flow concentration in
terms of the Thermal Rate will follow the Liquidus Zone surface from the Tuyere Cavity to the
"cap" as in Photo 11, and the Ascending Gas exiting from the"cap" will be both the Hottest
(opportunity for reaction is less) and the largest flow velocity on account that the Stteamline Path
length to the " V shaped Stockline is the shortest distance, hence the lowest flow resistance.

HALF MOON SHAPED HOLE CIRCULAR FURNACE
BEING THE CROSS SECTIONAL AREA
A T "CAP" LIQUIDUS FRONT of the FFRENCH ZONE

W A L L S VISIBLE
A B O V E STAVES

VIEW F R O M A B O V E LOOKING D O W N A T T H E COHESIVE Z O N E CAP
W H I C H HAS FALLEN T H R O U G H - DURING QUENCHING A N D C O K E
A M A S S R U N O U T F R O M B E L O W THE LIQUIDUS FRONT A T BOSH LEVEL
Photo 40 Cohesive Zone "cap" Direct Visualisation (x 0.006)

In this way the Stteamline approach as outlined in Section 4.1 and Figure 62 provides the
mechanics to dynamically couple the Process States at individual points on a single Streamline,
providing the method of relating the Visualised and Measured States at any point in the Process.
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Online Probes relating to a Process Unit D y n a m o reference and with the associated Video
Imaging along Streamlines, also provides a method to obtain the concurrency "realm of influence"
of Process Knowledge in both Static (equilibrium) and Dynamic (non equilibrium) form. For
example, the long standing debate

concerning Stockline Temperature Profiles being

representative of the Ffrench Zone Profiles, or alternatively, is it that Gas Velocities are more
representative. M o r e realistically both conttibute, and this approach confirms the view that both
Observed Process Characteristics can be extrapolated to indicate other more complex Process
behaviours provided adequate Process Knowledge is available to appreciate the extent of the
relationships. For example, the exttapolation of above Burden Temperarure Isotherms to provide
an indication of G a s Flow and Heat Content, also needs to cater for the other G a s Flow
Mechanisms which exist, namely,the impact of the sloping alternate layers of Ore and Coke, and
the Packed Bed influence. This also includes the cyclic effect of the Ffrench Zone Cap which also
alternates between a permeable Coke Layer and a less permeable Ore Layer. S o m e reports go as fatas indicating that no connection exists

between Temperature and Gas Velocity, but clearly the

concurrency understanding for single measureable Properties of the Process is needed to cater for
the Dynamic Process Reactions where they exist.
For instance, by the measurement of Gas Velocities below the Stockline surface, a more
accurate distiibution of the overall Gas Velocity Patterns existing at the Ffrench Zone is expected,
such as in Figure 63. This then suggests, that with the Stockline surface sloping towards the
centre, then the ascending G a s shortest Pathlength exiting the Ffrench Zone is in the centte, and
hence a distortion of the in-Burden Gas Velocity Profile occurs above the Stockline as a result and
is evident in both Figure 120 and Figure 64.
Additionally, the Burden Layering influence suggests that a "true" Gas Velocity Profiles
need to be measured at the slope of the Coke Layers, and not at horizontal traverses; or at the least,
a correction needs to be m a d e for these Burden Layer effects. This includes an allowance for the
Layer thinning that occurs as Particles tend to feed radially inwards as part of the Liquidus Zone
behaviour,and also the Particle flow effects resulting from the progressive Burden Descent
behaviour.
The approach suggested is to use Static observed Reaction States to provide a first order
Streamline method, and if these Static observations are Sampled at close intervals, then the time
interval change of Static observations introduces a Dynamic Rate component to the Process
understanding. Finally, if the Process Visualisation Gradation is incorporated such as in Figure 94
for the Simulated Descent, and then Visualisation of Idealised Particles which are representee of
the Process as in Photo 30 can be directly used to refine the Online Realtime Dynamic Analysis in
terms of the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate. Similarily the Realtime Video recording of the
Simulated Descent of Idealised Iron Ore as in Photo can be directly used for Online Visualisation
of Reactions.
In the future m o r e elaborate experimental testing is envisaged to Simulate Dynamic
Reaction Mechanisms where for instance the Ffrench Zone Front is directly Video Recorded
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perhaps by a Ceramic protected Probe based camera passing upwards from the Tuyere Cavity and
(342)
through the Coke Layers, complementing the Vertical Descent Probe Visualisation.
B y applying Aerodynamic Flow considerations to the Ascending Gaseous Flow in the
Blast Furnace, the concept that an overall Flame Front Velocity Profile
is the manifestation of
the Direct Reduction Zone. This concept also establishes that the Ffrench Zone width results from a
combination of the Gaseous Flow Energy (Mass per second), the gaseous Velocity (Effective
Surface Exposure Rate to Stteamlines) and the total available Heat Energy (including the effect of
the Metallurgical Temperature Thresholds), (refer Figure 122)
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Figure 122

Flame Front Reduction Characteristic (Ffrench)

Characteristically, flow patterns exhibit smooth Streamline Patterns with the Gas streams
taking the line of least resistance through the Burden. At the Liquidus Zone Front, the Iron Ore
Layers are k n o w n to exhibit a higher resistance to Gaseous flow, and hence preferentially the flow
would be via the Coke Layers. This sudden change of direction from a vertical inclined flow path
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to a radially outward one through the C o k e Layers would contour (refer Figure 122) the more
Solid Iron Ore Layers until the contour matches the Velocity applied pressure of the gaseous flow
passing the surface of the Liquidus Zone Front. Photo 11 and 35 exhibit this curved contour
characteristics.
T w o mechanisms have been identified in the previous investigations which if used together
can provide a method to measure the Rate, and zone of influence of the Liquid Iron Formation
Mechanisms, namely
(a)

The Liquidus Zone occurs over successive particles creating a
Sttatification of these Reactions such as in Photo 37.

(b)

T h e Liquid Iron Transformation of individual Ore Paiticles is influenced
by the orientation and surface exposure to the Gaseous Stteamlines
and Flow Passages which provide the Source of Heat, such as Gas
Lithology in Figure 7 and the flow patterns in Photo 7 and 15.

Based on these reaction observations, the concept of an Idealised Flame Front Reduction
Characteristic (Ffrench Zone) was developed in line with the original vision of a reaction Flame
front. (Figure 122 and Appendix 5, Slide 17). Reaction Observations in Photo 25 established that a
finite time of some seconds is requires to completely convert Iron Ore paiticles from Solid Iron
and/or Wustite particle cores or effervescence to liquid Iron while the speed of the Transformation
is determined by the Rate of application of Heat. Figure 89 shows the Sttatification of Reactions in
a Packed B e d of Individual Particles with ascending Carbon Monoxide Reducing G a s in an
Idealised arrangement. T h e second portion portrays the way in which the aerodynamic influences
modify the shape of the Ffrench Zone Front for the alternating Coke and Ore Layer arrangement.
This forms the basis for the concept of reaction Sttatification for both individual paiticles and
packed beds. In this approach, a strong emphasis is focused upon the w a y in which the Flame
Front Reduction Characteristics resulted from the combination of the behaviour of individual
particle Liquidus Sttatification such as is shown in Figure 122.
A further refinement of this concept was developed to include the concurrent application of
Aerodynamic, Thermodynamic and Metallurgical aspects as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 123.
This includes the flow of Coke Particles, and the Iron Ore Particles Stratification effects, along
with the Aerodynamically induced heat supply effects. The Reaction Front Dynamics of Iron Ore
Pellets on a moving grate by Thurlby et. al.(345) is considered as confirming the concept of the
Ffrench Zone. This is in terms of the concentration reaction rates and heat exchanges that occur
over a localised reaction front, as in the Multistage Diffusional Model for the gaseous Reduction of
Hematite Pellets by O h m i et.al.(345a) Observations by Seaton et.al.(315b) also establishes the Gas
Lithology and the rate of advance of the melting interface for individual Iron Ore Paiticles.
B y combining the overall Iron Production Rate expressed in Iron Ore Paiticles per second
as in equation(l) in Section 2.4, the surface area of the Ffrench Zone also establishes the average
Iron Liquidus Rate in Paiticles per second per Particle Front width, and enabled the understanding
of the Estimated Ffrench Zone of influence in terms of Particles distribution to be established.
(refer Figure 11). In this way, the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate has been established in
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terms of the individual Particle locations, the Liquidus Zone Front propagation shape and speed
quantified, and the overall Zone Volumes established, (refer also Appendix 4 Slide 9)
Thus by combining Aerodynamic and Reaction Stratification Effects, the overall
Instantaneous Iron Production Rate can be expressed in terms of the sum total of all the individual
Ore Particle's contiibution to the Liquid Iron Formation at any one instant.
Figure 123 is typical of the Particle Distribution in this regard where the characteristic
smooth curves of flow related processes has been incorporated. In a more detailed form, the
behaviour of the Liquidus Front Zone can be idealised with respect to a single Layer of Iron Ore
Particles as shown in Figure 123 and Appendix 5, Slide 18.
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Figure 123

Ffrench Zone - Particle Distr'n on Ore Layer Front
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Once the "shaping" of the Liquidus Front by the Gaseous Stteamline begins, then each Layer can
be considered as a "platter" with a centtal enlarging hole formed as the Liquidus Front propagates
radially outwards at a speed which is measured in terms of the orevall burden descent patterns in
the Blast Furnace.
This approach opens the way for a first order time variant relationship to define the rate of
the Liquidus Front activity for successive Iron Ore Layers, and in so doing combines the impact of
all activities at any instant and establishes the majority of the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate in
terms of Liquid Iron Foimation. The Concurrency of Energy, Flow and Particulate Reaction
considerations establish a basis for the Liquidus Front Zone penetration effects such as in Figure
122 and Figure 123 providing a second order refinement in terms of the Liquidus Front Zone
Volume, and in so doing provides a direct connection to the V o l u m e based method for Online
Realtime Process Control of the type outlined in Section 4.1 and Figure 5.5 and Table 6.
The Idealised Liquidus Front Instantaneous Formation Rate for a Single Iron Ore Layer,
(as in Figure 123) provides both a V o l u m e based and a Particulate based method for the Liquidus
Front Formation Rate of Iron. The latter establishing the V o l u m e basis for the third order
refinement Method incorporating Stteamline Analysis techniques based upon Individual Particle
Reaction Gradation and Sttatification effects. Figure 123 identifies the relationship that exists
between the Liquidus Front Photo 35 and the Softening Melting Quenched Interface Photo 34 in
terms of the FFrench Zone concepts outlined. Since the Quenched Blast Furnaces do not stop
reactions Instantaneously, the Cohesive Zone is therefore considered to be a "Static" V i e w of
Reactions, and is distinguished from the "Dynamic" View which actually occurs.
The ability to capture the Dynamic Reactions can be estimated by comparing the Iron
Reaction Process Response Times to the Quench times. Typically, the Liquidus Reactions Rate at
above 1520°C would be from a few seconds to a few minutes for individual Particles, while the
Wustite Liquidus is sustained for a longer period since Temperatures d o w n to 1300's°C is
maintained for a longer time even when the Blast ceases. Under these conditions Wustite Reactions
would be expected to be sustained from at least one hour upwards to a day, depending on the
ability to extract the heat from the Blast Furnace. A further measure relates to the effective Rate of
propagation of the Liquidus Front such as for example, a Vertical Ffrench Zone Slope would mean
that very little Liquidus activity results, and hence little Coke Layer Gas flow would occur. Such a
case is evident on the right hand side of Figure 120 and Photo 11. Under these conditions the
ability to limit the Heat migration until Quenching has occurred to below the Metallurgical limits is
more favourable.
Extending these concepts to investigate the behaviour of the Ascending Gases as they
preferentially flow through the Ffrench Zone Coke Layers established that once the Ore Layer
Melting Region has been past, the Ascending Gases, begin once again, to Flow through the
Interparticle Voids in a vertical sense of both the Coke and the Iron Ore Layers as shown in Figure
124.
The combination of the Ascending Gas flowing and shaping the Liquidus Fronts on each
Layer, and then these Gases forcing their w a y through the Coke Layers sets up flow passages in
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the Coke where Carbon depleted Gas and possibly some Iron Liquidus entrainment sets up a
standing wave "Flame Front" as the Carbon balance is restored.
The Flame Front Reduction Characteristic is therefore seen as the Visualisation of the
Region where the Concurrency of Aerodynamic, Thermodynamic and Metallurgical aspects of the
Liquid Iron Formation Processes occurs.
A close examination of these processes in the context of a classical Flame Front has
identified five separate mechanisms as shown in Figure 123a for a typical Layered Burden such as
Visualised in Photo 35. Each of these mechanisms are outlined in terms of the initial Visualisations
of Dynamic Process behaviours and then the Knowledge Crosspollination Observations by others
that reinforce the Ffrench concept are also referenced.

Figure 123a

Five Mechanism - Ffrench Concept
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The five Flame Type mechanisms are:Mechanism 1
Matter Decomposition where the surface of Iron Ore Particles Melt
into a liquid which from which bubbles are forced to the liquid
surface in an effervescence and Gas migration, with fragments of
liquid and the bubble gases released into the gas stream.
Initial Visualisation: Individual Particles exhibit internal pressure which act on a
solid Iron shell, blowing it up as in Photo 20, or, rupture
and bubble and effervesce as the liquid core is released as in
Photo 20, or create a void as in Photo 26.
Liquid matter migration is evident in quenched Particles as in
Photo 9 where Carbon relates to the liquid formation, or
viscous shaped phases in the solid Iron shell of Photo 27.
Bubbles observed in Liquid phases as in Photo 9 rising
apparently under gravitational influences, and growth
associated with Iron Oxide Transformation in Photo 8.
Observations by Others :-

Migration of Gas into Steel under High Temperature and
Pressure - A n d o et.al. l991.( 3 4 X a )
Equation of Rate of Advance of Melting Interface - Seaton
etal. 1983.(315b)
Micro Gas Nucleation (Boiling) - C r a m 1982(34Xb)
Bubbles in Liquids - Yount 1982.( 3 4 X c )
Effervescence Bubbling - Prospered! 1982. (34Xd)
Foaming of Oxide Melts - Hara et.al.(316)

Mechanism

2

Fragments from matter decomposition mechanisms pass into the
gas stream.

Initial Visualisation:- Effervescence as in Photo 20 and with accompanying
sudden pressure release in Photo 17.
:-

Coke fines in abundance in Quenched Furnace samples
suggesting entrained in gas stream.

Observations by Others

Effervescence Bubbling - Prosperetti 1982.(34Xd)
Behaviour of Bubbles in a Molten Bath - Turkoglu etal.
1990.(34Xe)
Fragments released into gas stream as Bubbles burst Cooper 1982.(34Xf) an( j Shirata et.al. 1990.( 269 )
Entrained coke fines in Gas stream - Yagi 1991.(34Xh)
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Mechanism

3

Pyrolysis of the fragments as volatile matter is further released.

Initial Visualisation:- Direct Visualisation and Video of "eruptions from the
surface" in Photo 32 exhibiting secondary visible
behaviours.
Observations by Others

:- Pyrolysis of Fragments into Volatile Matter - Milne etal.
1983.(34Xj) 900°C at one second duration compared to
1700°C Dynamic reactions.

Mechanism 4 Combustion of Coke into the gaseous phase following the depletion
of the gas stream by the Pyrolysis and Rich mixture begins to react
in a Flame Front with thermal effects.
Initial Visualisation:- Direct Visualisation of Tuyere Reactions.
Observations by Others

:- C o k e Burning and Gasification - Hida etal. 1979.(34Xk)
:- Flame spread and concept - Di Blasi et.al. 1989.(34X1)

Mechanism 5 Combustion (Reaction) of the evolved Volatile matter to establish a
Lean Flame envelope with thermal effects.
Initial Visualisation:- Direct Visualisation of Tuyere Reactions.
:- Stockline High speed Thermograph Observations with
visible Flame considered to be a combination of Rich and
Lean observations.
:Observations by Others :-

Sinter Bed b u m through - Kasai et.al. 1989.(34Xm)
Combustion under High Pressure and Temperature and
Duration such as in-cylinder measurement of Engine Gas
Dynamics by Accufiber 1987.(34Xn)

The behaviour of the Ffrench Zone is Visualised as a standing Flame Front existing in a
fast moving ascending gaseous stream flowing through the interparticle Voids of the slowly
descending Burden paiticles.
In a Layered Burden such as in Photo 35, the presence of softened and molten material in
the Iron Ore Layer establishes a local region which has a high resistance to flow. The alternate
Coke Layers being of a lower resistance to flow adjusts to accommodate this change in this region
as shown in Figure 124.
The existance of the sudden Energy exchange and reaction front has been more recently
appreciated by the direct Visualisation using Probes,(34Xo) ant j confirms the assertion that the
liquid forming reactions are governed primarily by the Aerodynamic Processes, and thus the
corresponding Speed of Responses. The Knowledge Crosspollination approach introduces all the
other Thermodynamic, Metallurgical and Process Visualisation viewpoints, confirming also that
sufficient evidence of the existance of the various Flame mechanisms (in the correct order of flow)
occurs to classify this as a Flame Front.
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Based on the Five Flame Type Mechanisms outlined in Figure 123a, the ascending gas
stream as it approaches the Iron Ore Layer Liquidus Front (Figure 124) is considered to be in
equilibrium with little need for heat loss or reaction processes occuning at that instant of time.
A s this gas stream passes over the surface of the Iron Ore Particles - Heat and the active
constituent gas - Carbon Monoxide comes into contact with the Liquid surface of the Iron Ore
Particles - which in a continuing fashion has established a flow related contour of that surface
across the full width of the lion Ore Layer - as in Figures 122,123 ,124 and 125.
The Liquidus Front in Figure 123 is therefore the boundary interface between the Flame
Mechanism 1 - being the Liquidus Front and Flame Mechanism 2 - being the gaseous stream
flowing over these Liquid surfaces, and becoming "enriched" with the Liquidus Front "releases
into the gas stream".
The continuation of the gas stream through the interparticle Coke Voids, and the Speed of
Response of the Pyrolysis of the Fragments and gas releases - being Volatile matter, then
establishes Flame Mechanism 3.
At the completion of the Pyrolysis phase, the gas stream is n o w rich in Volatile matter and
possibly slightly depleted in Carbon Monoxide from this activity, and begins to Combust as the
fast reactions occcur in the Flame Mechanism 4. The type of Dynamic behaviour is expected to be
not dissimilar to the combustion characteristics and Speeds of Fine Coal as shown in Figure 55.
Molecular Speeds of 400 to 1000 metres per second are involved, establishing the envelope of
Flame, firstly as a Rich Mixture, and then leading to a Lean Mixture Mechanism 5 behaviour.
Similarily, conditions in the Combustion Rich and Lean phases should favour an increase
in the "release" of Carbon available to the lean Volatile matter Mixture Combustion to form Flame
Mechanism 5.
The Dynamic Analysis of these reactions is Visualised as involving both Streamline based,
and T i m e Stamped based Molecular Dynamo's as in Figure 45, where the Concurrency of
Dynamic Reactions are "equated to establish the overall behaviour and characteristics of the Flame
and Liquidus Fronts.
In summary then, the dynamic nature of the Ffrench Zone is characterised by the following
features
(a)

A Liquidus Front on each Ore Layer expressed in terms of a Volume or
Paiticles per second Rate of Production

(b)

A Flame Front Region of Heat and Gaseous Reactions occuring in the Coke
Layer eminating from the Liquidus Fronts with five flame mechanisms.

(c)

A Dynamic Melting Zone Region in the Ore Layer which ends where the
Ascending Gases are not appreciably impeded flowing through the
interparticle voids by Liquid material.

(d)

Cohesive Zone Static Reactions for the Softening - Melting Interface
Positions for Quenched Furnaces.
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(e)

Ascending Gaseous Streamlines "Bloomery" concept to Source the
necessary Rate of Hot Gases and provide a release for the Coke to sustain
the Liquidus Front Reactions.

(f)

The Speed of the Liquidus Front Propagation and Slope 0 is manifested in
the Ffrench Zone Shape.

(g)

Selfsustaining ability of the Ffrench Zone is determined by the Dynamic
influences of the Coke A m a s s floating in the Health Liquids and the extent
that Coke Crippling inhibits the Flow of Coke Paiticles away from the
Liquidus Front through the Bloomery in a "Pumping" action towards the
Tuyere Cavities where Coke is fully consumed.

Figure 124

Dynamic Ffrench Zone Mechanisms

A close analogy exists between the existing of stationary Isotherm Liquidus patterns that
occurs in a metal Welding process, where the line heat source travels and an expression exists to
relate the temperature at any point and the heat inputs and Liquidus Isotherm width.(345a)
T h e Instantaneuos Iron Production Rate based on the Liquidus Fronts, relies upon a
combination of the Speed of Propagation of the Individual Liquidus Fronts and the behaviour of
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the Region between the Liquidus Front and the Coke Amass. Since the Ascending Gas in this
Region has little requirement for solid Carbon, then Coke released due to the Void generation as
the "Iron Ore Particles" become Liquid Iron and Slag, must Flow away to the Sink where it is
consumed, (the Tuyeres) otherwise the overall Reaction would be retarded. The Coke Particulate
Rate "Flowing" through the Liquidus Front essentially matches the Iron Ore Particulate Rate
(compensated for Particle size variations). Thus a preferred Flow Path from the Liquidus Fronts
through to the Tuyere Cavity which operates much like the "Bloomery" Process with pulsating and
"Pumping" action of Coke to accommidate the opposing R o w motions. The Coke Particles are
pumped d o w n by the W a k e formed from the Ascending Gases surging upwards in the classical
"bubble"risingmechanisms Visualised in Particulate Packed Bed.
The Volume of the Liquidus Front as in Equation(33) is obtained by establishing the crosssectional area of the Liquidus Front as in Figure 124 (refer also Photo 36), and applying this to the
full circumferential length of the Liquidus Front.
Varea = Liquid Front Circumferential length . Cross sectional Area
EQN(33)
Vpar. = Liquid Front Circ. length . N p . V p . Y p

EQN(34)

where Np is the number of equivalent Paiticles
V p is the Volume of the equiv. Particles
Y p is the Volume of Iron Yield per Particle
The Idealised approach here is based on a circular Liquidus Front with a 60 degrees flow
contoured shape.
A more accurate form of these same relationships is obtained by incorporating the
following considerations, which can be estimated from the more advanced type of Blast Furnace
•

•

t, u (348>

insertion Probes.
(a)

Analysis of Tuyere related Stteamline bundles forming segments of varying
circumferential radius to cater for the variation in Liquidus Front shape and
propagation speed. (XTn)

(b)

Individual Layer Liquid Front propagation speeds based on Ffrench Zone
Profiles, extrapolated from Online Burden Probe traverses. (L0)

(c)

Corrections to Layer thickness at progressive stages of Descent of the
Particle Layers, for instance as the Furnace internal cross-sectional area
increases upon their Descent, and as Paiticles "flow" towards the Liquidus

(d)

Front Zone. (LN/L)
Individual Particle Reaction Rate Factor used to characterise the Reaction
Mechanisms and Mechanics which occur at the instance under
consideration. (Np)

(e)

Individual Ore Particle Slag and Iron Yield components. (Ice)

(f)

Individual Ore Particle Solid Iron Foimation Factor.(Isol)
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In this way, for instance, as the Ffrench Zone becomes broarder in the centre, or distorts to
one side, Layers change thickness, Ffrench Zone penetration alters, and in some regions the
Liquidus Front activity almost ceases, then these variations can be accounted for by altering the
Yield Factor component of Equation (34) as follows.

Yp = f{ XTn, L0, LN/L, Np, Ice, Isol} ...EQN(36)

To achieve a Method 3 Zone Volume Individual Stteamline approach as in Section 4.1
based on the Process Unit D y n a m o of Figure 35, the accuracy of the Liquidus Front is further
refined to establish the dynamic analysis d o w n to a few Particle diameters. In this w a y the
simulated Iron Ore Reaction Visualisation as in Section 6.2 provides a direct series of Process
behaviour mechanisms and mechanics for this Streamline Online analysis.
In comparing this Idealised Ffrench Zone approach to the actual Blast furnace
Observations, especially Photo 9; it is evident that two other major Ffrench Zone Mechanisms exist
which are not catered for by this approach, namely,
(a)

Ffrench Zone Cap Region

(b)

Ffrench Zone Tuyere Cavity Region

Figure 125

Ffrench Zone Characteristic Liquidus Regions
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Both of these Regions represent a particular extreme of the Ffrench Zone with the overall
Visualisation of the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate seen in terms of the Liquidus Front
Volume Rate as shown in Figure 125.
It is important to note that the Ffrench Zone Cap region provides a cyclic spreading
mechanism by virtue of the Aerodynamic flow component as the Cap Layers alternate from Coke
to Iron Ore. W h e n the Liquidus Front exposes a Coke layer, a preferential sideways shift of the
Ascending Gas Stteamlines occurs as the less permeable Iron Ore Layer Softens, becoming a high
resistance to Gaseous Flow in the process. Conversely, when the Liquidus Front is first exposed
to the Iron Ore Layer a blocking of the Gaseous Flow occurs and the overall H o w is less and more
central to the Cap centreline.
Similarily, the Layers immediately above the Tuyere Cavity at the "Base" of the Ffrench
Zone alternates dynamically between Iron Ore Layers and C o k e Layers. The Tuyere Cavity
consumes Coke at the Rate the Hot Air establishes and thus when a Ore Layer exists either the
Coke consumption Rate decreases overall, or the Coke "feed" rate into die Tuyere Cavity from the
"Bloomery" and the Health Region increases to compensate.
Visualisation of the Behaviour of Coke and the Brightness of the Coke combustion by
Tamura et.al.

N S C Japan, records that a periodic change in brightness in the Raceway

(Tuyere Cavity) at intervals of about 6 minutes occurs as shown in Figure 126. Individual particles
pass through various phases such as evaporation, Ignition and Combustion, which take finite times
to occur, as shown in Figure 55 in Section 3.1 at the molecular level.

Brightness is associated

with the rate of new particles burning.

Time

Figure 126

Cyclic change of Coke Brightness in Raceway(348)
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Additionally, the behaviour of Coke and Sinter has been investigated by using a
combination of Visual Observations with a Image Fiber Scope and temperature measurement with
an Optical Fiber Rod for the materials in the lower part of the experimental Blast Furnace.
Measurements of normal Specttal Emittance identified the possibility of detecting atomic Alkalis in
Gas and further identified a variation in Radiation Energy for initial Coke, compared to Sinter with
Coke and Coke near the Raceway. (3 50)
The Raceway Mechanism proposed by Tamura etal. sees the m a x i m u m size of the
Raceway governed by the force balance, where a size decrease and Brightness decrease results
from low-temperature Coke from above the Tuyeres, or the Brightness reflects the temperature of
Coke Flowing into the Raceway.
While agreeing with these conclusions, Figure 126 identifies the Coke Flow Patterns into
the Tuyere Cavity, and confirms that just as the Coke Layer exposure to the Tuyere Cavity
"floods" the Region with Coke , then so to does the exposure of the Iron Ore Layer establish a
temporary "drought This cyclic Process mechanism at 6 minutes Response Time therefore
suggests that the Coke Flow via the "Bloomery" is also cyclic at the same frequency, and thus
directly applies a slow speed pulsating Waxing and Waning component to the Dynaminc of the
Blast Furnace Process. Thus Control of the Layer Structure and Burden M i x in this Region is
considered a Prime Process Control Variable, in much the same way that the Ffrench Zone "Cap"
Burden Mix and Layering is.
The cyclic presence of a surplus of low-temperature Coke in the Tuyere Cavity also
suggests that the Ascending Gas "Bloomery" Temperature is cyclic, and this would be reflected as
a change in the Rate of the Liquidus Front Speed. Secondly, the Coke consumption Patterns would
alter to include Coke Gasification and hot fines possibly up the entire length of the "Bloomery",
and even contributing to the Liquidus Front shaping and Flame Front Mechamisms. In this regard,
the Velocity of the Ascending Gas and the Gas Sttatification are such that only small gas volume
sampling at high speed using inert carrier gas would see these variations, and then only when fixed
Raceway positioned multiple sampling is used.
Figure 126 identifies the three Regions of Liquidus Front activity and the overall Process
Descent Tunes of Particles from the Stockline. Each Particle is given a Realtime reference at the
Slockline, so that by establishing the Ffrench Zone Shape and the various Particle descent time to
the Liquidus Zone, then the Instantaneous Chemistiy Component of the Liquidus Zone can also be
obtained,and subsequently Controlled.
Observations of the behaviour of the Layered Burden (clearly Visualised in Photo 11)
indicates that the descent of all Layers relies upon the consumption of the bottom most Layer first.
In Figure 126 the Ffrench Zone Base Region consumption rate therefore determines the overall
descent Flow Rate of the entire Ffrench Zone. Secondly, the Furnace lines and the Burden
Charging Patterns can accelerate this process by the Layer "Thinning" Mechanism as the Furnace
Working cross-sectional Area increases as the Burden Descents. This is further accentuated when
the Ffrench Zone "Cap" Region consumes a significant proportion of the Burden before m u c h
Layer Thinning" occurs.
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6.7

C O N C U R R E N C Y OF PROCESS C O N S U M P T I O N M E C H A N I S M S

The Process of Transforming Iron Ore to Liquid Iron is traditionally underst
Visualised in teims of a number of Physical Properties which are manifested throughout the
Process. B y then nature, they are many and varied, and from this perspective of the Process they
involve complex interactions and interrelationships, and necessitates then Concurrently to gain the
more accurate and complete understanding.
This Concurrency viewpoint is considered essential where dynamic behaviours are
involved, and as such this represents a departure from the traditional Equilibrium based viewpoint
of Processes, (refer Section 6.3)
To cater for the Time Variant nature of the Blast Furnace Process, it is firstly necessary to
establish the basic physical Process "Phenomena" across a Spectrum of viewpoints, from the
Global through to the range of localised Process "clusters" of different magnitudes, such as the
Process and Molecular Unit Dynamos as in Figure 35. Using this basis, they are classified so as to
directly provide a Process related Knowledge Structure which miirors the natural Physical Foim
Dynamics of the Process in terms of the Visualised Knowledge.
The overall Physical Constraints are established by the Process boundary in the foim of the
Process Global Dynamo, and this is classified primarily as a Knowledge Visualisation System
which uses orthoginal mapping methods for Process Orientation and position location.
Visualisation is based on a combination of Vertical and Horizontal Sectional Views as shown in
Figure 127, with the focus dynamically altered by following the Hot Air Blast supply path and the
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resultant Ascending Gaseous Flow through the Blast Furnace. In this way the Stteamline
approach, forms a centtal focus for the Process Knowledge Visualisation, and is the basis for the
Dynamic Analysis Method 3 outlined in Section 4.1 and Figure 63.
Associated with this Physical Reality Visualisation are four further Classes of Knowledge,
identified in their ascending order of importance in terms of Instantaneous Iron Production Rate
and Chemistry.
These are classified as follows;
PRIMARY Class is based on the Process and how it behaves in terms of the Flow
Qualities being related mainly to the Hot Air Blast and Particulate
Matter from a Source-Sink Energy viewpoint. The Process Unit
Dynamo and the Molecular Unit Dynamo Visualisation of "Critical
Mass" portions along the Process Stteamlines provides a Dynamic
technique to more exactly and concurrently relate Knowledge of
varying interrelated mass scales.
S E C O N D A R Y Class is based on h o w the Process is achieved and involves the
Transformations from Iron Ore to Liquid Iron and Slag, together
with the manner in which Carbon and the Hot Blast Air are
consumed during this Process. Specifically this involves the relative
proportions and "Time Stamping and Speed of Response" of
Mechanisms and Mechanics responsible for the continuation of the
Material Flow, especially the Particulate Flow effects such as in
Figure 102. Quantative understanding is provided by including the
Zone Volume and Reaction Rate effects which are Isotherm based
and similar to Figure 124. Zone Interface Boundaries are directly
related to the Particulate Temperatures with a discrimination down to
Individual Paiticles when incorporating Aerodynamic Visualisation
as in Photo 15, and to Critical Mass subparticle Visualisation levels
when incorporating Individual Particle Reaction Mechanics and
Mechanisms such as in Figure 94.
T E R T I A R Y Class

is based on Blast Furnace Operational Characteristics which
influence fundamentally the P R I M A R Y and S E C O N D A R Y Class
aspects. Traditionally Operator Adjustments to this Class of Process
Characteristics, provides the essential Metallurgical Control of the
Blast Furnace. Online Realtime Process Control therefore involves
the Automatic Conttol of the Process in teims of T E R T I A R Y Class
Characteristics to Optimise the Process Transformation of Iron Ore
and incorporates the P R I M A R Y and S E C O N D A R Y Classes to
Visually understand these Processes.
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Q U A D R A Class

provides the Dynamic Process Performance Behaviour focus based
on the Localised Operational Paramaters which are responsible for
the T E R T I A R Y and S E C O N D A R Y Class of Process Visualisation
effects. Direct Visualisation using Insertion Probes provides either a
continuous or periodic reference to the Localised Dynamics
Knowledge and establishes the necessary connection between the
Unit Dynamos as in Figure 63 and the Instantaneous Iron
Production Rate and Chemistry approach outlined in Sections 4.1
and 6.6. Online Realtime Process Conrtol uses the Q U A D R A Class
Parameters as Process Measurements in the Classic Process Control
sense, and provides Automatic Conttol by altering the Individual
Process Flow influencing Parameters while incorporating the
various facits of the Process Speed of Responses in the Conttol.

The significance of this approach lies in the ability to Classify the Process into the essential
Process Control related Form so that Online Realtime Dynamic Analysis can be achieved by
utalising the Concurrency of these various aspects of the Process. The combination of Knowledge
Crosspollination Images as in Figure 48, and the Knowlogical Sequence technique to provide
Knowledge Visualisation of selected portions of this as in Figure 94, also establishes a direct
relationship between the Realtime Visualisation and the Realtime Dynamic Analysis and Process
Conttol.
The Concurrency technique therefore provides the link between the actual Reality and the
Individual Viewpoints which collectively represent the "total Knowledge." Of course, the extent of
the Process understanding is normally somewhat less than desired, but it is considered that the
Structured approach which is based on Visualisation phenonoma goes part way to compensate for
these deficiencies, and in so doing establishes a framework to promote more exact representations
of the Process.
In teims of the Blast Furnace Process, the Concurrency considerations involve the interplay
between the Secondary Class, Energy and Momentum Continuity aspects of the Ascending
Gaseous Flow, with the descending Coke and Iron Ore Layered Burden. Superimposed within this
Flow Process is the Tertiary Class, Zone Volume and Zone Interface Rate Effects, which are
classified in terms of the Process Mechanisms responsible for the creation of Voids as Particulate
Matter is Transformed into Gaseous and or Liquidus substances.
In general terms, the Iron Formation Rate is the culmination of the Chemical Reaction
Exchanges that occur between the Coke and Iron Ore Particles in the presence of Ascending Blast
induced Gases in the Blast Furnace, while the Instantaneous Liquid Iron Production Rate results
from the direct Transformation of Solid (originally Iron Ore) Paiticles to Liquids in the Ffrench
Zone Liquidus Front as in Figures 124 and 125. Since the Particles entering the Liquidus Front
undergo a relatively sudden Transformation to Liquids within minutes, the composition of these
Particles in terms of the Solid Iron extent and the proportions of Iron Oxides within the Particle
Core, influences both the Rate and Mechanics for this Liquidus Front.
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These Concurrency considerations (as shown in Figure 128) establishes, that a Balance
must exists between the Chemical Reaction Exchanges and the Heat Excitation Rate throughout the
Process as a condition that the Reaction Front be self sustained, otherwise the Reaction Fronts are
moving either Vertically and or Radially with respect to the Blast Furnace Shell Boundaries. This is
especially the case at the Liquidus Front where Reaction Rates occur at the Individual Particle level
as in Figure 123, and this creates a Zone Volume based method for Online Dynamic Analysis and
Process Conttol use. The confirmation of the influence of the Aerodynamic influences of the Blast
furnace V o l u m e affecting the Burden Distribution has been also reported by Niscko and
Ariyama(350a)an( j including the Angle of Repose of Paiticles.
A Numerical Simulation Model in the traditional sense has been developed by Hatano and
Kurita(351) in 1987 and based on Heat and Mass balance equations applied for the three phases;
gas, solid and liquid, and including the equations of motion for the gaseous flow also. This Model
contains m a n y of the concurrency aspects of Energy, M o m e n t u m , Flow and Pressure, including
characteristic heat ttansfer coefficients for the various reaction phases, and differs from the
Reaction D y n a m o approach of Figure 35 where Online Dynamic Analysis uses a D y n a m o moving
along a stteamline to incorporate the localised concurrency method and individual particle Kinetics.

Figure 128

Concurrency Dynamics of Blast Furnace Reactions

Centtal to this understanding is the Visualisation of the relative Speeds of the various
Reaction Mechanisms and Mechanics in teims of the Process Flow, Heat, Carbon Balance and
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Iron Ore Reaction Stratification and Gradation. This concept was then enhanced to include for the
"suite" of Reactions, the Concurrency of all of these viewpoint being catered for in terms of the
Matter clusters, Cluster Personalities, Cluster T i m e and Rate stamping, and their associated
Visualisation.
Within this framework, the Online Realtime Dynamic Process Control therefore centres
around the Conttol of the three regions of activity in the P R O C E S S and P R I M A R Y Classes where
Void generation Sites are the dominant Control Variables, and where the Concurrency
considerations provide the Dynamic Visualisation manifested at the Global Personality level. The
three regions are:(1)

Tuyere Zone Penetration Depth and "Circulation" Control, effectively
Controls in conjunction with the Burden Layer thickness, the Ffrench Zone
Root Descent Speed. This includes the Dynamic impact and Cyclic nature of
the alternate layers of Coke and Iron Ore on the Tuyere Cavity "brightness"
as in Figures 55 and 126. The possibility of direct conttol of the opening
size, insertion depth and the angle of inclination of Tuyeres as an Online
Process Conttol Method in the future is considered not far away.

(2)

Shape Conttol of the Ffrench Zone where the Width and Slope of the
Liquidus Front Zone is related to the Height of the FFrench Zone Cap, and
the distiibution of the central Velocity eminating initially from the Blast
penetration, and effected by the Hearth Liquid Level, Coke A m a s s and
Coke Properties as in Figure 124.

(3)

Ffrench Zone Cap Width Control to slow d o w n the centtal Flow and
create radial spreading as a result of the Aerodynamic Flow behaviour
which is modified by a change in the natural "V" shaped angle of repose
particle segregation of charged Burden Material as shown in Figure 125.

Implementation of Online Realtime Dynamic Control relies upon the ability to identify and
then Quantify the Process behavioural aspects which concunently operate or alter the Process.
These have been classified in Figure 129 in teims of the Process Speed of Response for Dynamic
Control purposes with respect to the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate.
The basic concepts of Dynamic Analysis for Process Control purposes applied to Matter
Clusters of the Blast Furnace Process was utalised to provide the Online Realtime Process Conttol
Method. This utalises Knowledge and Visualisation based Cluster Personalities and Personality
Trait understanding and behavioural speeds, while operating primarily with Aerodynamic
sensitivity for Dynamic Conttol, of the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and Chemistiy.
B y combining the anticipated Stteamline generic type behaviour as in Figure 128 with the
Visualisation Streamline behaviours obtained from Process Video Imaging (refer Photo 32 and
(322) a m o r e detailed and accurate confirmation of the Blast Furnace Iron Formation and
Production Rate is expected. Further confirmation of the Individual Particle Internal Reaction
Mechanisms would be available by taking grabbed samples and linking the Labratory Analysis
Knowledge directly (187 a) s 0 as t0 o e available to the Process Control System.
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Figure 129 Process Mechanisms for Dynamic Conttol Purposes
In this way, the Concurrency of Realtime Knowledge of the Blast Furnace Process from an
external and peripheral understanding, through to the Process Unit D y n a m o behaviours on
individual Streamlines. This establishes the Aurora Visualisation of the Process, which also
includes the Visualisation of the Process Speeds in terms of Reaction Fronts and Reaction
Mechanics and Mechanisms for Internal Paiticles and Matter through to the Molecular Critical Mass
behaviour with Atomis and Subatomis considerations.
The resultant basic Knowledge Concurrency of the blast Furnace Process is asssembled
structurally in a form similar to Knowlogical Flow Sequences, incorporating Online Process
Control Dynamic Analysis techniques provides the basics for the Advanced Streamline based
method for locating, Visualisiling and Controlling the Reduction of Iron Ore Paiticles to Liquid
Iron. This allows the Optimisation of such of such aspects as, Particle Characteristics,
Distribution, etc. as well as Coke utilisation and Liquid System Dynamics.
In this way, a combination of Online Research and Development, Simulation, and
Labratory Analysis components is added directly and in Realtime to the Online Process Conttol
features that are generally considered necessary for modern day systems. O n e such recent structure
which attempts to provide system " liveness properties and (concurrent) data structures" w a s
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prepared by Ostroff and Wonham(351a) m

1987, for Modelling, Specifying and Verifying

Realtime Discrete Event Systems found in embedded computer systems, process conttol, telephone
switches, flexible manufactoring systems, traffic control and in many other applications with
specified time constraints. This also establishes the advantages to be gained by establishing
Alliances with Research Institutions and Universities, so that in the future, Knowledge that is
available can be successfully incorporated into the Humanoids as in Figure 18. It is envisaged that
this will provide the link which discerns the extent that any particular facit of Knowledge is
incorporated into the Concurrency needs of the Process Control Systems.
The basic requirement is for Knowledge Visualisation as distinct from Information Display,
and the Humanoid was developed not only to cater for this and but also to provide the inherent
concurrency nature present in the Human Knowledge systems.
Specifically then, the Process Dynamic Analysis Concurrency Concepts in Figure 104
represents the Instantaneous Visualisation of the Blast Furnace Process Knowledge that is being
Communicated to the Human Observers, and therefore incorporates the Dynamic viewing
capability which is necessary to captute the Realism of the Knowledge and to the associated
Personised nature and Traits involved.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY
U p o n review, eight major concepts for the Blast Furnace Process were investigated and
developed in the following areas:(1)

Simplistic V o l u m e based Instantaneous Iron Production Rate Process Conttoller
relying extensively on Isothermal measurements to locate Reaction interface surface
contours in the Process, on which the Conttol is based.

(2)

Particulate Stratification Reaction concepts were introduced by combining observed
reaction characteristics with conventional Iron equilibrium Process behaviours, but
Extrapolated for these n e w conditions.

(3)

Knowledge Crosspollination techniques were used to establish the Spectrum of
Knowledge for the analogue based dynamic real time data systems envisaged.These
were developed in conjunction with Humanoid Visualisation concepts using
Dynamic Imagery processing incorporating Knowlogical sequences.

(4)

Dynamic analysis concepts centered around the application of principles of energy
and matter continuity, dynamic and static Process behaviours in the foim of
equilibrium and non-equilibrium reaction components, Stable and Kinetic Reaction
mechanisms, and fluid properties as they relate to Iron Formation.

(5)

Blended Powder Transformation is considered achieveable in the near future, with
the advantage that the Process Conttol of individual Powders would overcome
m a n y Process characteristics effects which m a k e the measurement and Conttol of
Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and Chemistiy in the Blast Furnace Process
less exact; namely, a more definite particle by particle Reaction would directly and
continuously result by using a Process where the Liquid Iron Foimation occurs at a
suitable critical Droplet size directly from the Conttol of the Individual Iron Ore
Particle size. Thus the single L u m p y Paiticles, and particle cluster stratification
mechanism effects would effectively be eliminated. Particle size as a Powder,
would be a conttolled variable, optimised to achieve Metallurgical conttol to
produce Liquid Steel viscous forming mechanisms which are based on dynamic
equilibrium relationships involving Iron Particle Critical Mass Forming Effects.
Reaction Speeds would then be predominantly Surface related for Iron Ore Powder,
and operate with Aerodynamic Sensitivity for Control purposes.

(6)

T h e significance of Fick's law on diffusion, N e m s t equation on measurement of
concentrations, potentials and their effects, and also Raoult's L a w on chemical
potential of liquids where surface tension forces predominate (such as in the
Ffrench Zone) are considered appropiate for Dynamic Analysis use.

(7)

In a classical Dynamic Analysis sense, the Concurrent application of the following
provides the basics for Online Realtime Process Conttol interrelationships which
apply in varying degrees for the Reaction Mechanics and Mechanisms; these include
the First and Second L a w s of Thermodynamics, Principles of the Conservation of
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Mass in the form of the Continuity Equation, Newton's Second L a w s in teims of
M o m e n t u m Equation for Flow Rate and Velocity distributions, Heat Transfer
effects, and Equation of State relating to Pressure, Volume and Temperature, for
both dependent and independent Properties. Transport of heat and mass
layers( 187a ) are described in teims of the Nusselt and Sherwood Numbers, which
are themselves expressed in terms of a function of the Grashof and Prandtl
Numbers, and Grashof and Schmidt Numbers. This further includes the Nusselt
N u m b e r using dimensional analysis techniques for multivariate Dynamic Systems,
and the Grashof N u m b e r which provides a measure of the fluid motion (and hence
the Heat Transfer Rate) adjacent to the surface of Paiticles where Convective Heat
Transfer applies.
(8)

The basic concepts of Dynamic Analysis for Process Control purposes applied to
Matter Clusters of the Blast Furnace Process was utalised to provide the Online
Realtime Process Conttol Method. This utalises Knowledge and Visualisation
based Cluster Personalities and Personality Trait understanding and behavioural
speeds, while operating primarily with Aerodynamic sensitivity for Dynamic
Conttol, of the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate and Chemistiy.

It is also evident that as these developments took place over a fourteen year period that
Electronic Technological changes also tended to provide more suitable conventional Process
Control Systems.
However it is also clear that early conceptual developments at Port Kembla in the late
1970's

which resulted in a 1978 Siemens Process Conttol System was ahead of its time in

providing the key elements for Online Realtime Process Conttol of the Modern Blast Furnace
Process. T h e major improvements since then have been the development of the significance of
Personal Computers and Colour display system for these systems. However the Inherent Process
Controller concept capabilities and Designs used for online dynamic Control still remains
essentially unaltered today, while the limiting factor evident is still the need to match the Controller
system response to the Process Response speeds and Process understanding.
During the period, one major influence was the impact of the Quenched Furnaces
observations; perhaps incorrectly biasing the understanding of the Direct Reduction Zone; but it is
now evident from idealised particle evaluations during this same period that the dynamic Reaction
components (actually Visualised and Video recorded as outlined here in Chapter 6) provided a new
vision which encourages concepts such as the Flame Front Reduction characteristic, N e w m a n
Effervescent Void Mechanism with Wustite and Iron Liquidus behaviours, and Iron Formation
Critical mass Visualisation concept. The Knowlogical flow sequence concept established a direct
connection between Process M e c h a m i s m s spanning from Atomic Observations of reactions
through to the large scale Process Visualisation of these, such as in this case the Formation of
Gaseous Voids or Bubbles.
Following on from the development work in the 1970's the confirmation that Temperature
is the Primary Process Property which classifies Reaction states was established in terms of a
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Metallurgical threshold Temperature for Molten Iron Formation. Measured at 1525° C for M t
N e w m a n Ore. Temperature is thus seen as the fundamental property sought to simplify the
otherwise complex multivariable Process. Further systems developed specifically from the
Isotherm measurement and Thermodynamic reaction viewpoints are seen as being dominant for
online Process Conttol use.
Also by their very nature, Isotherms naturally establish Process Interface Boundaries
which provide relatively easy Volumetric methods for conttol purpose in line with the original
concept sought.
The Process Isotherm based concept is further simplified by superimposing the dynamic
flow Pattern of the components of the ascending gas flow energy source together with the
descending particulate flow patterns crossing these Isotherms. In a simplistic sense then, the
Isotherms are visualised as relatively stationary Temperature surface contours as "standing waves
in a fluid process" which is itself a major Process mechanism being of the overall Iron Foimation
Process.
The concept of a Liquidus Zone and a Flame Front Reduction Characteristic (Ffrench) Zone
is used to establish a localised dynamic relationship between the ascending gaseous fluid stteamline
temperatures and the descending particulate matter based zone interface locations. This includes the
concept of Coke Crippling, where the Buoyancy behaviour of the Coke Amass floating in Health
Liquids restricts the Coke Flow from beneath the Liquidus Zone, and for "Drained Healths" a
Bloomery is established through which Coke is "pumped" towards the Tuyere Cavity, as the
Ascending Gases, flow in a "gulping action" with the "smooth" Coke across the face of the
Liquidus Front Zone.
Investigations into the quantum theories applied generally to atomic and molecular
processes includes key diffusion mechanisms which interrelate the transportation of matter,
energy, charge and m o m e n t u m . These mechanisms are considered to be applicable in a
macroscopic sense to the flow processes within the Blast Furnace. In particular, within the higher
temperature regions of the Process where atomic and molecular behaviour is considered to be
somewhat distorted from ambient observed behaviours. This alters existing perceptions of fluid
transportation, gas migration, and non-equilibrium Reaction behaviours, and then begins to
provide possible explanations for the Aurora mechanism observed.
From the energy flow viewpoint, Fick's first law of diffusion is considered appropriate to
the Heat flow of the ascending gases, being a macroscopic application of the molecular transport of
gases through a porous solid. In this case it is the particulate matter in the Blast Furnace.
(82)
Fick's first law v ;
Rate of diffusion J (Matter)
= -D (dH/dz)
EQN(34)
J (Energy)

= -K (dT/dz)

EQN(35)

The Energy gradient (sourced at the Blast Furnace Tuyeres) is seen as the driving force in
the diffusion as a time dependent process, where the diffusion equation, or Fick's second law
quantifying the concentration is considered to be also applicable; as given by
N(x,t) =

(No/A (TtDt)/2)exp(-x2/4Dt)

EQN(36)
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Where N is concenttation, (A) the area and (x) the distance covered in time (t).
Process response considerations for diffusion suggests that the average distance travelled
by Molecules varies as the square root of thetimelapse
(x) =

-2 (Dt/ic) 72

EQN(37)

Where the diffusion constant D = pkT/ez with (p.) the Iron mobility
K the thermal conductivity
T is Temperature and
ez is atomic electron potential.
Process Isotherms profiles are therefore considered as being influenced directly in teims of
the square root time lapse diffusion component of the Process which establishes a direct conttol
streamline variable to alter the Liquidus Isotherm shape by Process Control techniques.
The inclusion of the rate of Diffusion and the driving forces, (dN/dy) (Matter) and (dT/dz)
(Energy), establish basic mechanisms which were arrived at by Knowledge Crosspollination
methods. These represent a fundamental Process mechanism form of the Process speed of
response, Process energy, and flow mechanisms sought for Process Control use.
The "Process Unit D y n a m o " concept applicable to "critical Process mass environs" on
Flow Stteamlines was developed as a concept to represent the concurrency of the various Process
mechanisms where then preferential behaviour under dynamic and non equilibrium conditions are
catered for. This approach also applies to the Atomic and Molecular levels, where Visualised of
matter migration occuring under controlled conditions can be achieved, and with the expectation
that the elementary dynamic Flow Process Property designated, the Harmonology can be identified
by Knowledge Crosspollination techniques.
Specifically for instance the rate of chemical reactions (K z ) is often found to fit Arrhenius
(Of.\

Rate L a w expression

based on (Ea) the activation energy of the reaction which depends

primarily on the temperature.
Kz
or

=

InKz =

Aexp(-Ea/RT)

EQN(38)

InA-Ea/RT

EQN(39)

This rate of reaction which caters for both chemical and thermal activation energy
components is seen as being directly applicable to the Instantaneous Iron Foimation mechanisms of
the Blast Furnace Process.
In an overall sense then, all stages of the Process from the Furnace Working Volume view,
to a composite Zone view, and through to the Particulate view, involve a consistent time variant
and intensity variant analogue styled behaviours that have been identified in the following major
Process areas; namely
(1)

Energy Sources became the available Heat Patterns which are manifested as
Process Isotherms.

(2)

Dynamic R o w patterns are manifested as, Flow Velocity Profiles.

(3)

Reaction Fronts appear- as continuous moving "Envelopes" sourced by
Energy Heat patterns and their- position localised by Flow Patterns which
result as a combination of a number of Dynamic Process Behaviours.
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The Primary Process parameters sought were derived from applying Energy, Heat and
Fluid Flow considerations to the Blast Furnace Process, identifying that Temperature is the Root
Parameter in combination with the mass and volume of the Process elements. Additionally the
Time Rate of charge of Process Parameters quantifies the extent and contribution of each to the
Liquid Iron Foimation Rates.
Overall energy considerations in teims of Enthaphy, Kinetic energy (Velocity patterns),
and Potential energy (Descent) established the framework for a Process Unit Dynamo. W h e n
applied to the Descending particle stteamlines using online dynamic analysis methods this approach
can quantify the Rate of change of Process Parameters; primarily manifested as Process Isotherms.
From the Process Controller viewpoint, over the period since the 1970's, the importance of
specifically structured Process Conttol Systems remains of paramount importance as a means of
matching the Process Response Speeds to the Process Controllers capabilities as the effective
means to monitor and control that same process. The limiting factor still remains the "Dynamic
loop data flow system speed".
Most m o d e m plants today are using systems which are conceptually and functionally
similar to the 1978 Siemens based Simplistic Control design. The major advancements are in the
areas of the operator station designs and features, rather than the Process Controller input-output
areas. Most designs are still Response time limited, similar to the data flow speeds of earlier
designs, but n o w system overheads for Graphics and Electronic Bus operations etc. have also
increased also as a consequence of the new technological developments. Consequently, the overall
system performance while having improved features and alogrithms, still exhibit the same relative
Process Control limitations, and thus still relies upon the same basic first order Process
measurements for this purpose. The Zone Volume based approach used here simplifies the time
criticality nature of direct measured Instrument variables by establishing a process based
prioritising method to overcome this.
The degree of complexity of future Process Control Systems are envisaged to require a
minimum fifth order concentrically nested system where advanced process control methods and
dynamic Analysis concepts are applied in concurrent order based on previous parameter sets
established for each successive order of each of the five Classes of Complexity.
The five Classes are :PROCESS

- Direct Process measurement orientation based,

PRIMARY

- Energy, Mass and Momentum Continuity based,

SECONDARY

- Process Property based such as Isotherms,

TERTIARY

- Fluid dynamic based, and

QUADRA

- Dynamic Analysis based using Advanced Process Conttol
methods.

Supplementary use of satellite Personal computer for advanced technical areas (also dialed
in 1982 and 1986) is one attempt to overcome the current limitations at the Second and Third order
levels, one of which the Instantaneous Iron Production Rate Controller is considered to be; but this
approach does not provide the stiuctured system security or Dynamic response speeds envisaged
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and necessary for the conttol based upon the more advanced second order Aerodynamically driven
process reaction mechanisms and mechanics.
Additionally the need for Analogue based process characteristics in real time involving a
multiplicity of Process Parameters, mechanisms and mechanics, further identifies the need for
systems which both structurally and dynamically are inherently capable of direct manipulation of
knowledge and information at the appropriate degree of complexity for Process Control purposes.
While current technology has these capabilities, such as for instance, the use of Artificial
Intelligence by N.K.K. Japan,

it is evident that future systems would require an inherent

system design which directly processes data in a Knowledge based Visualisation fashion so as to
concurrently utalise the vast cache of knowledge that is involved. Already reports by Ironmakers of
difficulties in presenting information and Visualisation of the amount of data in such a way as not
to overload the Operators, establishes the real need for future Process Conttol Svstem
y
r. •
(360)
Designs.
The approach developed here is to establish Knowledge in both Static, (Equilibrium) and
Dynamic (Non equilibrium) foim, so as to capture the concurrency "realm of influence" relating to
the "Spectrum" of Process Mechanisms and Mechanics behaviours. This Generic Knowledge is
combined with Insertion Probes to provide direct Process Knowledge Visualisation and Analysis
to varying levels of detail. The concept of the Process Unit D y n a m o referenced to the Dynamic
Behaviour of Process Streamlines is used for Online Realtime Process Control.
With current technology "stagnating" in the sense that structural design are somewhat
sterotyped and absolute electronic physical limits are being rapidly approached, the Knowledge
Visualisation Concept modelled on the Functional H u m a n capabilities is expected to provide a more
effective utilisation of these available technologies. For example, functionally designed modules
are n o w produced with electronic componentry becoming increasingly smaller and ever faster,
absorbing a multiplicity of previous single chip based systems into the one group function
electronic chip. Presently the concept of the fifth generation Computers includes a set of
fundamental adopted features, such as,
Level 0

Monitoring and Conttol

Level 1

Super Personal Computers.

Level 2

Service Machines.

Level 3

Functional Machines, as Relational Databases, Simulation,
Scientific, and High-intelligence, machines.

These concepts were developed in 1982 and n o w in 1992 while the envisaged 5th.
Generation Machines have not reached the maturity level expected, the basic concepts and
structural data flow is being incorporated, although for commercial reasons are not being marketed
as such. Even considering these Fifth Generation Computers with Vector Processing, and the
expected impact of Neural Processors, developments are not expected to fulfil the future needs
without a change in functional requirements to incorporate direct knowledge imagery as the basis
for knowledge processing. Attempts to use Supercomputer based Neuronal Models to demonstrate
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the Brain like electrical activity is where perhaps crosspollination of Knowledge as neuron activity,
although not currently understood has already been observed.
A different approach based on the Aurora Visualisation of knowledge in H u m a n terms
forms the basis of such a system in what has been termed a Humanoid. Knowledge
Crosspollination Concepts and techniques are expected to provide basis for the structured approach
to achieve this level of system complexity in a gradation of the multidimensional facit vision of
concurrent Knowledge Application in Realtime Dynamic fashion. The resultant Humanoid concept
is based upon transferring, Visualising, and "generating" information directly as knowledge in a
Visualised Imagery form, and providing Visual Dynamic Imagery which also can be characterised
to exhibit the personal traits and characteristics mannerisms for a actual h u m a n lookalike
Knowledge Communication System. Humanoids are envisaged as providing the necessary
Reliability, Reproducibility and Visualisation of Knowledge needed to achieve Online Realtime
Process System performance and dynamics.
A Knowledge Crosspollination Image Processing Concept was developed to provide an
analogous h u m a n Visualisation method which focuses on the logical dynamic flow and gradation
of knowledge (termed Knowlogical) assembled at "storage" time in a Multiple Disipline
Knowledge Spectrum" of concurrently applicable knowledge in its Realtime dynamic form.
The Advantages of this approach stems from the application of Dynamic Process Control
viewpoints; where, as automation of Processes become more complex, then so too does the
Process Conttol aspects merge to become an integral part of the Process operational systems, until
the two are inseparable. The Philosophies for future Process operations are seen as building upon
the tried and proven base provided from the Process Control and Instrumentation trade,
(particularly mechanical and Pneumatics) and are considered quite separate to the electronic
systems euphoria which have not, as yet, stood the test of time concurrently with regards to
Process Safety, Security and Reliability.
Finally from a theoretical Dynamic Analysis viewpoint, a change in the Blast Furnace
Process to a Blended Powder Transformer is envisaged as overcoming m a n y of the Speed of
Reaction Process and Process conttol limitations of the existing "Blast" driven process.
The Powder size, in a near pure form of Iron Ore and Carbon Paiticles when injected in a
zone of "Superheated energy reserves" provides the Process where individual Iron particle would
initially be transformed into Liquid Iron, effectively eliminating all intraparticle and particle
sttatifaction aspects in the Iron Formation Process. Particulate size conttol would directly establish
Liquid Iron Droplet foimation mechanisms.
The Blending of Powdered Iron Ore and Carbons (in either solid or gaseous form) would
be simplified to the classic mass flow Process Control system approach.
Also by this approach, environmental and energy conservation requirements would also be
obtained with oretteatmentremoving the majority of slag ingredients as part of ore preprocessing,
reducing handling and waste disposal, by transporting from the mining sites only near pure Iron
Ore for processing. F r o m the Blended Powder Transformer, Molten steel rather than Iron
production would involve Process Control of the Carbon intake during the Liquidus formation
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Process and having Liquid Steel containments in a non carbon hearth material, possibly fine grain
Alumina.
Since both Iron Ore and Coal are the two most abundant elements on earth, then past
(109)
attempts in Ironmaking using a mixture of Iron Oxide and Carbon fines
as early as 1980 are
seen as fore-runners to n e w Advanced Technology based Processes resulting from Periodic Table
future aspects for Ferrous Materials,(357) a n d similarily for Alumina developed
materials.(358,359) Direct use in a Powdered Steel Transformer in the near future would be as
likely as the development of a Solid Steel Composite Processes with the direct parts manufactured
using Powder Metallurgical techniques similar to those of the Plastics Industries.
The theoretical combination of adequate localise Particulate heat acting onfinelydistributed
Ore particles would see Iron Oxide converted to steel particles by maintaining a detailed Carbon
Environment and with "Oxide" Vapours preferentially being released in a manner similar to the use
of solvents in resins.
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